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Abstract 

This thesis is a contribution to the study of the interpretation of the concept 

of bodhicitta. This concept is a technical term of frequent occurrence in Buddhist 

Sanskrit literature. Within the Mahayana Buddhist tradition. bodhicitta is closelv 

related to the spiritual practices of the Buddhist aspirant to enlightenment. 

Specif ically researched is Sant ideva's use of t his concept in his Bodhicaryavatara, a 

text known to have been cornposed around the 8th century. The form of this study 

is as follows: first, a survey of the various interpretations of the concept of 

bodhicitta suggested so far; secondly, an analvsis of its possible functions in the 

context of the spiritual path of the aspirant to enlightenment; thirdly, a discussion of 

what 1 believe to be an appropriate understanding of bodhicitta. An argument will 

be made that the path to realization consists in cultivating an awareness of the 

reality described by the concept of bodhicitta. Such cultivation should bring one to 

the realization that what is described by i t  is indeed the only possible reality. This 

means that bodhicitta is the means to as well as the description of the goal to attain. 

Cette thèse se voit être une contribution a l'étude de l'interprétation du 

concept de bodhicitta. Ce concept est un terme technique qui est souvent utilisé 

dans le contexte de la littérature sanscrite du Bouddhisme. Chez les adeptes du 

Mahavana, bodhicitta est étroitement lié à leur pratique spirituelle. De façon plus 

spécifique, j'ai l'intention de faire une recherche sur l'utilisation de ce concept par 

Sant ideva dans son oeuvre intitulée Bodhicaryava tara, un texte qui aurait été 

composé aux environs du 8ème siècle. La forme de cette étude est la suivante: 

premièrement, un survol des différentes interprétations du concept de bodhicitta 

suggérées jusqu'à présent; deuxièmement, une analyse des diverses fonctions 

possibles de ce concept dans le cadre de la pratique spirituelle de l'aspirant a 

l'illumination; troisièmement, une discussion relative à ce que je crois être une 

compréhension adéquate de la signification du concept de bodhicitta. La thèse 

défendue consiste à dire que le chemin de la réalisation est un développement d'une 

prise de conscience de la réalité décrite par le concept de bodhicitta. Une telle 

prise de conscience nous amène a nous rendre compte que cette réalité est 

justement la seule réalité possible. Ceci signifie que bodhicitta est à la fois le moyen 

et la description du but à atteindre. 
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1 ntroduct ion 

This thesis is an attempt to understand the meaning of the concept of 

bodhicitta by analyzing the characterist ics of the spiri tua! pat h suggested in the 

Bodhicary~vatara, a text of the Mahayâna Buddhist tradition known to have been 

cornposed in Sanskrit by the Buddhist philosopher Santideva (8th CE). and 

commented on by the Buddhist scholar Prajfiakaramati ( 10th CE). 
The expression bodhicitta has usually been translated by thought of 

enlightenment or desire of eniightenment Somet imes the word enlightenmen t is 

subst ituted by a wakening. According to the Mahayana Buddhist tradition. t his 

concept is closely related to the spirituai practices of the Buddhist disciple 

(bodhisattva). 

When one considers all the tradit ionai Buddhist sources mentioning 

bodhicitta, including the Bodhicaryavatara of Sant ideva, it is somehow dif f icult to 

get a general picture of what exactly this concept is. 1 t appears that bodhicitta, 

although a technical term within Buddhism, has acquired various meanings due to 

the diversity of contexts in which it is ernployed. 1 n the tantric tradition of Tibetan 

Buddhism, for example, t his concept has obvious metaphysical connotations, 

whereas, in some Sanskrit texts of the Mahayana tradition, it has been argued that 

it assumes a more functional character on account of being understood as a resolve 

to attain realization. In other texts also, bodhicitta seems to have eth~cal 

implications when it stresses the bodhisattva's altruist ic motive to become awakened. 

Scholars who attempted to define the concept of bodhicitta have done so 

mainly on the ba i s  of a linguistic analysis of the expression bodhicitta- This is of 

course an important aspect of its study, but it might not be sufficient. The word 

bodhicitta of ten occurred with expressions such as "the arising of bodhicitta. " "the 

production of bodhicitta" or "the cultivation of bodhicitta. " 1 believe that these 

expressions refer to specif ic events or characteristics of the bodhisattva's spiritual 

practice. In this circumstance, I think that one should first take into account those 

characteristics if one wants to understand the full significance of the concept of 

bodhicitta. What this means is that one should identify the spiritual mode1 or 



paradigm in which the concept of bodhicitta is articulated. In other words, one 

should determine the spiritual function of this concept and how it is working for the 

spiritual development of the bodhisattva. 

There are other scholars who went further than just doing a semantic 

analysis based on linguistic data and precisely suggested a spiritual context to the 

concept of bodhicitta by which it could be interpreted. These scholars. who 

incidentally have been, and in certain cases, still are, committed to their respective 

Buddhist traditions. have provided a valuable contribution to the understanding of 

the spiritual implications of bodhicitta. Yet. 1 believe that their interpretation is not 

fully satisfying with regard to explaining or integrâting some of the events 

associated with the occurrence of this concept. The models they have suggested for 

the spiritual path of the aspirant to enlightenrnent do not appear to be appropriate 

because too many aspects related to the use of bodhicitta, especiaily in the context 

of Sant ideva's Bodhicaryavatara, remain unclear. 1 n ot her words, their suggested 

spiritual models defining the function of bodhicitta do not. 1 believe, correspond to 

what Santideva had in mind when using this concept in his Bodhicaryavatara. 

The Bodhicary~vat~ra of Santideva is without doubt an important text within 

the Mahayana Buddhist tradition dealing wit h the bodhisattva's pat h to 

enlightenment. This text is a collection of about nine hundred verses divided into 

ten chapters. three of which specifically deal with bodhicitta. I t  also exists in the 

Tibetan and Chinese versions and at least nine commentaries and summaries have 

been made upon it. Prajfiakaramati's commentary is probably the most 

comprehensive. The Bodhicaryàvatzra is very popular among the Tibetan Buddhists 

who still use it today as a source text of their tradition. Judging from the nurnber of 

translations in French. English and German. this text has also had a certain appeal 

in the West. probably because of its apparent similarities with the well-known 

Christian text lmitatio Christi of Thomas a Kempis. For al1 these reasons, 1 think 

that this text is very appropriate for the study I want to undertake. 1 also believe 

that it could be used as an important source of information for understanding the 

concept of bodhicitta in the wider context of the Mahayana Sanskrit literature 

dealing with the spiritual path of the bodhisattva. To my knowledge. such a study of 

the concept of bodhicitta, with specif ic reference to the characteristics of the 

spiritual path suggested in the Bodhicaryavatara, has not been done so far. 

This thesis puts forth two claims with regard to Buddhist religious or 

philosophical concepts such as that of bodhicitta. First, contrary to what has been 



argued by Michael Pye' in the context of a discussion on the doctrine of upâya 

(skillful means). some Buddhist ideas and doctrines are more than just provisional 

means skillfully designed by the Buddha or the Bodhisattvas for the benefit of the 

unenlightened beings. Michael Pye's idea is that "the 'answers' which Buddhisrn 

apparently offers. such as the teaching of cessation or nirvana, are devised entirely 

in terms of the problem and they are not intended to have any particular meaning 

beyond the attainment of the solution."* And he further explains: "This is because 

every form of religious language. when conceived in terms of skillful means, is first 

allusive and then disposable."3 This is supposed to "apply not merely to the 

preliminary suggestions of the religious system. but above al1 to its fundamental 

assurnpt ions and final terms."4 

This interpretat ion seems to overlook that some Buddhist concepts did 

rernain over a long period of time and, as it appears to be the case with bodhicitta, 

instead of being disposed of. were raised to a status of utmost importance within the 

Mahayana tradition. Of course, it could be argued that these concepts are 

maintained for the sake of the unenlightened and that they are discarded only at 

the moment when enlightenrnent is reached. The difficulty with this argument is that 

it cannot be contradicted unless one has experienced enlightenment. 1 believe that 

it is nonetheless quest ionable because. while assuming that ihere is some kind of 

consistency and unity at the level of the experience of enlightenrnent--and this 

should be true for al1 the different paths and to a lesser extent the means to 

enlightenment--it has been so far difficult to find an agreement on that point from 

people who have indeed adopted these different paths. What is more current in 

each of these paths. however. is a consistency between the means to achieve their 

respective experience of enlightenment and the ways to describe such experience. 

For the followers of the Madhyamaka tradition. for example. the concept of Sünyatii 

(ernptiness) is certainly an antidote to a person's mental and emotional attachment to 

the phenomenal world. but i t  is also their privileged way to describe reality as they 

view it ultimately. Therefore, 1 assume that religious language may be more than 

just a skillful means; it is also a standard or a measure of the authenticity of the 

religious experience. 1 n other words, religious concepts are not wit hout referents. 

I~ye .  Michael. Skilful Means: A concept in Mahayana Buddhisrn. London: Duckworth. 1978. 
2 ~ y e  (1978). p. 5. 
3 ~ y e  ( 1978). p. 10 1. 
4 ~ y e  ( 1978). p. 10 1. 



Secondly. the path to realization consists precisely in cuitivating an 

awareness of what religîous concepts refer to. Not al1 concepts of a tradition may 

serve as a basis for this cultivation: only those that are meant to encompass al1 

aspects of one's dualistic experience of the world. The idea that "A11 is Suffering 

kabbam dukkham)," which is the First Noble Truth of Early Buddhism, is such a 

concept because it is meant to cover every moment of existence. Realization of this 

truth, which means that one acquires a direct or intuitive knowledge of the three 

characteristics of reality as perceived. i-e., causing suffering, impermanent and 

devoid of substance. is usually brought about by cultivating or developing an 

awareness of these three characteristics. W ith t his realizat ion, one knows: "B irt h is 

finished, the holy life has been led. done is what had to be done, there is nothing 

f urt her here" Ikhina jati vusitam brahrnacariyam katam karaniyam naparam 

itthatt~yâti). 5 In other words it is considered to be the final deliverance from 

suf fering. 

This thesis is divided in three parts. The first part is a survey of the modern 

and traditional views of the concept of bodhicitta. 1 t also includes a discussion of 

the methodology 1 intend to adopt and a presentation of the text to be analyzed, the 

Bodhicaryàvat~ra and its author Santideva. The purpose of this part is to give a 

general idea of what the concept of bodhicitta is. its various interpretat ions as well 

as to show why 1 believe that the Bodhicaryavatara is an appropriate text for the 

study of this concept. 

The second part discusses the spiritual function of the concept of bodhicitta 

in the context of Santideva's Bodhicaryavatara. 1 will be looking at the various ways 

to underrtand its spiritual funct ion. Bodhicitta could be viewed exclusively as a 

desire for realization or simply as an object of concentration. 1 will argue that these 

two views are inappropriate. When bodhicitta is perceived as the expression of 

one's desire to help al1 beings. it could be viewed as the basis for the cultivation of 

awareness. Many examples in the Buddhist tradition speak in favor of this 

cultivation of awareness as a valid model for the understanding of the path to 

realization and indeed, this model appears to be the most adequate to explain the 

meaning and function of the concept of bodhicitta and its relationship to the 

spiritual path described in the Bodhicaryava tara. 

The third part is a discussion of the cultivation of awareness and of how 

bodhicitta serves as its basis in the context of the Bodhicaryâvatara. This 



cultivation of awareness has three aspects that I have identified as renunciation, 

conversion and contemplation. Contemplation is defined as the maintenance of the 

awareness of what is described by the concept of bodhicitta, renunciation is the 

acknowledgment of and the efforts to avoid the obstacles that are likely to disrupt 

that specific awareness, and finally, conversion is the desire and cornmitment to 

redirect one's rnind towards it. The cultivation of awareness is aIso constituted of 

various eiements. These elements are the paramitas or the well-known Perfections 

that make up the bodhisattva's path to realizat ion. The pract tce of these Perfections 

is, however, not to be seen as preliminary steps to the arising of bodhicitta but. 

rather, it is fully integrated in the cultivation of awareness as well as remaining an 

integral part of the spiritual experience it brings about. 

By writing this thesis 1 wish to contribute to our understanding of the nature 

and function of the concept of bodhicitta and its relationship to the spiritual path 

suggested in Sant ideva's Bodhicaryavatara. 1 think that our present understanding 

concerning the concept of bodhicitta is too general and above all, rests on 

unsubstantiated assumpt ions regarding the spiritual context in which it is 

articulated. Therefore, 1 believe that, by providing a picture of the spirituai path to 

which bodhicitta belongs. we may have a better comprehension of the various 

circumstances of its occurrence. 1 do not intend to provide a complete translation 

of the Bodhicaryavataa, but only of the passages relevant to my research and 

argumentation. To  understand the dif f icu lt or important passages. 1 referred to 

Prajfiakaramat i's extensive commentary, to i ts Ti betan version as well as to t heir 

translations in European languages. 



Chapter one 

BODHICITTA AND THE SPIRITUAL PATH OF THE BODHISATTVA 

1. Methodological considera tions 

Bodhicitta is a technical term of frequent occurrence in Buddhist Sanskrit 

literature. W ithin the Mahayana Buddhist tradition, this concept is closely related to 

the spiritual practice of the Buddhist aspirant to enlightenment (bodhisattva). The 

term bodhicitta is a Sanskrit compound composed of the words bodhi and ciita. The 

feminine verbal noun bodhi usually means. in the Buddhist context. the state of 

being buddha or the quality in virtue of which one is buddha. i.e., awake. In general. 

this term means: perception, comprehension. knowledge or wisdom? Modern 

translators have therefore considered eit her the word enligh tenment or a wakening7 

as a suitable rendering for it. As for the Sanskrit term citta. the situation is a little 

bit more cornplex. This term has a long history of use dating back to the Vedic 

literature. It is also extensively empioyed in the Upanishads and in Buddhist 

canonical literature. This term has consequent I V  acquired various technical 

meanings in the course of the development of Indian philosophy and psychology. For 

the purpose of the present introduction. let us just mention the most basic and 

common meanings used. These are: mind. t hought, attention and also, desire. 

intention or aim.8 Similar to the English word mind. as in the expressions "to keep in 

mind" and "she changed her mind," the term citta has therefore either a cognitive or 

a conative connotation. Consequent ly, Buddhist scholars, depending on t heir 

interpretation of the words bodhi and citta, have suggested the following 

%ED. p. 1 169. 
7~ccording to Richard Hayes, the term enlightenrnent has been borrowed frorn a European movement that 
tned to appropriate Asian ideas. He has therefore favored the terrn awakening because. in his opinion. the 
imagery of Iight is not appropriate to describe the ultimate experience of Buddhism. This view has b e n  
criticized on the ground that indeed the Mahayiina literature considerably uses the metaphor of light in 
situations connected to spiritual achievement (Dan Lust haus). 
%ED. p. 707. 



translations: "Thought of Enlightenment,"g "Mind of enlightenment." l 0  "Desire for 

enlightenment."l l "Will of enlightenment,"l2 "Mind turned to Enlightenment,"l3 

"Awakening mindn14 or "Desire for awakening." G 

At this stage, it may be point less to decide which translation is the most 

appropriate because, no matter how accurate the linguistic analysis is, 1 believe 

that one has to consider the context in which it is used to understand its exact 

signif icance. 1 n Chinese Buddhism, for example, bodhicitta has been rendered by fa- 

hsin or ch'i-hsin that means "arousing the mind." Bodhicitta has then been 

interpreted as "initiating the aspiration and determination to become awakened."16 

This interpretation seems to suggest a signification that is not explicitly given by 

just a literal translation of the term bodhicitta. Something has been added to it and 

to find out what it is and why, one would have to look at the ways Buddhist Chinese 

used the concept of bodhicitta and above all, for what purpose. One may, for 

example. investigate whether bodhicitta is for them a means to enlightenment. a 

factor of motivation or a description of a mental state. 

1 assume that Buddhism is prirnarily a system of ideas and practices whose 

goal is to bring about a liberation from condit ions recognized as unsatisfactory. 1 ts 

doctrines are not speculative but rather soteriological.17 What those conditions are. 

what the rneans to become free from them are, and to what sort of state this 

freedom leads, the answers to these questions are essentially what constitute the 

context which has to be taken into consideration. This context is what 1 called the 

"soteriological context." As Charles Adams, a scholar of the lslamic tradition, 

descr i bes i t: 

1)  What is the human problem or the human situation that calls tne religious response tnto 
existence and to which the religious man is seeking an answer7 This question 1s equivalent to 
asking what is the nature of man. what is the character of human esistence In the world, and 
what is the destiny that men may ultimately expect? 2) By what rneans is the human problem 

g ~ a y a l  ( 1932). p. 59. 
l0~opkins  (1984). p. 17 1. 
l l suzuki  (1950). p. 171. 
12~angharakshita. See Subhut i (19%) p. 89. 
13~oshi (1971). p. 70. 
I4crosby, Skilton (1996). 
15~ichard Hayes (discussion on Ernail. Buddha-L July 1994). 
I 6 ~ a n  Lusthaus (discussion on Ernail. Buddha-L July 1994). 
171 use this word by way of extension from its usual rneaning in Christian theology. It is the idea of king 
free from one's lirnited and cnsatisfactory conditions that is ernphasized and not the idea of salvation effected 
by a savior. 



solved? 1 n the situation of diff iculty, unfulfillment or danger, etc., tn whtch men naturally find 
themselves as a result of their very humanness. what appears as the solution which obviates the 
difficulty or evades the danger? 3) To what kmd of state does the solutron of the problem Iead? 
As the result of the application of the solution to the problem. where does man find h imxlf~19 

In other words, the soterioiogical context refers to the character. the structure and 

the assumptions of any system whose main purpose is to effect a radical change of 

conditions of living or being. These questions are precisely those which are framed 

in connect ion with the understanding and assessrnent of any joteriological system. 

This method of investigation has been used by Charles Adams in an attempt to 

identify the fundamental differences between Islam and Christ ianity. The reason for 

such an investigation was that. since Christ ianity and Islam share manv symbols 

such as the idea of sin or the role of prophecy, one may be misled by these 

sirnilarit ies when trying to understand what their exact signif icance in t heir 

respective context of use is. Besides, without an awareness of the difference of 

their spiritual and possibly cultural environment. there is always the temptation to 

interpret the symbols of one tradition in terms of another soteriological context. 

The most important implication of this is the idea that, words or symbols being 

similar, they do not necessarily refer to the same thing. Just to give a simple 

example, to determine the meaning of the word rendez-vous, one has to know 

whether it is used in English or in French. 

In Buddhism, we face the same situation. Some of its concepts have persisted 

over rnany stages of its historical and doctrinal development. The concept of upaya 

(skillful means) is such a concept. This concept. as presented in the simile of the 

Burning House of the Lotus Sütra.19 advocates the idea that ail Buddhist doctrines 

and practices are just provisional means skillfully designed by the Buddha or the 

Bodhisattvas to help al1 unenlightened beings to attain enlightenment in ways that f i t  

their own mental dispositions. From a certain point of view. one rnay argue that 

18i\darns ( 1984). p. 29 1-2. 
I%he story goes as follows; A rich man had many children. They were playing in his house while it caught 
fire. The father tried to warn them of the danger, but the children did not respond; they were too busy 
playing. Then the father thought: "1 f 1 and my children do not get out at once. we shall certainly be burnt. 
Let me now, by some skillful means, cause my children to escape this disaster." Knowing t hat to which 
each of his children was predisposed, the father told them: "Here are rare and precious things for your 
amusement -if you do not corne and get thern. you will be sorry for it afterwards. So many carts are now 
outside the gate to play with." Thereupon, the children. hearing their father, rushed out of the burning 
house. Then the father, seeing that his children had safely escaped, sat down in the open wrth a mind at ease 
with ecstatic py. Then each of his children asks him to give them the carts that were p r o m d .  Then the 
father gave to his children, instead of ordinary carts, equally each a great cart adorned with al1 the precious 
things, a cart they never had before and never expected to have. 



"'Buddhism,' as a specific religion identifiable in human history, is a skillful means."20 

This affirmation is true as long as one makes no distinctions between the various 

means possible to achieve enlightenment. B y overlooking t hese distinct ions. one also 

plays down the importance of the identity or the characteristics of the various 

Buddhist traditions or schools that have indeed insisted on these distinct ions by 

developing their own approaches to enlightenment. When one considers these 

various approaches. one may notice that the significance of the concept of upaya is 

likely to Vary according to the context of its use. Thus, the term upaya has a 

different meaning whether one views enlightenment as a gradual process or as a 

sudden one. In the first context, al1 means to enlightenment are skillful means; here 

the emphasis is on the word means and the term skillful is to be understood as 

efficacious with respect to the goal to achieve hpeyal. 1 n the second case, upaya 

refers to preliminary teachings which are in effect less important compared to the 

means which bring about sudden enlightenment. In this case. the emphasis is on the 

word skillful which is interpreted as clever. ingenious and even decept ive.* 1 n the 

story of the Burning House of the Lotus Sütra for example, the deceitfulness of the 

means employed is an important issue. 

According to Tao-sheng, a Chinese Buddhist monk (circa 360-434 CE). the 

reasons for this difference of meaning are: 

Enlightenment is an instantaneous realizat~on apart from the wrttten words. whereas skill-in- 
means involves a cumulative process of learning. There 1s also a drfference in effect in these two 
approaches. The effect of sudden enlightenment 1s the "extmction of one's ties with the world" 
(mleh-/el). [...] On the other hand. the effect of skill-in-means can only aid the believer to 
"subdue his ties with the worId" (fu-lei), which means that although his ties with the world may 
graduaIly be diminished. it is impossible to extinguish these ties cornpletelv. As long as the 
believer relies on skdl-in-means, "others and self are still differently felt. and non-king and 
berng are still perceived."22 

As a matter of fact. the discussion concerning gradual versus sudden enlightenment 

involves many more issues than just the means to enlightenment. I t  affects al1 

aspects of the soteriological context: does the experience of enlightennient. for 

example, admit of degrees or is it indivisible? 1 s the human problern fundamentally 

an error in perception or is it woven throughout the whole fabric of the 

personality? Al1 the possible answers to these questions will again depend on the 

2 0 ~ y e  (1978). p. 5. 
In French. the expression upaya has been translated by artifice salvifique (L. de la Vallée Poussin). thus 

assuming a more obvious deceptive connotation. 
**YU ( 1974). p. 42 1. 



structure and characteristics of the soteriological context in which t hese ideas are 

art iculated. 

I am aware that this approach might be violating some principles of the 

historico-philological met hod, because it is likely to leave out manv details and 

exceptions in order to reveal a broad picture that could easily be called into 

question. Nevertheless. I feel justified to adopt it because 1 believe that a 
comprehension of the general picture is what gives. ult irnatelv. the true signif icance 

of an idea or a concept. Let us take. for example. the idea of altruism in Mahàyana 

Buddhisrn. 

1 t is often argued that the ideal of the aspirant of the Mahayana tradition is 

superior to that of the non-Mahayana. because his motivation is based on a desire 

to Save ail beings. whereas the latter does it for his own sake. An example of such 

affirmation has been given by Jeffrey Hopkins: 

The fact that a Hearer or Solitary Realizer [a non-Mahayana aspirant 1 IS mot ivated by a wish to 
attain his own liberation does not rnean he IS not compasionate. But he does not have the 
extraordinary thought to take upon hirnself the burden of freeing al1 sentient beings. His 
compassion wouid be appreciablv greater than our own; vet if  we had awakened the Great Vehicle 
compassion even a Iittle bit, our compassion could be more significant than his. [...l For a Low 
Vehicie practitioner. compassion 1s a secondary feature of the path. not a prirnary rno t i~a t i on .~~  

But what does it exactly mean to have this extraordinary thought to take upon 

oneself the burden of freeing al1 beings? Why is it important to have such a great 

compassion? in other words. how centrai is this idea of developing compassion for 

the Mahayana spirituality? What we are looking for is whether this practice of 

developing compassion plays a similar role within the non-Mahayâna tradition. or 

whet her it carries the same signif icance for both traditions. By analyzing their 

respect ive soteriological contexts in which t his idea of compassion is art iculated. 

one might be able to answer the questions just mentioned. The point 1 want to make 

is that al1 comparisons and value judgments between two traditions or approaches to 

enlightenment on the basis of an idea are gratuitous as long as one does not know 

the soteriological context in which this very idea is used. And when we do know the 

exact context in which it is used. one usually realizes that such comparisons are 

without sense. Bluntly said, it would be as senseless as discrediting Buddhism on the 

ground that it does not have the ritual of the Eucharist. Again. because of the 

sirnilarity of certain symbols and above all. because certain ideas and concepts play 

a very significant role in one specific context, in which case they are often viewed 



as absolute and universal, there is sornetimes a strong tendency to interpret these 

symbols in terms of one's own soteriological context. In fact, when one looks at the 

various debates within the Buddhist tradition and. to a larger extent, within the 

context of the development of l ndian philosophical thinking, this tendency is the 

norm. This tendency could be forgivable for people involved in their respective 

religious tradition. but it is not for scholars of religions. 

The idea of soteriological context could be a very powerful hermeneutical 

tool. Just assuming that there is such a context already leads one to a different 

interpretation. 1 t has been argued. for example. that the fundamen ta1 preoccupation 

of Dirînaga and his followers was metaphysical in nature. Others have said in this 

regard that his principal concern was with language. According to Richard Hayes. 

these views are cornpletely missing the point about Dinnaga's philosophy because 

they overlook the fact the "The Buddhist's actions are oriented towards the goal of 

ernancipation."*4 In other words. these views fail to bring to light the full 

significance of Difinaga's ideas because they do not consider that they are to be 

art iculated within a soterio logical context. 

Having discussed the approach 1 intend to use to analyze the signif icance of 

the concept of bodhicitta, 1 would like now to give a few details about the text I 
have chosen for my study of this concept as well as information concerning the 

background of its author and main lndian commentator. 

2. Sgn t ideva 3 Bodh icaryava tara 

The Bodhicaryavatara is a text of the Mahayana Buddhist tradition known to 

have been composed by Santideva, a Buddhist monk and philosopher who lived 

around the 8th centurv CE? I t  exists also in the Tibetan. Mongolian and Chinese 

versions. According to Nakamura, there are at least nine cornmentaries and 

sumrnaries altoget her.26 This text had litt le influence in later Chinese and Japanese 

Buddhism but became very popular in Tibet. Even today. the BodhicaryZvatZra is 

considered as an important source of spiritual information for the Tibetan Buddhists. 

in the West, the Bodhicaryavatara also aroused a particular interest among 

scholars of Buddhism. It was first brought to their attention in 1889 by Minayeff. a 

Russian scholar. Since then, it has been translated, not always in its entirety, in 

2 4 ~ a y e s  ( 1988). p.33. 
25~ccording to Williams (1989!. p. 58. c. 695-743. according to Nakamura (1989). p. 287. c. 650-750. 
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modern European and Asian languages. To name the most important. we have the 

French translations produced by Louis de La Vallée Poussin ( 1892. 1896. 1905. 

1906. 1907) and by Louis Finot (1920). In English. there are the translations of 

Lionel D. Barnett ( 19091, of Marion L. Matics ( 1970). of Parmananda Sharma ( 1990) 

and the most recent is probably the transiation of Kate Crosby and Andrew Skilton 

(1996). To these, one has to add the translations in German, 1 talian, Japanese and 

those produced in a few modern languages of lndia such as Hindi and Marath?. It 

has been argued by Louis Finot that th i s  text has had a certain appeal to Western 

scholars because of its similarity with the fmitatio Christi of Thomas a Kempis, a 

well-known text of the Christian spiritual tradition. This comparison is true as far as 

one considers the Bodhicarygvatara, as will be mentioned later, from the point of 

view of only one of its many aspects. 

i. The text 

According to Paul Williams. the Bodhicary~vat~ra "1s. like the Madhyama- 

kavatara, a statement of the Bodhisattva's path to Buddhahood. but dist inguished by 

a poetic sensitivity and fervour which makes it one of the gems of Buddhist and 

world spiritual literature."27 He also says that it is "one of the great spiritual poems 

of mankind."g According to David Seyfort Ruegg, this text has been predominantly 

perceived as a religious and devotional poem rather than a philosophical treatise. 

Ruegg believes that it is. however. hard to agree with such a view since, 

such a description curiously neglects the ninth chapter -the Iongest in the whole work-dealing 
with the prajfEp&mrta which clearly places the treatise in the main Stream of Madhyamaka 
thougnt; and if due consideration is given to this chapter t t  becomes abundantlv clear that the 
work ic hardly more religious in any sense exclusive of philosophv than certain earlier works of 
the school attributed to Nagarjuna-e.g.. the Ratnavah- as well as important portions of Arya- 
deva's, Bhavaviveka's and Candrakirti's t r e a t i ~ e s . ~ ~  

Irrespective of this difference of perception concerning the nature of the 

Bodhicaryâvatâra there is. however, one thing that is certain about this text: it 

definitively deals with the spiritual practices of the Buddhist aspirant to 

enlightenment, the bodhisattva, within the context of the Mahâyàna tradition. 

Whether it  is a philosophical treatise or a devotional guide might not be an issue 



when iooking at the soteriological context in which its philosophical ideas or 

devot ional pract ices are art iculated. 

This context seems to be already alluded to in the title of Santideva's work. 

When comparing the various translations of the Sanskrit compound bodhicarya- 

avatara. one may see various tendencies. There is one type of translation which 

appears to have taken into consideration the title of the Tibetan version of Santi- 

deva's work which is Bodhisattvacaryavatara (Byang chub sems dpaT spyod pa la 

'jug pal, interpreting thus bodhi as bodhisattva. As examples of this type of 

translation, t here are: Exposition de la pratique des bodhisattva or Introduction a la 

pratique des futurs Buddha. Both translations have been provided by Louis de La 

Vallée Poussin. There is also: Vivre en héros pour l'éveil (literally: Entrée dans la 

pratique des héros pour l'éveil) by Georges Driessens. A second type of translation. 

on the other hand, appears to lay emphasis on the notion of path. Examples of this 

type are: La marche à la lumière (L. Finot), The path o f  Light (L. de Barnett). In 

cammino verso la luce (C. Tucci) and Satori e no michi (E. Kanakura). What is 

noticeable in these translations is the fact that the word avatara, in the expression 

bodhicaryavatara. has obviously been disregarded. This point is, however, not true 

for al1 translations referring to the idea of path. 1 ndeed. as examples of these there 

are: Der Eintritt in den Wandel in Erleuchtung (R. Schmidt), Eintritt in das Leben zur 

Erleuchtung (Steinkellner), La descente dans la carrière de l'éveil (Pezzali) and 

Entering the path o f  enlightenment (Matics). The point I want to raise by presenting 

al1 these translations of the title of Santideva's work is that it seerns that the word 

avatara as such gave some difficulty to modern translators. 

While some translators decided to omit it altogether, others were split over 

the choice between two meanings. On the one hand. there is L. de La Vallée Poussin 

who interpreted it in the sense of introduction or presentation o f  a subject ma tter. 
This interpretat ion is conf irmed by Apte's translations of it.30 Analogously. avatara 

can also mean tu explain as in sampratam bodhicitta-grahanâya tatrabhil~sam utpa- 

dayitum anuhmsam avatarayan iiha (Now, in order to raise the desire that causes 

the grasping or holding of bodhicitta, [itsl praising is to be explained, introduced or 

presentedl.31 On the other hand, there are translators who interpreted it in a more 

literal sense. i.e.. as entering, descent or going down into, thus alluding to some kind 

of happening. Similarly, the word 'jug, which is the Tibetan rendering for the word 



avatara. means: to go. walk in. enter. This rendering is alço supported by the 

commentary on the dedicatory verse of the Bodhicaryavatara where it is said: tesam 

Sam vara-avataram L..] tasya avataranam. avamyate tasmin va anena iti a vataro 
margah, yena bodhisattva-padapraptau sugatatvam avapyate. 32 Here. the word 

avatara is glossed by margah which means path and it is further explained as that 

by which. having attained the stage of bodhisattva. Buddhahood is reached. Given 

this understanding, the idea of entry into may be. for example. compared to the f irst 

stage of the Theravâdin's spiritual life which is incidentally called "entering the 

stream" Isotapannal. This interpretation seems to take into consideration some 

aspects of the spiritual practice of the bodhisattva. Indeed, i t  is said that a 

bodhisattva's career begins with the production or arising of bodhicitta. As will be 

seen later. the Sanskrit term that is here translated by the word production is 

utpada. This term is often used with the attainment of a new mental state. 1 n this 

circumstance. the title of S~ntideva's work could very well be interpreted as "the 

attainrnent of a mental state making possible the practice to enlightenment" where 

the attainment of such mental state is what it means to be a bodhisattva. The 

validity of this interpretation can only be determined. as mentioned earlier. by 

examining the nature of the spiritual approach suggested by Santideva in his 

Bodhicaryavatâra. For the moment, I just want to point out the possible clues with 

regard to Santideva's conception of the spiritual path of the bodhisattva. Next. 1 

would like to consider the structure of the text itself and see if it may not reveal 

ot her dues. 

The original text of the Bodhicaryavatara in Sanskrit comprises ten chapters. 

These are: 

1. Bodh icitt~nusamsa (The praising of bodh icitta 1). 
2. Papadesana (Confession of sins). 
3. Bodhicittaparigraha h ( Acceptance of bodh icitta 1, 
4. Bodhicittapramâdah (Perseverance in bodhicitta 1. 
5.  Sampra janyara k s a ~ a m  (Guarding alertness). 
6. Ksan tiparamita (The perfection of patience). 
7. Viryaparamit~ (The perfection of vigor). 
8. Dhyanaparamita (The perfection o f  absorption), 
9. Prajfïaparamitâ (The perfection of w isdorn) and 
10. Parinamana (Dedicat ion). 

As can be seen from the names of the chapters, the term bodhicitta is mentioned in 

the title of three of them. 



1 t has been argued33 that the tenth chapter of the Bodhicaryavatara was not 

part of the original text. This affirmation is based on the fact that one of its major 

commentators, Prajfiakaramat i, did not comment on it and t hat Taranat ha, a Ti betan 

historian of Buddhism ( 1575- l608).34 doubted its authent icity. I n this regard. P. L. 

Vaidya. a modern editor of this text. has drawn to our attention that this chapter 

exists in various manuscripts used to prepare basic editions in the Sanskrit as weli 

as the Mongolian, Tibetan and Chinese versions.35 1 t would most certainly require 

an extensive research-which is beyond the scope of this thesis--to determine 

which aff irrnat ion is exact. The interest ing point about t his chapter is. however. t hat 

it is considered as an example of the perfection of practice of giving (danaparamital. 

Usually, this perfection is the first of a series of six Perfections--the other five are: 

s71a (discipline), k,santi Ipat ience), virya Ivigor). dhyana (absorption) and pra /Ka 

(wisdoml--where each is believed to be a prerequisite to the next. By putting the 

perfection of giving at the end of the text. it may be seen as a result or 

consequence of having accomplished the goal of the spiritual path suggested in the 

Bodhicaryàvatàra rather than just a prerequisite to it. 

There is another interesting point to note concerning the chapters of this 

text. A recension of the Bodhicaryavatara is reported to have lacked chapters two 

and nine. In the lDan-dkar-ma Catalogue (no. 659). the extent of the Bodhicarya- 

avatàra is given as six hundred Slckas rather than the thousand verses as indicated 

by Bu-ston. another Tibetan historian of Buddhism ( 1  290- 13641.36 Bu-ston discussed 

the discrepancy and attributed it to the fact that the second chapter has been 

omitted in the above-mentioned recension and that the ninth chapter has been 

ascr i bed, according to some. to a certain B 10-gros-m i-zad-pa (A  ksayarnat il. Chapter 

two deals principally with the idea of performing worship to the holy figures of the 

Mahayana tradition. 1 t is because of this chapter that the Bodhicaryavatara has 

somehow been compared to the lmitatio Christi and. consequently. perceived as a 

devotional breakthrough within the Buddhist tradition. 1 ndeed, according to Dayal. 

"the ideas of sin as an offense against higher deities. and of confession, repentance 

and extraneous protection were alien to the spirit of Buddhism during several 

centuries."37 Also wort h not ing concerning this second chapter is that Ti betan 

3 3 ~ a  Vallée Poussin ( l9O7). p. 143. 
3 4 ~ h i s  date has been questioned by de Jong (1975). p. 16 1. 
35~ezzali (1968). p. 48. 
36~uegg ( 198 1). p. 82 note 267. 
37~aya l  (1932). p. 56. 



Buddhists. who extensively use this text as a source of spiritual inspiration, 

understand these devot ional practices as preliminary steps in the cuit ivation of 

bodhicitta. According to t hem, 

in chapter two of his Guide Shantideva explains how to prepare the mind for the cultivation of 
the supremely altrutstic attitude by uprooting and weeding out al1 that is potentiallv harmfui to 
its growth. Thrs purification of evil is accompIished by exposing one's accumulated non-virtue 
and then eradicating it by means of the four opponent powers explained in this chapter. [Power of 
regret, reliance. opponent force and promisep 

The ninth chapter deals with wisdom, i.e., the realization of emptiness or the 

perfection of t ranscending discriminat ive understanding. This chapter is considered 

as the accornplishrnent of the Bodhicaryavatàra since it is argued that without 

wisdom. al1 other Perfections are worthless. What is significant about this chapter is 

that the concept of bodhicitta is hardly mentioned and that the chapter itself couId 

be considered as autonomous or as a separate entity from the rest of Sântideva's 

work.39 [ t  is in this chapter. as mentioned above, that one finds the bulk of the 

philosophical ideas discussed in the Bodhicary~vat~ra.  Perhaps for this reason. 

Tibetan Buddhists consider this ninth chapter as the way to cultivate what they cal1 

"the uIt imate bodhicitta." 

Indeed. according to them. bodhicitta has two parts or aspects: the 

conventional bodhicitta and the ult imate bodhicitta. The cultivat ion of the 

conventional bodhicitta is the means to develop compassion for al1 sentient beings. 

It consists in a variety of meditation where, for example, one imagines one's own 

mother and tries to extend the benevolent feelings one usually has for her to al1 

sentient beings starting from one's own friends, then to people one is normally 

indifferent to and f inally to one's enemies. Cultivation of the ultimate bodhicitta, on 

the other hand. is the way to train the mind to perceive the phenomenal world as 

impermanent and empty. By constantly entertaining the idea that everything is like a 

dream. even while eating. drinking and doing all kinds of activities, one is likely to 

corne to realize emptiness. This emptiness is "beyond this worId, cannot be 

formulated by concept or speech, is extremely radiant, the image of the Ultimate. 

immaculate, unshakable, and very bright like the steady glow of a lamp on a calm 

night."40 I t  is to be noted that. although this twofold conception of bodhicitta dated 

3 8 ~ y a t s o  (1989). p. 5. 
39111 BouddhLsme études et matériaux, Louis de La Vallée Poussin has edited only the ninth chapter upon 
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back to as early as the composition of the Samdhinirmocana Sutra. a text of the 

Cittamatra tradition composed after Nagârjuna (circa second century CE) and 

before Maitreya (circa 270-350 CE).. it is not discussed in the context of the 

Bodhicarygvatàra. 

The relevance of this discussion concerning the structure of the Bodhicarya- 

avatara is that it may be possible to see chapter two. nine and those dealing 

specifically with bodhicitta, i.e., chapters one, three to eight and ten as autonornous 

from the point of view of a given soteriological context in which their ideas and 

concepts are articulated. In other words, from the point of view of its spiritual 

approach, the Bodhicaryavatara seems to offer three alternatives: the first focuses 

on the concept of bodhicitta, the second alternative focuses on the idea of wisdom 

IprajzT'al, and the third one is based on what one might identify as "devotional 

practices." This means that such devotional practices, for example. are not some 

kind of preliminary exercises and that the realization of emptiness is not that which 

the entire Bodhicaryàvatara is exclusively aiming at. Frorn the point of view of the 

soterioiogical context, which 1 intend to present in the next chapters of my thesis 

when discussing the spiritual funct ion of bodhicitta, it could therefore be argued 

that each of these alternatives might be considered as autonomous or self- 

dependent. 

One last word concerning the text. For my study of the concept of bodhicitta 

in the context of the Bodhicaryavatara, I used an Indian edition produced by Swami 

Dwarika Das Shastri, published by Bauddha Bharati in Varanasi ( 1988). For diff icult 

passages, 1 referred to the Tibetan versions found in the Sde Dge Tibetan Tripitaka 

Bstan kyur as well as to a few translations made in contemporary languages. 

ii. San t ide va 

1 n addit ion to being the author of the BodhicaryavatZra, Santideva composed 

the Siksasamuccaya, an anthology with comments cornpiled on the bais of many 

citations from various sutras and a third text entitled Sütrasamuccaya. This last text 

is not extant in any language and one knows of its existence from the fact that it is 

quoted in one verse (chap. V-106) of the Bodhicaryavatzra. On the basis of this fact. 

Bu-ston and Taranatha have ascribed this work to Santideva. In this verse, 

however, Nagarjuna, the author of another text also cailed Sütrasamuccaya, 

happened also to be mentioned. According to Ruegg, "the passage in question is not 



altogether clear; L.1 it has t herefore been concluded t hat the above-ment ioned 

ascript ion is errone~us."~ l 

What we know of Santideva cornes from biographies produced by three 

Tibetan historians: Bu-ston. Taranatha and Sum-pa rnkham-po (1704- 1788). There is 

also a fourth source constituted from a Nepalese manuscript of the fourteenth 

century. According to de Jong,42 this Sanskrit version and the Tibetan ones seem to 

go back to the same original source. Apart from these sources. we may rely. only as 

the dates of Santideva's life are concerned, on a few historical facts. 1 t has been 

ascertained. for example. that 1-Tsing, one of the Chinese pilgrims to whom we owe 

a lot of our knowledge on the history of Indian Mahayana Buddhism, left India in 

685 CE. In his accounts, there is no mention of Santideva nor of his works. One 

might assume from this that. at the very most. Sàntideva was not known before this 

time. Another significant event concerning Santideva is the first trip to Tibet of 

Santaraksita (c. 725-788 CE) in 763 CE. This is probably the latest date of 

composition of one of his works. the Tattvasiddhi. in which one verse of the 

Bodhicaryàvatàra is quoted. Given these details. it is believed t hat the productive 

life of Santideva is situated approximately in the period between 685 CE and 763 

CE. For the other details concerning the life of Santideva. one has to rely on the 

above-mentioned biographies which are in fact more legendary than historical. Some 

details of his legend might bel however. of interest. 

According to tradition. Santideva. whose childhood name was Sant ivarman, 

was born in the southwestern part of India as the son of a royal chieftain named 

MafijuBfivarrnan. In  his past [ives, he served the various Buddhas and thereby 

accumulated the necessary merits that would later lead him to final liberation. His 

mother, who is said to be a reincarnation of the goddess Tara, encouraged hirn to 

abandon the mundane life to become an ascetic. Another account says that Sânti- 

deva had a vision of Mafijusri enjoining him to forsake the throne for the ascetic 

Iife. What should be noted here is that the tradition does not relate Santideva to the 

Brahmanic tradition but rather presents him as a true rnember of the Mahâyana 

l ineage (samya k mahâyâna -gotrahl. 43 

Having set forth to lead the ascetic life. Sant ideva met a teacher with whom 

he studied for twelve years. With his guru. he learned the science of Mafijusri. We 

l ~ u e ~ ~  ( 198 1). p. 84. 
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are told that Santideva was able to produce a vision of Mafijusri by invoking him. 

After this period of training in the forest.44 which incidentally looks like a kind of 

novitiate. Santideva became a knight at the court of the king Pafichamasimha. 

There. he was forced to display his wooden sword which caused. because of the 

dazzling light it produced, the king's left eye to fall out of its socket. We are told 

that Santideva's wooden sword was special because it bore the seal of Mafijusri. 

Thereupon, Sant ideva restored the king's eye and, acknow ledging the suf fering he 

had caused, decided to leave the mundane life once and for all. 

1 t is probably at this moment that Santideva became a monk. He joined the 

monastic university of Nalanda where he was ordained by Jayadeva. He received 

the name Santideva because of his quietness. There. the other monks despised him 

and to them it appeared that he did nothing but eat. sleep and defecate. They gave 

him the nickname Bhusuku. I n reality. Santideva was meditating on the teachings 

during the night and sleeping during the day. As wqs the custom. each monk had to 

periodically give a discourse to the entire monastic community. When it came to 

Sàntideva's turn, the monks thought that they had a good opportunity to humiliate 

him. Instead. when asked to recite something new. he began to disclose the 

Bodhicaryavatara thus showing that he was a real pandit. Thereupon, he left for the 

South of lndia never to return to Nalanda. According to his biographers. Santideva 

left three manuscripts in his cell which correspond to the three texts recognized to 

have been cornposed by him. This could be understood as an attempt by the 

tradition to settle the dispute over the authorship of the Sütrasamuccaya. 

Because Santideva is known to have performed miracles--for example, one is 

told that he accomplished a multiplication of rice to feed hungry people-- and also 

due to the fact that a certain Bhusuku has been recognized as the composer of 

songs belonging to the Vajrayana school of Tantric Buddhism, it has been argued 

that Santideva has been an adept of Tantra or was influenced by it.45 I t  also 

appears. in the Bstan gyur, that a certain Santideva was the author of tantric 

texts.46 Despite these facts or coincidences. most scholars of Budd hism do not 

accept the idea that Santideva was connected in some way or another to the 

Tantric schools of Buddhism. He is considered as a representative of the 

Madhyamaka school of Mahàyàna Buddhism, most probably its Prasarigika branch. 

44~hapter eight of the Bodhicaryavatdra pra- dwelling in the forest and living the ascetic life. 
4%his argument was put forward by H. &tri in an article entitled '!hotideva' published in lndian 
Antiquary. XLII, Bombay, 1913, p. 50-51. 
46~etta1i (1968). p. 45, note 80. 



1 ndeed, according to Ruegg.47 "as a result of the contributions made to the school 

by Candrakïrti and Santideva, the doctrine of the Prasangika branch of the 

Madhyamaka was firmly and systematically established from the points of view of 

logic, gnoseo logy and soteriology ." 

iii. Prajnakaramati 

On the Bodhicarygvatgra. as mentioned above, there exists a number of 

commentaries. Prajfiakaramati's Paaika is probably the best known in Sanskrit. Not 

much is known about the life of this comrnentatcir. I t  is generaliy believed that he 

was an erudite Buddhist monk who lived at the monastic university of Vikramas'ila 

around the last quarter of the eighth century and the f irst quarter of the ninth. This 

assumption is based on the fact that in his commentary, he quotes abundantly from 

earlier works such as the Tattvasamgraha of S a n t a r a k ~ i t a . ~ ~  1 ndeed, Prajfiâ- 

karamat i refers to more t han 73 sutras in his Parnika. 1 t also appears t hat he had at 

his disposa1 more than one manuscript of the Bodhicaryavatâra for his 

commentary.49 

Having presented the text 1 intend to use as the data for my research on the 

concept of bodhicitta, as well as its author and its most important Sanskrit 

commentator, 1 would like now to discuss the various interpretat ions of this concept 

provided by modern scholars of Buddhism. This discussion is in fact an analysis of 

their assumpt ions concerning the soterio logical context in wh ich bodhicitta is 

believed to be art icu lated. 

3. Review of Iiterature 

In this section, 1 intend to look at two scholars of Buddhism. The first one is 

D.T. Suzuki, issued from the Zen tradition of Japan. His approach to the study of 

Buddhism is strongly influenced by the presuppositions of this tradition and his long 

friendship with Williams James. The second scholar, Sangharakshita, is in fact an 

Englishrnan who presents Buddhism as a practical system with a def inite purpose: 

the attainment of emancipation. Strictly speaking, his approach is not scientific but 

nevertheless, it is not devoid of interest because he is probably the only Buddhist 

author who has attempted to discuss the structure of the soteriological context in 

47~uegg ( 198 1). p. 85. 
48~harrna ( 1990). p. xii. 
49 In many instances, PraJSikaramati indtcates to his reader alternative readings of a verse he is 
commenting on. 



which the concepts and ideas of Buddhism are articulated. For this review of 

literature, 1 also relied on a third scholar, L.M. Joshi, who is not, as far as 1 know, 

identified with any schools of Buddhisrn and whose study of the concept of 

bodhicitta is probably the most cornprehensive in terrns of the textual sources 

anal yzed. 

i. Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki 

D.T. Suzuki was probabiy one of the first non-Western Buddhist scholars to 

try to give a scientific description and explanation of the main concepts and 

practices of Buddhism. His contribution. especially in the area of Zen Buddhism. is 

without doubt impressive. He also translated and analyzed texts such as the 

Gandavyüha and the Dasabhümikasütra. Both tests deal explicitly with the practices 

of the bodhisattva and the concept of bodhicitta. 

One of his basic assumptions concerning the development of the Buddhist 

tradition as a whole is that it began at some point in its history to evolve into two 

distinct direct ions. As he explicit ly says: 

The idea of the Bodhisattva, a being (sattva) who seeks enlightenment (bodhi) thus came to take 
root in Buddhism and a sort of secular Buddhism came to replace the old school of ascet ic and 
exclusive monasticism. The householder was made more of than the homeless mendicant, the 
teaching of the Buddha was to be practiced outstde a communitv of the éhte. and this dernocrat~c 
social tendency brought about many great changes in Buddhist t hought. One of t hem was to 
analyse in a practical way the process of e n ~ i ~ h t e n m e n t . ~ ~  

This assumption is not without consequences in Suzuki's interpretation of the 

concept of bodhicitta. According to him, the appearance of this concept was closely 

linked to the development of the Mahayana approach to spiritual fulfillment. I ndeed, 

he argues: 

When the actual process of enlightenment was examined, the Mahayana found that it consrsted 
of two definite steps. In the beginning it was necessary to create for the sake of others an urgent 
Ionging for eniightenment. and then the attainment of the final goal wouId be possible. The 
longing was just as important and full of meaning as the attainrnent itself. for the latter was 
impossible without the former; indeed the latter deterrnined the former in every way: that 1s. the 
time. strength, efficacy, etc., of enlightenment entireIy depended upon the quality of the 
initiative will-power raiseci for the attainment of the final obyxt. The motive determineci the 
course, character. and power of the conduct. The desire for enlightenrnent intensely stirred meant, 
indeed. that the greater and more difficult part of the work was already a ~ h i e v e d . ~ ~  



In this context, the concept of bodhicitta refers to the driving force leading 

the bodhisattva to his final goal. As such, it could be argued that this concept is not 

entirely new because, even though the term is not found in pre-Mahayana 

l i t e ra t~re .5~  it is well-known that Gotama, the historical Buddha-to-be, after 

renouncing the househoid life, also resolved to strive to put an end to al1 sufferings 

of existence. According to the Pali tradition, we also know that the Buddha, after 

his experience of eniightenrnent, decided to preach to others the truth he had 

discovered out of great compassion for al1 sentient beings. Assuming that the 

spiritual career of the Buddha, including that of his previous lives, was taken by the 

early Buddhists as a mode1 to emulate, there seems not to be much difference 

between thern and the Mahayanists from the point of view of the quality of their 

commitment. In other words, when bodhicitta is understood as an earnest decision to 

become enlightened, there is nothing reaily special about this concept; there is 

nothing that could later, i.e., in Mahayâna Buddhism, justify its promotion to the 

status of technical term: there are in fact plenty of terms in Sanskrit that could 

express the same meaning. Why then did the desire for enlightenment became 

central to the path of the bodhisattva whereas in Early Buddhism there is no special 

emphasis on this idea? As mentioned in the preceding quote, this difference is to be 

attributed to a new understanding of the process of enlightenment. What then. 

according to D.T. Suzuki, is this process of enlightenment exact lv7 

1 t is probably in the description of the Saiori experience of the Zen tradition 

that Suzuki makes explicit this process. This experience is said to be brought about 

by an intense reflection on a kdan. A koan may be considered as a type of riddle 

given to a student to soive. A famous koan is: "Two hands clap and there is a sound. 

What is the sound of the one hand?" What is interesting concerning the 

circumstances of its resolution, which is considered the experience of Satori, is that 

it "comes on in connection with the most trivial incidents such as the raising of a 

finger, utter!ng a cry. reciting a phrase. swinging a stick, slapping a face. and so 

on."53 Suzuki interprets this experience in the following manner: "As the outcome is 

apparent ly incongruous w it h the occasion, we nat urally presume some deep-seated 

psychological antecedents which are thereby abrupt ly brought to rnat~rity."5~ To 

52~ccording to Nakamura (1989). the term &%citta seerns to be the predecessor of bodhicitta. 
AGEZccitta is a Pali term translateci as "the thought of gnosis" or "the intention of gaining Arahantship". 
(T.W. Rhys Davids. Pali-English Dict. p. 14). 
j3suzuki (1970). p. 40. 
54~uzuki  (1970). p. 40. 



explain the nature of these deep-seated psychologicai antecedents. Suzuki analyzed 

the career of three early Zen masters. 

The first example given is that of Hui-kb ê. Hui-k' ê was a learned scholar 

dissatisf ied with mere scholarship. He was earnest ly searching for an inmost truth 

which would give peace and rest to his soul. It is believed that a long period of 

intense lucubration took place prior to his experience of Satori. 

The second example is that of Hui-nêng. Contrary to Hui-k' ê. Hui-nêng was 

not a scholar. The facts show, however. that he had some knowledge of several 

Mahayàna sutras. In his case also. it is assumed by Suzuki that a great spiritual 

upheaval was going on in his mind, since, in spite of being assigned to menial work 

in the monastery. the purpose of his being there was to study Zen. 

The third example is that of Lin-chi. Lin-chi spent three years of silence 

under his master in order to grasp the final truth of Zen. In fact. he spent three 

years in silence because he did not know what to ask the master. thus pointing to 

an intense mental application and spiritual turmoil. 

According to Suzuki. the common denominator of these three examples is 

that each aspirant to enlightenment cultivated an intense desire for it. This 

cultivation is central to the experience of Satori. As he himself explains: '&The 

searching mind is vexed to the extreme as its fruitless strivings go on, but when it is 

brought up to an apex it breaks or i t  explodes and the whole structure of 

consciousness assumes an entirely different aspect."js According to him. this 

phenomenon is not exclusive to Buddhisrn; it is to be experienced whether one is 

pondering about a diff icult problem or contriving a solution to an apparently 

hopeless situation. This phenomenon could be explained. as far as psychology goes. 

by the following law: "accumulation. saturation. and explosion."56 

1 t is from the point of view of this understanding of the spiritual process or, 

as 1 called it, the soteriological context, that Suzuki interprets the concept of 

bodh icitta. Bodhicitta is therefore not a simple desire to becorne enlightened. as can 

be seen in the context of pre-Mahâyâna Buddhisrn and in which case it has a 

relative significance, but rather. it is a strong cornmitment that is the primary cause 

of the experience of enlightenment. As Suzuki himself puts it, bodhicitta, "is the 

becoming conscious of a new religious aspiration which brings about a cataclysm in 



one's mental organization."57 This is essent ially the reason w hy. according to Suzuk i, 

the concept of bodhicitta is specif ic to the Mahayàna tradition: only this tradition 

has recognized the value of desire as spiritual catalyst, and th i s  catalyst is best 

brought into funct ion by bodhicitta. 

To  sum up Suzuki's understanding of the concept of bodhicitta, one may use 

an example taken from the physical world. This example is the process of laminat~on. 

This process or technique is used, among other things, to make gold sheets. 

Through successive striking on a gold ingot, one obtains very thin sheets of gold. so 

thin that no other method, such as cutting with precision instruments, can achieve 

this result. This technique is very simple and unref ined compared to the very fine 

result obtained. Furthermore, the result is sudden and unexpected; for a lapse of 

time nothing seems to happen but then, alrnost instantaneously, al1 the sheets 

appear. 1 n this circumstance, the last blow that brought about the transformation of 

the ingot into sheets is no more important than al1 the previous blows. The last blow 

is like the trivial incident that brings about the experience of Satori. AH other 

blows, like the intense desire stirred up by bodhicitta, have the function of 

producing an accumulation of pressure. I n  the case of the Satori experience, it is 

the structure of the mind, composed of false assumptions about reality. that is under 

pressure. In this context. bodhicitta is the instigator of a brute force, i-e., the 

intense desire for enlightenment and as such, it is totally devoid of knowledge. I n  

other words, the concept of bodhicitta has a def inite conat ive connotation and 

therefore, the appropriate translation for it is "Desire of eniightenment." 

D.T. Suzuki recognizes that the concept of bodhicitta has acquired other 

connotations in the course of the development of the Buddhist tradition. 1 n an 

earlier work, he def ined it as "intelligence-heart." Thus bodhicitta is understood as 

a form of the Tathagatagarbha (Buddha-nature) or alayaviflana (substratum- 

consciousness). As such. bodhicitta is something hidden in each being and 

constitutes its essential nature. It is something that, similar to the Buddha-nature or 

Buddha-essence, one ought to be awake to. Many Mahayana sutras and Buddhist 

philosophers in general conf irmed t his connect ion between bodhicitta and the 

description of metaphysical realities. For exampie, in the Treatise on the Formless 

Enlightenment-Mind,58 we have the fol lowing account of bodh rcitta:: 

57~uzuki  (1950). p. 173. 
%lis text is usually attributed to Nagarjuna This is however contested because nconsidering the fact that 
it refers to the concept of alayavip-a (store-consciousness). we may conclude that this must have been 
composed by somebody af ter Nagàrjuna." (Nakamura ( 1989). p. 243). 



The bodhrcitta LS free from al1 determinations, that is, rs not inciuded in the categories of the five 
skandhas, the twelve ayatanas. and the 18 dhatus. 1 t is not a particular existence which is 

palpable. i t IS non-atmanic. universal. It IS uncreated and its self-existence is void. One who 
understands the nature of bodhicitta sees everyt hing wit h a ioving heart. for love IS the essence 
of the Bodhicitta The bodhicitta is the highest e s ~ e n c e - ~  

Sthiramati. an author of the Cittamatra (Mind-onlyl school of Mahayana Buddhism, in 

his Discourse on the Mahayanadharmadhatu, also said that bodhicitta is the Cosmic 

Body of the Buddha (Dharmak~ya) or Realit y as such !Bhütatathatd. 60 1 t is probablv 

within the Tibetan tradition that the concept of bodhicitta has acquired the 

strongest connections with metaphysical realit ies. 

In the Vajrayana school of Esoteric Buddhism, for euample. a school which 

has been founded in India around the 3rd CE and which became important in Tibet, 

bodhicitta is understood as the final unification of Sünyata (emptiness; also called 

praje  [wisdoml) and karuna (compassion; also called upaya [skillf ul meansl). This 

term also refers very often to the "Great Delight" Imahasukhal itse1f.e' This maha- 

sukha is related to a practice of Esoteric Buddhism involving rituals connected with 

the enjoyment of meat, intoxicating liquors and sexual intercourse. 

1 n the Guhyasamajatantra. a text produced by the Esoteric Buddhist tradition 

at its last stage. we are told that the great Bodhisattvas. headed by Maitreya. pay 

homage to bodhicitta in the same manner in which Nagarjuna has paid homage to 

the p r a j m r a m i t a  (the Perfection of wisdom). Bodhicitta 1s. consequent ly. described 

as born of the emptiness of things. complementary to the Buddha's awakening. 

beyond imagination and without support.62 1 n this text. an interesting def inition of 

bodhicitta is also given: "The bodhicitta is the unity of voidness and compassion; it is 

beginningless and endless. quiescent and bereft of the notion of being and non- 

being.''63 And. in another text of the same tradition. the Prajeop~ya-viniScayasiddhi 

(composed about 650-800 CE). bodhicitta is considered as the eternal. luminous. 

pure, the abode of the Conquerors. made of al1 dharmas (phenomena). divine and the 

cause of the who le universe (nityam prabhâsvaram suddham bodhicittam jindayam. 

sarvadharmayam divyam nikhilaspada-karanam). 64 And later in the tex t. the same 

5g~uzuki  ( 1970). p. 297. 
60~uzuki  ( 1970). p. 298. 
6 1 ~ o s h i  i1971). p. 75. 
62~oshi  (19711, p. 75. 
6 3 ~ u h v ~ ~ p - t a n t r a  chapter XVI 1 I .  verse 37. Quoted in Nakamura (1989). p.333. 
64~ra.visi, 2-29. 



homage as that mentioned above is paid to bodhicitta. lsambuddha bodhisattva4 ca 

tvattah pâramitagunâh, sambha vanti sada natha bodhicitta namo Stu te.). 65 

According to Suzuki. al1 these rnetaphysical connotations "must be regarded 

as a degeneration of pure Mahayana Buddhisrn."66 The reason for this shift of 

meaning is that bodhicitta should be considered as the abbreviation of the 

expression anuttaràyam samyaksamodhau cittam utpadam wh ich means. accord ing 

to him. "to cherish a spiritual aspiration for the attainment of supreme 

enlightenment."67 He further argues that "this historical connection between the 

compound bodhicitta and the phrase anuttarâyàm samyak-sambodhau cittam 

utpadam was altogether forgotten so that the Bodhicitta came to be treated as 

having an independent techn ical value."68 

The view that one is dealing with two different meanings for the concept of 

bodhicitta, has also been advocated by L.M. Joshi. Joshi wrote a short paper 

attempting to present an historical survey of the concept of bodhicitta with a view 

to pointing out the difference in its rneanjng in the classical Sanskrit literature of 

the Mahayâna tradition and in Tantric Buddhism.69 According to him. the concept of 

bodhicitta 

is conceived, in the Mahayana-sutras and satras. as a strong resolution to work for the spiritual 
benefit of al1 creatures; wisdom 1s its philosophical foundation. and compasson its active side; 
it is nevertheless, a mere thought or will (a strong will. no doubt) turned towards samyak- 
saqhodhr; production of bodhicitta, i ts caref ul preservat ion and growt h Iead to nirvana. 1 t is t hus 
a way of moral and spiritual perfection. 1 n the Vapayana, on the other hand. we have the express 
dedaration of the esoteric texts that bodhicitta is not a way of Bodhi or nirvana, but ~t is nirvana 
itself. 1 t is the supreme Reality called advaya, prqnopaya Va~rasattva and the rnaha~ukha.~~ 

Concerning the question of how this change of meaning was effected. Joshi only 

says that it occurred gradually but, contrary to Suzuki. he does not attribute it to 

some kind of degeneration. 1 n this regard, it might be interesting to look at the 

ideas of the second scholar 1 wish to discuss. 

65~ra.vi.sI. 3-1 1. 
%uzu ki ( 1950). p. 175. 
67~uzuki  (1950). p. 173. 
68~uzuki  (1950). p. 174. 
6 9 ' ~  survey of the conception of bodhicitta' in The purnal of Reiigious Studies. Dept. of Religious Studies. 
Punpbi University, Patiala vol. 1 I I  No. 1. p. 70-79. 
70~oshi (1971). p. 77 (Diacritical marks missing in quote). 



i t  Sangharakshita 

Sangharakshita is probably one of the first Westerners who has devoted his 

life to the practice and understanding of Buddhism. His major contribution is without 

doubt his attempt to translate the ideas and practices of this Eastern spiritual 

tradition into a language understandable to people educated in the Western world. 

For that purpose. Sangharakshita has not shied away from borrowing concepts from 

the field of science. As such. he could be compared. in his enterprise, to Pierre 

Teilhard de Chardin, a cat holic philosopher and paleon tologist who tried to explain 

religious phenomena in terms of scient if ic language. 

Sangharakshita has been a very prolific writer. He has been a practitioner of 

Buddhism, i-e., he made a serious commitment for the realization of its goal, in al1 

major schools of this tradition. One of his books, A Survey of Buddhism is still a 

valid source of information. even for non-Buddhists. Al1 along his career as a 

translator and a practitioner of Buddhism, one could Say that one of his major 

preoccupations was to show the unity of this tradition in its metaphysical ideas as 

well as in its underlying assumptions in the various approaches to enlightenment it 

produced. It is therefore in the context of his vision of what is the unifying principle 

of Buddhism that he discussed the concept of budhicitta. 

According to Sangharakshita. the pract ice of Going for Refuge to the 

Buddha. the dharma and the sarigha is "the central and definitive Act of the 

Buddhist life" and "the unifying principle of Buddhism i t ~ e l f . " ~ ~  Moreover. he 

considers that the language of Going for Refuge provides the most helpful model of 

spiritual life.72 Before looking at Sangharakshita's understanding of the concept of 

bodhicitta, it  is therefore necessary to explain this model of spiritual life based on 

the practice of Going for Refuge. 

Going for Refuge is above al1 the expression of one's commitment to the 

ideals of Buddhism. Sangharakshita explains that this practice has in effect lost, in 

the course of time, this signification. Going for Refuge has more or less become a 

formality. "In some 'Buddhist countries' virtually the entire population will recite the 

formula when they go to temples, but few will do so with rnuch consciousness of 

what the words really mean."73 Because of t his loss of signif icance. Sangharakshita 

argues that other means of expressing the essential act of commitment had to be 



developed. One of these expressions came to be known as "the arising of 

bodhicitta." 74 In this way. bodhicitta could be understood as an alternative to the 

practice of Coing for Refuge. which is essentially a commitrnent to the ideals of 

Buddhism. Eventually, in the course of the development of the Buddhist tradition. 

other forms such as the tantric initiation of Vajrayana appeared because even the 

arising of bodhicitta degenerated into a mere ritual. To be more precise. 

Sangharakshita did not Say that these new forms of expressing this essential act of 

cornmitment were exactly like the original Going for Refuge. but rather, he argues 

that the development of these new forms resulted in making more explicit certain 

dimensions of Going for Refuge. For example. the arising of bodhicitta. which is 

interpreted as a deep urge to go forward on the path for the benefit of al1 beingsV7j 

came to reveal its altruistic dimension. It is, however, essential to realize that, for 

Sangharakshita, the arising of bodhicitta brings nothing new to the basic act of 

cornmitment encompassed in the Going for Refuge; 'The spiritual path lbased on 

Going for Refuge] is of its very nature altruistic, a growth in harmony. friendship. 

and compassion."76 

The act of Coing for Refuge can be done. according to Sangharakshita. at 

f ive different Ievels. These are: the Cultural, Provisional, Effective, Real and 

Absolute. Although this classification is his own, it is not without basis in the 

canonical literature of Buddhism. These levels represent the various degrees of 

cornmitment to the ideals of Buddhism. The first level, the "Cultural" Coing for 

Refuge has the least spiritual significance and probably it plays the biggest social 

role. Here the formula of Going for Refuge is an affirmation of cultural and national 

identity; it is a characteristic of the tradition one vows allegiance to. The second 

level is called "Provisional" because it refers to an act which, although marked by 

strong feelings of devotion and reverence towards the ideals, falls short of being a 

true commitrnent. At this level. one is still torn by cornpeting interests and ambitions. 

At  the third level. the "Effective" Going for Refuge, these interests and ambitions 

are still there but  one "is sufficiently drawn to the Three Jewels to be able to 

commit oneself to making systematic steps towards them. I t  is really at this point of 

"Effective" Going for Refuge that the spiritual life begins in earnest. Here. the 

decisive reorientat ion from the mundane towards the transcendental is made."77 



As ment ioned ear 1 ier. these levels represent degrees of commit ment. 

Sangharakshita has also provided a mode1 to explain the succession of levels; he 

calls it the "principle of Higher Evolution." The idea of evolution is one of these 

concepts used by Sangharakshita to make certain ideas of Buddhism easier to 

understand by a Western audience. 1 t is to be considered as a kind of metaphor. 

The principle of Higher Evolution is to be contrasted to the Lower Evolution: where 

the latter corresponds to the scientific principle of evolution used to explain the 

developments of the biological world, the former is used to describe the 

deveioprnents of the spiritual life. The Lower Evolution is cyclic and does not 

require consciousness to happen whereas the Higher Evolution evolves iike a spiral 

and has to be consciously undertaken by the individual and requires persona1 

commitment and sustained effort. The image of the spiral is used by Sangharakshita 

because along this path towards greater commitment one experiences a deepening 

of self -awareness or an increase in t ranscendental consciousness. As long as efforts 

are sustained, one moves upward along the spiral towards enlightenment. This 

progression, however, does not seem to be linear. 

At the fourth level. the "Real" Going for Refuge. one gains a transforming 

insight that brings one on to the transcendental path. "It is the point on the path of 

the Higher Evo lut ion w here transcendental consciousness arises and one becomes a 

true indi~idual."~B This transition is a "point of no-return" and it is considered as the 

first goal of spiritual life. in the Buddhist tradition. there are a lot of images ured to 

describe this moment: Stream Entry or the Opening of the Dhamma-Eye in the Pali 

tradition, the attainment of the eighth bhümi called Acah in Mahayana or entering 

the Path of Vision in Tibetan Buddhism. At this point. one 1s assured of gaining 

enlightenment because one cannot help making the efforts that will bring one to it. 

In other words, at this level the act of commitment has become a second nature for 

the aspirant to enlightenment. Finally, there is the "Absolute" or "Ultimate" Going for 

Refuge. This is the point of full Enlightenment. Here. 

the cyclic trend of conditionality is completely eshausted and there 1s only a spontaneous 
unfolding of the spiral trend in unending creativity. Here even Going for Refuge IS transcended. 
since one has oneself become the refuge. In fact, in so far -- as al1 dudistic thought has been left 
behind. there is no refuge to go to and no one to go to tTg 

This last level is not to be viewed as a fixed place in which the eniightened 

sett les down. Sangharakshita remarks that even af ter the Buddha at tained 

being 



enlightenment, he st il1 had the need of some higher principle. Understanding t hat 

there was no being to worship. he reaiized that there was the dharma which had 

helped him become what he was. So he resolved to live worshipping and revering it. 

To sum up, the progression from one level of Coing for Refuge to the next 

corresponds to a more radical turning towards the Three Jewels. "[t is Coing for 

Refuge that drives one to leave behind what one has presently achieved and to seek 

yet greater heights. Going for Refuge therefore takes place within the context of 

the Higher Evolution. of which it is the vital fuel and spark."gO The relevance of this 

idea for the concept of bodhicitta is that Sangharakshita considers that Going for 

Refuge is the expression, within the context of Buddhism, of a general principle. 

which is. for the Mahayana, the concept of bodhicitta. This principle, also called the 

"principle of perpetual self -transcendenceV and "considered as the un iversal 

principle t hat under lies the ent ire evolut ionary process. Sangharakshita calls this 

the 'Cosmic Going for Refuge'."sl This interpretation of the concept of bodhicitta has 

been corroborated by Marion Matics. a modern translater and commentator of Sa 

nt ideva's Bodhicaryavatara. According to him, [bodhicittal "is the force of the 

thought which thus turns one's Iife completely upside down (as any thought is a 

force insofar as it results in action). Consequent ly, Bodhicitta (like Citta) partakes of 

a quasi-universal aspect. because in the latter sense, it is a force let loose in the 

universe to work for the good of a11."8* What this means is that the cornmitment for 

enlightenment does not only depend on one's individual will. but rather, it could be 

stirred up by a cosmic force. The best way to get attuned to this force is the 

practice of Going for Refuge. As Sangharakshita explained: 

The individual's spiritual efforts are not merely the efforts of an individual entirely isolateci from 
everything else: they take place within a vast context. The individual's efforts and the upward 
movement of life and consciousness that in their context are both manifestations of the single 
principie of the Cosmic Going for Refuge. The individual can reveal ever more of the significance 
of his or her efforts because those efforts are interconnected with the entire contexteg3 

It is probably at the fourth level. the "Real" Coing for Refuge. that one has the 

experience of being carried off by this cosmic force. 

Sangharakshita's understanding of the concept of bodhicitta is not devoid of 

interest. Earlier in my introduction. I drew a paralle1 between him and Teilhard de 



Chardin. The comparison was not gratuitous. This Jesuit scholar also saw in the 

phenornenon of evolution a principle of spiritual growth. a force leading it to a 

spiritual finality. According to him. the evolution is "une cosmogenèse en mouvement 

dans laquelle. de lentes maturat ions en brusques explosions, quelque chose se fait. 

de la matière à la vie. de la vie au phénomène humain et jusqu'à. préparé et 

attendu. un ultra-humain."~4 This "phénomène humain" is a crucial moment of the 

evolution because it is the point where consciousness starts to grow in complexity. 

1 n Sangharakshita's language, t his is the beginning of the Higher Evolut ion. 

When one compares D.T. Suzuki with Sangharakshita, one can see that they 

stand at the opposite ends ~f a spectrum with regard to the significance of the 

concept of bodhicitta. Suzuki understands t his concept as purely mot ivat ional and 

does not recognize the validity of its metaphysical connotations. The abstract and 

technical meanings that developed in the Tantric tradition, for example. must be 

regarded. as mentioned earlier, as deviation from the original meaning of bodhicitta. 

On the other hand, Sangharakshita's understanding of this concept. based on his 

vision of the soteriological context in which it is found. renders it. at the 

motivational level. somewhat redundant and obsolete. As he hirnself says: 

1 think ~t 1s al1 the more necessary to fall back on the Coing for Refuge as the bastc Buddhrst act. 
not on the arising of bodhic~tta and becoming a Bodhisattva -which is the archetype of Going 
for Refuge. on a cosmic  cale.^^ 

In a way. Sangharakshita has. if one allows me the comparison. given to the concept 

of bodhicitta a seat in the House of Lords knowing that in fact things really happen 

in the Commons. In this context. although the term bodhicitta is translated as "Will 

to Enlightenment." this "will" should not be understood as the usual mental event of 

volition but rather as the description of a metaphysical reality. 

Despite these two opposing views. 1 am of the opinion that it is possible to 

find a middle way. i.e., to elaborate a soteriological context that would be able to 

accommodate both connotations: the metaphysical and the motivational. As a matter 

of fact, the concept of bodhicitta is also connected to what 1 would cal1 ethical 

realities. 1 n many instances. it is mentioned that the person in whom the bodhicitta 

arises is to be considered as a son or a daughter of the Buddha. In the Bodhicarya- 

avatara, we are told: 



bhavacaraka bandhano varâkah s u g a t m  su ta ucya te -na 
sa naràmaraloka vandanïyo bha va ti m a  udita eva bodhicit te. 
The moment bodhicitta arises in a wretched man who is attached to existence, he becomes a son 
of the Buddhas and is praised by both men and 

1 n the Astasahasrika PrajZàpararnitâsfltra also, it is said t hat "a bodhisattva radiates 

great friendliness and compassion over al1 those beings, he gives his attention to 

them. thinking: I shall become a savior to al1 those beings.-87 This event is viewed as 

a life-transforming experience and is characterized by the acquisition of an attitude 

or a spontaneous feeling of compassion towards al1 beings. Such a person is also 

said to be instantaneously freed from negative mental tendencies. 1 n other words. 

these ethical realities describe the behavior or state of being of the person in whom 

bodhicitta has arisen. In this circurnstance, 1 believe that any suggested 

soteriological context should take these facts into consideration. 

As the next step of rny research, 1 would like to investigate the possible 

functions the concept of bodhicitta might assume in the context of a spiritual path. 

One function, as we have already seen, is bodhicitta as desire for enlightenment. 

where the desire is to be understood literally, 1.e.. as a mental event of volition. A 

second funct ion is bodhrcitta as object of concentrat ion. Here, the emphasis is on 

the experience of calmness of the mind. The third function. the one which wiil lead 

me to the elaboration of what I believe to be an appropriate soteriological context 

for the understanding of the exact signif icance of bodhicitta, is bodhicitta as a basis 

for the cultivation of awareness. 



Chapter two 

BODHICITTA AS DESIRE FOR ENLIGHTENMENT 

From the analysis of Suzuki's conception of the spiritual path of the 

bodhisattva. it is quite clear that desire plays a crucial role in it. To state the 

obvious: in order to attain enlightenment one has to desire it. But when we looked at 

Sangharakshita's understanding of the path, the idea of desire became a little bit 

more complex. 1 n addition to assimilat ing it to a conventional mental event. 

Sangharakshita. with his idea of "Cosmic Going for Refuge," added a new dimension 

to it. As mentioned earlier, for him, the individual's spiritual efforts are not merely 

the efforts of an individual entirely isolated f rom everything else: they are somehow 

interconnected with a wider context which he called the "Higher Evo!ution." 1 t is 

most probably at the fourth level of Going for Refuge that this interconnection 

begins to be felt. A t  this point, the desire for enlightenment appears to require less 

efforts; at this level, the act of cornmitment has become so to speak a second nature 

for the aspirant to enlightenrnent. 

The difference between Suzuki's and Sangharakshita's view of the notion of 

desire is basically that, for the former, desire is exclusively a voluntary act 

requiring intense efforts and motivation. I t  is the brute force of the will allowing 

one to cross the sea of samsara. Using an adapted version of the well-known simile 

of the raft, desire would be so to speak the fuel of its engine. In this circumstance, 

the idea of desire and that of motivation are almost synonymous: the desire for 

enlightenment of the bodhisattva is his major factor of motivation, it is that which is 

chiefly responsible for his spiritual progression. For Sangharakshita, on the other 

hand, desire seems, in the course of the spiritua1 progression, to detach itself from 

the necessity of motivation. Using the same modified simile of the raft, an engine is 

still needed to move it across the sea of samsgra, but, at some point, it enters into a 

stream or 1s pushed by a strong wind so that its speed is maintained or even 

increased and above ail, i t  now requires less fuel to progress dong its path. This 

means that progression on the path is not always directly proportional to the 

intensity of efforts put in by the aspirant to enlightenment. Sangharakshita's view of 



the desire for enlightenment is in a way a little bit more sophisticated than that of 

Suzuki. As will be seen later. 1 am of the opinion that it is also more faithful to the 

nature of the spiritual path as conceived by the Mahayànists of India. 

In the present chapter, I will therefore look at  the possible connotations of 

the idea of desire and evaluate their appropriateness for a definition of the concept 

of bodhicitta. 1 t is especially the notion of motivation and voluntary efforts t hat will 

be investigated. As for the description suggested by Sangharakshita. 1 will show that 

the term bodhicitia. when taking into consideration the various contexts in which it 

is used. also carries a certain ambiguity as to its signif icance and its role within the 

spiritual path of the bodhisattva. Implicitly, 1 will be criticizing Sangharakshita's 

interpretation of the historical development of the concept of bodhicitta. For 

instance, 1 do not think that the arising of bodhicitta, even as the expression of a 

ritual of initiation, is to be assimilated to the "Cultural" Going for Refuge, Le., to a 

simple social event. This means that even at the moment of initiation, bodhicitta 

could be seen as the ba i s  of a spiritual approach in its own right and, 

consequently. it is not to be understood in terms of the terminology and concepts of 

another approach such as the practice of going for refuge. The principle underlying 

the spiritual development. i.e., how. in psychological terms, the experience of 

spiritual transformation is brought about. may be similar in both, but each approach 

nevertheless retains its own identity. My arguments in this regard will be expounded 

after 1 have discussed what 1 consider to be an appropriate soteriological context 

to understand the meaning of the concept of bodhicitta. 

1. The importance and implications o f  the idea o f  motivation 

When considering the idea of desire frorn the perspective of its mot ivational 

function, one inevitably has to discuss the notion of goal. The goal is the incentive. 

that for which efforts are made. 1 t is also that which allows one to make decisions 

and sacrifices: sorne choices lead away from the goal while other bring one closer 

to it. This idea is quite straightforward because one can easily relate to i t  in usual 

circumstances of life. 

In Mahayana Buddhism, the goal of the spiritual practice of its aspirants is 

bodhi. As mentioned earlier, t his term has been translated eit her as enligh tenment 

or a wakening. In the literature of this tradition. one also f inds expressions such as 
sambodhi (enlightenment), samyaksambodhi . (perfect enlightenment) or anuttara 

samyaksam bodhi (unsurpassed perfect enligh tenment). Al1 these expressions refer to 



the final experience of the path of the bodhisattva. In the Pali canon. however, 

there seems to be a distinction between these expressions. 1 ndeed. bodhi is ured to 

express the lofty knowledge of an ascetic and the stage of enlightenment of the 

paccekabuddhas. those who attained enlightenment by their own means. whereas the 

final experience of the Buddha is identif ied as sammasam bodhi. The relevance of 

this observation is that, from the early beginning of the Buddhist tradition. one 

began to make distinctions as to the nature and content of this final goal. The 

Mahayana Buddhists were not exempted from this trend and indeed argued that 

their goal was superior to that of the non-Mahayanists. Its superiority was mainly 

justif ied on the basis of the idea of motivation. 

According to the Abhisamayalankara, "the thought of Enlightenrnent is the 

desire for supreme Enlightenment in pursuit of the welfare of o t h e r ~ . " ~ ~  In the 

Vajradhara sutra. the bodhisattva, overf lowing w ith compassion, says: 

it is my resolution to save ail sentient beings, 1 mu t  set al1 beings free, 1 must Save al1 the 
universe, from the wilderness of birth, of old age. of disease, of being born again. of al1 srns. of 
al1 misfortunes. of al1 transmigrations. of ail depths of hereticaI doctrine. of the destruction of 
the skitlful Law, of the occurrence of ignorance. therefore by me al1 sent lent beings must be set 
free from al1 the wildernesses. 
w a s a t t  v o t t ~ w p r ~ i d h à n a m  marna maya sarvasat tvah parlmocayita vyah. maya 
sarvapgatsamuttaayita vyam. ptik&tmpr&&ttarad vyadh ~ k m t a r ~ v u t y u p p à t t a k & t ~ t  
sarvapa t t i k a  t2Mt s a r v w y a k m t ~ t  s a r v w a k m  t m t  sarvadmigahanakZm t&àt 
k&IadharmapranaSak&tàrad a ~ a s a m u t  thitakmtmt taà ete maya w a s a t t v a h  s iuvaknt3e-  
b h y a  panrnocayitavyah. 

This means that in Mahayana Buddhism. the desire for enlightenment is no longer 

sufficient; it has to be coupled with the resolution to Save ail beings. In this context. 

the desire to help al1 beings is the reason for which one seeks enlightenment. On the 

basis of this idea. a distinction was made between the aspirants engaged on the 

Mahayana path to enlightenment and those who were not. Indeed, according to 

AtiSa (982-1054) in his Bodhipathapradipa, beings can be divided in terms of their 

scope or aspirations into three types: the lesser. the middling, and the superior. 

Those of lesser scope are those who have no religious aspirations. they strive only 

for their material well-being. The middlings turn their backs on the pleasures of 

existence and renounce immoral deeds. They act in order to bring about their own 

pacification. in another words in order to attain enlightenment as an arhat. Those of 

the highest. superior scope seek to bring a complete end to al1 sufferings of others. 



since the suffering of others is indeed their own suffering. These are the 

bodhisattvas.91 

This distinction on the bais of aspiration seems to have been carried over in 

the analysis of modern Buddhist scholars. 1 n this regard, Joshi says that, after 

having discussed the readiness of the bodhisattva to sacrifice himself for ot her 

people's sa ke, 

Neediess to say that such an utterly aitruistic and self abnegating ideal inculcated in the theory of 
bodhiatta by the Mahayanists stands out in sharp contrast to the dictum of the Theravada 
tradition wherein we read: 'One should not sacrifice one's own interest. one ought to devote to 
one's true i n t e r e ~ t . ~ ~  

The significance of this discussion concerning what 1 would cal1 the political 

function of motivation is that, suspect, it contributes to a tightening of the 

connect ion between desire and motivation. Among the Mahayanists, it is believed 

that the desire for enlightenment, because it is motivated by the desire to help ail 

sentient beings, renders one who entertains it a superior aspirant. As long as one 

wishes to justify a distinction between the paths to enlightenment, one has no choice 

than to maintain that desrre is exclusively a voluntary act requiring intense efforts 

and motivation. I f  one were to argue, on the other hand. that the experience of 

enlightenment results in being benef icial to beings, then the reasons for which one 

seeks enlightenment become secondary and, consequent ly, any distinct ion bet ween 

aspirants to enlightenment on the basis of these reasons would be senseless. In 

other words, if. for example, the experience of enlightenment rneans the realization 

of one's own compassionate nature and, as a result of which, one, as the 

Astasahasrika Prajfiap~rarnitasütra puts it, "radiates great f riendliness and 

compassion over al1 beings.lv93 then there is no reason to exclude the non-Mahâyana 

Buddhists since they too must be endowed with this nature. As will be discussed 

later, 1 believe that this interpretation of the desire to work for the welfare of al1 

beings is quite plausible. For the moment, 1 would just like to point out the fact that 

historical and cultural circumstances may have led one to adopt an interpretation 

which reinforces the link between the desire to help al1 other sentient beings and 

the motivation of the aspirant to enlightenment. 

There is another reason why one may believe that the desire for 

enlightenment is closely related to the idea of motivation. There are many passages 



in the Mahayana scriptures that stress the importance of making efforts. In the 

Siksifsam ucca ya of Sant ideva, for example, it is said: 

The bodhisattva makes a courageous effort with al1 the forces of his body. speech and mind in 
order to appease ail bodily and mentai sufferings of al1 beings, both present and future and to 
produce bodily and mental happiness present and to come. 
hdhisa tt v& sarvasa tt v m  vartarn~~tasarvaduhkhadaumanasyopaSam~ya vartarnàna- 
anaiga tasuk hasa umanasyo tpadâya ca ni&-.th ya t& kaya-vari7nanah-parakramaih pra ya tnarp 
karoti. 94 

The 24th verse of this same text cannot be more explicit: 

Having first been firm with efforts in your resolution, havrng attended to [put in front1 
compassion. you should strive so that rnerits increase. 
knvadau eva ya tnena vya vm-y& yau drdhaq 
karu@rj~ ca porakfiya yateta jubha-ddhaye- 95 

Efforts are also necessary for being faithful to the resolve taken. ln many 

passages, the bodhisattva is enjoined never to desert it. In the Lalitavistara, for 

example, it is said that bodhisattva Siddhartha was reminded of his resolution to 

obtain bodhi and to liberate the creatures of the world frorn sorrow.96 In the 

Rastrapala, it is said that the bodhisattva must remember the following verse for the 

purpose of counteract ing despondency: 

In rnany millions of ages a Buddha sometirnes arises. someone [who worksl for the welfare of 
the world, a great sage. For the one who desires emancipation, now a great opportunity has 
come, today he must repct indolence. 
bah ukalpako.iïbh' kadacit buddhah utpadya te lokahitah m a h a ~ ï  la bdhah 'dh una sah pra varah 
k$-ah 'dya tyapti prarnadm yadi moktukârnah. 97 

After reflecting on the meaning of this verse, he further motivates himself by 

saying: "thus persevere in and always strive for [or cause to happeni the 

Perfections. the spiritual Stages. the Powers; never relax your vigor until y ou are 

awakened to the most excellent enlightenment." ludyajya yatha ghafata nityam 
paramitasu bhümisu balesu. ma jatu sramsaya vîryam yavat na budhyath~ pravara- 

bodhirn.). 98 

1 t is probably on the basis of such passages that Suzuki discussed the 

signif icance of the concept of bodhicitta. Given his background, the idea that 

motivation is one of the chief factors of enlightenment makes a lot of sense. For 

him, efforts and cornmitment are important for creating an open and receptive mind 



in the aspirant to enlightenment. Already at the time of Confucius. one understood 

their importance for making the disciple receptive to the teaching. In the Analecis 

(XV. 15). there is the following passage: 

The iMaster said. If  a man does not continually ask htrnself 'What am I to do about this7 what 
am 1 to do about th1s7' there is no possibility of my doing anything about himg9 

This attitude has prevailed up to present day Japan and is without doubt an 

important component of the overall mentality of the Japanese. In this regard. it 

might be interesting to quote Victor Hori, a scholar of Buddhism and a Zen Buddhist 

monk of the Rinzai school: 

An Amencan friend of mine in Japan took lessons to learn how to dance and chant no. She found 
that when she did not practice and walked mechanicalIy through the steps and movements. the 
teacher merely said, "Fine. fine." with no further comment. But when she put effort into her 
chanting and danced with intensity, then the teacher suddenly came forward fulI of criticisrris. 
"This is wrong, that is no good. do that again but slower." and so on. l o O  

ln short, one can Say that the desire to learn is what predisposes one to mystical 

experience or mental transformations. 

This link between motivation and receptivity or openness of the mind is in 

fact not exclusive to the Far East. in Indian spiritual svstems one finds the idea of 

adhikara (qualifications). Earlier, I rnentioned the doctrine of upaya which advocates 

the idea that teachings are adapted to the mental dispositions of the people; the 

idea of adhikara is exactly the opposite: in order to be imparted with certain 

teachings. a aspirant must have reached a certain spiritual stage or level. Here the 

onus for establishing contact is on the aspirant and not on the teacher as it is the 

case in the context of the doctrine of upaya. 1 n the context of 1 ndian Buddhism 

also, there is the conception of gotra (family, predisposition). I t is said, for example. 

in the Bodhisattvabhümi, a text of the fourth century CE which describes the 

various stages of the spiritual progression of the bodhisattva, that one has to belong 

to the gotra of Gautama Buddha. i.e., to be his spiritual son and heir. before 

bodhicitta may arise. The notion of gotra is, however, not common to al1 

descript ions of the bodhisattva's pat h. Sant ideva. for example. does not attach great 

importance to it. 

The idea of prerequisites for spiritual experience could be the topic of an 

important research that would exceed the scope of this thesis. In many instances in 

9 9 ~ r t h u r  Waley. trans.. Analects of Confucius. London: Allen and Unwin. 1938. Quoted from Hori (1994). 
p. 16. 
l o 0 ~ o r i  (1994). p. 16. 



the development of the Buddhist tradition. such prerequisites have been so to speak 

inst itutionalized by rneans of rituals or by being included in systemat ized 

descriptions of the spiritual path leading to t hose experiences. 1 n other cases. t hese 

prerequisites were only describing mental attitudes that the aspirant must entertain 

at certain moments of his spiritual career. Despite the wide variety of prerequisites. 

motivation remains nevertheless their common denorninator: it is on account of 

motivation that one can acquire them and go through the different stages of any 

given spiritual path. 

To  sum up the present discussion on the role of motivation, it appears that 

there are two main reasons why the concept of bodhicitta, which is the desire for 

enlightenment for the sake of al1 beings, may be considered exclusively as a 

motivational factor. The first refers to the fact that the Mahayana tradition tried to 

distinguish its ultimate experience from that of other Buddhist traditions; this is 

what 1 called the political function or signif icance of the idea of motivation. The 

second reason has more to do with its spiritual function. The concept of bodhicitta 

seemed to have been the privileged rneans to express this idea of motivation. On the 

one hand. there is a certain understanding of the spiritual path in which motivation 

plays a key role and. on the other hand, one has a concept very prominent in 

Mahayana Buddhism which is def ined as desire for enlightenment. 1 t becomes 

therefore obvious that bodhicitta. being essent ial to the pract ice of the bodhisattva. 

is to be viewed as a motivational factor. 

The issue 1 would like to address now is whether the concept of bodhicitta 

has to be understood in terms of the idea of motivation. 1 do not want to deny the 

importance of this idea but rather evaluate its exact nature in the context of what 1 

believe to be an appropriate view of the spiritual path of the bodhisattva. Like the 

laws of Newton which have been integrated into Einstein's theories of relativity. 1 

believe that the idea of motivation could be seen from the perspective of a wider 

context thereby reassessing its character and its signi f icance. 

1 t has been shown earlier that, on account of the idea of motivation, the 

term citta in the compound bodhicitta has been interpreted as desire. i.e.. as having 

exclusively a conat ive connotation. 1 n the Mahayana sources. however, when it 

cornes to expressing the desire or the rerolution of the bodhisattva. apart from the 

context of the expression a n u t t a r m  samyaksambodhau citiam utpadam, (the 

arising of the thought (desire) of unsurpassed perfect enlightenment). the term citta 

is. as far as 1 know. never employed. Instead, one encounters the terms pranidhana 

as in sarvasattva-uttarana-praoidhanam marna (it is my resolution to Save al1 



c r e a t ~ r e s ) , ~ ~ ~  kama as in yadi moktu-kamal) (if one wishes release),lO* artha as in 

tasmat maya bodhi-arthikena bhavitavyam (Therefore 1 must be desirous of 

en l ightenmen t), lo3  aSaya and adhyasaya as in &fayu yesa prasadivisuddhah tesa 

adhyagayu uttama Sresthah (For the one who has intention there is complete 

composure; for the one who has determination there is the very best desire)lo4 o r  

abhilea as in ayam ca samvarah stwarn api m.ukleSanam bodhya bhil@acittiinm 

labhyate (And this discipline is attained even in the case of women. when their 

mental tendencies are soft and their minds are characterized by a ionging for 

enlightenment).io5 The last example is not without interest because of the 

simuItaneous occurrence of the words citta and abhilasa in the compound bodhi- 

abhilasa-citta. This cornpound is in fact made up of two other compounds: the first is 

bodhi-abhilasa which is a tatpurusa (desire for enlightenment) and the second. 

abhilasa-citta. cou ld be viewed as a upamàna p u r  vapada -karmadhaaya (a karma - 

dharaya compound in which a word expressive of the standard of comparison is 

compounded with another denoting the common quality or ground of comparison).lo6 

In this case. the term abhiha denotes a quality or characteristic of citta. The 

meaning of this compound could then be: a mjnd whose characteristic is to desire. 

The relevance of this last discussion is to draw to one's attention the fact 

that citta rnay refer to a state of mind having such and such quality. This renders 

the psychological process of desiring a little bit more complex because the desire 

appears not to be a willful act but rather a consequence of a certain state of mind. 

In other words, one does not have desires, but rather, one is in a state of rnind 

which desires. This distinction may appear to be superfluous at first sight, but 1 am 

of the opinion that it makes al1 the difference in the way one understands the 

concept of bodhicitta. 1 n this circumstance, the desire for enlightenment for the 

sake of al1 beings is not a willful act. in which case it would be viewed as a 

motivationaï factor, but it is instead a state of mind or way of being in which the 

will has no role to play. In the next section of this chapter. 1 will therefore look at 

the various semantic applications of the word citta and try to justify why it is 

possible that citta may be considered as a state of mind. 



2. Criticism o f  bodhicitta as factor o f  motivation 

i. Citta 

Previously, 1 maintained that to have a comprehenstve picture of the 

meaning of a concept such as that of bodhicitta. one has to take into consideration 

the soteriological context in which it is articulated. Such a context, however, is 

never created out of a vacuum; it has itself its own history. Part of this history may 

be revealed by the various semantic applications its key concepts or terrns have 

assumed or are still assuming. In the case of citta. for example. because it is related 

to a mental process which could have a direct bearing on one's state of being, a 

knowledge of its semantic applications may inform us on the type of means required 

or  appropriate to influence or modify this mental process. 

The present discussion on the various semant ic applications assumed by the 

term citta is not meant to be exhaustive, but rather, it is to be considered as an 

attempt to trace back the origin of the various meanings it has assumed in the 

course of its history of application and evaluate the consequences this may have for 

understanding of the expression bodhicitta. 
In the f irst chapter, while discussing the possible interpretat ions of the term 

bodhicitta, 1 mentioned that citta could have either a cognitive or a conative 

connotation. These two interpretations are well supported in most of the 

philosophical traditions of India including Buddhism. From the point of view of its 

etymology. these two meanings are also confirmed. Indeed, the word citta comes 

from the verbal root k i t  which gives the verbs cetati ( 1 Pl and cetayate ( 10 A). Both 

have a wide range of meanings. Apte gives the following translations among others: 

1) to perceive, notice, observe, 2) to know, understand. be aware or conscious of; 3) to regain 
consciousness; 41 to aim at, tntend, design; 5) to desire. long for; 6 )  to be anxious about, care 
for, be intent upon, be engaged in; 7) to resolve upon; 8) to appear. to shine; 9) to be regarded 
as; IO) to make attentive, remind of; 1 1 )  to teach, instruct: 12) to form an idea. be conscious of. 
undentand. comprehend. think. reflect upon; and 13) to be awake. loi 

The form cittam, which is the neuter past particle of the verb cetati. therefore, 

means: 1) perceiving; 2) understanding; 3) regaining consciousness; 4) aiming at, 

intending; 6 )  being intent upon, and so  forth. 

Sometirnes, the term cittam is glossed by cetana as in the following example 

taken from the Bh~vanakrama of KamalaGia: prarthanakara cetana tat 

pranidhicittam (the aspirat ion-mind is the intention which has the form of a 



desire)!g According to Apte. the ferninine noun cetana means: 1 )  sense. 

consciousness; 2) understanding, intelligence; 3) life. vitality. animation; and 

4) wisdom. ref lecti0n.~0g As shown in the last example, this term is also used in the 

sense of intention and volition. 

One can therefore see that the derivatives of the verbal root dcit occur in 

relation to various mental faculties. Already in the literature of the Rg Veda, these 

derivatives assumed a wide range of meanings and connotations. According to Ross 

Reat, who did a study on the various psychological concepts of early lndian 

thought, 

Used with the term mana i c ~ t  rndicates mental perception or intellectual thought. With hrd 
(heart) it refen to emotionai or intuitive thought. With ddh? it refers to imaginative, visionary 
thought. With kratu it refers to volitional t h o ~ ~ h t - l ~ ~  

The important point to notice in this analysis is that derivatives of the verbal root 

k i t  denote simply mental activity in general. The purpose of this mental activity 

was, in the context of the Vedic culture, to maximize the eff iciency of sacrifices. 

These sacrifices were performed to obtain boons or a place in heaven. As Reat 

Ross says in an attempt to summarize this world-view: 

Roughly speaking, the entire human psychological cornplex, as represented in the Rg V e d a  may 
be conceived in t e m  of electronic communications. In such model, hrd would be the 
transmit ting room manas the transmitter itself, and derivatives of dcit would be the various 
forms of curent and electrical activity in the transmitter. Kratu would be the antenna, which 
focuses and directs the signal, and dhï would be the message sent, hopefuIiy to be received by the 
Gods. ' ' ' 

The Vedic tradition, however, is not the only source of meaning for the 

various concepts used in the context of the philosophical and psychological thinking 

of India. One has also to take into consideration the non-Vedic, or more specif ically. 

the yogic world-view. Yoga is one of the six orthodox systems of 1 ndian philosophy. 

1 t has been systematized by Patafijali (c. second century BCE) in a text called Yoga 

Sütra. According to him. Yoga is a methodical effort to attain perfection, through 

the control of the different elements of human nature. physical and psychical.ll* 

The very idea of controlling human nature already sets this approach apart from 

the Vedic system of thought. Probably before the arriva1 of the Vedic culture in 

India there were ascetics strolling the country in search of immortality and 

108~ucci  ( 1980). p. 193. 
1 0 9 ~ ~ ~ .  p. 708. 
I l0Ross Reat ( 1 W O ) ,  p. 107. 
I I Ross Reat ( 1990). p. 142. 

12Radhakrishnan (1973). p. 453. 



permanent happiness, somet hing that the Gods themselves would never be able to 

grant. Indeed. the favors granted by the gods were usually proportional to the 

extent of the sacrifices. To obtain imrnortality. i-e.. an unlimited stay in heaven, 

would therefore require an unlimited sacrifice or a sacrifice whose extent is beyond 

imagination.113 The Yoga system, on account of its goal and aspiration. could 

therefore be considered as an offshoot of this tradition of seekers. 

At the very outset. Yoga is declared to be the restraining of the 

modifications of citta (yogas citta vrtti-nirodhah.1. l l 4  1 n t his contexr. citta is the 

mindstuff that undergoes modifications or fluctuations when it is affected by 

objects through the senses. These modifications are called vrtti and may be likened 

to the impressions left on material like wax when some force acts upon it. These 

impressions are left on the citta and as such are called vasan2s. Another metaphor 

used to describe citta is that of the lake whose surface is agitated by the strong 

winds which are the vrtti. When the disturbing winds are absent, one can see 

through the calm surface of the lake which is. in the case of Yoga, the pure Self or 

purusa. 

One can see from these two metaphors that the basic image behind the 

notion of citta, in the context of the Yoga systern, is that of a repository of habits. 

memories and dispositions acquired through one's experience with the phenomenal 

world. This idea of repository is not without precedents in the Buddhist tradition. 

1 n this tradition. there is the concept of v i n f i a  (Pali) or v i jSna (Sanskrit) 

that seems to play this role. Not the vin'nana that arises from contact of the senres 

and sense-objects. but rather. the one which appears as a member of the doctrine 

of dependent originat ion1 15 (pratïtyasamutpadal. According to t his doctrine. the 

karma-formations (samskata), which have been accumulated in the preceding lives 

due to ignorance, condition the arising of a new consciousness ( v i E m a l  in the 

womb. on the basis of which a new psycho-physical corn plex (nama-rupal, equipped 

with the six-senses-bases, cornes into being. Contact between any of these and 

sense-objects produces feeling, which in turn leads to craving. This v i M n a  was 

considered as a transmigratory entity and could be compared to a Stream or a 

series of vinfiana-moments (ksanal that is modified according to the nature of its 

relat ionsh ip w it h the environment. i.e., the objects of consciousness. 

l 13Larnbert Schrnithausen. unpublished notes. 
4 ~ . ~ .  1. 2 [Quoted in Kulkarni (1989). p. 641. 
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This attempt to account for the continuity between one's actions and the 

ripening of their consequences has been thus formulated by the Theravadins. There 

are also other attempts within the Buddhist tradition. Some avoided altogether the 

concept of viM2jna -this is the case of the VatsÏputrïyas with their idea of the 

indef inable person (pudgalaF-while others, l i  ke the Yogacârins and their concept of 

substratum consciousness hlaya vijanal. made vijfiana. not only the reposi tory of 

one's past actions but also of the whole phenomenal world. Despite these variations, 

however, the basic understanding behind this idea of repository remains neverthe- 

less the same: the necessity to explain why one acts or reacts in such and such a 

way given the situation in which one finds oneself. This question. referring to 

Charles Adams' def init ion of the soteriological system, addresses the human problem 

or the human situation that calls for a response. Thus, given the above-mentioned 

assurnptions, the answer to this question is: it is because one has accumulated and 

reinforced certain dispositions and tendencies, t hat one has such and such 

responses. And these tendencies have to be stored somewhere to produce their 

effects later; hence the importance of the idea of repository. 

In Buddhism. the term citta aIso seems to play this funct ion of repository. 

According to W. S. Karunaratna, "as a psychic factor citta carries the traces of the 

experiences of the individual. Citta. therefore. may be viewed as the storehouse of 

each man's psychic heritage transrnitted through the cycle of birth and rebirth."' 

As such, this term is more or less synonymous with mano (mind), but often used 

much like heart in English.117 The word heart usually refers to the whole personality 

including intellectual as well as emotional functions or traits. It is also considered as 

one's innermost character, feelings, or inclinations. l a  

The term citta by itself appears to have no moral connotation; it is rather 

the words it is associated with, as mentioned above, that give its quality. For 

example, we are told in the Bodhisattvaprâtimoksa that the bodhisattvas do not have 

a despondent mind (nnacittam bodhisattvànam na samvidyatel, l I g  or. in the 

Ratnamegha Sutra, that he does not cause an angry thought to arise (na pratigha- 
cittam utpgdayati). 120 These tendencies of the mind are not necessarily negative; 

they could be beneficial as well. A bodhisattva. for example. should have a mind 

l 16~anayakkhara (196 l!. p. 172. 
I I7wa1she ( 1  987). p.540 (n. 55). 
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desiring the pract ice of the bodhisattvas (bodhisatt vacary~bhila$itacittal, l 2  a 

mind ready and eager [to respondi to al1 requests Isarvayacanakabhila$ita- 

citta) 122 or a mind which has no consideration for his own body (svasarira- 

anapek~a-citta). 123 Again. the term citta seems to refer to a state of mind which 

has such and such qualities. one of which could be the tendency to desire or even 

to abandon as in "on account of the force or impulse of a mind [inclinedl towards 

renunciation, there is abandonment of al1 possessions" (tyagacittaveggt utsrga- 

sarvaparigrahah). 124 

Coming back to the analysis of the term citta in the context of the discussion 

on the concept of bodhicitta. it appears that these two semantic applications. 

namely mental activity and repository. have not reaily been taken into 

consideration. When trying to decide whether citta is either cognitive or conative. 

one has assumed that it refers exclusively to a mental activity. One has failed to 

notice that this term, like a few other terrns of Buddhism, has so to speak an active 

connotation as well as a passive one. To have a clearer idea of what is meant by 

these two connotations comprised in one term. let us  take, for example. the word 

According to Ross Reat, this term. as used in Buddhist psychology. 

represents a concept unfamiliar to the Western mind. 125 1 n this regard. it is said in 

the Pali-English dictionary, that it is 

one of the most difficult terms in Buddhist metaphvsics. in which the blending of the 
subjective-obpctive view of the world and of happening, peculiar to the East. is so cornpiete. 
that it is almost impossible for Occidental terminology to get at the root of rts meaning in a 
transIation. 126 

I t  has been difficult to translate in European languages because its semantic 

applications cover ideas t hat are norma!ly considered distinct in Western thinking. 

On the one hand. samskara is characterized by the tendency to accumulate or to 

build up. This is what may constitute memory. Like memory. it has the function to 

store elements of past experiences. On the other hand, samskara accounts for the 

basic mechanism of karma, i-e., the actions of the mind, speech and body. As such, it 

could be translated as cetana (volition). The idea of volition, in most Western 

121Ssl B24. 
1 2 2 ~ s ,  B24. 
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systems of thought. is usually understood as being quite different from the process 

of memorizing or that of accumulation of habits. 

It is for this reason that 1 believe that citta refers to a state of mind which 

has such and such quality, i-e., that it may respond in such and such a way 

depending on the situations it is confronted to. From this point of view. one may Say 

that one has no control over citta as in na cittasya vas7 parityiigaya (1 have no 

control over my mind to make it give up);Iz7 it dictates one's behavior and makes 

one a passive subject. But when one takes into consideration the possibilitv that one 

of its qualities could be the desire for enlightenment. then the connotation of 

passiveness is no longer valid; i t  is somehow blended with a notion of actjveness. 

This idea should not be, despite its unfamiliarity, so diff icult to understanti. One is 

well familiar with the phenornena of procrastination which is the constant putting off 

of what should be done. From the point of view of motivation, one is waiting for the 

moment when the interest or the will to do what shouId be done arises. This attitude 

is quite different from that where one forcibly goes against one's emotioos and mood 

to do what is to be done. 

While presenting D.T. Suzuki's understanding of the concept of bodhicitta, 1 

ment ioned that, according to t his aut hor, t his concept should reall y be considered 

as the abbreviation of the expression anuttargym samyaksambodhau cittam 

utpadam which means. according to him. "to cherish a spiritual aspiration for the 

attainrnent of supreme enlightenment." 12* He also argued t hat the connect ion 

bet ween bodhicitta and anuttaraym samyaksambodhau cit tam utpadam was later 

forgotten so that the former came to assume metaphysical connotations. His 

argument rests on the assumption that the word citta, in the compound bodhicitta, 

should in fact be understood as citta-utpzda which usually means desire or 

resolution. There has been some debate in the Buddhist tradition over this 

interpretation of citta and therefore. 1 would iike next to consider its validity. 



ii. Ci t ta -u tpada 

Suzuki's main contention concerning the concept of bodhicitta is that it 

should not be interpreted as a thought. To  translate the phrase anuttarayam 

samyaksambodhau cittam utpâdam by "to awaken the idea of enlightenment" would 

be, according to him. incorrect and rnisleading. It appears that Suzuki is mainly 

crit icizing the interpretat ions of the Chinese translators w ho also coined the phrase 

"to raise supreme-en1 ightenment-m i n d  to render a n u t t a r m  sarnyaksambodhau 

cittam utpadam . For Suzuki, 

'To awaken or raise the thought of enlightenment' means, if it means anything definite. to have 
the conception of enlightenment, or to find out what enlightenment means. But citta as we have 
it  suggests no such intellectual content, for it is used in its conative sense.lZ9 

On the basis of this comments, Suzuki affirms that the sense of this expression is 

really "cherishing the desire for enlightenment."13° 

T o  support h is interpretation, Suzuki argues that anuttargyam 

sarnyaksambodhau cittam utpadam is equivalent to anut tarm samyaksambodhim 

akariksamana (longing for supreme en ligh tenment). or to anuttarayiim samyak- 

sambodhau pranidhanam parigrhya (cherishing an intense desire for supreme 

enlightenrnent). Both these passages are taken f rom the Lotus Sutra.'31 He also 

quotes passages from the Gandavyüha where one f inds expressions which convey 

the same idea: vipula-krpa-karana-manasa paryesase 'nuttamam bodhim (raising a 

far-reaching compassion, you seek for supreme enlightenment), or ye bodhipratha- 

yante (those who desire e n l i g h t e n r n e ~ ~ t ) . ~ ~ ~  His most important argument is probably 

the idea that the phrase anuttarayâm samyaksambodhau cittam utpadam. the 

abbreviated form of which is bodhicittotpâda, is also equivalent to anuttarayam 

samyaksambodhau pranidadhanti. 133 

The term prarlidadhati should be given special consideration according to 

Suzuki. 1 t means "to give one's entire attention to something," that is, "to resolve 

f irrnly to accomplish the work." He further explains that: 

The Bodhisattva's Prantdhana is his intense detemination to carry out his plan of universal 
salvation. Of course. it is necessary here to have an adequate knowledge of a full inteIlectual 
grasp of the work he intends to accomplish. but a PranidhZina is far more t han t his. .Mere 

129~uzuki (19501, p. 173. 
130~uzuki (1950). p. 172. 
131~addhxma-puqdar7k, edited by Kern and Nanp. p. 414 (Suzuki (1950). p. 171. 
132~uzuki (1950). p. 171. 
133~uzuki (1950). p. 171. See note 7 for the origin of this expression. 



intellectuality has no backing of the will-power; rnere idealism can never be an efficient 
executive apency. The Cittotpda IS a form of Pranidhma- 

That is why citta. i-e.. citta-utpada is not "arising of a thought" but rather 

"cherishing of a desire." Consequent ly, "Cittotpada is a volit ional movement def initely 

made towards the reaiization of enlightenment."l35 

This interpretat ion of the expression citta-utpada seems to be well supported 

in Sanskrit literature. According to the Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit dictionary, it is 

rendered as production of intention. resolution as in antasa ekacittotpadenapy 

anumoditam idam sütram (by even so much as a single deliberate merital act this 

sütra has been approved).l36 or sobhanas te citta-utpadah (that is an excellent 

resolution of yours, a fine idea).137 In Pali, this expression is also translated as 

intention or desire as in theyya ciitam uppadesi (he had the intention to stea1L138 1 n 

the context of the Mahayana literature, it has been pointed out "that most of the 

philosophers who accept the definition of bodhicitta as one leaning towards 

aspiration. wish and devotion. prefer to use the term cittotpada instead of 

bodhicitta." 139 1 n particular, this is the case of the Buddhist philosophers 

Vasubandhu and Asanga. 

According to Tsong-kha-pa. a Tibetar! scholar of the 14th century (c. 1357- 

1419). Asanga claimed in his Bodhisattvabhümi that cittotpada has to be understood 

as an aspiration @ranidhi/smon laml. 1 n support of his affirmation he quotes the 

following passage: "The bodhisattva's best aspirat ion is the citta-ufpada. "140 W ith 

regard to Vasubandhu. he says: 

V~jubandhu explams the essence [of cittotpada 1 to lie in the will. because in his commentary on 
the Mahaymasütrdamkara he states: 'The will that 1s combined with the perception of two or 
three good qualities 1s called cittotpilda- 'l4I 

Tsong-kha-pa therefore concludes that Vasubandhu considered the very essence of 

bodhicitta as lying in the will Icetana/sems-pal. 142 

3 4 ~ u z u k i  ( 1950). p. 172. 
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As discussed by Dargyay. Tsong-bha-pa's purpose in presenting these views 

on the concept of bodhicitta and citta-utpàda was to analyze their characteristic 

features in order to harmonize their differences. Indeed, according to Dargyay, 

the 

Within the frarnework of Buddhist philosophy, as reflected in the Sütras and Sastras, there arose 
a fervent discussion as to whether bodhicttta was originally a crtta, a mind in its indestructable. 
uncreated being, or mainly a wish, an aspiration for enlightenment. that will become a mental 
attitude during the various stages of the Five Paths. In terms of Buddhist philosophv. the 
question was whether bodhicitta was at ta  or ~ a i t t a l ~ ~  

The other position presented was that of Haribhadra. a Buddhist scholar of 

late eighth century. of Arya Vimuktisena and of Bhadanta Vimuktisena. both 

preceding Haribhadra. These t hree phi Iosophers were also considered by Tsong- 

kha-pa. In his own words. he said: 

[Referring toi what is called cittorpada Arya [Vimuktisena] said: crtta (mindl 1s conscloumess 
(viflana/mm-parshes-pa and cugnition (vijfiaptt/rnm-par rig-pa 1. And [if one asksi of what 
kind this consciousness will be. fone may answerl it LS rnind-consciousness that is supported by 
ail wholesorne phenomena. As far as the concept of utpada (arising) is concernd, it points to the 
[hithertol unproducd as now produced. [Such is statedl because it shows the essence of the first 
limitation on this phenornenon known by the mind. 144 

Contrary to Asanga Vasubandhu and Suzuki. who saw in the expression 

citta-utpada a kind of fixed expression to be understood metaphorically as a desire 

or a resolution. Àrya Vimuktisena considers it as being composed of two different 

words which ought to be interpreted literally. For hirn. utpada means production and 

it refers to the bringing into existence of a consciousness k i t t a )  composed of or 

supported, in the case of bodhicitta, by wholesome phenomena. In other words. the 

term utpgda identifies a result, something which has been brought into being and as 

such, it could be used independentiy to express the production or the bringing into 

function of any kind of mental activity. For example. it is used to express feelings as 
in asmin putre Piriktataram prema-utpadayzmi (1 feel excessive affect ion for t his 

son),l45 or as in sp.am utpadayanti (they cause arrogance to arisel.146 1 t could also 

refer to the process of t hinking as in punaraparam bodhisattvah sarvadharmesu 

parakïya-samjEm utpzdayati (Again, the bodhisattva. in relation to al1 things. thinks 

that this belongs to others).l47 The point of this discussion is to Say that the use of 

the term utpada is not to be viewed as a figure of speech but rather as a 

- --  -- 
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description of a mental process. Haribhadra. in his Spu.ta-artha, gives us some 

details about the significance of this  understanding in relation to citta-utpada: 

If the very wlsh for full enlightenment is a mentai factor kalttdsems-las b,vung-bdstriving for 
wholesome phenomena then isn't it right to say that cittotpada anses a s  a mind endowed wit h a 
very noble obpct? And what is the way the cittotpada arises7 That's true, but if one t r ives  for 
the sign of wholesome phenomena then the bodhic~tta anses. bringing about the fruit from the 
cause. This is because one m u t  acknowledge that ail propitious phenomena of the Bodhisattva 
will be enlarged by this s t r i v ~ n ~ . ~ ~ ~  

This means that. as Dargyay puts it. "citta becomes modif ied by the altruistic and 

ethical impact of the Bodhisattva. and that afterwards this citta is called cittotpada 

or 'Rising Mind,' i-e.. rising for the attainment of enlightenment. This moment of 

ethical willing and altruistic aspiring is the ba i s  for calling citta-utpada or 

bodhicitta a wish. will or aspiration. though its real nature does not consist of any 

wishful attitude."149 

This is what 1 argued when discussing the semantic applications of the 

concept of citta. In this circumstance. motivation. if one wants to assign it some 

roie, could be used to bring about a state of rnind whose qualities are conducive to 

the attainment of the final goal. This role could be shared by other factors. for 

example, a contact with a spiritual friend (kaly2narnitra) or  even some kind of grace 

from the Buddhas. Beyond this. however. it is the state of mind one is in that does 

the work. What is assumed here is the notion of intermediary stage where the 

parameters of the path to enlightenment are radically transformed. This stage is Iike 

a place to be. Indeed. in the Gandavyüya. it is compared to a city Icittanagaral. 150 

As such, i t has to be protected kittanagarapalanal, beau t if ied k i t  tanagaralam -kara), 

cleansed lcittanagaraparisodhanal, developed kittanagara vi vardhanal, etc. l 5  l This 

idea of stage is. in my opinion. of utmost importance for the understanding to the 

concept of bodhicitta and consequently. it will be further discussed in this thesis. 

While discussing the meaning of the term citta-utpifda. Suzuki explicitly said 

that it is to be considered as a form of pranidhana. By the same token. bodhicitta. 

being its synonym. has to be interpreted as a vow or a strong resolution. The 

problem with this view is that panidhana is in fact only one aspect of bodhicitta. 

1 ndeed. the Mahayana tradition advocates the idea of a t wo-fold division of 

bodhicitta. According to the Bhàvan~krama of KamalaSila. the Siksasamuccaya and 

4 8 ~ :  Dargyay ( 198 1). p. 106. 
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the Bodhicary~vatara of Santideva, there are two types of bodhicitta. The f irst type 

is called bodhipranidhicitta and has been translated as "the resolution to attain 

Bodhi"l52 and the second, bodhiprasthanacitta. as the "actual march towards the 

attainment of Bodhi."153 From the point of view of an understanding of bodhicitta as 

desire, this two-fold division has been interpreted in the follow ing manner: the 

bodhisattva must first resolve to become awakened ihen implement his resolve. In 

the light of what has been suggested in the analysis of the expressions citta and 

citta-utpada. 1 am of the opinion that it could be interpreted otherwise. This is what 

1 would like to consider next. 

iii. The two types of bodhicitta 

The first reference to this two-fold division or the two types of bodhicitta 

seems to have been in the Gandavyüha, a Mahayana text which precedes the works 

of Kamala5la and Santideva. In this text, we are told that it is very difficult to find 

in the world beîngs who have made the resolve for supreme enlightenment; and 

those who are proceeding towards it are even more rare to corne by Idurlabhah 

kulaputra te sattvah sattvaloke ye anuttarasyam samyaksamodhau pranidadha ti. atas 

te durlabhatarah sattvah ye 'nut tarm samyasambodhirn a bhisamprasthitahl. 1s4 For 

the purpose of the present discussion, let us look at what Santideva is telling us 

about the two types of bodhicitta. In chapter one of his Bodhica ry~va t~ra ,  he says: 

Then, in short. one should know that bodhrcitta IS two-fold: the mind having made a resolve for 
bodhiand the actual proceeding towards bodh~. 
tad bodhicittaq~ dviv idhm vijiàtavyam sam&tah, 
bodhipri@dhicittm ca bodhiprarthanam eva a. 

This two-fold division of bodhicitta is made more explicit with a simple analogy: 

Just as a difference is perceived between the one who desires to go and the one who is gomg, so 
a difference between both [types of bodhicitta 1 1s acknowledged by the W i s e  men. 
gantukmasya gan tuh ca yatha bhedah praliya te, 
tatha bhedah 'naph @.y& yàth-kh yena panditath. 156 

As mentioned above, one way of interpreting the two-fold division of 

bodhicitta, is to Say that first there is a wish for enlightenment. then the rnaking of 

152~oshi (1971). p. 73. 
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efforts for its implementation. Frorn the point of view of ordinary experience, this is 

common sense, but from the perspective of spiritual endeavor, this situation is a 

little bit odd. Why would someone, for example. put a lot of energy in strengthening 

his desire and cornmitment then faIl short of implementing it? Such a person 1s 

comparable to a racing car spinning its tires in order to increase adherence to the 

road and which, with al1 the fuel consurnption it requires and the noise and smoke it 

causes, never crosses the starting line. Either this person is not serious in his 

decision or he is dishonest. This is how one would judge a person which says "1 am 

going to that place" but never leaves for it. 

There are therefore a few problems with the above-mentioned interpretation 

of the two-fold division of bodhicitta. First of all, it diminishes the value of the first 

type of bodhicitta. As Sharma says. commenting on this last verse, "the secret of the 

attainment of bodhi is the practice aspect and not merelv a pious ~ i s h . " i 5 ~  What 

Sharma implies is that a pious wish achieves practically nothing; this is, however, 

contrary to what the scriptures are telling us. In the Maitreyavimoksa, for exampie, 

we are told the following: 

Vertly. rny son, even when broken the diamond-gern is distingurshed above al1 others and is 
superior to a golden ornament, and as such. does not Iose the name of diamond-gem; it averts al1 
poverty. So also the diarnond of the production of the t hought of perfect enlightenment, even 
though divorced from good intention and conduct. is superior to the gold ornarnent of the virtues 
of mere sràvakas and pratyekabuddhas, and does not lose the narne of t hought of enligh tenment. 
tadyapi nàma k ulapu tra b h ~  t tarn api v a p r a  t n m  sar~apra t I vgeram suuinialamkilrarn 
abhibha va ti, vajrara trima ca na vijahâti, sarvadilr~dryam vmi vartaya C I ,  evam eva kuiaputra, 
a y a - p r a  tipa t t i b h i n m  api siwap% tac1 t to t p d a  vaprrra tnap sarvaira vakapratveka buddha- 
g u ~ u  v a n , a I ~ k a r a m  a bhibhava ti, bodhicittanilma ca na viphât~, s a r v a s a ~ a d a r i d r y a m  
vinivarlayati iti. 158 

Concerning this view, Santideva adds: "even without practice the thought of 

enlightenment is to be recoyized as a helpful thing" (vinapi caryaya bodhicittam 

upakarakam iti jiEtavyaml. 159 

The interpretation suggested above also assumes the idea that a thought, if 

not carried out, has no spiritual value. Sharma, for example, still cornmenting on the 

passage just quoted from the B o d h i c a r y ~ v a t ~ r a ,  says that "he who thinks, stays; he 

who ventures, rea~hes."~60 Suzuki seems to argue along the same lines when he says: 

" ?O conceive an idea' or 'to awaken a thought' is one thing, and to carry it out in 



action is quite another, especially when it is carried out with intensity and 

fervency."l61 In a way. the present problem concerning this interpretation of the 

two-fold division of bodhicitta is direct ly related to its under ly ing philosophical 

presuppositions: an intention must be supported by motivation in order to be 

effective. Again, there are passages in the Mahayana literature that seem to 

suggest another view on the signif icance of thoughts in the process of spiritual 

development. 

1 n the Saddharmapundarïka, it is said: "The wise man must always be 

thinking: 'May 1 and al1 other beings become a Buddha!' This is for me the means to 

attain al1 happiness" kinteya sada vicaksanah bhaveya buddhah aham Ïme ca 

sattvâh. etat ca me sarvasukhopadhanam.l. I G 2  The most explicit examples conf irming 

the spiritual importance of just having a thought are probably related to the 

recollection of the Buddhas and their qualit ies. In the Dharmasarigiti Sütra. it is 

mentioned that: 

Thus he calls them [the Blessed Buddhasl to mind; and thus having called them to rntnd he 
remains established in his "vision" of them in order to develop their virtues. This a what 1s 
meant by calling the Buddhas to mind. 
e v m  tan anunnarati. e v m  ca ta anusmrtya tadgu~partnlspattyartharn n f l i m  

upasthapayati. tad ucyate buddhmuïmfli  iti 163 

In fact. this practice of recollect ing the Buddhas and their qualit ies Ibuddha- 

anusmrtd is one important spiritual approach developed by the Buddhists. 1 would 

like to deal with it in more details later in this thesis. For the moment, 1 just want to 

challenge the idea that a thought alone has no spiritual value. as assumed or implied 

by the above-ment ioned interpretat ion of the two-fold division of bodhicitta. 
There is probably a second problem concerning th i s  interpretation which is 

worth noting. This interpretation presupposes two decisions: the first is to attain 

enlightenment and the second is to actually move towards it. Such a distinction is 

possible if one views the first decision, granted that it is done in good faith, as a 

kind of ritual which has lost, in the course of time, its spiritual significance and the 

second, as the expression of a :rue wishful attitude. According to the Mahayana 

tradition, a bodhisattva is called upon taking a series of vow and making a few 

commitments in front of a suitable master and the community he is about to join. 



There is an elaborate ceremony surrounding this event whose climax is, according 

to Ati5a. for the aspirant to repeat three times the following vow: 

May al1 the Buddhas and bodhisattvas abiding in the ten directions deign to take notice of me! 
,May the master deign to take notice of me' 1. named so-and-so. [...I generate a thought towards 
supreme. right and full great awakening. 164 

1 t is usually taken for granted that such a vow is a sufficient condition to engage 

into the pract ice of the bodhisattva unless, as observed by Sangharakshita. this 

ritual of the arising of bodhicitta assumed oniy a social rneaning. In such a case, one 

has to renew one's cornmitment, usually at a personal level. As mentioned before, i t  

is possible that a bodhisattva relaxes his cornmitment at some point in his career-- 

that is why he may sometimes have to be reminded about his vow-but 1 do not 

believe that the reason for advocating a two-fold division of bodhicitta was meant 

to draw one's attention to this type of situation. As far as 1 know, these two ideas 

are never presented or discussed together in the Mahayana literature. It is also 

probably anachronistic to see in the treatment of the two-fold division of bodh icitta 

î discussion related to the degeneration of the ritual surrounding the arising of 

bodhicit ta. 

This interpretation of the two-fold division of bodhicitta rests on the 

understanding of the words pranidhi and prasthana . The word pranidhi has been 

rightly rendered by desire or resolution. In this regard, one rnay recall the following 

passage f rom the Siks~samuccaya: sarvasatt vottàrana-pranidhm marna lit is my 

resolution to save al1 creatures)!5 What 1 would like to discuss here is not the 

meaning of this word proper, but rather the significance of the fact that it is 

combined with the term citta . Earlier in this chapter, while discussing the 

simultaneous occurrence of the words citta and abhilzsa in the compound bodhi- 

abhilasa-citta, 1 maintained that the cornpound abhilasa-citta could be viewed as a 

upamana-pürvapada-karmadhaaya where the term abhilasa denotes a quality or 

characteristic of citta. 1 am of the opinion that this reasoning also applies to the 

expression bodhipra~idhicittam. Indeed, Prajfiakaramati, in his commentary of the 

verse in troducing the two-fold division of bodhicit ta, says: yaccittam pranidhanad 

utpannam bhavati tat pranidhicittam (The mind which arises on account of entreaty 

that is the resolution-mindl.166 Again, the use of the word utpanna seems to point 



out to the fact that the mind described is a state of mind. Another passage. this time 

from the Sikgsamuccaya, seems to conf irm the sarne idea: 

They [the bodhisat tvasl emit the Ray 1 ncombustible. By this. vicious persons incited becorne 
established in purity of conduct, and they conceive the thought 'May i becorne a Buddna' In the 
skillful and purified path of action they undertake good conduct by solernn vow, which awakens 
the mincis of many persons: thus the Ray Incornbut ible is accomplished. 
nrsparidaha ya orasi &mi t w a  dus7laya codita sattviï 
s3la viSuddhiprat~,$hita bhût va cinta janenti bhaveya svayambhiih. 
karrnapa the k&le parrhddhe sÏla samada yi   ad bah usa tt v a  
bodhayi c i t tmadapanena r&mi nrMtta sa nwridahah. I f l  

Regardless of the circumstances of its arising. the resolution-mind is a state of mind 

which is characterized by the ability to express the vow or the intention to become 

a Buddha. Consequently, it appears that not al1 states of mind are conducive to 

expressing this wish.168 Although this state of mind does not yet proceed towards 

enlightenment-in this regard. Prajiïakaramati says that it is dansdi-pravrtti-vikalam 

(devoid of the practice of the Perfections beginning w ith givingk-it has nevertheless 

benef icial spiritual consequences. The arising of this state of mind could be 

compared to an experience of conversion or "a cal1 of Cod." As will be discussed 

later. this experience could be provoked bv one's own efforts as well as by someone 

else thus being also gratuitous. In this regard. one might quote the Bodhicarya- 

Just as lightning produces a momentary rllumination during a dark night. so also sometimes 
people may have a brief thought for what is beneficial through the power of the Buddhas. 
ratrau yatha meghaghanmdhak2üe vrdyutk$anam darjayati prakZam, 
buddhanubhavena tatha kadacit lokasya p u ~ y e , ~  matih k,squm s~at.  169 

Despite its spiritual significance, however, this event is not yet enlightenment: 

another spiritual event has to occur and 1 believe that it is what is impljed or 

referred to by the expression bodhiprasthanam. 

In the previous discussion. the term prasthana has been rendered by march 

towards or proceeding. These translations are supported by the lexicographers such 

as Apte who gives: 1. going or setting forth, departure. moving, walking; 2. coming 

to; 3. sending away. despatching; and 4. procession. march.170 This word cornes from 

the root p ra+~ktha  which gives the verbs prasthïyate ( 1 A) and prasthzpayate ( 1 OÀ). 

167~s ,  B336. 
1680ne could for example argue that because one is preoccupied by material considerations he or she could 
never express such a desire. Probably an experience of dissat isfaction or disillusionment 1s f irst necessary to 
corne to entertain the desire to become like a Buddha. 
1 6 9 ~ ~ ~ ,  1-5. 
l7Os~Ll. p. 1 120. 



These verbs means respectively: 1. to set out, depart; 2. to advance. march towards; 

3. to walk, move; and 1. to send away. dismiss. despatch!l In this circumstance. the 

idea of movement is not to be denied. But what is exactly the nature of this 

movement? 

In addition to the idea of moving forward, the verb prasthïyate also assumes 

a connotation of being stationary. Indeed. it is translated as to stand firmly and to 

be established.172 1 t might therefore be plausible to interpret the term prasthana as 
basis or perhaps point of departure. Moreover. it might be possible to relate this 

term to the word upasthznam which is used in the expression smrti-upasthana. a 

meditative practice common to both Mahayana and early Buddhism. I n this context. 

upasthanam has been interpreted as foundation173 or establishment.174 According to 

Apte, this word usually means: 1. presence. proximity, nearness; 2. approaching. 

coming. appearance. coming into the presence of; 3. worshipping; 4. attending to, 

guarding; 5. an abode; and 6. a sanctuary or a sacred p l a ~ e . ' ~ j  In some way, 

opasthhanam couid be seen as a kind of refuge in which the main happening is 

watching or guarding. According to Gethin, who made an important study of the 

bodhi-pakkhïya dhamma (the factors of enligh tenment). "the satipatthanas (PaIi 

translation of smrti-upasthana always const i tute the bhikkhu's refuge--t hey guard 

and protect hirn."l76 I t is exact ly this idea of refuge that could be of some 

signif icance for one's understanding of the second aspect of bodhicitta. I ndeed. this 

image of refuge is not foreign to the concept of bodhicitta in general. For example. 

Vasu bandhu, in his Bodhicittotpadasastra: 

compares the production of bodhicitta to an ocean from which corne forth al1 kinds of pearls and 
desire-yielding stones (crntamani). 1 t is like the store from which spring forth gods. men. 
iravakas, pratyekabuddhas. bodhisattvas, al1 moral actions. meditat ion and wisdom. Just as the 
earth provides shelter to al1 creatures irrespect ive of their good or bad nature. so also bodhrcltta 
provides refuge to al1 beings.lTI 

1 am aware of the fact that it may be difficult to establish the link between 

prasthana and upasthana from the historico-philological point of view. 1 n this 

regard, Dayal said that "Buddhist Sanskrit smrty-upasthana is a wrong back- 



format ion 178 and for this reason "the Mahayanists have interpreted it, not as 

prasthana, but as upasthàna. and they have recklessly changed the sense in order 

to get an intelligible Sanskrit word."179 but his position has been refuted by Gethin 

thus confirming the validity of upa~thana.~go Apart from these remarks. 1 have not 

corne across any discussion on this matter. Therefore. as hinted above. it is rather 

from the perspective of the spiritual context that 1 assume a connection between 

these two terms. For this reason, f believe that a doser look at the semantic 

implications of the word opasthana might give us some dues about what is going on 

when someone is "proceeding" towards enlightenment. 

According io Buddhaghosa, one basic use of the term satipatthana is that it 

is the field or psture  of mindf ulness saf fi-gocaral. 1 n the Satipatthana-samyutta. he 

states: 

For with regard to '1 shall teach vou, bhikkhus, the arising and the disappearance of the four 
satipatthrnas . Listen. pay careful attention ... And what. bhikkhus 1s the arising of body? Due 
to the arising of food there is the arising of the body ...' and so on, it is the Pasture of 
mindfulness that 1s spoken of as satipa.t.thZna. Likewise with regard to 'Body IS a support, it 1s 
not mindfulness; rnindfulness is both a support and it IS mindfulness ...' and so on. The meanmg 
of t his is that it is a resting place (paflhma 1 because [somethingl rests (patiflhâti) there. What 
rests? ~Mindfulness. A satipathilna is a resting-place of mindfulness. Altematively pauhàna IS 
like 'a special place'; a satipaflhma is a special-place for mindfulness like a place for elephants 
or a place for horses. etc. 
ca t u n n m  bhrkkha ve satipatthmmam sanudayan' ca a t thagama- ca d e s ~ & U ~ ~ r .  t w  sunafha 
s i d h u k w  manasikarotha ... pe ... ko ca bhikkhave kayassa sam udayo. âhaasarnudaya kayassa 
samudayo ti â&u hi sati-gocaro safipa.t.thman ti vucca C I .  ta tha k2yo upa,t,thânam no sali, s a t ~  
upaflhZinafi ceva sati ca ti &iïïu. tass'attho pat~tthàti asmin ti pat,thànam. ka pati.t.thatr. sati. 
sa tiya palthanam satipaohilnam padhanarn thanam tl và patthi3nam. sat~ya p a , t . t h m  
sa tipatthmam hatth~:[thma-=:tthmi&ni viya. l8 

There is a second use of the expression satipalthana, which is, according to Gethin, 

the basis of nearly the whole of the N i k ~ y a  treatrnent of it. Again, Buddhaghosa 

says: 

But with regard to The four satipa.t.th&as when developed and made great bring to fulfilment the 
seven factors of awakening' and so on, it is just mindfulness that is spoken of as satipatlhana. 
The meaning IS t hat it 1s 'a standing fort h' (pa.t.thma) because [somet hingl stands fort h 
(patiflhati); it stands near (upa.t.thati1 'coming forth and leaping forward it proceeds' 1s the 
meaning. A satipatthma 1s just rnindfulness in the sense of standing forth (pat.th&xd. 
Altematively sati is in the sense of remembering and pauhma is in the sense of standing near 

I78cethin (1992). p. 31. 
17g~aya l  (1932). p. 85. 
180See Cethin (1992). p. 31 for the details of the argumentation. Basically. according to both Childen and 
Geiger, the Middle Indo-Aryan satipatthma does indeed repraent a sandhi of sati and upatfhiTna. 
IB1vibh-a, 214 [E: Gethin (1992). p. 331. 



(upatth&d. So satipat.thilna means simply 'mindfulnesç and the standing forth which that [i.e.. 
mindfulnessl fi'. 
ca ttàro sa tipa'thàna bhavita bahurikata satta bojharige paripüren ti f i  adbu pana sati yeva 
s a t i p a t t h ~ m  ti vuccati. t a s à  t tho patii.îhXz ti patthilnam; upttha ti; okkan tif va pakkhandit va 
pavatta fi ti attho. sa ti yeva patthmatthena sato patthmam. atha va saraqitthena sali 
up3Ohilna.t.ihena pa.tth&wp. iti u t i  ca sd pa.t.ihmai7 ca ti pi satipatth&am. 182 

What is interesting to notice in these two ways of understanding satipatthana is 
first of al1 the use of the verb patitfiiiti (in Sanskrit pra t i t i~ha t i l  which means both 

to rest and to stand forth and secondly, the tendency to relate this verb to 

patthana. According to Gethin. there seems to be some amount of play with the 

expression satiparfhana and it "should be regarded as ariring directly out of an 

ambiguity inherent in Middle 1 ndo-Aryan satiparthana. " '83 1 f one were to argue in 

favor of a connection between prasthana and opasthana from the historico- 

philological point of view, I believe that this is the closest one can get in terms of 

proof. But. as mentioned earlier, it is from the perspective of the spiritual context. 

that such a connection could be more convincingly established. 

The explanation given by Buddhaghosa for the expression satipatthana seems 

to suggest. as mentioned earlier, the idea of refuge but also of growth. This second 

idea is also related to the concept of bodhicitta. For example, in the Gandavyüha, it 

bodhicitta, noble son, is the seed of d l  qualities of the Buddhas; ~t ts the freld for growing al1 the 
white qualities of al1 the world; ~t is the earth which is the refuge of al1 the world 
bodhicittarp hl kulaputra bïjabhütam s a r v a b u d d h a d h a m ~ ~ .  k ~ t r a  bh ütarg sarvapga t- 
nikladhaniiaviroh~taya dharanibhütam sarvalokapratliariwtayZ 184 

It also appears that this growth occurs by the simple fact of being there and not bv 

doing specific actions. This is, 1 believe, the most relevant aspect of the 

bodhiprasthanacitta; a place where one should be so that transformation might 

occur. At this stage, motivation. as ment ioned earlier. does not have any role to 

play; as a matter of fact, it might be counter-productive because it reinforces the 

distinction between subject and object. In a way. the idea that citta is a state of 

mind, where sornething is happening, avoids the pitfall of dualism. What is happening 

at this stage is the subject matter of the next section. 

IB2vibh-a. 214-5 LE: Gethin (1992). p. 341. 
i 8 3 ~ e t h i n  (1992). p. 33. 
8 4 ~ . ~ y ,  S494. 



iv. The ethical aspect o f  bodhicitta 

At the end of the first chapter. 1 mentioned that bodhicitta. in addition to its 

metaphysical connotations. was also related to what 1 identif ied as ethical realit ies. 

This means that. for example, the efforts given to help al1 sentient beings is not the 

product of a desire but rather the result of having reached a certain spiritual stage. 

What this means for someone to have reached ruch a stage seems to be described 

by the following wishes expressed in the Bodhicaryava tara: 

May 1 become the protector of those wtthout protection, the guide for those on the path. the 
boat, the bridge and the causeway for those wishing to go to the other shore. 
anàthmm aham nàthah sarthavahab ca yayinilm 
p e p s u n ~  ca mubhütah setuh ,z.krama eva ca 

May 1 become a lamp for those desiring a lamp, a bed for those desiring a bed, a slave for al1 
beings desiring a slave. 
&parthinam ahap & p h  Sayya Sayyathinâm ah-r. 
dàsarthinm & bhaveyam swadehinilrn. 

May i become the wish-fulfilling gem. the miracle urn, a successful mantra a universal remedv, 
the wish-fulfilling tree and the wish-fulfilling cow for al1 beings. 
cin tàmariih 6hadragha.tah siddha vtdya maha wdhrh, 
bhaveym kalpavrksah Ca kiünadhenuh Ca dehindm. Ig5 

These verses. and many others, describe what it rneans to be an accomplished 

bodhisattva: a person who is, in every aspects of the spiritual as well as material 

life, of benefits for al1 sentient beings. There is another important idea related to 

the ethical aspect of bodhicitta. Because of its radical implications it may be viewed 

as a metaphor. but, giving the above understanding of the spiritual path, i.e., the 

progression from one state of mind to another. I believe that it could be taken 

literally. This idea is that of the bodhisattva's self-sacrif ice. 

In addition to the well-known birth-stories (iâtaka) of the Buddha in which 

the latter sacrifices his body to feed sorne beings in need such as the female tiger 

and her offspring, there are many passages in the Mahayana literature related to 

the spiritual practice of the bodhisattvas that mention this idea. In the Aksayamati 

sutra, for example. we are told by a bodhisattva the following: 

1 must Wear out even this body of mine for the benefits of al1 sentient beings. And as these four 
great elements. i.e, earth. air. fire and water. go to the varied enpyment of beings through many 
direct ions and turnings, supports, appliances and uses: so 1 purpose to make this body of mine, 
itself an aggregation of the four great elements, fit for the enpvment of ai1 beings through the 
many directions and other means. 
ayameva maya kayah s a r v a s a t t v w  kimkarwIyeu kspayitavyah tadyathapi n m a  imâni 
bahyi3ni catvai mahàbhütZni pythivÏdhatuh abdhatuC; tepdhâtuh vayudhatuh ca nânilsukhaih 



And in the Vajradhvaja sutra, it is said: 

So indeed the bodhisattva, giving htmself amongst al1 sentient beings. by aiding al1 roots of 
happin- regarding al1 creatures in their roots of happiness, offering hirnself as a lamp amongst 
ail creatur es... 
iti hi bodhisattva atm* sarvasat t v e u  nimtayan sarvakuSalarnülopakarit vena sarvasat t viü%im 
k &lam ülaih sdmanvdharan pradipasamarnatm&am samasa t t v a u  upanayan ... Ig7 

What transpires from such passages is not the idea of strong will or intense 

motivation on the part of the bodhisattva. but rather. an attitude of readiness. This 

readiness does not seem to be the result of an active effort of renunciation similar 

to that given by a smoker trying to stop smoking, but, on the contrary, it appears to 

be a natural disposition of the mind. it is something that is or ought to be done quite 

effortlessly. In the Narayana-pariprccha, for example. it is said: 

One must not hold to anything of which one will have no thought of renouncing, no 
understanding of renouncing; no such acquisition is to be acquired as to which he [the 
bodhisattva1 would have not the heart to let go. He must not take articles of which there arises in 
him, when asked by beggars, the thought of possession. Nor must he hold to kingdorn. 
enpyments, treasure ... or anvthtng whatever which would make the bodhisattva unreadv to give 
it up. 
na tadvastüpâdatavyam yasmin vastuni nâsya tyagacittam upadyate. na tyagabuddh~h krameta. na 
sa parigrahïta vyo yasmin parigrahe na utsarpacittam utpada yeta na sa p a r i v a  
upadata vyo yasmln yacaka ih y&yarnanasya parigrahabuddh ?I utpadya te. na tadrwam 
upadatavyam, na te bhogah, na tadratnam upadatavyam. yavat na tatk~mcrd 
vastüpadatavyam, yasmin vastuni bodh isat c vasya aparit>;a5a buddhih utpadyate- ' 88 

The idea of readiness is further emphasized by the fact that it is not the 

bodhisattva that initiates the action of giving but rather those who arc in need. i n  

the text mentioned above, one is told, for instance: 

1 [the bodhisattva] will give hand, foot, eye. flesh. blood. marrow, lim bs great and smail-my 
head itself to those who ask for them. 
hastam hastàrthikebhyo d&yàmi, H a m  pad&thrkebh,vo netram netrathikebhyo d&yàmi 
m m  mmiWthikebhyah. Sonitam Nitârthikebhyo maj@am rnaj@rthikebhyo 
iigapra tyatjga-anyarigapra tyafgiüth ikebh yak Sirah iirorthikebh yah parityak$ymi 89 

or "Whoever wants them [various possessionsl. 1 will give them to him for his 

benef it" (api tu khalu punar yasya yasya yena yena yadyadkaryam bhavisyati, tasmai 



tasmai sattvaya tattat deyarn.l. and finally. "Let al1 sentient beings take them 

[parts of my body] as they require them. a hand. for such who needs it. or a foot. for 

such who needs it" ( y e m  y e m  sa t t vanm yena yena arthah, tattadeva me 

haran tu, hastam hastar th inah, padam padarthina h it 1% 

Given these examples. 1 am of the opinion that it would be wrong again to 

interpret the generous attitude of the bodhisattva on account of his will power or 

even his cornmitment to the final goal. 1 nstead. his readiness to give up parts of his 

body for the sake of others could be explained by the fact that he or she has 

attained a state of mind characterized by an absence of a lack of motivation. At  

first sight, this might be viewed as a twisted way of describing the behavior of the 

bodhisattva. but it makes sense when considering that. at this stage. there is also an 

absence of fear. 

The presence of fear is probably the most important inhibiting factor for 

those who are reluctant to give up any of their possessions. Indeed. in the 

Bodhicary~vatara, one is rerninded that the prospect of loosing one's possessions is 

the cause of fear and consequently, of suffering: 

'1 am rich, honored and desired by rnany," a person boasting thus 1s overcome by fear when 
confronteci with death. 
abhi ca satkoah ca aharn rcchanti bahavah ca m m ,  
1t1 martyasya s-praptat rnaraniït pyate bhayam. 

Whenever the mind deluded by pieasure gets attached, rt faces a thousand-fold suffering w hich it 
has caused. 
yatra yatra ratim yati manah sukha vimohitarn. 
ta tta t sahanggnitanj d u k h ~  bhüt va upatistha ti. 

That is why the sage ought not to desire because from desire fear is produced; this desire goes 
away by itself when faced with a steady mind. 
tasmat prafio na t m  icchet icchato pyate bhayarn, 
svayarn eva ca yati etad dhairyam kflva praflka tam. Ig2 

In this circumstance, fear and attachment are closely interdependent and the 

absence of one inevitably leads to the non-occurrence of the other. In other words. 

fear is a sign of attachment. For this reason, the bodhisattva, by producing a mind 

free from distress directed towards fearlessness. will be in a position to sacrifice 

parts of his body and even himself to those who ask for them or for him 



(aparitrasyanabhimukhena akhedacittotpzdena bodhisattvah svahrdayam parityajan 

I f  fear is a sign of attachment. then the state of fearlessness is an important 

characteristic of spiritual achievement. For this reason, it is something eagerly 

sought for: 

Havtng transgressed your word and because now 1 see fear, 1 seek your [the bodhrsattva Vagapanil 
refuge, do take away this fear immediately from me who IS afraid. 
a litya yupnadvacanaip Snjpratarn bhayadarsanat, 
S a r ~  y m i  vo bhïto bhayw n a y a t a  dmtam. lg4 

Who would grant me fearlessness and how will 1 escape from it. certainly I will cease to be. how 
c m  my mrnd be well-established? 
a b h a y v  kena me dattanj nihsareymi và ka tham, avaSyam na 
bhaveymi  kasmat me susthitm man&.Ig5 

The Iast verse is not devoid of interest because the expression susthita has also 

been translated as "peace of rnind,"l96 "composed mindw1g7 or even "esprit joyeux."lg" 

The significance of this point is that the state of fearlessness, which makes it 

possible for the bodhisattva to have the self-sacrificing attitude. is also 

characterized by feelings of contentment and joy. Indeed. Santideva is quite clear 

on this point: 

the bodhisattva, sacrificing his own body. offering his blood to those begging for it, he whose 
bodhicitta is delight ing Iprrihar~~ta-bodhic~ttah), desiring to follow the pat h of the bodhtsat tva 
not casting away a thought that was made clear to him, ready and eager for al1 who are begging, 
not hated by any one who receives, practicing the path of renunciation of al1 the bodhisattvas, 
not regarding his own body because of unconquerable p y  and contentment, offering the blood 
from his own body, devoted to the Mahayana path as the abode of knowledge, with mind 
unspoiit in the Mahayana pat h. agreeable, pleased, delighted, joy ful. friendly, happy, contented, 
and becoming joyful, pleased, and content. sacrif icing the very marrow from his body for those 
begging for it. 
Mhisat t vah svaküfram Wipya rudhiram anupya yacchan yacakebh yah prahar$ta-bodhicit to 
bodhisat t vac-a bhila~itacitto 'paryattaveditac~ t tah sarva yacanaka-a bhila,Waciitah sarva- 
pra trgrahakavidvl,$acittah sarvabodhisa tt va-tyagapra tipa tpra tipanno 'n J vartya ya 
prftiprambdh yà sva&uTa-anapek$aci t t& svaSarÜadrudhiram anupra yacchan fBnaya tana- 
mahayi?inaprasytaceta mahily&?aavin@amani? @aman&tu$amanah prïtamana muditamana 
maitryaman* sukhamanah prasannarnana pramuditaprît&aumanasyapto rna]j%n&pam sva- 
jarira p v i t y a p  y&anakebhyah Ig9 



The fact that feelings of joy and contentment are related to the self-sacrif icing 

attitude of the bodhisattva is, in my opinion. another argument in favor of the idea 

that his behavior is possible because of having attained a state of mind where 

absence of a lack of motivation is one of its main characteristics and not. as 

assumed from the perspective of the importance of spiritual cornmitment. a product 

of strong motivation. This latter mental activity is never done without stress. as well 

described by Suzuki in his interpretation of the antecedents to the Satori 

experience. and for that reason. I believe that it is incompatible with feelings of 

contentment and joy. 

To surn up the present section. 1 argued that the concept of bodhicitta, in 

addit ion to its metaphysical connotations. is also related to realit ies or phenornena 

pertaining to the behavior of the bodhisattva. i.e., to his ethic or rules of conduct. 

And for that reason. 1 am of the opinion that one has to reject any soteriological 

context defining the concept of bodhicitta as mot ivational, as advocated by Suzuki. 

In this regard, I would like to present one last passage taken from the 

Maitreya vimoksa: 

Just as, sir, the great Nàga kings with the magic jewels In their royal tiaras did not fear the 
enemy's approach, so also the Bodhisattvas. with those magic pwek which 1s the thought of 
enlightenment bcdhicitta 1 and great compassion. fastened in their royal tiaraç, do not fear the 
hostile approac h of m isery and un happiness. 
tadya tha k ulaputra cint-i-rwmuk utaârn mah&@arapInZ n&ti paropakrama-bha yam. evam 
eva bodhicitta-mah&aru@-cintatm~i-râm uk u.tava b a d d h m  bodhtsa tt v m  na asti 
durgatyapavapax-a-upakrama-bhayatn itr. 2ûû 

It goes without saying that an interpretation of this concept as exclusively 

metaphysical is also to be rejected. Despite the fact 1 criticized Suzuki's 

understanding of bodhicitta. 1 am not going as far as Sangharakshita who argues 

that it is of no consequences in the spiritual practice of the aspirant to 

enlightenrnent. 1 believe that the concept of bodhicitta plays an important function 

in the practice, but what is to be determined is the exact nature of this function. 



3. Conclusion 
The purpose of the present chapter was to discuss the idea of bodhicitta as 

factor of motivation. 1 t also discussed the validity of assirnilating citta to the notion 

of desire. The basic problem with this view is that it reinforces the distinction 

between subject and object. The way to avoid this problern is. I believe, to argue 

that citta is a state of mind where the desire for awakening is one of its qualities or 

characteristics. This means that for one to be able to express the vow to become a 

Buddha. it also requires a certain degree of mental transformation or a type of 

conversion involving a spiritual experience. This is supported by the fact that one 

refers most of the times to the experience of bodhicitta as the "arising of bodhicitta 

." The expression arising is not to be taken as a simple metaphor for expressing the 

idea of desire or intention, but rather, it is to be understood quite literally, i.e., to 

mean that something arises or is produced. This mode1 for explaining mental activity 

is not devoid of precedents; it confirms the basic Buddhist understanding of 

causation which is found in the doctrine of dependent origination bratityasam- 

utp~dal. Applied to citta, it means that when certain elements are present. a certain 

state of mind arises. When they are absent. it does not. In a way. citta is like a 

living being: it has to be fed to be maintained alive or it could be starved to be 

killed. 

Suzuki, when discussing the importance of motivation, used the example of 

the spiritual practice based of the Zen koan . The experience of Satori was 

compared to the experience of having a logical insight. In  this context. the solution 

of the problem always remains an object of the mind. something that a subject can 

objectively apprehend. 1 do not want to deny the validity of the experience of Satori 

but rather the explanation given by Suzuki. 1 n this regard, 1 would like to suggest 

another description which appears to me more appropriate. This descript ion is given 

by Victor Hori. 

At the extremity of his great doubt. there will come an interesting moment. Thts moment is 
hard to describe but on reflection afterward we might say that there cornes a point when the 
monk realizes that he himself and the way he is reacting to hrs inability to penetrate the 
k m  are themselves the activity of the k&n working within him. The koan no longer appears as 
an inert o b ~ t  in the spotlight of consciousness but has become part of the searching movement 
of the illurninating spottight itself. His seeking to penetrate the koan. he realizes, 1s itself the 
action of the kdan which h a  invaded his consciousness. I t has become part of the very 
consciousness that seeks to penetrate itself. He himself is the kOan . Realization of this is the 
response to the k 6 m  .201 



The experience described by Hori refers to a state of mind where the distinction 

between subject and object has been destroyed. 1 t is not to be interpreted. 

however, as a state of non-action; indeed. as mentioned in the case of bodhipra- 

sthanacitta, it  is a state where a lot of things are happening. 1 t is here, for example. 

where the compassion of the bodhisattva has the maximum eff iciency. Le., is the 

most benef icial to sent ient beings. 

Earlier in this chapter, 1 mentioned that upasthanam could be seen as a kind 

of refuge in which the main happening is watching or guarding. Taking into 

considerat ion the suggested understanding of bodhiprasthanacitta. it rneans t hat t his 

state of mind, where skillful things are happening, h a s  to be maintained and guarded 

against what might disrupt it. What is exactly the nature of this activity? 1s it an 

exercise of concentration with the purpose of inhibit ing al1 mental activity? The 

Buddhist literature offers many reasons that could lead one to such an 

interpretation as a way to understand the concept of bodhicitta. This will be the 

topic of the next chapter. 



Chapter three 

BODHICITTA A S  OBJECT OF CONCENTRATION 

In the preceding chapter, I looked at the notion of motivation and challenged 

the attempt to assimilate the concept of bodhicitta to it. The purpose was not to 

negate the importance of the idea of desire for the attainment of enlightenment, but 

rather to situate such desire in its proper perspective. For this 1 had to introduce 

the idea of subjective-objective view of the world and happening. The subjective 

aspect of this view was more or less related to the phenomena of memory and 

accumulation of habits. The objective aspect, on the other hand, accounted for 

mental activity in al1 its forms, i-e.. perception, reflection, imagination and volition. 

Consequently, the desire for enlightenment should not be viewed as a pure act of 

volition in which there is a subject reaching out for an object, but rather, as the 

product of having reached a particular state of mind where the occurrence of this 

desire is possible.202 Moreover, 1 argued that not only the desire for enlightenment 

but also the actuai progression towards it depends on having undergone a change of 

state of mind. In a way, 1 believe that the praising of a human rebirth as opposed to 

a rebirth as an animal or a hungry ghost, is metaphorically describing the 

importance of having attained certain states of mind to be able to progress 

spirituaiiy. 

1 n this second chapter, 1 also said, while discussing the signif icance of 

bodhiprasthânacitta, t hat the progression towards enlightenmen t was character ized 

by an activity that could be described as watching or guarding. I t remains unclear, 

however, what the exact nature of this activity is. Is it, for example, an effort in 

paying attention to things as they actually are, or is it rather the fixing of attention 

ont0 an object of the mind? 1 n the f irst case, a cognitive experience is sought for 

2021 believe that failure to appreciate this blending of subpctivewbp%ve view may lead one to a wrong 
interpretation of Eastern religious concepts. The idea of karma for example, rnay be viewed. from a 
perspective clearly distinguishing the s u b ~ t  and the obyxt, as a confirmation of predestination and thereby 
negating free-will. Free-will. or to be more concrete, the notion of responsibility, has always been 
acknowledged in Eastern thought, but the best way to describe it. given the Eastern context, would be to 
Say that one has to be subpcted to it. 



whereas in the second, one is striving at an ethical experience, i.e., a complete 

cessation of mental activity or a perfect peace of mind. 

These two alternatives seem to reveal a major difference of perspective at 

the level of the soteriological context. As Paul Griff iths pointed out: 

There appezrs to be some tension between a view which regards dispasstonate knowledge of the 
way things are as a sine qua non and constituent factor of enlightenment, and a view which sees 
complete unconscioumess. the cessation of al1 mental functions, as essent ial to, or even 
identical wit h. e n ~ i ~ h t e n r n e n t . ~ ~ ~  

Griff iths has called these two approaches to enlightenment respect ively the analvt ic 

and the enstatic appr0ach.~04 According to him. the first approach corresponds to 

the practice of cultivation of insight Ivipassan~-bhavanà) and the second, to the 

cult ivation of tranquillity (samatha-bhàvand. As he furt her explains: 

the former IS concerned with repeated meditat ions upon standard items of Buddhist doctrtne-the 
four truths, the 12-fold chain of dependent origination and so forth-untii these are completely 
internalized by practitioners and their cognitive and perceptual systerns operate oniy in t e m s  of 
them. Such analytical meditations are designed. t hen to remove standard cognitive and perceptual 
habit-patterns and to replace them with new ones. Furthermore, these techniques are designed to 
teach the practitioner something new about the way things are, to inculcate in his consciousness 
a whole series of knowledges that suchandsuch s the case. In contrast. the enstatic meditat ions 
are designed to reduce the contents of consciousness. to focus awareness upon a single point and 
ultirnately to bring dl mental activity to a t ~ a l t . ~ ~ ~  

According to the Hindu yoga svstem of thoughi, a system. as ment ioned earlier, also 

aiming at the cessation of mental act ivity (cittavrtti-nirodhd, this single point upon 

which one's attention is focused need not necessarily be a physical object like the 

tip of the nose or the rhythm of the breath; on the contrary, it could also be 

something quite abstract like the ideas of friendliness. compassion and 

cornplacen~y.~0~ In  fact, it appears that, from the perspective of this spiritual 

approach, any ideas, concepts. pieces of knowledge or beliefs could be used for the 

purpose of calming the mind. Even doctrines that are central to a particular 

tradition could be used for that purpose. In the case of the Buddhist Madhyarnaka 

tradition, for example, it might be lepitirnate to interpret its key doctrine of 

dependent origination Iprantyasamutpadaml in such a way. Referring to the 

int roductory verses of Nâgarjuna's Mülamadhyamaka karika, it is said: 

I salute him, the Enlightened One. the best of speakers, who preached the non-ceasing, non- 
arising, nonannihilating, non-permanent, non-identical, non-different, nonappearing. non- 

*03criffiths ( 1986). p. xv. 
*O4~riffiths (1986). p. 13. 
*O5~riffiths ( 1986). p. 13. 
*06y+S. 1-33: Radhakrishnan S. ( 1973). p. 459. 



disappearing CO-dependent originat ion f p r a f i t y a s a m ~ t ~ d d  w hich is the cessation of discursive 
t hought (prapa5i-upaSamam) and which is auspicious. 

In fact, given the parameters of this soteriological context. the whole endeavor of a 

thinker may be interpreted as a way of bringing mental activity to a complete 

standstill. As  Richard Hayes argued. "logic for Dinnâga is not intended to serve as a 

rneans of adding to our knowledge but rather as a means of subtracting from our 

opinion."*oa This goal is. still according to Hayes. what it means to reach nirvana. 
The question 1 would like to address at this point is whether the concept of 

bodhicitta, in the context of the Buddhist literature dealing with the path of the 

bodhisattva, including the Bodhicaryavatâra, is used as a means of reducing al1 

mental activity in order to subdue the mind and eventually attain a state of perfect 

peace of mind. In other words. similar to the idea of the stick used to stir up a fire 

which, by the same process, consumes itself. it could therefore be argued that 

bodhicitta. defined as the desire for enlightenment for the sake of al1 beings. is used 

as a means to bring the mind to a complete desireless state. In this circumstance, 

this desire to act for  the benefit of al1 beings is not to be considered as a genuine 

altruistic attitude. but rather. as a skillful means hpayal  designed to lead one to the 

final goal or to the various stages of the spiritual path. There are a few clues in the 

above-rnentioned literature that may lead one to such an interpretation. This is what 

1 intend to consider in the next section. 

1. Arguments in favor o f  bodhicitta as object o f  concentration 
The first clue or argument has to do with the terminology used in relation 

with the concept of bodhicitta. A s  will be shown later. this terminology is not 

without arnbiguities. The soteriological context presented above could, however. 

provide a way to harmonize t hese ambigu i t ies. 

2 0 7 ~ ~ ~ .  ed. L. de la Vallée Poussin. p. 1 1 [Kalupahana (1986). p. 10 11. 
208~ayes  ( 1988). p. 35. 



i. Derivatives of the verbal root dgrah and ddhr. 

In the Sagararnati, one is told that the repelling of a mind perverted towards 

worldly ob jects, concentrat ion, restraint, ent ire quietude and discipline is called 

receiving the good law lprahrutam batedam kulaputra cittam visayesu. tasya yà 

nivarana parirak3â ekagribhavo damah Sama upasamo vinayah, ayam ucyate 

saddharmaparigrahahl. 209 What is of interest here 1s the importance if not the 

predominance of the activity described by the term parigrahah. In the SrïmaB 

simhanada su'tra, one reads: 

the 

Al1 the aspirations of the Bodhisattvas, countless as the sand of the Ganges. are included and 
comprehended in one great aspirat ion -namel y. the accepting (pargrahah) of dharma. This, t hen, 
is the great obpct. 
ymyapjrniinr bhagavan ganganadlviilikasamâni bodhm t t v a - p r ~ i d h ~ & i ,  t&r ekasmin 
mahapmidhme upan iksiptai an targa tànr anupra tqthànr p d u  ta saddharmaparigrahe. evam 
mahavisyo bhagavan saddhamaparigraha di. Io  

A second point to notice is its value for spiritual growth and achievement. In  

sütra just mentioned, it is said: 

Just as, Lady. a smali blow inflicted on a mighty man, if  it is in a vital part. 1s painful and 
harrnful, so the acceptance (parigrahah) of dharma even though it IS feeble, causes pain. sorrow, 
and lamentation to Mas, the Evil One. i cannot regard any other good act so effective against 
Mas as accept ing (parigrah.) of dharma, be it so lit t le. 
syàdyathapi n m a  devi mahabala vat0 'pi p ~ r ~ , v a l p o  pi marinai praharo vedhanïyo bha vat1 
badhakara ca evam eva devi m m y a  papïy& paritto pi saddharmapahgrahol vedhanïyo 
bhavati, Sokavahah paridevakard ca bhavatr. na aharn devi anyarn ekam api d h a r m m  kuSalam 
samanupaiyiTmi milraya papïyasa evam vedhaxïym Soka~~aham parrdevakaram ca yathà ayam 
alpo 'pi kaddhalnnaparigraha iti. 

One can read further: 

Just as Sumeru the King of Mountains, shrnes forth supreme in loft mess and extent. surpassing 
al1 mountains, so when a follower of the ~Mahayana, having no regards for life and limbs. with a 
non-grasping mind accepts the dharma this action outweighs a11 the good principles of the 
Mahaymists who are careful for their life and limbs. and have newiy set forth on the new [Maha- 
yaaI path. 
syàdya thapi n m a  devr sumeruh parvataraph sarvZn kulaparvatiln a bh~bhavanna bhimca te ca 
sama bh iroca te c o c a  tvene vipula t vena ca, evam eva devi mahàyàn~kasya kayajivrtanirapeksasva 
ne cwhïtacittasya saddharmaparigraho navayiinasamprasthitmam api kâyaJvitasaasapek,Sn~ 
mahaymik- sarva k &lm dhamânabhibhava ti iti adi. 

Judging frorn the last passage, the idea of saddharma parigrahah clear ly involves 

some kind of event of spiritual significance because of. among other things, as 

shown in the previous chapter, the absence of fear for self-sacrif ice. 



When the term parigrahah is compounded with bodhicitta. the activity it 

describes also seems to refer to something of spiritual importance and value that 

occurs on account of having reached a certain state of mind. Indeed, an important 

part of the third chapter of the Bodhicaryavat~ra, which described the 

characterist ics of what it means to be an accomplished bodhisattva, is entit led 

bodhicitta-parigrahah Moreover, in many places in the above text. the beginning 

aspirant to enlightenment is enjoined to act in order to bring about these events of 

spiritual significance so that he rnay progress further on the path. and the 

expressions used to describe this act are often formulated in terms of another 

derivative of the verbal root dgrah . For example, still in the Bodhicaryavatara. one 

comes across t hese fo llowing verses: 

Having taken this impure forrn. it [bodhicith 1 transfomis it into the priceless f o m  of a Jina [an 
accomplished bodhisattva]; it is like a gold-making elixir. So. hold fast (sudcdha grhgatd to 
what is called bodhicitta. 
aSucipra t i m m  imam ~ h ï t  va jinaratnapra t i m m  karot 1 anarghm. 
rasaptam a fwa vedhmiyam sudr#harg g ~ . h ~  ta M h i c r t t a ~ / i i à n i .  

1 t has been considered as having an immense value by those of imrneasurable intellects and 
guides of this world. Oh you. you used to dwell in the foreign counties and cities which are the 
six destinies. hold fast Isudrdham grhl?ata) to the pwel w hich fi bodhicrtta. 
suparTk$itarn aprameyadhÏbh' bah um ülyam pgad ek-tha vàhaih. 
ga tipa t tanavipra v&&'iIah s u d n # h ~  grhnata bodhicit ta-ra tnam. * l 3  

Given these examples. I believe that one can Say with confidence that the 

derivatives of the verbal root &ah rnay be employed as technical terms describing 

some aspects of the spiritual experience of the bodhisattva similar to the 

expressions issued frorn the prefix ut and the verbal root dpad. Because of that. 

however, the exact meaning of these technical terms might be difficult to establish 

just on the basis of what the lexicographers are telling us. 

Indeed, according to Apte. for example. the verb grhnati could mean: 

1. to seize, take. take or catch hold of, catch. grasp: 2. to receive, take, accept; 
3. to apprehend, stop, catch; 8. to affect; seize or possess (as a demon. spirit); 9. to assume, take; 
10. to Iearn. know, recognize, understand: 1 I .  to regard, consider, believe, take for; 
12. to catch or perceive (as by an organ of sense); 13, to master, grasp. comprehend; 
18. to wear. put on (clothes. etc.); 19. to conceive. and 22. to undertake. undergo. begin.214 

More specif ically, the term parigrahah means. among other t hings: 

1. seizing. holding. taking, grasping, 'taking or entertaining a doubt'; 2. surrounding, enclosing; 
3. putting on, wrapping round (as a dress); 4. assuming, taking; 5. receiving, taking. accepting; 



22. grace, favour; 23. comprehension. understandin;; 24. undertaking, perforrning; and 23. 
subjugation.? l5 

It may be remarked that when the derivatives of the root dgrah have a 

physical object as in the phrase ajucipratimam imam grhïtva, in which case 

grhïtva is glossed as àdaya (having taken this impure form, i.e.. the body), there is 

no ambiguity as to their meaning. On the other hand, however, when their objects 

are abstract concepts such as bodhicitta, as in the phrase sudrdham grhnata 

bodhicittasamjfiam (hold fast to what is called bodhicitta 1. or saddharma, as in evam 

mahzvisayo saddharmaparigraha iti (the accepting of dharma is thus our great 

object), one is not clear as to the exact significance or nature of the activity 

described by these derivatives. Let us look at other terms and expressions used in 

the same context to see if this situation can be clarified. 

The third chapter of Santideva's Siksasamuccaya begins with the following 

verse: "In this regard, what is the protection of oneself? I t  is the avoidance of evil" 

(tatratmabhàve ka raksa yad anartha-vivarjanam). 2 ~ 6  This avoidance of evil is 

according to Sant ideva: "discussed in the Gaganaganjasütra by the bodhisattvas who 

are diligent in preserving (dhàrana) the True dharma (saddharmai" (idam ca 

anartha vivarjanam aryagaganarijasütra saddharma-dharanoyataih bodh lsa tt vaih 

bhasitaml. 217 In the text just mentioned, one is told that: "At that evil time we will 

hold fast (dhârayi~yama) to the True dharma, sacrif icing our body and life for the 

sake of sentient beings" (tasmin kale vayam kaste tyaktva kayam salivitam, 

saddharmam dharayiwma sattvanam hitakâranat). 2 i 9  

The noun dhàra~a and the verb dharayisyama are both issued from the 

verbal root ddhr. According to Apte, it can mean: 

1. To hold, bear, carrv; 2. to hold or bear up, maintain, support, sustain: 3. to hold in one's 
possession, possess, have, keep; 4. to assume, take (as a forrn. disguise); 5. to Wear, put on 
(dothes, ornarnents); 6. to hold, in check. curb. restrain. stop, detain; 7. to fix upon, direct 
towards; 8. to suffer, undergo; I I .  to hold, contain; 12. to observe, practice; 15. to preserve, 
maintain; 16. to seize, lay hold of; 17. to hold out or on, endure; 18. to fix. place. deposit; and 
19. to intend in rnind.219 

When it is used in association with terms referring to the mind such as. for 

example: manas, ma tih, cittam and buddhih, it  means: to bend the mind to a thing, f ix 



the mind upon. think of. resolve upon.220 Similarly. the neutral substantive dharanam 

is translated as: I .  The act of holding, bearing, carrying, preserving, sustaining, 

protecting, having, assurning; 3. observing, holding fast; 4. retaining in the memory; 

6. steady abstraction of the mind; 7. keeping, maintaining; and 8. restraining.221 And. 

as a ferninine noun: 

1. The act of holding, bearing, support ing, preserving, etc.; 2. the faculty of  retaining in the 
mind, a good or retentive rnemory; 3. memory in general; 4. keeping the mind collected, holding 
the breath suspended, steady abstraction of the mrnd; 5. fortitude, firrnness, streadiness; 6. a fixed 
precept or inynction, a settled rule. conclusion; 7. understanding, intellect; 9. conviction or 
abstraction.* 

Again. it is to be noticed that these translations. as was the case with the 

derivatives of verbal root dgrah. rnanifest a blending of the subjective and objective 

view of happening and activity. Consequently. the spiritual activity referred to by 

these terms and expressions ma): describe either an active event where a subject is 

holding firm to an object of the mind or a passive happening in which a subject is 

established in some kind of knowledge. The point of this discussion is to Say that. on 

the basis of the terminology used to describe the activity of watching and guarding 

alone, both interpretations can be supported. Even when looking at how Prajfia- 

karamat i glossed the expression sudrdham grhnata: yatha grhltam punar na calati. 

grhnta iti prapte grhnata iti yathagamapsthat (when it is obtained. it does not go or 

move again. grhnita [to be understood in the sense of] obtained. This rendering is 

according to the traditionl.223 it is still difficult to decide since the idea of stability 

of the mind is comrnon to both situations. Given this circumstance, it is, I beIieve, 

legitimate to argue that bodhicitta is an object of concentration. 1 t is therefore 

possible to reconcile these two alternatives by saying that whatever knowledge is 

involved. it is for the sake of making the activity of concentration as intense as 

possible. This means that. in this pract ice. it is the activity of fixing which is 

dominant and consequently. the object being fixed upon is secondary. Later in the 

present chapter, 1 intend to analyze the implications of this view. For the moment. 

however, let us consider other arguments in favor of interpreting the concept of 

bodhicitta in terms of an object of concentrat ion. 



ii. The practice of rneditation 

In the first chapter. while discussing the significance of the various chapten 

of the Bodhicaryavatara, 1 ment ioned t hat according to the Tibetan Buddhists, t here 

are two types of bodhicitta: the convent ional bodhicitta and the ult imate bodhicitta. 

The conventional bodhicitta consisted essentially in various meditations used to 

develop compassion whereas the ultimate bodhicitta was the realization of 

emptiness. This practice of developing compassion was above ail a way to pacify the 

mind. As one Ti betan Buddhist teacher said: 

At present our mind ts unsettled and biased; instead of looking at al1 beings equally with an eve 
of compassion. we feel verv partial towards some and verv distant from. or even hostile towards. 
others. In such an unbalanced state tt is very diff icult to recognize al1 beings as our mothers so i f  

our meditation is to be successful we must first try to remove our prejudices by cultivating an 
attitude of equanimity.z4 

1 t is assumed that this attitude of equanimity 1s synonymous to peace of mind since. 

by being impartial to al1 beings, one is not drawn into making distinctions between 

these beings. This peace of mind. still according to the Tibetans, should lead one to 

the final realization of bodhicitta, which is ernptiness. In a way. the Tibetan 

Buddhists, by t hese two types of bodhicitta, have reconciled the two spiritual 

approaches discussed earlier by Paul Criffiths. 1 t would. however, exceed the scope 

of my research to evaluate the rnerits of this treatment of the concept of bodhicitta. 

The reason why 1 am referring to this  practice of cultivating compassion, though. is 

to draw to one's attention the fact that the content of the meditations need not be 

true, i.e., something established on account of strict logic and hard facts. Indeed, 

t h i s  practice of cultivating compassion is based on the idea that each and every 

being, of the past. present and future. have been at least once one's own mother. 

This idea itself is based on the doctrine of rebirth. which is more a question of faith 

than the result of scientific evidence. But from the point of view of the result to 

achieve. this is of no consequence. In fact. everything is possible as attested by a 

Tibetan monk who said, upon being asked why it was possible for him to believe that 

the Sun is going around the earth: "Despite the fact that the knowledge that the 

earth goes round the Sun might be a scientific truth useful for the development of 

modern techniques. it was not useful for the inward belief. for the realization of the 

Ultimate Truth."2*5 



There are many passages in the Bodhicaryava tara, especial l y in the eigh t h 

chapter. which is devoted to the practice of meditation, that shows this interaction 

between ideas and stabilization of the mind. One such meditat ion, which has perhaps 

a long history within the Buddhist tradition, has as main theme the impurities of the 

body and its impermanence. 

1 t IS no wonder that );ou do not realize the body of others to be excrement; but that you do not 
understand your own body to be excrement is amazing. 
nàmedh yama yan yasya kayaq~ vets~tvanadbhutam, 
smedhyamayarn eva t vartj tam navaeiti vrsmayah 

This body of mine will becorne so putrid that even jackah will not be able to approach i t  

because of its stench. 
ayam eva hz kayo me evam pütubhavrsyatr, 
Srgala apr yadgandhdnapasarpeyurant  km 22Ï 

The principle underlying of this kind of meditation is to create the mental conditions 

that would neutralize one's tendency to be attached to one's own body and that of 

the others and consequently. get rid of the fear issued from the worries concerning 

their fate. 1 n a way. this kind of rneditation is an exercise in mental creations. Many 

passages of the Bodhicaryavatgra are the basis of mental pictures. almost 

comparable to mandalas which are visualized and internalized in the mind of the 

meditator. These images are like fruits containing a taste of the absolute peace. 

They are pressed by means of visualization and reflection to extract their juice. 

Once the juice is extracted and consumed. the skin of the fruit is thrown away. So 

much is the value of what has been used to create the mental picture. 

This principle of neutralization could rnost probably be best exemplified by 

the meditative practice of exchanging the self for others. This meditation is 

mentioned towards the end of the eight chapter of the Bodhicarflvaiara and it 

could be seen as a culmination point of al1 previous meditations. In short. it consists 

in viewing oneself as being the other and the other as being oneself. I n  this regard. 

Sant ideva says: 

Whoever wishes to quickiy rescue hirnself and others. should practlce the most secret path: the 
exchange of bis own self and others'. 
atmmanj ca pariûrjka eva yah s7Qhrm tratum rccha ti, 
sa caret paramam guhyw @ma-parjvartanarn- 223 



There rs certainly no accompiishment. no Briddhahd, or even happiness rn the reaIrns of 
rebirth, for the one who does not exchange his own happiness for the sorrow of others. 
na n&na sadh yarn buddha t vam m e  api kutah sukharn. 
svasukhasya anyaduhkhena parivartarn ak urva ta.(t 

That is why that for the sake of tranquilizing my own sorrow, and for the tranqutiizing of others' 
sorrow. 1 give myself to others and 1 accept others like myself. 
t-t svaduhkh&tyartham paraduhkhaimaya ca 
dadami anyebhyd atmanam paran grhn-r ca atmavat 23û 

Due to its drastic nature, Marion Matics, a modern translater of the Bodhicarya- 

avatara, has considered this rneditation as a "curious doctrine" and as "exercises 

beionging primarily to the realrn of trance."*31 He justifies his affirmation on account 

of the fact that this transference of selves is practically impossible. As he himself 

says: 

A saint like Francis of Assisi could pronounce the Bodhisattva vow and appropr~ately undertake 
paràtma-parivartana (exchange of selves) as a symbolic expression of his moral Intention; but as 
a mere humanitarian, however holy, he cannot execute his intention in literal practice. He cannot 
get into another's skin and there experience the pains of the other; he cannot interpose hirnself, 
IiteraIly, between the sin of the other and the judgrnent which the sinner merits; he cannot 
renounce the good qualities which are the attributes of his Franciscan sou1 and give them away, 
like alms to the poor, no rnatter how he tries. He cannot really even begrn to try, for these are 
things which can be accomplished only on the level of t r a n ~ e . ~ ~ ~  

This level of trance has been previously described by Matics as a form of rddhi or 

meditative power. Examples of such powers are: the ability to prolong one's life, or 

the ability to create a kingdom without slaughter. Therefore. according to Matics. 

without rddhi, "there can be no literal transference of selve~."*3~ 

1 believe that there is a simpler way to explain rh i s  practice of exchanging 

the selves. 1 t is not necessary to have recourse to the notion of supernatural 

powers to make it plausible. This meditation is not the only curious and out of the 

ordinary thing that is mentioned in the Bodhicaryavatara. 1 ndeed, in the second 

chapter one learns that the bodhisattva, in an ouiburst of devotion. offers to the 

Buddhas and the great Bodhisattvas 311 kind of extraordinary things: 

1 shall offer to the Compassionate Ones palaces bedecked with hanging garlands of costlv gems. 
shining in al1 directions and resounding al1 over with chants of prayerful hymns. 
pralarn barnuk tâm~ihâraiobh~aScar2ïn dinmukhamandan~tàn, 



1 shall offer to the great sages umbrellas with jewels and goiden handles and exquisitely 
embellished rims. stretching upright and with shapes beautiful to look at. 
suvanjadaq&ih kamanîyarüpaih samwaktamukt&~ samucchrit&~i. 
pradhàrayiüni es mahm unjnm ra tnatapatrw a tcio bhanàni. P5 

I t  is unlikely that the bodhisattva materializes these fabulous objects through some 

kind of powers in order to offer them in his pujas. What is more plausible is that this 

exercise of devotion is performed mentally. In fact. this assumption is confirmed by 

the Bodhicaryavatâra itself: 

These I offer mentally to the eminent sages (muni) and their sons [the Bodhisattvas]. May the 
great Compassionate Ones, worthy of such gifts, mercifully accept this from me. 
adaya buddhaya munipumga vebh yo niryataymi w sapu trakebhy& 
p h m t u  tanme varadaksinjyâ mahakrparpa m m  a n u k a r n p a m ~ ~ .  236 

What Matics is not realizing is that. in the case of the practice of exchanging the 

selves. its Iiteralness is an issue whereas it is not in the case of the devotional 

practices. From the point of view of the spiritual approach aiming at bringing the 

mind to a complete standstill. however, both practices are explained by a common 

principle which could be called the principle of neutralizat ion. 

Earlier 1 mentioned that the bodhisattva might rneditate on the fact that the 

body is composed of impure and impermanent elements. One of the goals of this 

meditation could be to neutralize his physical attraction to other people's body. In 

this case. however. the goal to achieve is very limited: being free from such 

attachment. the bodhisattva is not yet off the hook: there are other tendencies he 

should care to destroy. Instead of fioding a new theme of meditation for each of his 

tendencies, which in itself might be a task more demanding than the actual practice 

of meditation, he might rather settle for a theme which would work as a kind of 

universal antidote. The practice of exchanging the selves could be such an antidote 

because its limits are those of the selfish ego which is in effect the main obstacle to 

perfect peace of mind. In other words. the meditation based on the exchange of the 

selves could be perceived as a mental exercise whose goal is to neutralize al1 

tendencies resulting from attachment to the egoistic self. To use a metaphor. this 

meditation is like producing the mental ant i-bodies which neutralize the viruses 

created by the ego. 



The point of the above discussion is to argue that there is a relationship 

between the nature of the object of concentration and the quality of the spiritual 

experience. I f  the object is lirnited, like the decaying body, the fruit is also limited: 

the neutralization of the tendency which consists in being attracted to beautiful 

bodies. On the other hand, if the object expand to the limits of the reach of what 

causes mental instability, meditation on such object should result in achieving mental 

stability. In a way, this is the basic Iogic of the practice of sacrifice which has 

marked Eastern thoughts from the early beginning: the fruits to be awarded is 

proportional to the extent of what is sacrificed. This is also the basic principle 

underiying the doctrine of karma. 

1 t is therefore possible to define the concept of bodhicitta according to the 

same principle. hdeed, bodhicitta. as the desire to help al1 sentient beings is, so to 

speak, an object which is lirnitless because there is no end to this enterprise. In 

fact. this idea ought not be taken literally for the obvious reason that al1 those who 

had become bodhisattvas would never be enlightened. On the contrary, like the 

practice of exchanging of selves. it is done at the mental level. Consequently, 

meditation on such object should produce an unlimited reward, as the following 

verse from the Bodhicary~vatara seems to imply: 

All other wholesorne results lose their effects, like the plantain tree which begins to decay after 
its fruition. But, the tree of bodhicrtta produces fruits and does not decav. It even bears frurt 
perpetually. 
kadafiva phalam vihaya yati k$a,vam anyat kuSalam hl sarvam eva 
satatasq phala ti k-yam na yat'ati prasa vati eva tu bodhlcitta vrk,sah. 23ï 

In this circumstance, it is legitimate to believe that the experience of enlightenment. 

which is the calming down of mental activity. 1s not a limited process. I t  could be 

viewed as a perpetual deepening of the experience of peacefulness similar to, 

following the principle of Higher Evolution discussed by Sangharakshita the 

deepening of cornmitment to the ideals of Buddhism. To sum up the present 

discussion, 1 would like to look at  some of the implications of having bodhicitta 

assimilated to an object of concentration. 



iii. Implications related to the idea of bodhicitta as object of concentration 

One of the major implications related to defining the concept of bodhicitta 

as an object of concentration is, as already alluded to in the introduction of the 

present chapter. to say thai any ideas. concepts or beliefs. having a doctrinal status 

or not, are true in so fat as they fulf i l1  the purpose of bringing the mind to a 

standst i l l .  Consequent ly, these ideas or concepts are important for t his ability only 

and not for being an expression of some kind of ontological truth. [ n other words. if 

one understands the concept of bodh icit ta according to the so ter io logical contex t 

just discussed. one has to assume a pragmatic theory of truth. This assumption has 

moreover a direct incidence on the verv nature of religious language and other 

forms of religious expressions. 

In fact. this view of religious language is exactly what has been implied by 

the doctrine of skillful means hpayakausalyal propounded by the Lotus Sutra and 

the simile of the Burning House.238 On the basis of this doctrine. it has been argued 

by Michael Pye, a modern scholar of Buddhism. "that religious language is 

essentially indirect, allusive, based in cultural circumstance, and subject to 

qualification and to crit icism."23g This means that religious concepts such as that of 

bodhicitta are not supposed to have any particular meaning beyond the attainrnent 

of the solution of the problem they are meant to solve. In  other words, religious 

concepts are disposable. Consequently, if one were to view bodhicitta as an object 

of concentration. one would have to Say that whatever cognitive element is related 

to it. it  is of no consequence from the perspective of ontology for the simple reason 

that i t  is not meant to describe any ultimate reality, whatever it rnay be. 

While discussing the relevance of the concept of bodhicitta as a factor of 

motivation, 1 rnentioned that this concept was related to metaphysical realities. 1 did 

not. however. analyze the full signif icance of this statement. Despite the implications 

of the doctrine of skillful means, 1 believe that one can observe, within the different 

spiritual traditions of Buddhism. a certain consistency between the means to achieve 

their respective spiritual experience and the ways to describe it. For the followers 

of the Madhyarnaka school. for example, the concept of emptiness is certainly an 

antidote to a person's mental and emotional attachment to phenomenal and ideal 

entities. but it is also their privileged way to describe reality as they view it 

ultimately. Consequently. 1 assume that religious language may be more than just a 

2 3 8 ~ e e  chap. 1. note 19. 
2 3 9 ~ y e  ( 1990). p. 40. 



means to achieve a religious experience, but also a standard or a measure of the 

authenticity of that experience. In the next section. 1 intend to look, as a criticism 

of the idea of bodhicitta as object of concentration. at the importance of the fact 

that the concept of bodhicitta be viewed as a metaphysical reality. 

2. Criticism o f  bodhicitta as object o f  concentration 

There is a short passage taken from the Bodhicaryavat~ra which. 1 believe. 

may serve as the bais for a criticism of bodhicitta as object of concentration. 1 

would like next to provide a fresh translation of it and comment on it with the help 

of Prajfiakaramat i's Sanskrit commentary . 

The teachings [of the Buddhal are the foundations of the pract rce of the monk [aspirant to 
enlightenment]. This practice is, however, poor and nrrvma 1s impossrble for those whose mtnd 
is holding on to props. 
Sasanam bhibuta-müIv bhiksuta eva ca duhthita 
Svalambana-citt- nirvi&xirn api duhsthitam. 

I f  liberation s caused by the destruction of the tendencies [desire, hatred. pride, etc.1 then it 
should occur immdiately afterwards [i.e., when the tendencies are destroyedl. It has been 
however, observed that they [certain monks mznt ioned in the tradition1 retained a propensitv for 
actions alt hough t heir tendencies were absent. 
kI&-prahaat muktih cet tad anan taram astu SI 
dntaq ca te,w marthyanj nrskleSasya api karmanah. 

If it has been ascertained that there IS no attachrnent as far as there is no craving, why then is 
there not a nonafflicted craving for them? [The answer is: Such craving i d  like confusion 1i.e.. 
wit hout clear understanding]. 
t o ~  tâvat upadanam na a s t ~  cet saqpradhiüyate. 
kim akligà api tpna ty&j na asti sqmohavat  safi. 

Feelings are caused by craving and they have feelings. A mind whrch holds on to props remains 
attached whatever [the ob~ect of concentration]. 
vedana-pra t yaya t m  vedana e$iün ca vrdya t e, 
.dam banena cittena sthàtavyam yatra tatra va 

Without emptiness the mind may remain subdued but it is bound to become active again. 
Similar to those who meditate to the point of reaching a state of absence of consciousness, [their 
mind is reactivated as mon as they corne out of this statej Therefore. emptiness [should be 
cult ivatedl. 
vina Stïnyataya cittaq~ baddham utpadya te punah, 
yaths asarq/n'isam@attau bhavayet tena iünyatàm. 240 

The point which is being made in this passage is that it would be a wrong 

application of the teachings of the Buddha i.e., that which is to be practiced for the 



attainment of Buddhahood (jasanam buddhatva-upava-abhyasahl. 244' to use them as 

props for the mind or as objects of concentration. By teachings of the Buddha are 

meant the t hirty-seven factors of enlightenment (bodhipaksa-dharmasl as well as the 

Four Noble truths. Thus. if the practice of the monk is bogged down in mere 

contemplation of the Four Noble Truths. for example. without an understanding of 

emptiness. then this practice or approach is bound to yield poor results (duhsthitâ 
9ünyat&darsanam antarena asamanjasa kevala-sa tyadarianato na yujya te). 242 For 

this reason. it does not lead to liberation (tasmat satyadarsanato mukt i  iti na 
vakta vyaml. 243 

The reasons given to support this affirmation are essentially the idea that. 

despite the fact that the practice of contempiation may quiet down the tendencies. 

the tendency to act. either in a good or a bad way Isubha-asubha-laksad, is still 

present. At  this point. some clarifications are perhaps called for. The word that has 

been translated by tendency is klesa. According to the A bhidharmakosa,244 there 

are six kleias: desire lragal, hatred lprat~ghal, pride (mana), ignorance lavidyd, 
wrong view (kudrsi) and doubt (vicikisâl- Taking into consideration the blending of 

the subjective-object ive view of the world and happening, the ambiguity could be 

resolved thus: the kleias refer to the action of desiring. etc. as well as the latent 

potentiality to desire. Consequently. the practice of contemplating the Four Noble 

Truths, for example, is efficient in curbing the action of desiring but it is 

insufficient to eradicate the latent tendencv to desire. For that purpose, an 

understanding of emptiness is necessary. In other words, despite the fact that the 

mind has been brought to a complete standstill. ignorance. which is the cause of the 

latent tendencies. is st il1 present (tasmât sarvadharmadünyata eva a vidyapratr 

paksatvat samsara-santativicchitti-hetu!, a vasïyate na kevalam satyadarSanaml. 245 

Two examples are given by Prajfiâkararnati in support of his argurnentat ion. 

The first example is the case of two disciples of the Buddha. the Venerables 

Maudgalyayana and Arigulimala. who, having attained a state where the working of 

the tendencies were su bdued (klesa-sahakari-rahita), st i l1  retained the propensi ty 

Isamarthyam) to perform actions (karman). According to Sharma. a translator of the 

Bodhicaryavatara, these two disciples had, as a result of their spiritual 

24 BCA. p. 53. 
2 4 2 ~ ~ ~ 1  p. 316. 
2 4 3 ~ ~ ~ ,  p. 316. 
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achievernent, the power to grant wishes. But this power "was also a kind of craving 

and, therefore, enough to cause a redescent into samsgra." z46 

The second example deals with those who have attained a state where there 

is absence of consciousness lasamjfiisamapattil. This example is not devoid of 

interests because it refers us back to the quote from Griffiths at the beginning of 

this chapter. The state of cornpiete cessation of mental functions is known within 

the Buddhist tradition as Absorption into the Cessation of Notions and Sensations 

(sam jm-vedayita-nirudha-samapa ttil. This state is characterized, in contrast to 

death, by the fact that "life-force layusl is not yet exhausted, bodily heat lusmanl is 

not yet extinguished, the sense-faculties are unimpaired. and iiijflana konscious- 

nessl has not withdrawn from the 

This spiritual experience is not without causing doctrinal problems for the 

Buddhists themselves. For one, what is the nature of the consciousness that rernains, 

given the Buddhist understanding of six tradit ional consciousness that says t hat. in 

order to arise. there must be an object and a contact between this object and a 

sense-organ? Consequently, in a rneditative state in which there is absence of 

perception. how can there be consciousness? The second problem. which has been 

dealt with by Griffiths, has to do with the relationship between the mind and the 

body, as conceived by Buddhist thinkers. 1 f one reaches a state where there is 

absence of perceptions. what is the rnechanism that allows a meditator to corne out 

of this state? In this regard. the Vaibhâsikas provided the beginning of an answer 

by assert ing that: 

1. t here are no mental events in the attainment of cessation, I I .  the emergence of consciousness 
from attainrnent of cessation must have an immediateIy antecedent and sirnilar condition, iii. the 
immediately antecedent and similar condition of any event may be ternporally separateci from that 
event and finally, iv. the immediately antecedent and similar condition for the emergence of 
consciousness from the attainment of cessation is the Iast moment of consciousness to occur 
before entering tliat a ~ a i n r n e n t . ~ ~ ~  

I t is precisely the implications of this view that have been criticized in the passage 

quoted above. If there is no difference between what is going on in the mind before 

entering the state of cessation and the moment of coming out of it. then this type of 

meditation has no real effect with regard to obtaining permanent spiritual fruits. 

To sum up the point of this passage. one can use a simile. Let us imagine a 

ship that is about to shipwreck. The captain of this ship must supervise the rescue 



of the passengers. He does so by coordinating the activities of his crew. Once the 

passengers are rescued, he personally orders his crew to leave the ship. Then 

finally, when everyone is safe, he also must go. But, because he makes things 

happen only by giving orders to others and cannot give himself the order to leave 

the ship, he remains on it and never succeeds in saving al1 the people, i-e., every 

person including himself. Similady, the pract ice of meditat ion based on the 

contemplation of an object can succeed in eliminating al1 tendencies but never the 

idea that there is a meditator, the last tendency caused by ignorance. Referring 

back to the meditation of exchanging the selves. there would always remain a self 

thinking of being the other self. 

Similar to the criticism of the concept of bodhicitta as a factor of motivation, 

to reduce this concept to an object of concentration. with the implications it entails, 

would reinforce the distinct ion between subject and object. The on ly difference 

here is that one may be fooled by the peace of mind that could result out of this 

type of meditation. 1 n this regard. Buddhists have said that such achievernent is 

nevertheless a failure to understand what they called "the emptiness of emptiness," 

if emptiness is used as a prop. A nice story from the Zen tradition illustrates this 

point: 

There was an oid woman in China who had supported a monk for over twenty years. She had 
built a little hut for him and fed him while he was meditating. Finallv she wondered ps t  what 
progress he had made in al1 this time. To find out, she obtarned the help of a girl rich rn desire. 
'Go and embrace him.' she toId her, 'and then ask hlm suddenlv: "What now7" ' The girl called 
upon the monk and without much ado caressed him, asking hirn what he was going to do about 
it. 'An old tree grows on a cold rock in winter,' replied the monk somewhat poeticallv. 'Nowhere 
is there any warmth.' The girl retumed and related what he had said. T o  thrnk 1 fed that fellow for 
twenty years!' exclaimed the old woman in anger. 'He showed no consideration for your n d  no  
disposition to explain your condition. He need not have responded to passion. but at least he 
should have evidenced some compassion.' She at once went to the hut of the monk and burned it 
d ~ w n . ~ ~ ~  

Poor monk! He missed it both ways. 

The expression used in the passage to describe those who used the 

teachings of the Buddha as props for the mind is savalambana-citta which literally 

means: "those whose mind is with a prop or support favalambal."Those who are not 

trapped by this kind of practice are called niralambanacitta (those whose mind is 
without a prop) and for them, the practice is not fruitless (atah t e s m  upalambha- 

drs.fTMm duhsthitg na nirdambana-cittànam1. What does it mean then to have 



such a mind? In other words, how can one think about concepts without their being 

objects of one's attention? 1 n the Arya vajracchedik~, the Buddha said to Subhut i: 

That is why, Subhuti. the magnanimous Bodhrsattva should cause to arise a mind which 1s not 
perrnanently fixed (or abiding in trance). never should he cause a mind which 1s permanently 
fixed to arise. a mind wh~ch s perrnanently fixed onto a form, a sound, a srnell or a tactile 
sensation. That s whv emptiness has k e n  established as the path to enlightenment. 
bhagavm %a tasmat tarhi. subhute. bodhisa ttvena mahâsat tvena evam aprati$hitam cit tarn 
utp3dayitavya.m. na kvacit pratfithitam cittam utpda yitavvam, na rüpapra ti$thitm cittam 
utpada yita vyam, na Sa bda-gandha-rasaspra,$a vya-pra t sthrtam crt tarn u (@da yr ta v,vam I ~ I .  tamat  
jünyata eva bwlhimagah iti sthitarn.al 

This passage only deals with the objects of the senses, but it is clear, given the fact 

that it has been quoted by Prajfiakararnati in his comrnentarv of the previous 

passage, that it also includes mental objects. Then, what is the nature of the activity 

described earlier as watching and guarding? How is the relationship between the 

"one who watches" and "that which is being watched," i-e.. emptiness, saddharma or 

bodhicitta? The answer to these questions is what 1 believe would define the 

spiritual function of the concept of bodhicitta. At the very end of the f irst chapter. 

1 defined this function as being a basis for the cultivation of awareness. The 

analysis and the argumentation in favor of this idea will be the topic of the next 

chapter. For the moment, however. 1 would like to show how it might be possible to 

have a situation in which concepts are "apprehended" by someone whose mind is 

without support (nir~lambanacittal and discuss the implications such possibility rnight 

have for one's understanding of the nature of religious language and consequent ly. 

the doctrine of upaya which def ines al1 concepts and doctrines as provisional and 

d isposab le. 

Michael Polanyi, a scientist and philosopher. has advocated the idea that al1 

activity was characterized by two kinds of awareness. For example. describing the 

action of driving a nail, he says: 

When we use a hammer to drrve a nail, we attend to both nail and hammer, but rn a different 
way. We watch the effect of our strokes on the naiI and try to wield the hammer so as to hit the 
nail most effectively. When we bring down the hammer we do not feel that its handle has struck 
Our palm but that its head has struck the nail. Yet in a sense we are certainly alert to the feeling 
in Our palm and the fingers that hold the harnmer. They guide us in handling it effectively. and 
the degree of attention that we give to the nail is given to the same extent but in a different way 
to these feelings. The difference may be stated by saying that the latter are not, like the nail. 
obpcts of our attention, but instruments of it. They are not watched in themselves; we watch 
something else while keeping intensely aware of [hem. 1 have a subsidiary awareness of the 



feeling in the palm of my hand which rnerged into my focal awareness of mv driving in the 
nai1.252 

This idea of two kinds of awareness led him to distinguish between what he called 

"tacit" and "explicit" knowledge. Explicit knowledge refers to one's perception of 

objects and ideas. This knowledge would be s~valambana. Tacit knowledge is 

sornething that is never direct ly apprehended. 1 n this regard. Polanyi gives anot her 

example: 

Consider the act of viewrng a pair of stereoscopic pictures in the usual way. with one eye on 
each of the pictures. Their pint image might be regarded as a whole. composed of the two 
pictures as its parts. But we can get closer to understanding what IS gotng on here if we note 
that, when looking through a stereo viewer. we see a stereo image at the focus of our attention 
and are also aware of the two stereo pictures in some peculiar nonfocal wav. We seem to look 
through these two pictures, or past them, while we look straight at their pint image. We are 
indeed aware of them only as guides to the image on which we focus our attention. We can 
describe this relationshrp of the two pictures to the stereo image by saying that the two pictures 
function as subsidianes to our seeing their prnt image. which is their pint r n e a n ~ n ~ . ~ ~ ~  

This is. according to Polanyi. the typical structure of tacit knowing. This way of 

knowing might be what has been meant before as niraiambana. 
There is perhaps another way to explain this tacit knowledge. One way of 

apprehending objects, mental or physical. could be by being asked questions 

beginning with "when." "where" or "what" as interrogative pronouns. These questions 

usually prompt us to pinpoint something in time or in space, i.e., to focus one's 

attention to something determinate. To some extent. these objects are perceived as 

having an existence independent of any context. framework or background. In 

contrast to this, we have concepts such as "long" or "short" and these concepts 

never pinpoint objects as such. What is long or short is always perceived in 

relationship with a context. In other words. when one looks at a long object. one 

apprehends the object as well as the context in which it is found. A rope. for 

example. is long in relation to another short object. These concepts are not 

identified with questions beginning with "when" or "where." but rather with "how" or 

"what" as interrogative adjective. These questions always refer to the quality of the 

objects and as such. require an awareness of a context to be answered. This 

awareness of the context is consequent ly not possible. according to Polanyi. w i t  hout 

some kind of personal participation or personal indwelling. 

Let us take, for example, a man and his wife. This man presents his wife by 

introducing her to his friends. At first. she might be perceived by them as just 



another woman, but as soon as that man says that it is his wife. their perception is 

likely to change. In other words, that woman is perceived both as a woman and as 

the wife of a friend. and this double awareness. one being objective--the object 

perceived, i-e., the ~ o m a n ~ ~ ~ - -  and the ot her qualitative or subjective--a w ife is 

always defined in terms of the characteristics (pleasant or unpleasant) of the 

personal relationship between a man and a woman-- is what determines what this 

woman is. 

I t  is in this sense that one may understand the significance of religious 

concepts such as that of emptiness. 1 t is not to be apprehended as objects of the 

mind. but rather as a qualitative background. Objects are focused on but their 

background is also perceived. This background could be defined in terms of 

svabhava, i-e., the idea that objects have independent existence, or in terms of 

ernptiness, i-e., the idea that objects have no independent existence. Like the famous 

example of the vase and the two faces of the cognitive theories of Gestalt, both 

backgrounds can never be perceived at the same time. To hold on the idea of 

emptiness would therefore mean to cultivate an awareness of the fact that the 

background of ail objects is that objects have independent existence. To cultivate 

such awareness is comparable to keeping in mind the fact that. to use the above 

example. thjs woman is the wife of my friend. something which is apprehended 

subsidiarily and not focally. 1 n the next chapter, 1 wrll discuss hciw this can be doiie. 

One can now see why an idea such as that of emptiness can be viewed as a 
metaphysical reality. I t is that which gives the meaning of al1 things. Such ideas and 

concepts are therefore a true description of reality because the moment they are 

understood. everyt hing. including the attempt and the even t of understanding them. 

is perceived as a manifestation of the reality these concepts are meant to describe. 

Thus, they are not provisional and never disposed of. 1 n fact. to consider religious 

concepts as simply provisional. as suggested by the doctrine of opaya, only leads us 

to a dead end. Indeed, if these concepts are provisional. when are they gotten rid 

of and by whom? As just discussed above, the notion of upaya is dependent on the 

idea of upeya (goal) and as such. it maintains the duality between what is the goal 

and what is not and above ail, it leaves unchallenged the upzyin (he who 

appropriates and applies the means). In support of the above interpretation of the 

doctrine of upaya, the simile of the raft. which is mentioned in the Pali canon. has 

2540f course. the object woman is not purely obptive. In fact. this example does not assume that there is 
a pureiy objective object to be eventually perceived. 



often been used. In the light of the present argumentation, it would not be an 

exarnple of the provisional nature of the teachings of the Buddha, but rather of the 

necessity to view them as description of a background defining al1 phenornena and 

not as objects of the mind. This simile is a warning against maintaining a fruitless 

relationship between the "one who watches" and "that which is being watched." 

To sum up, one might say that, referring back to the description by Victor 

Hori of the experience of Satori, ernptiness is no longer an inert object in the 

spot light of consciousness, but has become the illuminat ing spot light itself. 1 n this 

circumstance, the paradox between the idea of right view and that of no view could 

be resolved thus: right view becomes no view when the right view is perceived as 

the background of al1 views. With regard to the concept ,of bodhicitta, this 

affirmation means that bodhicitta, as the desire for enlightenment for the sake of al1 

beings, is itself a true description of things as they are. Taking into consideration 

what has been said in chapter two, bodhicitta is also a description of what it means 

to be an accomplished bodhisattva as well as being the means to attain this state of 

ethical and cognitive perfection. Cult ivat ion of bodhicitta would therefore mean 

cultivation of the idea that one's true nature is to search for enlightenrnent for the 

sake of al1 beings. Bodhicitta is therefore the means to an end as well as the end 

itself. 



Chapter four 

BODHICITTA AND CULTIVATION OF AWARENESS 

In the second chapter, 1 showed that the spiritual activity leading to 

enlightenment or awakening consisted in "watching" or "guarding." Chapter three 

was an anaIysis of the possibility to view this activity as an exercise in 

concentration or fixing of attention on real or mental objects. 1 n th i s  circumstance, 

bodhicitta, as the desire for enlightenment for the sake of all sentient beings, could 

be viewed as a way to expand the boundaries of the egoistic self, thereby 

neutralizing al1 of its tendencies such as passion and hatred. This approach, 

however, was criticized on the ground that the state of non-conscious meditative 

equipoise that was achieved by it could only quiet down the tendencies in their 

active manifestations but not in their latent state. For example, when someone 

cornes out of this non-conscious meditative equipoise, he is bound to resume the 

activity happening just before entering it. This spiritual experience thus becomes 

only an interruption of the tendencies without transforming them. From the point of 

view of the continuity of karma. this experience is comparable to the passage of 

death to rebirth where al1 the latent tendencies are carried over from one life to 

the other. 

This crit icism was based on the interpretation of a short passage of the 

Bodhicaryavatàra. According to this passage, the distinct ion between fruit ful and 

fruitless practice could be made on the ba i s  of the type of mind adopted by the 

meditator, i-e., the one who is watching. For those whose mind is holding on to props 

Isavalambanacittal the practice is deficient and for them, nirvana is impossible. On 

the other hand. those whose mind is not holding on to props (niralambanacitta), they 

are on the right path to enlightenment. It is therefore primordial to understand the 

sîgnificance of this type of mind if one wishes to comprehend what is going on 

during the activity characterized by watching. Since bodhicitta, as mentioned 

earlier, is directly related to this activity, it is also that which is likely to define the 

spiritual function of this concept. 



The last part of the third chapter was therefore an attempt to understand 

the meaning and the implications of this type of mind called niralambanacitta. For 

that, 1 introduced the idea of double awareness. Basicaily. this idea points out to the 

fact that, while perceiving an object, one is also aware of something else, i.e., a 

background or a context in which this object is found. The perception of the object 

is called the focal awareness and it is always identifiable. The awareness of the 

background, on the other hand, is called the subsidiary awareness. This second type 

of awareness is not always identified. When interpreting a text, for example, the 

assumptions underlying the interpretat ion are the content of the subsidiary 

awareness while the interpretation itself is the object of the focal awareness. The 

subsidiary awareness is also known as tacit knowledge because its content may be 

known or it may not. The content of this subsidiary awareness is also that which 

gives the rneaning of the object of the focal awareness, Le., the interpretation. To 

some extent, this idea of double awareness is the theoretical foundation of the 

methodology of the present thesis. As argued in the first chapter, the meaning of 

the concept of bodhicitta can be established only by having a clear idea of the 

soterioIogical context in which it is articulated. This meaning can also be criticized 

on the ba is  of false presuppositions concerning that context. 

I f  concepts such as that of emptiness are to be perceived with a mind not 

relying on props Inir~fambanacittal, then it means. given the idea of double 

awareness, that ernptiness is a description of the background from which everything 

f inds its meaning. This understanding is that of the enlightened being; for the 

unenlightened, this background could be defined, for example, by the idea that al1 

things have an inherent existence Isvabhava). Consequentiy. the path to 

enlightenment could be viewed as the attempt to change one's understanding of the 

background defining al1 things. At  first sight, one could Say that enlightenment is 

essentially a cognitive transformation, i.e., the acquisition of a liberating insight. But 

when one considers that the way one views the background of al1 things has a 

direct influence on one's behavior-to understand it in terms of emptiness releases 

one from al! forms of attachment--then efforts to change one's behavior are equally 

as important as the efforts to acquire the liberating insight. In fact. both 

approaches could be seen as the two sides of the sarne coin. 90th  these approaches 

are part of what 1 called the cultivation of awareness. This is what 1 intend to 

discuss in the present chapter. 

The idea of double awareness has also some incidence on the ways one 

understands the nature of religious language. In the preceding chapter. 1 argued 



that the interpretation of the doctrine of upaya which advocates the view that 

rel igious concepts are provisional and disposable was not an appropriate way to 

describe the function of religious language. The main argument was to Say that this 

interpretat ion maintains unchallenged the notion of a user of the skillful means 

lupayinl. As such, it could also be said that some form of craving is maintained; in 

the case of bodhicitta as object of concentration, it is craving for peace of minci. 

What is needed is therefore something that would allow the dissolution of the idea 

of doer and consequently, the foundation of al1 craving. The idea of cultivating an 

awareness of a background that includes or defines the person cultivating this 

awareness as well as the cultivation of awareness itself seems to be that which 

would allow this dissolution. 1 n other words, when the means is what constitutes the 

goal, then. because the former is no longer distinct from the later, there is no path 

to follow and consequently, no one to follow tt. A t  this point, this statement may 

appear a little bit obscure, but, I believe that it could make sense given a certain 

understanding of the nature of religious language. For this reason, 1 believe that it 

would be appropriate to present and justify what is this certain understanding 

before looking at the cult ivat ion of awareness. 

1. The nature of religious language 

Previously. 1 argued that the idea of the blending of subjective-objective 

view of the world and happening was a key element in one's understanding of the 

concepts of the Indian religious and philosophical traditions. I would like now to 

introduce the idea of a second blending with regard to religious language in general. 

Indeed, 1 am of the opinion that religious concepts or truths could be viewed from 

t hree different perspectives or consist of three specif ic aspects. These are: the 

functional, the ethical and the metaphysical aspects. The Buddhist concept of 

dharma, for example, seems to be viewed from these three different perspectives. 

Indeed. according to Kong-sprul Rinpoche's vast encyclopedia of Buddhism. the 

Shes-bya k un-kh ya b: 

dharma means phenornena, the Path, nirvàna, mental objects, the meritorious. life, the 
teachings, the process of becoming, the religious life and custorns. 
chas ni shes bya larn dang ni, mya ngan 'das dang yid kyi yui, bscni nams tshe dang gsung rab 
dang. 'byung 'kyur nges dang chos lugs la'o. 255 



Thus, dharma as phenornena. the path. nirvana. mental objects and the process of 

becoming, could refer to metaphysical reali t ies; che meritor ious, life, the religious 

life and customs, to ethical reahties and finaily, the teachings to the functional 

aspect of this concept. It should be noted that this distinction into three aspects 

does not mean that each aspect has an existence apart from the others; the reason 

why religious concepts could be viewed from these three perspectives is that they 

describe or imply something that is considered true with regard to the three 

componen ts of any soteriological context. ive., the reality it presupposes 

(metaphysical aspect), the means of salvation it suggests (functional aspect) and the 

state of salvation it aims at (ethical aspect). 

i. The functional aspect of religious language 

The functional aspect is what is considered to be the rneans to attain or 

bring about a certain spiritual experience. These means are true because of their 

recognized efficiency to lead one to the final goal. They are usually enshrined in 

some kind of oral or written tradition and are consequently avaiiable to every 

generation of spiritual aspirants. As such. they are also part of the very fabric of 

the identity of any given spiritual tradition. In this regard. it might be interesting to 

quote Michael Pye: 

There is, incidently, a tendencv arnong Japanese Buddhists to regard the teachings and practices 
of other sects withln Japanese Buddhism as skillfuI means. whiIe regarding their own as real 
truth. In other words, there is a marked reluctance to regard the central svrnbols of one's own 
Buddhist sect as skillful means. Thts tendency, however. is not in accord w ~ t h  the main usage in 
the early Mahàyana sutras. According to these, al1 expressions of Buddhism are in principle 
somehow located in human culture and consciousness. and al1 are therefore undentocxi in the 
t e m s  of the dialectic between skillful means and insight. The concept of skillful means has to 
do with the status of religious language or syrnbols of al1 k ~ n d s . ~ ~ ~  

Al1 this may well be true with regard to the origin or the source of rellgious 

concepts, but it has nothing to do with how these concepts are appropriated and 

used by a living tradition at a given moment in its history. At this level. other 

factors enter into play, the most important being personal commitment and group 

identity. If Pye had looked at the developments of the various Buddhist schools and 

sects, I think that he would not have wondered at the behavior of the Japanese 

Buddhists. Indeed, there are other examples of this type of behavior or attitude 

within the Buddhist tradition. 



The first exarnple deals with the distinction between the two kinds of 

discourse held by the historical Buddha. This distinct ion led to the classification of 

the suttas of the Pali tradition into two categories: the nïtattha-suttas or those of 

the direct meaning and the neyyattha-suttas or those of the indirect meaning. The 

nïta ttha-suttas are to be taken literally whereas the neyyattha-sut tas need to have 

their intended meaning drawn out. From the point of view of herrneneutics. the 

former type of suttas describes reality as it is whereas the latter refers to mere 

conventions. One good exarnple of this distinction is perhaps the doctrine of no-self 

(anattd: discourses of the Buddha advocat ing the non-existence of the self are to 

be inter-preted as nïtattha-suttas while expressions such as "I." "self' and so on used 

by the Buddha in the course of his conversations are to be taken as ne,yyattha- 

suttas. This means that such expressions are not to be taken as true description of 

the things as they actually are. 

From the perspective of their ability to bring about a spiritual experience, 

one might compare this distinct ion between the nïtattha-suttas and the neyyattha- 

suttas with the knowledge required to conduct a successful experiment and the 

knowledge used to prepare or train sorneone so that he may be able to understand 

the instructions necessary for conducting the experiment successfully. In other 

words. the neyyattha knowledge is a kind of prerequisite which has its validity only 

as such. For example, one could argue that the acceptance of the Buddhist doctrine 

of karma, as expounded in the Sma55aphala sutta of the Digha Nikaya is such a 

prerequisite because it provides a foundation for the practice of the path towards 

enlightenment. Wi thout t his prerequisite, al1 the teachings of Buddhism have no 

eff iciency. 1 t is for this reason. 1 believe, that the Buddha disapproved of Pürana 

Kassapa's view of karmic retribution in the sutta just mentioned, a view which states 

that no evil is done by. among other things. killing sentient beings and that there 1s 

no merit in giving, self-control and so on. 1 t is obvious that, with such a view. one 

would have no incentive to follow the teachings of the Buddha. 

Because of this crucial distinction, it seems that it was considered of the 

utmost importance for the Early Buddhists to identify which sutta corresponds to 

which type. Failure to do that would lead one to misunderstand, i.e.. not apply 

properly, the teachings of the Buddha. In the Anguttara Nikaya. for example, it is 

said that: 

There are t hese two who misrepresent the Tat hagata Which two? He who represents a Sut ta of 
indirect meaning as a Sutta of direct rneaning and he who represents a Sutta of direct meaning as 
a Sutta of indirect meaning. 



Dve'me TathGaCm abbhacrkkhanti Katame dve? Yo ca neyyattham suttantam nitattho suttanto 
ti aipea yo ca n ï ta t thm suttantam neyyattho suttanto ti dipeti. î57 

Despite this warning, it appears that the means or guidelines making possible such 

discrimination were Ieft to the discretion of the commentators of the Buddha's 

discourses. According to Jayatilleke. "no examples are given in the Canon of the 

two kinds of Suttas referred to. and we have to seek this information in the 

commentaries."*58 It would exceed the scope of the present thesis to look into what 

the commentators suggested as guidelines. Instead. what interests me at this point. 

is to show that this distinction between the two types of sutta led to the 

organization of the various teachings of the Buddha into some kind of a hierarchy, 

sornething which is in contradiction with the spirit of the doctrine of upaya as 

interpreted by Michael Pye but which very well describes the behavior of the 

Japanese Buddhists ment ioned above. 1 ndeed, st i l1  according to Jayat illeke. "the 

very fact that one is called a nltattha Sutta, whose meaning is plain and direct and 

the other a neyyatha- in the sense that its meaning should be inferred in the light of 

the former, gives the former a definite precedence over the latter."259 

The same preoccupation could be seen among the Chinese Buddhists who 

eiaborated the system of p'an-chiao (judging the teachings). At first. this system was 

employed sirnply to determine the historical place of the particular sütras and 

doctrines taught by the Buddha. It was a way to verify the authenticity of his 

teachings on the basis of historical evidence. Indeed, the Chinese Buddhists felt that 

there were many contradictions and apparent discrepancies between the Mahayana 

teachings and those ident if ied as Hinâyana. For this reason, they wanted t hose 

contradictions and discrepancies reconciled in order to put an end to confusion and 

dispute. Later. however, p'an-chiao degenerated into mere value judgments of the 

doctrines and philosophical concepts expounded in the sütras and treat ises; it 
became a way of establishing supremacy over the ~ t h e r . ~ ~ ~  

The reasons for establishing a hierarchy was, as was the case with the 

distinct ion between the nïtattha-suttas and the neyyattha-suttas, mainly attributed 

to an evaluation of the efficiency of the teachings. According to the Chinese 

Buddhists, this efficiency was evaluated in the light of the debate between sudden 

and gradua1 eniightenment. For thern, the teachings of the Buddha could be 

2 5 7 ~ .  1-60 [E: Jayatilleke ( 1963). p. 36 11. 
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classif ied into two broad cztegories: a) teachings of the half word (imperfect 

teaching) and teachings of the full word lperfect teachings). I t  was held that to 

people of superior intellect the Buddha preached teachings producing instantaneous 

enlightenment while to people of lesser intellect he preached teachings producing 

gradual enlightenment in order to raise them from their low plane to a higher one. 

The sudden teachings were direct, unmediated whereas the gradual teachings were 

gradual because they resorted to expedients lupaya) as means to accommodate the 

Buddha's enlightened insight to the understanding of unenlightened beings. As 

mentioned in the first chapter, the term upgya consequentlv came to qualify a type 

of teachings which had a lesser signif icance. Again, judging from Michael Pye's 

observation above. this distinction seems to have prevailed among the Buddhists of 

Japan. 

To sum up  the present discussion on the functional aspect of religious 

language, the point 1 want to make is that these concepts could be considered as 

true within a particular tradition because the latter acknowledges them as the best 

expression of what is the most efficient means to attain the goal set out by its 

spiritual path. One could agree that Buddhists. as a general rule. did not indulge in 

fruitless speculations about things unrelated to what is beneficial for the aspirant to 

enlightenment-this is one important argument used in support of Pye's view of 

religious language--nevert heless, t his did not prevent them f rom engaging in 

important debates over various points in the teachings of the Buddha. They did so 

precisely because of their differences in appreciating what is beneficial and what is 

not from the point of view of their respective spiritual path. In other words. the 

reasons underlying these differences are their implicit or explicit understanding of 

what is worth committing oneself to. This cornmitment is incidentally what 

establishes the specific characteristics of their own identity as a group of aspirants 

to enlightenment. In a way. one may Say that even if it is argued that Buddhists 

used a pragmatic theory of truth, as Pye maintained in the light of his interpretation 

of the doctrine of upzya, it does not mean that there should not be any debate 

among them, something that Pye seems to wish for. On the contrary, given the idea 

of the functional aspect of religious concepts suggested above, one can see that 

there will always be some debates, i.e., always a distinction will have to be made 

between right and wrong views. 1 believe that a survey of the historical 

developments of the Buddhist schools and sects conf irms that point rather than the 

view that Buddhists are impartial to doctrinal diversity because "there exists a 

concept. namely this very concept of skillful means, for recognizing that partial 



expression of truth eisewhere is valid."*6' In fact. it seems that Michael Pye, with 

h is  interpretation of the doctrine of upaya. is confusing two different issues: on the 

one hand. there is the issue concerning the jnterpretation of religious documents. 

i-e., hermeneutics, on the other hand, one attempts to understand the behavior of a 

living Buddhist tradition which is inf luenced by various factors such as the 

historical, socioIogical and even polit ical env ironment. i-e., phenomenology . 1 ts 

reiationship towards the documents of its own tradition is one such factor. I t will be 

a mistake to assume that it is the only one. 

ii. The metaphysical aspect of religious Ianguage 

The metaphysical aspect refers to what is said about the cognitive content 

of a given spiritual experience. As mentioned previousiy, it is. for a given group of 

spiritual seekers, their privileged way to describe what has been and what is to be 

experienced. From this perspective, a religious concept is [rue because it is a 

confirmation of the authent icity of the spiritual experience. I n other words, religious 

concepts, in addition to being a means to a goal, are also a description of that goal. 

i n t his regard. one might consider again the implications of Pye's understanding of 

the nature of religious language: 

The Buddhwt concept of skillfuI rneans suggests that i t  is of the nature of a developed religious 
teaching to be extended through a series of forms building upon each other and even criticizing 
each ot her, white sharing an inner consistency that cannot be direct ly stated. 1 t suggests that 
absoluteness should be ascribed to the teaching of no one sect. even though Buddhists 
sometimes forget this t h e r n s e ~ v e s . ~ ~ ~  

The difficuity with this view is that it cannot be contradicted objectively: to verify 

it, one has to undergo the experience for which a given set of religious ideas and 

concepts are meant to bring about. Nonetheless. 1 believe that it can be challenged. 

Firstly, it is interesting to notice that Pye once more wonders at the 

"deviant" behavior of the Buddhists. 1 believe that what he describes as an 

exception is in fact the rule. Indeed. it has been so far difficult to find an 

agreement on this idea of inner consistency from people who claimed to have had 

attained the final goal of their respective spiritual path. 

Secondly, the view propounded by Pye does reiterate the idea that the 

ultimate reality is beyond conceptualization. There are indeed many passages in the 



iiterature of Mahayana Buddhism that could easily support this view. For example. 

in the Bodhicaryavatara, one learns that: 

I t  IS said that there are two truths: the conventional and the ultimate tniths. 
The ultimate reat ity 1s beyond the range of conceptualizat ion: conceptualizat ion [belongsl to the 
conventional world. 
saq~vyttfi paramarthah ca sa tyadvayam idam ma tam. 
buddheh ag~çarah ta t tvw budcih~h sqvrî ih ucyate. 263 

In  this circumstance, it could be argued that al1 metaphysical daims are necessarily 

false with respect to the ultimate reality. A s  Pye hirnself says: "skillful means cannot 

be a direct expression of truth. and in some sense therefore is always fal~e."26~ This 

means that for him. skillful means belongs entirely to the conventional world 

whereas the ultimate reality is what he described as the inner consistency that 

cannot be directly stated. While this view may solve some problems with respect to 

explaining why there is an extreme diversity of teachings within the Buddhist 

tradition, it raises, however, new questions at anot her level. 

If the ultimate is beyond conceptualization. what are the criteria for 

distinguishing salutary teachings from perversion? If  the convent ional truth serves 

as a pointer towards the ultimate, as argued by Nagarjuna in his Mülamadhyamaka- 

karika (vya vaharam anâiritya paramgrthah na desyatei, '65 then. is there anyt hing 

common between these two truths? Because it seems that Pye's interpretation of the 

doctrine of upâya leaves these problems without a solution. 1 believe that his view 

concerning the nature of religious language is not adequate. Given this affirmation, 

the onuç is now on me to interpret the above passage. As alluded above. 1 am of the 

opinion that the conventional truth is also an expression of the ultimate. that. to 

some extent. it participates in the reality expressed in the ultimate truth. What is 

the nature of this participation. this is what 1 wish to explain now. 

In chapter two. 1 gave some hints concerning the significance of thoughts in 

the process of spiritual development. There îs another passage. taken from the 

Mahanidana sutta of the Digha Nikaya, which could also be used in support of the 

idea that thoughts are not devoid of spiritual value. I t  goes as follows: 

There are bangs who have cornpletely transcendecl al1 perception of matter. by the vanishing of 
the perception of sensereactions and by nonattention to the perception of variety; thtnking: 
"Space is infinite," they have attained to the sphere of Infinite Space. That IS the fifth station. 
There are beings who, by transcending the Sphere of Infinite Space. thinking: "Consciousness 1s 
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infinite," have attained to the Sphere of infinite Consciousness. That IS the rixth station. There 
are beings who, having transcended the Sphere of [ nfinite Consc~ousness. thmking: There  rs no 
thing," have attained to the Sphere of No-Thingness. That IS the seventh station of 
consciousness. 
San t ' Ànanda sa tta sa bbaso rüpasaiuianm sama t ikka.mil patigha- at thagama nana t ta- 
sansannîân~ arnanasikaa "Anan to àk- " ti akasaBaMyatanupagil A yam paficarni vifii%@a.t.thiti. 
Sant ' Ananda satta sabbaso akaSanananCayatanm samatikkamrna "Anantam vifiEànan " ti 
v i n î ~ m a n i y a  t d p a g a  A yam c h a m  viliÏBZtthiti Sant ' Ananda sa tta sabbaso vifiiEqufi&ya ta- 
n a q  sama tikkamma "Wa t thi kificiti ' ti akifi-%yatanrîpaga A yam sa ttamï vifiiZZat.thiti- 266 

This passage is also another example of what 1 meant when 1 said. in the previous 

chapter, that there is a certain consistency between the means to achieve a 

spiritual experience and the way to describe that very experience. Because 

language can still be used to describe an experience which by definition should be 

beyond language (the Sphere of No-Thingness), 1 believe that the world of 

conventions, to which language belongs, still maintains a certain presence or a 

degree of participation at the transcending level. To understand the nature of the 

participation of language at the level of the ultimate truth is therefore the sarne as 

to inquiry what does it mean to "transcend" the world of conventions? 

1 would like to use two similes to explain the apparent paradox which the 

above affirmation leads us to. First, let us imagine that a person is given a picture 

of a place, a city or a landscape. That person is then required or decides to go to 

that place. The only information he has about reaching it is the picture given to him. 

Now, on the basis of that sole picture. he evaluates the most probable choices, 

makes hypotheses and. assuming that he has also unlimited resources to travel, he 

rnoves around to verify thern. Eventually, he succeeds in reaching the place sought 

for. Then, at that moment, what is the relationship between the picture he has in 

hand and the actual experience of being at the place sought for? 

This picture, although it is a very limited representation of what could be 

seen while being at the place sought for, remains nevertheless a true representation 

of it. Upon seeing that picture. for example, he who has been or is at the place it 

depicts, is likely to recognize it as a representation of that very place and not of 

another. 1 t is therefore in that sense that religious concepts could be viewed as a 

confirmation of the authenticity of the spiritual experience and consequently, that 

religious language, in addition of being a means to a goal, is also a description of 

that goal, hence its metaphysical aspect. 1 n other words, religious concepts are like 

snapshots of the ultimate reality and as such. although capturing only one moment 

of it, they are nevertheless valuable, if not the only clues for leading one to it. At 

2 6 6 ~ ,  1169 IE: Walshe (1987). p. 228-91. 



this point. it is worth noting that. referring to the above simile. no picture can 

describe the experience of being at the place sought for. A picture is always 

somethirig limited with respect to the actual experience of being at the place 

depicts. This limitation is. I believe. what is implied when one says that the ult 

reality is beyond conceptualizat ion. 

fully 

it 

imate 

In this way, religious concepts. which are part of the conventional world. 

always maintain a certain presence at the level of the ultimate reality and for that 

reason. 1 believe that it is not appropriate to Say that they are disposable like a 

map is, once one has arrived at a destination. l nstead of being disposed of. which 

would mean that al1 connections with the ultimate reality are severed and 

consequent ly. t hat there are no criteria for dist inguish ing salutary teachings from 

perversion, it is their function that changes or rather their relationship with the 

apprehending subject that is redef ined. I ndeed. from being the only available picture 

of the reality it represents, it is now integrated into the reality it is meant to 

describe. At this moment. it becomes one event. among an infinity of other events. 

that could be used as guide to as well as a description of the place sought for. In 

other words, it becomes part of the background alluded to in the preceding chapter. 

This change of status is what it means to transcend the world of conventions. To 
make this more explicit. 1 would like to suggest a second simile. 

Let us imagine that one has ro assemble a puzzle. A t  first. al1 the pieces 

which lie apart. are almost meaningless. With one piece only, it is sornetirnes 

possible to guess what the whole puzzle looks like once assembled. On the basis of 

these guesses. one searches for other dues, manages to join more pieces together 

up to the moment when one can really see the picture the puzzle is meant to 

represent. A t  this moment, it becomes very easy to find the position of the 

remaining pieces. The question 1 would like to address at this point is which piece 

of the puzzle is responssble for bringing about the vision of the complete picture? 

One may assume that there was one piece that triggered the experience of 

seeing the global picture. but one has to Say that, given other circumstances. i.e.. a 

different course of event in assembling the pieces. another piece could have been 

responsible for it. Moreover. once the puzzle is completed. al1 the pieces. by the 

very fact that they are now integrated into the whole picture, equally contribute to 

or participate in the formation of this whole picture. One may get rid of a few 

pieces without disturbing the picture. but this should not mean that they are 

disposable. On the contrary, what it means is that they are just not indispensable. In 

this way, even if 1 argue that religious concepts describe or Say something about 



the ultimate reality. there is still some flexibility and diversity with regard to which 

concepts may be used as a means. Only this time. contrary to what Pye's 

interpretat ion of religious language suggests, there are certain limitations as to 

what may be chosen. These limitations are imposed by the ability of these concepts 

to describe or represent. in a limited way, the ultimate experience they are meant 

to bring about. I n  a way, it is because religious concepts are limited with respect to 

the ultimate reality that they may be used as means to reach that ultimate reality; 

similar to the situation in which they have no connections whatsoever with the 

ultirnate reality. if they were encompassing the entire reality. then one would also 

have no sense of direct ion. Like being everywhere at the same time, one can go 

nowhere. To interpret the statement which says that the ultimate reality is beyond 

conceptualization the way 1 suggested above means therefore that religious 

language is at a middle way between nihilism and eternalism. 

iii. The ethical aspect of religious language 

The ethical aspect refers to what is said about the emotional and behavioral 

content of a given spiritual experience. In the second chapter. 1 gave a few 

examples of what the fruits of undergoing such experience could be. First of all, 

there is an absence of fear which results in a self-sacrif icing attitude and the 

acquisition of an earnest and spontaneous desire to heip al1 sentient beings. This 

state of fearlessness is further characterized by a stable mind as weI1 as by feelings 

of contentment and joy. The most important of these fruits. however, is probably the 

acquisition of a perfect peace of mind. 

In the third chapter. 1 made a few references to the importance of this 

peace of mind. In fact. it is so important that. as Griffiths explained. it has become 

identical with enlightenment itself. In that chapter. 1 also questioned the validity of 

any spiritual approach that considers this experience of peace of mind as an end in 

itself. 1 argued that. in the context of such spiritual approach, any ideas or 

concepts ought to be viewed as disposable means. This view was rejected, from the 

perspective of the quality of the resulting spiritual experience. i.e., on the ground of 

its inability to transcend the duality of the subject and the object and. from the 

historical point of view. on the ground of its inappropriateness to account for the 

behavior of living Buddhists with regard to their evaluation of the various means to 

enlightenment. 

Contrary to this view, it could be argued thai the experience of perfect 

peace of mind is only a result of acquiring some kind of knowledge or wisdom. As 



Paul Griff it hs pointed out earlier. as an alternative to the spiritual approach 

suggested above. enlightenment consists in seeing t hings the way t hey actually are. 

If one is attached to things and consequently experiences suffering on account of 

being separated from them. it is fundamentally because one does not see the real 

nature of these things. The tendencies such as desire and hatred which arise in 

relation to the objects of the phenomenal world are in fact only secondary: one has 

to overcome first the ignorance that is causing these tendencies. Given this view. 

the acquisition of the liberating knowledge is the first priority or the final objective 

and consequently, the practice of moral discipline and mental restraint are to be 

considered as prercquisites for this acquisition of the liberating knowledge. 

This view is. as Gethin says, "basically a manifestation of the principles of 

the consecutive stages of the path or of the hierarchy of sïla, samâdhi and 

pan72a. *' 267 1 n this regard. Sangharakshita argues that: 

According to the Threefold Way, spiritual life begins with sïla or morality, then proceeds to 
samdhi or meditation. and concludes with praJnaor Wtsdom. Ethics is oniy srla in the Buddhist 
sense if it is a step on the path. Since the pat h leads towards the goal of Buddhahood, moral 
action LS not merely the expression of skilful states of rnind but fias Buddhahood as its ultimate 
o b j e ~ t . ~ ~ ~  

This rneans that etnics or rather the criteria of what it means to behave ethically 

are not to be seen as some kind of ultimate truth, i.e., a code which is structured on 

the revelations of a Cod as a law-giver, but rather as guidelines for developing the 

mental states conducive to the higher practices of the spiritual path. As 

Sangharakshita himself says: "The primary terms of ethical evaluat ion are not 'good* 

and 'bad' but 'skilful' and 'unskilful'".269 

This Threefold Way is. according to the Buddhist tradition. a way to 

subsume the Eightfold path iariya-atthangika-magga) which is the fovrth Noble 

Truth taught by the Buddha in his first discourse at Baranasi. i.e.. the truth 

concerning the path leading to the cessation of suffering idukkha-nirodha- 

garnini-patipadd. This idea has been conf irmed by Et ienne Lamot te. an eminent 

scholar of Buddhism: 

La quatrième vérité sainte [...l a pour objet le chemin conduisant a la destruction de la douleur 
(duhkhanirodhagiiminï pratipadl. Le noble chemin à huit branches défini dans le sermon de 
Bénares comporte trois éléments: la moralité. la concentration et la sagesse. 270 



This Eightfold path consists of: 1. Right View Isammaditthil, 2. Right Thought 

sarikappal, 3. Right Speech f'sammà-vacd, 4. Right Act ion Isamma-kammantal, 

5. Right Livelihood fsamma-aival, 6. Right Effort Isamma-vayàmal, 7. Right Mind- 

fulness Isarnma-satd and 8. Right Concentration (samma-samadhil. Consequently, 

according to the Threefold Way, sïla would consist in the factors 3 to 5. samâdhi. 

factors 6 to 8 and pafifiz, factors 1 and 2. 

At this point, it is to be noticed that the standard sequence of the Eightfold 

path does not give the normative progression of sila, samadhi and p a n a  but 

instead, pafifS,  sïla and samadhi. According to Walshe, "this is because, while some 

preliminary wisdom is needed to start on the path. the final flowering of the higher 

wisdom follows after the development of morality and c ~ n c e n t r a t i o n " . ~ ~ ~  To some 

extent this is true, however, it seems that this change of order reveals something 

more. 

Etienne Lamotte's statement just quoted above is following the Cütavedalla 

sutta's method of classifying the eight factors in terms of sila, samâdhi and pafiÏZ. 

According to Cethin, "scholars have tended to ignore the discussion in the sutta 

that immediately precedes this": 

'1s it, sister. that the three aggregates of [sila, samiidhi and panna 1 are comprised bv the arryo 
attharigrko maggo, or 1s i t  t hat the ariyo atthaiigiko maggo is comprised by the t hree 
aggrega t es?' 
'The three aggregates are not, ViSkha comprised bv the arwo atthangiko maggo. but the arryo 
attharigiko maggo is, Visak ha, comprised by the t hree aggregates.' 
ariyena nu kho ayye auharigtkena maggene tayo khandha samgahïtil udàhu nhi khandhehi ariyo 
auharigiko maggo samgahïto CI. na kho avuso Visakha ariyena atthangrkena maggena tayo 
khandha samgahlto flhi ca kho âvux, Visakha khandhehi anyo atthangiko maggo ~ a m ~ a h i t o . ~ ~ ~  

What is to be intended here is made explicit in the commentary of this passage, as 

reported by Gethin: 

Herein, because the magga is specific while the three aggregates are al1 inclusive. therefore. 
because of its specificity, i t  is comprised by the three al1 indusive aggregates Iike a city by a 
kingdom. 
ettha yasma maggo sappadeso tayo khandha nrppades.2. tasma ayam sappadesatta nagaram viya 
rapna nippadesehi flhi khandhehi samgahito. 

A t  this point, Gethin is asking: "So why is the ariyo attharigiko maggo comprised bv 

the three khandhas but not vice ver~a?"~74 The answer suggested by Gethin is as 

follows: 

27 Walshe ( 1987). p. 25. 
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The triad of sila, srnadhi and paj5i% implies a comprehensive ~ raded  description of the stages of 
the spiritual path. In t e m  of content it comprises the successive stages in full, and while 
reflecting the overail general nature of the actual stages of the path, t t  does in part represent 
sornething of an ideal s ~ h e r n e . ~ ~  

The reasons why it is considered as an ideal scheme is the fact that it is generally 

understood, withtn the Buddhist tradition, that if one tries to develop panfia, it 

becomes apparent that some measure of sarnadhi is required and if one tries to 

develop samadhi, some degrre of sÏla is needed. What this means in practice, as 

Gethin says, "is that it is understood that someone can have developed sila but need 

not necessariiy have developed samadhi and paGG; someone cari have deveioped 

sila and samàdhi, but not necessarily have deveIoped p a 5 S  to any great degree. 

Howeve:, the converse cannot be ~0.~276 

In theory, this hierarchy of spiritual achievements may make sense. but in 

practice, the relationship between nia, samadhi and pan* seems to be a little bit 

more subtle than that. Indeed, in the Sonadanda sutta, one is told by the Brahmin 

Sonadanda: 

Just as. Gotama one might wash hand with hand or foot with foot. even so panrià is fully 
washed by sïla sila is fully washed by pfin5- where there is sïla there IS pafin? where there is 
pafin3 there is sila; one who has sila has pafinâ one who has pafiZI has s71a sila and pafK2 
together are declareci the summit of the world. 
seyyathâpi bho Gotama hatthena va hattham dhopeyya, padena va padan? dhopeya evam eva kho 
bho Go tarna sila-paridhota pan%@ pane-paridhotam s7Iam, ya t tha sïiztm ta ttha panpaniZ ya t tha 
panf i  ta ttha d a m ,  sila vat0 pan-ni pannava to sïlam, sïla-pafiÏZnan- ca pana lokasmzm aggam 
akkhayaci ti. 

Although this passage considers the stages of the path by way of just sila and p a f i a  

-the context was a discussion on what is required for one to be a true Brahmin-- i t  

could be assumed that samadhi is to be included in this scheme as well. Indeed, in 

the Mahaparinibbana, it is said: "samadhi when imbued with sila leads to great fruit 

and profit. ParTi2 when imbued with concentration leads to great fruit and profit." 

hlaparibhavito samadhi mahapphalo hoti mahânisamso, samadhi-paribhavita p a n e  

mahapphala hoti mahànisamsâl. 278 Therefore, what th is passage presumab ly means 

"is that the intent to develop sïla is seen as bound up with panfiif and that the 

developrnent of sZa naturally tends to the development of panna and samifdhi. The 

- - - - 
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latter two in turn tend to the development of sïla. "9 Consequent ly. the hierarchy 

referred to above should not "mean that when the novice at the in~tial stages of the 

path establishes sïla, he does not also in sorne way and to some degree begin to 

develop samadhi and p a n a ,  or that when the adept at the advanced stage of the 

path develops paiFS he does not need sila or samadhi. As one of my colleagues 

There appears to be a very close causal relationship between sila, samàdhr and pafinîà. They are 
dependent on each other to arise. They are regarded as three classes of eight paths and therefore 
each of them can be a primary path and support the others. The fulfillment of knowledge. ethical 
conduct or meditative practices cannot be obtained independent IV; each of them IS inaccessrble if 

treated separateiy. They can be considered as three aspects of an elernent or three qualities of 
Nibbàna. Sila, sarnàdhi and paiS are so related with each other that when this arises the other 
naturally ar-; t here is no need to make effort to have the other a r i ~ e . ~ ~  l 

In support of his last affirmation, he quotes the following passage taken from the 

Angu t tara Nikaya: 

Monks, for one whose body is calmed there is no need for the thought: feel happiness. This, 
monks. is in accordance with nature-that one whose body ts calmed feels happiness. Monks. for 
one who is happy there is no need for the thought: my mind LS concentrated. lt follows that the 
happy man's mind is concentrated. Monks. for one who ts concentrated there is no need for the 
thought: 1 know and see things as they really are. It follows naturally that one concentrated does 
so. Monks, for one who knows and see things as they really are there is no need for the thought: 
1 feel revulsion; interest fades in me. It follows naturally that such a one feels revuIsion and 
fading interest. 
passaddhakayassa, bhikkha ve, na cetaniiya karwÏym sukhaq~ vediymî t i  dhamma ta 
& bhikkha ve. y a q ~  passaddhaka,vo sukham vediyati sukh ;no, bhik kha ve, na cetanaya 
karmïyaq c i t t m  me samàdhryatü t i  dhammata e s  bhikkhave, yam sukhino cittam 
samadhiyati. samahitassa, bhrkkhave, na cetanaya karanlyaq yathabhütam  mi -mi t ~ .  
dhammata e s  bhrkkha ve. yam samiïhito yathabhütam Fati  passati. yathabhütam, bhrkkha ve, 
m a t 0  pasrato na cetanaya karagiyarg nibbandrnr v i r a f l  t i  dharnmata e s  bhikkhave, yam 
yathdbhütam p n a y  passam nibbanda ti v iral- t i  202 

With regard to the Eightfold path then, it  implies that it is not to be 

understood primarily as a description of the successive stages of the path. Indeed. 

according to Saddhatissa, a Buddhist monk and translator often writing for non- 

specialists: 

The path leading to the release from suffering is said to be eight-fold. These are not consecutive 
steps. The eight factors are interdependent and must be perfected sirnultaneously, the fulfilment 
of one factor being unlikely without at least the partial developrnent of the o t h e r ~ . ~ ~ ~  
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1 shall come back to this idea of interdependence when discussing the role of the 

paramitas or Perfections in the context of the cultivation of bodhicitta. 1 ndeed. as 

with the Eightfold path and its threefold division into sila, samadhi and panfi& there 

is also a tendency to view the various paramitas as successive stages of spiritual 

achievements, one leading to the other. For the moment. 1 would like to finish the 

present discussion on the significance of the ariyo attharigiko maggo. 

While the scheme consisting in the triad of slla, samadhi and pazfia may be 

seen as a general picture of the various aspects of the path. the ariyo atthangiko 

maggo as a whole represents. according to Gethin. "an actual manifestation of al1 

three aspects so that the a r i .  aftharigiko maggo can be seen as the essential 

distillation of the aggregates of sila. samadhi and pafiiia:' 2s4 in other words. the 

ariyo aftharigiko maggo is the consummatioo of the development of sila. samadhi and 

pafi52. As Gethin further explains: 

I t is the path or way of life that issues from that developrnent. 1 ts end is a reflection and 
crystallization of the way one has corne. in other words, the developrnent of sila samdhi and 
p a m  in al1 its various aspects culminates in right view, right thought, rrght speech, right 
action. right livelihood, right striving, right mindfulness. rrght concentration-pafin7 sila and 
samdhr. the three essential aspects in perfect balance.B5 

In support of his affirmation, Gethin essentially argues that the Eightfold path is 

where one wishes to arrive as well as the way one must go to get there. In other 

words, "the ariyo atthangiko maggo is the transformation of view, thought, speech. 

action. livelihood. striving. mindfulness and concentration into right view. right 

thought. right speech. right action. right livelihood. right striving, right mindfulness. 

right concentration."286 How then the Eightfold path could be seen not only as a 

means but also as the goal of spiritual endeavor? Gethin gives the following 

arguments. 

First of al], the Buddhist tradition seems to view the ariyo atthangiko maggo 

as a kind of yardstick against which al1 spiritual practice could be compared. 

1 ndeed, in the Mahâparinibbana sutta, when Subhadda asked the Buddha whether 

teachers such as Pürana Kassapa have al1 realized the truth. the Buddha responded: 

Enough. Subhadda, leave aside this question of whether al1 who daim direct knowledge for 
thernselveç really have not had direct knowledge, or whether çome have and some have not. 1 
shall teach you dhamma Subhadda. Hear it, pay careful attention, 1 shall speak ... Now tn the 
dhamma-vinaya where the noble eight-factored path is not found there too the samaria [leaders in 



religious life287~ is not found there too the second ... the third ... the fourth samma is not found. 
But in the dhamma-vinaya where the noble eight-factored path is found, there too the samm is 
found, there too the second ... the third ... the fourth samwa IS found. 
a l m  Subhadda titthatètanj sabbe te sakaya pa.tliTiZiya abbhasïfiamsu, sabbe va na abbhafifiamsu 
u d w  ekacce a b b h m u  ekacce na abbhaiükquü tr. dhamrnam te Subhadda destzz8m1. tam 
sunàhi Sdhukatq manasikarohi bh&issami ti ... yasm- kho Subhadda dhamma-vinaye anyo 
aflhangiko maggo na upalabbhati, samano pi tattha na upalabbhati dutryo ... tatiyo ... catuttho pr 
tattha na upalabbha t i  yasmifi ca kho Subhadda dharnma-vrnaye arryo altharigiko maggo 
upalabbhati, samaflo pi tattha upalabbhati dutiyo ... tatiyo ... catuttho pr tattha samario 
upalabbhati 288 

As such, the ariyo attharigiko maggo seerns to be viewed not as a specific path, but 

rather, as something encompassing some kind of principle which is the essence of al1 

spiritual paths. The understanding of t his principle, rather then going through the 

different stages it refers to, appears to be the solution to the basic problem of 

suffering. In other words, the ariyo auharigiko maggo, as the fourth Noble Truth. is 

something one is awakened to. In fact, not only the fourth Noble Truth. but the 

entire scheme of the four Noble Truths. This rnight explain why realization of these 

Noble Truths is seen, in the S~mafXaphala sutta of the Digha Nikaya. as an 

accomplishrnent of the practice of the four jhanas or meditations. I f  the ariyo 

attharigiko maggo were to be considered simply as path. then one would face a 

paradox: how could it be possible to follow a path whose accomplishment results in 

understanding the path to follow? This idea that the ariyo attharigiko maggo is to be 

seen as the content of spiritual esperience might become clearer when considering 

Gethin's second argument. 

The second argument addresses the significance of the term ariya in the 

expression ariyo althafigiko maggo. This term has been analyzed in the context of 

the Abhidhamma but, according to Gethin, its usage has been somewhat overlooked 

when considering early Pali literature such as the Nikayas. In this regard, Gethin 

beiieves that "the Nikayas' technical usage of the term arjya must be considered in 

broad agreement with, although not always as ciear cut as, the usage in the 

AbhidhammdAbhidharma literature."*89 This usage can be summarized thus: 

In t e m  of Buddhist spiritual hierarchy it is applied to anything that is directly associated with 
the world-transcending llokuttad knowkdge of the strearnattainer, the once-returner, the non- 
returner and the arahant/arhat- the 'noble persons' fariya-puggaldilrya-pudgald. B y way of 
contrat we have the 'world' flokd the sphere of the five senses fkàmâvacaral, the jhànas of the 
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forrn sphere fnJ@vacaral and the fomless sphere farüpavacaral; in short, the 'world' accessible to 
the ordinary man fputhujpnd- 

What this means is that "there are strong grounds for thinking that the ariyo 

attharjgiko maggo should be particularly associated with the notion of sotapaf ti (the 

stage of stream-attainerl.29' Indeed. a passage taken from the Samyutta 

Nikaya conf irms t his: 

The "strearn" is spoken of Sariputta. What stream is th&. Sariputta?' 
me stream, lord, is p s t  the noble eight-factored path. narnely right view ... right concentration.' 
'Cood. good, Sàriput ta ... The "stream-attainer" is spoken of, Sariputta What stream-at tainer 1s 
th&? 
'Now, lord. one who is endowed with this noble eight-factored path he ts said to be a stream- 
attainer-pst a venerable one of sorne name, of some family' 
sot0 solo ti ha Sariputta vuccati. katamo nu kho Sariputta soto ti. ayam eva hi bhante artyo 
attharigiko maggo soto, seyyathïdm sarnmaditthi. pe. sammâ-sanadhi Ci. sadhu Sdhu 
Sariputta ... sotâpanno sotâpanno ti htdam Saripotta vvccati. katamo no kho Sariputta sotâpanno 
ti. yo hi bhante imina arryena anharig~kena maggena sarnannagato. a v w  rruccatr sotâpanno 
y o y m  ayasma e v m  namo evam gotto ti. r)2 

The significance of the term ariya is therefore to identify. whatever knowledge or 

behavior is associated to it. something that is possible only after a certain spiritual 

breakthrough has occurred. This means that sila, which is right speech, right action 

and right livelihood, is not a prerequisite for the acquisition of s a m ~ d h i  and paf im 

but rather it is a characteristic of what it means to undergo that spiritual 

breakthrough. 1 n this regard. 1 would like to present a simile, taken again from the 

Samyutta Nikaya. which 1 believe illustrates well the conception of the spiritual 

progress related to the ariyo atthangiko maggo: 

As if, bhikkhus, a person wandering in the forest, in the jungle were to see an ancient path, an 
ancient road along which men of oId had gone. And he would follow it. and as he followed it he 
would see an ancient city, an ancient seat of kings which men of old had inhabited, possessing 
parks. gardem. lotus-ponds. with high walls a delightful place. And then that person wodd tell 
the king of his minister: 'You should surely know, sir, that while wandering in the forest, in the 
jungle 1 saw an ancient path ... and ancient city ... a delightful place. Claim that citv. sir" And 
then the king of the king's minister would daim that city. And after a time that City would 
become prosperous and wealthy. with many people, f illed with people. achieving growth and 
prosperity. Just so, 1 saw an ancient path. the ancient road along which the fully awakened ones 
of old had gone ... narnely the noble eight-factored path ... 1 followed it and following it 1 knew 
directly old age and death, the arising of old age and death. the cessation of old age and death, the 
way leading to the cessation of old age and death." 
seyyathâpi bhikkave puriso aranile pavane caramilno passeyya p u r a m  maggam 
pub bakehi manussehi an uyatartj so t m  anugaccheyya tam an ugacchan to passeyya pur- 
nagaram pu- H@-dh&im pubbakehi manussehi amvuttham &?masampannam 
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sampannam pokkarwïsampannam uddapavan t m  r a m ~ ï y a m  a tha kho so bhikkhave purim 
miüb va rw-mahâmattassa va aoceyya yagghe bhante @eyy&i a h m  addasam a r a n i  pavane 
caramZïno pur i3m~ rnagg.1 ... pur- nagarm ... ramwïyam. tam bhante nagarm mapehr ti. 
atha kho bhikkhave va m-mahihnatto va t w  nagarw mapeyya tad assa nagaram aparena 
samayena iddham ceva ph7ta.m ca bahupnam a k i ~ - m a n u s m  vuddhi-vepulla-ppa ttam. e v m  
eva k h v â h ~  bhikkhave a d d a m  pur- m a g g m  puri@ai7jasm pubbakehr sarnma- 
sambuddhehi anuviltm ... ayam eva ariyo attharigiko rnaggo ... tam anugacchim. tam 
anugacchanto p - m m  a bbhaiiZsim. pa-mar.asamudayam a bbhaiuiasiim, p~%~~ar-- 
nrrodham abbhat%Bim, jarPrnaana-nirodha-g~ini~ patipadam abbhan'iiasrm 2!33 

Gethin suggests to consider this simile from the point of view of the king. He is 

without doubt likened to the aspirant to enlightenment who has been instructed from 

the Buddha about the existence of a path leading to cessation of suffering. The king 

must find the path in the jungle himself. For that. he has to first accept on trust the 

existence of such path. This path. which is somewhere in the jungle. is not 

something easily accessible. Therefore. the search for i t rnay involve some 

wandering, doubts rnay also arise as to its existence. etc. But as soon as he comes 

across the path he was eagerly searching, one rnay assume that he experiences 

great relief because. having seen the way to the delightful place. the possibility to 

reach it is now a certainty. Similarly, the aspirant to enlightenment rnay work with 

ordinary view and practices. at this point he rnay doubt the existence of a path 

leading to the cessation of suffering but then. he comes across the Eightfold path 

and follows it. What it means to follow this path is what 1 discussed in the context 

of bodhiprasth~nacitta, i.e.. to go along a Stream in which motivation and self- 

centered desires. even that for enlightenment. are absent and in which mental 

factors t hat al low spiritual progression are present. 

At this point I believe that it is obvious why 1 consider that religious 

language could be true from an ethical perspective. A religious concept is true from 

the ethical point of view because there is no difference between the way to 

describe a behavior which is induced by such concept or its implications, at the 

worldly level. and that which results from assimilat ing or integrating it. as a kind of 

spiritual breakthrough. Before the experience. the change of behavior rnay be a 

conscious act requiring efforts; af ter the experience. the desired behavior has 

become spontaneous, like a second nature. This idea of truth from the ethical point 

of view also means that behavior is a sign of spiritual accomplishment. as was the 

case with the Buddha. In the Samafifiaphala sutta. for example, one is told that it 

29%. 11 - 105-6 [E: Cet hin ( 1992). p. 224-51. 



happens that a Tathagata arises in the world, an Arahant. fully-enlightened Buddha, 

endowed with w isdom and conduct (vijjz-caranasampanno). 294 

In chapter two, while discussing the ethical aspect of the concept of 

bodhicitta. 1 gave a few examples of the spontaneous character of the behavior of 

the bodhisattva. 1 have aiso shown that motivation, at this level, had no role to play. 

As a matter of fact, such motivation, because it reinforces the distinction between 

subject and object, could even be counter-product ive. I f mot Ïvat ion had some 

importance, it could be for bringing one to this state of spontaneous behavior. In 

the case of bodhicitta, for example, the arising of bodhrcitta always means a change 

of behavior. one of which is the acquisition of an earnest and spontaneous desire to 

help al1 sentient beings. One way to acquire this desire could therefore be to 

actually try to be of help to al1 sentient beings. One should not, however, interpret 

this statement as a desire leading to the achievement of a mental state 

characterized by the desire to help; as already discussed, this approach might not 

be sufficient to rise one above the duality of subject and object or more precisely, 

the duality between the situation in which one helps and the one in which one does 

not. 

Given this circumstance, 1 believe that the appropriate approach would be 

instead to search for the feeling that is likely to result from understanding that the 

desire to help al1 sentient beings is a characteristic of having produced bodhicitta. 

In other words, to try to feel already what one is supposed to feel when 

acknowledging bodhicitta as a description of one's only reality. ln  this way. one 

combines the functional, the metaphysical as well as the ethical aspects of religious 

language. How this can be done will be revealed by expiaining the cultivation of 

awareness. 



2. The cultivation of awareness 

There is, 1 believe, a key passage in the Bodhicaryavatara which makes the 

cult ivat ion of awareness quite explicit. This passage is closely connected to the one 

previously used to criticize the concept of bodhicitta as object of concentration. 1 

would therefore like to provide a fresh translation of it and comment it on with the 

help of Prajakaramat i's Sanskrit commentary. 

Even if the world is known to be constituted of illusion, how could a tendency be destroyed. as  
[for exarnplel the creator of an illusory woman. who manages to faIl in love with his [creationp 
j S t e  mayopamatve 'pi ka tham kleso nlvartate. 
yada rnayatriym rgasta tkart uh api pyate- 

[The reason is thatl the impression disturbing [a clear perception of1 reality of the creator has not 
been worn out. Consequently. in that moment of seeing her. his impression of emptiness is 
weak. 
aprahina hi ta tkartuh fleyasamkleSa vaSanZ 
tad dystikde tasflto durbalà Sunya v&nà  

By reinforcing the impression of emptiness, the impression [whlch causes the beiief in] existence 
will be abandoned. And with the practice of [thinking] that nothing [ex~stence as well as the idea 
of absence of existence] is, the impression of ernptiness will afterwards also be worn out. 
Sünyata-vàsmaadhanat hïya te bhava vaSana 
kificit n&ti iti ca a bhyàsat sa api paScat prahïya te. 

When existence is not conceived of on account of imagining that i t  is not. then how can the idea 
of absence of existence. which is [nowj without support, stand in front of the mind? 
yada na labhyate bhavo yo na asti iti prakalpyate, 
tada niraÇrayo 'bhavah k a t h m  tethet mateh purah. 

If neither existence nor non-existence can stand in front of the mind. then (the mindi havrng no 
other alternat ive, will be without support and become pacifieci. 
,va& na bhàvo na abhàvd mateh santisthate purah. 
tada anyagatya bhavena niralamba pr* yati. 2!35 

This experience in which the impression of emptiness itself is dissolved and the mind 

pacif ied is called the "empt iness of empt iness" because al1 objects of imagination 

have been destroyed karvasarikalpahan~ya SünyatamrtadeSand. 296 

A t  first, this passage identifies a problem related to the cause of one's 

attachment: if the world is an illusion, Le., without real existence, how can it def ile 

the mild of the people? There is a problem because it is assumed that a thing, in 

order to leave a trace on a mind, must be truly existent. This idea has been used as 

an objection to the concept of emptiness itself. 1 ndeed, in the Vigrahavyavartanï of 

2 9 5 ~ ~ ~ ,  1 X-3 1-35. 
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Nagarjuna. the objector believes that it wouid not be appropriate (na ca etat 

istam) 297 to admit that things which are empty are capable of performing actions 

(Sünya api sarvabhàva karyakriyâsamartha bha veyuhl. 298 This objection is based 

on a misunderstanding of what it means for a thing to be empty. As  Nagarjuna says: 

things are empty because of being dependent ly originated Iprat~tyasam- 

utpannatvatl 299 and not because they are absent. so that objects like a cart, a pot. 

a cloth. etc. may perform specific functions such as carrying things and protecting 

f rom cold. (yathg ca prafityasamutpannatvst sva bhavaiünyâ api rathapataghata- 

adayah svesu svesu karyesu kasthatrnamrttikaharane madhiîdakapayasàm dharane 

sfta-vliti7tapaparitrmprabhmu vartante). 300 Sim ilarly. the example of the creator 

of an illusory woman who becomes infatuated in his creation is given as an 

argument in favor of the fact that things, although they are lacking intrinsic 

existence, can nevert heless cause the impregnat ion of mental habits such as desire. 

This example appears to be appropriate because one is told by the commentator 

Prajfiakaramat i, it is possible for certain magician to create illusory objects by 

means of sacred formulae or drugs (mantra-ausadhi-s~rthya-nirmital. 301 These 

objects were definitively unreal and yet, one. including their creator. could develop 

feelings of attachment towards them. 

The reason why one is likely to develop such feelings of attachment is given 

in the second verse of the above passage: it is because one's mind is permeated, so 

to speak. with the idea that things have an inherent existence (vastu-svabhavata- 

samaropat) 302 and that prevents one from seeing things as they really are. The 

term samaropah usually rneans attribution or mental assumption. In the light of my 

explanation of the dual awareness, I believe that it refers to the background which 

def ines al1 objects of perception. This means that the idea that things are endowed 

with an inherent existence is not an object of perception. but rather, it is what 

defines al1 objects that are perceived. The word that is used to identify this 

phenomenon of impregnation is vasana (impression). The choice of this term is 

interesting by itself because it cornes from the verbal root dvâs which gives the 

verb vasayati. According to Apte, it means: 1. to scent, perfume, incense, fumigate. 

297~hat  tacharya ( 19781, p. 97. 
298~hattacharya ( 1978). p. 97. 
299~hattacharya ( 1978). p. 108. 
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make fragrant; 2. to steep, infuse; and 3. spice, season.303 More interesting is the 

process used to perfume, for example, cloths: one would put in a box one piece of 

cloth which has been soaked in perfume under a pile of unsoaked cloths; by the 

process of suffusion al1 the unsoaked cloths will be impregnated by the scent of the 

perfume. Similarly, the idea of inherent existence impregnates al1 objects of 

perception. Because of that, the impression that things lack inherent existence is 

weak if not totally absent. 

This impression, according to Prajfiakaramati, is caused by the successive 

repetition of acknowledging the wrong idea (paramparabhyasta-mithya-vikalpa) 304 

that things are inherently existing and it is comparable to an impregnation or a 

karma -formation which is planted like a seed in the mental continuum (bÏja-bhûta- 

citta-santati-samskaa-àdh~narn). 305 Civen t his process of impregnat ion. the 

antidote (pratipaksah) prescribed is to develop or CU lt ivate the impression t hat 

things lack inherent existence also by the constant practice of thinking that nothing 

is actually existent (kificit na asti iti abhy~sat). This pract ice is not characterized by 

fixing one's mind on the idea that nothing exists. but rather. it is a kind of 

investigation involving every aspect of the cognitive faculty. 

The term that seems to be usually used to designate that investigation is 

vicara. Indeed, a little bit further in the ninth chapter of the Bodhicaryàvatara. it is 

said: 

I f ,  in the presence of an annihilating cause, there is no production of suf fering, then it would 
mean that what is called "feeling" LS the rault of an attachrnent to a false idea. 
vrruddhapratyaya-utpa~tau duhkhasya anudayo yadi 
kalpanabhiniveSo hi vedana iti agatam nanu. 

Therefore. this investigation is conceived as the antidote Lof this unjustifid feeling]. That is 
why, it is, for the yogis. the food -which consists of the content of any conceptual mind 
activity- of their rneditative absorption. 
at& eva viWah ayam pratrpak& asya bhàvya te. 
vikalpa-ktrasqbh ütadhyilnaah&?h hr yqinah 3û6 

What is meant by this conceptual rnind activity (vikalpa) is a passionless lviviktam 

kamaih) analysis (vitarka) of the idea that what is called "feeling" is the result of an 

attachment to a false idea (kalpan~bhiniveio vedana iti). 30' What should be noticed 

also in this passage, is the link between meditation (dhyanal and vicara; viczra 



appears to bring about a deeper dhyzna and consequently, a greater peace of mind. 

Indeed. Prajfiakaramati said that when one is investigating hicaryamanal the fact 

that in reality the "1" does not exist (aham eva na klscit vastuvat), one should not 

experience fear. Therefore. from investigation fear ceases (ito 'pi victlrat traso 

nivartate). 308 A last point concerning this term is worth mentioning. In his 

commentary of the 109th verse of chapter nine of the Bodhicary&atifra, Prajfia- 

karamati gives the term vimariah as a gloss for vicarah. This term means, according 

to Apte: 1. dehberation, consideration, examination, discussion; 2. reasoning; 3. a 

conflicting judgment; 4. hesitation; 5. the impression left on the mind by past good or 

bad actions; see vasanif; and 6. knowledpe.309 This definition seems to encompass al1 

major components of what is meant bv vicaa. Firstly, it is a critical examination and 

reasoning on the basis of accepted truths, secondly, it is an hesitation in the sense 

that it challenges the assumptions of what is invest igated and f inally, it is also the 

result of its activity, i.e., it leaves a new impression on the mind of the investigator. 

This investigation is what 1 called the cultivation of awareness. The content 

of an awareness is the background which defines al1 objects of perception. In some 

Advaita Vedanta schools of thought. for example, it is said that the phenomenal 

world is a projection on a screen; this is true to the estent that the screen is not 

only a reality to be discovered but also something that has to be created or caused 

to be revealed. The cultivation of awareness is therefore characterized by building 

up an awareness of a background. 1 n this regard, it might be interesting to draw a 

parallel w ith Christian iconography. According to the Slavic iconographers, the 

background of the icon is called "light" Isvet). Its function is specifically to reveal 

the presence of the divine in the scene represented. In fact. every element of this 

scene is depicted in such a way that it is always the background that imposes itself. 

This is the effect that the iconographer has to reproduce in each of his icons 

whatever scene he represents. Similarly. the cultivation of an awareness is to depict 

the phenornenal world in such a way that the content of this awareness becomes 

more and more obvious. A s  such, the background is made to cover al1 aspects of 

existence or every and each moment of existence is caused to be viewed as a 

manifestation of it. 1 believe that when one look at spiritual practice from this 

perspective, the differences between the various traditions of Buddhism such as 



Theravada and Mahayana are only in terms of the content of awareness and not in 

terms of the spiritual approach. Let us look at two examples. 

i. Examples o f  the cultivation o f  awareness 
I n  the Mahâsatipatthana sutta of the Digha Nikaya. a text of the Theravâda 

tradition. one finds the canonical explanation of the Noble Truth of Suffering: 

And what, monks, 1s the Noble Tmth of Suffering7 Birth is suffering, ageing is suffering, death 
is suffering, sorrow, lamentation. pain, sadness and distress are suffering. Being attached to the 
unloved is suffering, k i n g  separated from the loved is suffering, not getting what one wants is 
suffering. In short. the five aggregates of grasping are suffering. 
katammaRa bhikkhave dukkhaq ariyasaccm7 Jafi pr dukkha y d p i  dukkha [vyadhi pi dukkhal 
m a r w  pi dukkham, soka-parideva-dukkhadomanass~pay&~ pi dukk ha yarn 
p' ~ c c h a q ~  na labhab fam pi d u k k h q  san&h;ttena p5cupadiTnakkhandha dokkha 310 

1 t appears that. in this short explanation of the idea of suffering, one already f inds 

two levels of investigation. 

The first level is related to more conventional matters such as the loss of a 

loved one. It is a reflection on what our daily life has in store for us. I t  is meant to 

intensify Our sense of dissatisfaction with the world. Historically speaking. it could 

be argued that this idea of suffering is above al1 a result of the conditions the early 

Buddhists found themselves. Indeed: 

Severai reasons have been suggested to account for this great wave of pessimisrn, occurring as it 

did in an expanding society, and in a culture that was rapidly developing both intellectually and 
materially. It has been suggested that the change in outlook was due to the break-up of old tribes 
and their replacement by kingdorns wherein ethnic ties and the sense of securitv that they gave 
were lost or weakened. thus leading to a deep-seated psychological unease affecting al1 sections 
of the [ I 

Given this circumstance, many people comment ing on the Buddhist tradition as a 

whole have been tempted to interpret the First Noble Truth of the Buddha as a 

reiteration of this mood of pessimism. To that, other scholars have reacted by 

saying that this interpretation overlooks the fact that there is a Fourth Noble 

Truth, i.e.. a way leading to its cessation.312 This would mean that the reflection on 

the idea of suffering is a means to awaken and reinforce the desire to escape a 

dissatisfying world. This is probably one way of conceiving the signif icance of the 

First Noble Truth but 1 beiieve that it is not appropriate: it faiis to explain the 

OD. 1 1-305 IE: Walshe ( 1987). p. 3441. 
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philosophical developments t hat the Buddhists produced most probably from 

investigating the various implications related to this idea of suffering. 

1 think that the First Noble Truth was not meant to serve as a kind of 

justification for spiritual involvement. On the contrary, the decision to find a way to 

change one's dissatisfying condition is always assumed in the teachings of the 

Buddha. Indeed. he gives advice or refutes his challengers always on questions 

concerning the way; there is no instance of proselytism on the part of the Buddha 

or his disciples.3'3 Instead, 1 am of the opinion that the investigation related to the 

idea of suffering is meant to deepen one's meditative absorption. One can easily 

imagine that the understanding of the painful nature of one's daily existence leads 

one to develop a sense of detachment from the things likely to cause pain. This is 

already a spiritual approach producing some fruits. It is, however. possible that 

such understanding might not be suff icient: one mav have doubt about the 

universality of the idea of suffering by arguing that despite the impression that life 

is suffering, it also has its good moments; one has simply to accept this alternation 

of ups and downs. In order to offset such a doubt, one's investigation has to reach a 

level beyond the psychological dimension. 

It appears that there is a more subtle form of suffering that can only be 

perceived by the pract ice of what Vetter called "the discriminat ive insight."3I4 

According to those who went beyond the ordinary sphere of perception, al1 

existence is characterized by impermanence (anicca). the absence of essence or 

hard core (anattal and their potential to lead to suffering or the fact that they are 

unsatisfactory Idukkha). Each of these characteristics became the theme of many 

meditative practices as well as the source of the development of metaphysical 

theories concerning the nature of t hings. For instance, the meditat ion on the 

decaying body could be used to neutralize certain mental habits, as mentioned in the 

third chapter, but 1 would argue that its main purpose is to bring about an ever 

greater awareness of the idea of impermanence. A s  a rnatter of fact. those who 

pursued the investigation on the idea of impermanence, not satisfied to dezl only 

with observable events, went as far as s a ~ i n g  that existence consisted in a 

succession of very short moments (ksana) so that it lasts. according to certain 

3130ne possible exception to this is the case of the disciple who made a display of supernatural powen in 
order to attract people to the practice of the Buddhist path. We are told that he was reprimanded by the 
Buddha thus settling the question on the use of siich "spiritual pyrotechnie" as a means to convert people. 

14vetter ( 1988). 



schools of early Buddhism (the Sautrântika in particular), a moment so brief that one 

is capable of perceiving only the trace of its occurrence. 

The idea of absence of hard core, on the other hand, Ied to the formuiation 

of the theory of the five constituents of being (pazca-khandhal and to the idea of 

no-self. According to this theory. a human being is made up of five aggregates or 

khandhas, i.e.,: forrn irüpal, feeling (vedanal, perception (safinal. mental disposition 

(safi kharal and consciousness (vifinanal. Apart f rom t hese f ive aggregates t here is 

nothing more, hence no-self (anattal. This idea that a human being is made up of 

parts has been extrapolated to include al1 aspects of the perceivable world. Indeed, 

it was believed that the world consisted of imperceptible elements called dharmas. 1 t 

might exceed the scope of the present research to investigate al1 the implications of 

this idea, but suffice to Say that. at this point in the practice of discriminative 

insight, one has covered a lot of ground in creating or revealing a background upon 

which al1 experience of the phenomenal world finds a new meaning. 

The second example 1 would like to use is taken from Nagarjuna's Müla- 

madhyamamakarika. The philosophical goals of Nagârjuna have been the subject of 

a lot of speculat ions among modern Buddhologists. I ndeed: 

Over the past tialf-century the doctrine of the Madhyarnaka schml. and in particular that of 
Nagarjuna, has been variousl y described as nihilism, monism. irrat tonalism, misology, 
agnosticism, scepticism. criticism. dialectic. mysticism, acosmism, absolutism, relativism. 
nominalism. and linguistic analysis with therapeuttc 

Al1 these descriptions of what Nàgarjuna is or what he attempts to do in his Müla- 

madhyamamakarika assumes that the doctrine of dependent origination (pratïtya- 

samutpadal, which is the central theme of his work, is a means to an end. 1 t would 

be much simpler to argue that the means is itself the end so that the idea of 

dependent originat ion is what appropriately descri bes one's only reality. 1 n t his 

circumstance. Nagarjuna, if one wants to define him, is a "dependent-originationist" 

Iprat7tyasamuipadavadinl. 1 t think that it should be obvious that the whole enterprise 

of Nagarjuna in the Mülamadhyamamakarika is to convince us, using even fallacious 

argumentation.316 of the fact that everything, including our most established 

concepts such as cause and effect or movement. does not exist on its own. The 

purpose of al1 his reflection and investigation is to push to the background the idea 

of dependent originat ion, i.e., to 

of it. In other words, what he is 

define al1 aspects 

attempting to do, 

of the phenomenal world in terms 

is to "perfume" the phenornenal 
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world with the idea of dependent origination. As with the cultivation of awareness of 

the idea that everything is suffering, the impressions left on the mind by the 

investigation of the implications related to the idea of dependent origination should 

bring about an attitude of detachment and thereby calming the anxious activity of 

the rnind. So far. in my description of the cult ivation of an awareness, 1 have always 

assumed that the feeling of detachment was an immediate consequence of 

developing an ever greater awareness. In the next paragraphs. 1 would like to show 

how such an awareness can cause a feeling of detachment. 

ii. The feeling of  detachment 

First. 1 would like to quote a passage which 1 beiieve confirms the fact that 

awareness of an idea that includes ail aspects of the phenomenal world is 

interrelated with a feeling of detachment. This passage is taken from the 

Mahasaccaka sutta of the Majjhima Nikaya and appears to refer to a spiritual 

experience the Buddha had before he left his family to search for immortality. 

This. Aggivessana occurred to m e  '1 know that while mv father, the Sakyan, was ploughing, 
and 1 was Sitting In the cool shade of a rose-apple tree, aloof from pleasures of the senses. aloof 
from unskilled states of mind. entering on the f irst medi tation. w hich is accompanied by initial 
thought and discursive thought. is born of aloofness, and s rapturous and joyful, and white 
abiding therein, 1 thought: 'Now could this be a way to awakening? Then following on my 
mindfulness. Aggivessana. there was the consciousness: This 1s itseIf the Way to awakening.' 
Tassa m a y h m  Aggivessana etad ahosi: Abhimilmi kho panâham pitu Sakkassa karnmante 
sitaya bucchi7tyâya nisinno vivicc' eva kiünehi vivicca akusalehi dhammehi savrtakkarq 
savic.Zmnj vivekapm pîtisukhm pathamam jh- upasarnpajp vrharita slya nu kho eso 
maggo bodhayâti. Tassa mayham Aggivessana sat&miü-i vifin-Zam ahosr: eso va magp 
bodhayâti. l7 

This entering of the first meditation ijhanal is also called the experience of entering 

the Stream (sotgpanna) and is characterized. among other things. by the giving up  

for ever of the belief in personality Isakkâya-ditthi). This experience is also 

identified as "the opening of the Dhamma-eye" Idhamma-cakkhu) and, according to 

Buddhaghosa,318 at this moment. one is said to have glimpsed nibbâna. On account of 

this experience, which is not devoid of cognitive content and even mental activity, 

the Buddha tells us that he entered a state of aloofness or detachment. At this point 

it may be worth noting some of the implications related to this state in which one 

feels aloof. 

3l7bA, vol 1, p. 246-7 IE: M.L.S. p. 30 11. 
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I n  the above passage. it is said the one becomes "aloof from the pleasures of 

the senses, aloof from unskilled states of rnind." The term used to describe this state 

is derived from the Pali verb viviccati. This verb means: to separate oneself, to 

depart from. to be alone and to separate.319 I t  seems therefore that this state of 

detachment is characterized by the creation of a distance or a stepping back away 

from the stage of the phenomenal experiences such as passion and hatred. 

Consequently, t his experience is not an annihilation of one's mental states. which is. 

as discussed in chapter three. the main purpose of the pract ice of concentration on 

a single object. but rather, it is the establishment of a new relationship between 

these mental states and the one who experiences them. This means that spiritual 

practice, at some point. has nothing to do with chasing away bad habits or acquiring 

good ones. 1 believe that one passage of the Mahasatipathgna sutta of the Digha 

N i k w  conf irms t his: 

And how. monks, does a monk abide contemplating mind as mind7 Here, a monk knows a 
lustful mind as lustful, a mind free from lust as free from Iust; a hating mind as hating, a mind 
free frorn hate as free from hate; a deluded mind as deludd an undeluded mind as undeIuded; a 
contracteci mind as contractd a distracted mind as distracted; a developed mind as developed, an 
undeveloped mind as undeveloped; a surpasseci mind as surpassed. an unsurpassed mind as 
unsurpassed; a concentrated mind as concentrated, an unconcentrated mtnd as unconcentrated; a 
liberated rnind as liberated, an unliberated mind as unliberated. 
kathaijca bhikkhave citte cittânupassi viharati? ldha bhikkhave bhikkhu sarasam va cittam 
'saragw ci t tan t i' p a m t  i. vïtaragm va cit t m  ' v i t a r m  CI  ttan t i ' paginât i, sadosam va ci t tam 
'sadosam cittan ti'papnati, vitadosam va cittmj 'cïtadosam cittan t~'pa@nati, samoham vâ 
cittam ' s a n o h m  crttan ti'pa/anatr, vitarnoham va' cittam 'vitamoham cittan t i 'papati ,  
saqkhittam va cittam ' m k h i t t m  cittan ti'papnati, vrkkhittam va crttam 'vikkhi t tw cittan Ir' 
pamati, mahaggatam va cit taqi 'mahagga  tan^ cittan ti' pawt i .  amahagga t m  và cittam 
'amahaggatw cittan fi' pajTitZtr, sa-uttaram va cittam 'sa-uttaram cittan tie pa$mati, anuttaram 
vâ cittam 'anuttarm cittan ti' papnati, sami3hitanj va cit t w  'samahitam cittan Ci' pa@ati. 
asamàhitmj va cittam 'asamahilam clttan Ci' papnati, vimuttan? r d  cittam 'vrmuttam cr ttan Ci ' 

pwat i .  avimuttarq vâ cittam à virnut t m  cittan ti ' paflnati- 320 

Thus. the mind may take whatever form possible and this has no repercussion on 

the attitude of the one who is abiding in such a state. This is possible. not on 

account of a sheer force of rnind-control, but rather on a redefinition of the 

meaning and the significance of these mental states. i.e.. the establishment of a new 

relationship between t hese mental states and the one who experiences t hem. This 

redefinition is the result of a transformation of what is viewed as their background. 

In order to make this point clearer. 1 would like to suggest an example taken from 

the field of drarnaturgy. 

1 9 ~ ~ ~ ,  p. 638. 
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The difference between a tragedy and a cornedy is precisely based on this 

notion of distance. In a tragedy. for example. the tragic effect is created by 

eliminating the sense of distance that might exist between the spectator and the 

character. Everything is done so that the former fully identifies himself with the 

plight and the fate of the latter. I n  this context. the art of the dramaturge and that 

of the producer is to draw the spectator away from his usual reality and absorb him 

into the plot of the play. A t  this point. the reality of the character becomes the 

reality of the spectator. 1 n a comedy. it is exactly the reverse process that is going 

on. 

Let us takc. for example. the plays of Molière. a French author from the 

XVI 1 th century. The comical effect is achieved by creating a distance between the 

spectator and the reality of the characters. Most of his cornedies are based on 

cases of mistaken identity. The spectator is aware of the rnistaken identity while 

most of the characters are not. Thus. the spectator is aware of two levels of reality: 

the reality based on the mistaken identity and that based on the overall plot of the 

play. I said that most of the characters are unaware of the mistaken situation 

because in a lot of cases, there is one character who is not fooled. His function is 

very important in this process of creation of a distance between the spectator and 

the reality of the characters. He is the one who often addresses himself to the 

spectator as spectator, i.e., as an observer. He makes sure by his repartees that the 

spectator understands what is going on at the level of the plot. This plot, and this is 

the most interesting part of the play. very often carries a distinct message. In the 

case of Molière's work. the message is that distinctions between social classes are. 

from the point of view of human nature. unjustified and unfounded. When looking 

more closely at the structure of such plays. one may notice that in fact three 

realities are involved: the first is related to the prejudices of the spectator before 

the play. the second is that of the characters acting under the assumptions of the 

mistaken situation. This second reality is the means for the realization of the third 

reality which has to be assirnilated by the spectator. This structure incidently 

corresponds to the three aspects of religious concepts: the plot evolving in 

accordance with the assurnptions of the mistaken situation is the means as well as a 
manifestation of the new understanding which has to be assimilated. an 

understanding that is supposed to have a direct implication on the behavior of the 

spectator. In this way, one can see how theater could be used as a rneans to change 

social awareness. In this regard. it might be appropriate to look at Bertold Brecht's 

ideas concerning dramaturgy. 



Bertold Brecht is a German dramaturge who lived in the first part of this 

century. He was very much concerned by the social role of theater. He believed 

that much of the Classics were reinforcing the social structure of his time which 

was based on inequality of social classes and injustice. This reinforcement was made 

possible because spectators. as mentioned above in the case of a tragedy. were 

assirnilating the reality of the plots with their own. Because of that, they were not 

capable of seeing and understanding the reasons causing human tragedy. He thought 

that. if theater ought to bring about a new awareness. a knowledge of the root 

cause of human misery, spectators should be prevented from being absorbed into 

hopeless realities, i.e., they should become more detached from the situations they 

were confronted to. For that purpose. Brecht coined a new word: Entfremdongs- 

ef fekt  (the process of alienation). 

One example of an application of this process was to let some actors. during 

the course of the play. walk through or in front of the stage with signs carry ing 

slogans. The purpose was to distract the spectators from the plot as well as giving 

indications on how to understand the context in which this plot was articulated. A t  

this point. it has to be said that Brecht was a Marxist and believed that the reality 

described by Marxist theory was scient if ic and objective. But nevertheless. because 

people were engrossed into their social prejudices, they had to be instructed. Such 

was the role of one of his famous plays. Mother Courage. In this play, the spectator 

is invited to understand that greed has its price--Mother Courage makes a living on 

account of war but in the same time, loses her sons because of it-- and that price is 

to be paid, not because of a certain fatality, but because of a lack of awareness of 

the causes of that tragic situation. I t was believed by Brecht that, as soon as people 

would understand these causes. they would take actlon to eradicare them. i.e.. to 

overthrow the existing social and political system. This later play showed in fact a 

greater maturity in applying the Entfremdungseffekt because. instead of using 

external devices such as signs. the plot itself. by highlighting its inherent 

contradictions, created the effect of distance. In short, what Brecht did was to 

recycle tragedy, which was usually used for reinforcing existing prejudices, to a 

rneans of transforming social awareness. a role that appears to be reserved to 

comedy oniy. In  a way, Brecht, most probably without being aware of it. used the 

technique adopted by Nagarjuna: to bring to the fore the inherent contradictions of 

the wrong way of looking at things, contradictions that ought to be dissolved by 

looking at them in the new suggested way. This brings me to explain what exactly 

this vicara or investigation consists of. 



iii. The breaking up of distinctions 
Contradictions between things are based on the assumpt ion t hat these things 

stand in opposite relationship and as such. can not be reconciled. Reconciliation will 

bel however. possible when the background defining them as opposites will be 

replaced by the awareness of another background harmonizing their differences. 

This latter statement comprises a pleonasm because once one is aware of the new 

background. there are no differences to harmonize; like the fate of the barren 

woman's son. it is no longer a question to be addressed. 1t seems. therefore. ihat 

one way to force the realization of the al! encompassing background is to use one's 

analytical rnind and imagination to break the allegedly existing differences up. This 

breaking up of differences is done at al1 levels and in every circumstance. In the 

sixth chapter of the Bodhicaryavatara, for example, one can read: 

There is no doubt about the fact that this entire world has k e n  assumed by the Compasstonate 
Ones. Therefore they should be seen as taking the forrns of al1 beings. [In this circumstancel why 
should they [the beingsl be treated with disrespect? 
a t m i k m  sarvam idam jagat tafi km-tmabhih na eva hl samSayah asti, 
drSyanta ete nanu satt varüpah ta eva nath@ krm anàdarah atra 

This [understanding] pleases the Tathagatas. fulfills one's ultimate purpose [Buddhahoodl and 
dûpels the suffering of the world. iherefore. this [the realization of this understanding] should be 
my vow. 
tathâgatiD%idhanam etad eva svarthasya d h a n a m  etad eva 
lokasya duhkhapaharn etad eva carmat rnama asto vratam etad eva 32 

After telling us that one should not make any distinctions among beings. Santideva 

provides a simile which might heip us assimilate this fact: 

For exampie, if a king's henchman 1s mishandling a citizen, then a far-sighted citizen will not 
be able to stand in the way [for fear of reprisai]. 
yatha ek& rajapu- prama thniiti rnahiiyarn, 
vikartum na eva Saknoti dirghadmi rnah2jmah. 

Because the henchman is not alone, that his power is that of the king. similarlv one should not 
show disregard for the weak whatsoever. 
yamat eva sa ekakT tasya raja balam balam, 
tatha na durbalam kiiicit apamddham vimmayet. 

Because bis power is that of the Cuardians of Hells and the Compassionate Ones, aIl beings 
should be highly respecteci in the same way that a servant would attend a demanding king. 
y-t nadapalah ca kpZîvantah ca tadbalam, 
rasmat mdhayet sat t m  bh~fy& camhrparn yatha 322 

This practice of breaking up al1 distinctions is indeed applied to fit any case: 

3 2 1 ~ ~ ~ .  VI- 126-7. 
3 2 2 ~ ~ ~ .  VI - 128-30. 



Saliva and faeces corne from the sarne source, Le.. food and drinkj. Why then faeces are repulsive 
whereas the drinking of saliva is something one likes7 
ek-t W a t  egm lâlilrnedhyaq ca pyate. 
tatmedhyarn an@m te lalapanam kathm priyaq 323 

There are plenty of other examples in the Bodhicaryav~tara. al1 variations of the 

idea that al1 distinctions are unjustified. This reflection is always done with the 

purpose of assimilating a view conducive to a behavior which is no longer dictated 

by making distinctions. 1 n chapter three, 1 mentioned the practice of exchanging the 

selves; it is therefore in the context of the practice of breaking up distinctions that 

this spiritual technique ought to be understood. lnstead of neutralizing mental 

activity, its main function is, as mentioned earlier, to bring about an awareness of 

the idea that al1 distinctions are not real. There is one last point 1 would like to 

discuss with regard to the cultivation of awareness: in the initial passage used 

above for the present discussion, it is said that, with sustained practice of thinking 

that nothing exists, the impression of emptiness will eventuaily also be worn out. 

This experience was called, as said earlier. the "emptiness of emptiness." When does 

it happen is, 1 believe, something that remains rnysterious even for those who have 

achieved the ultimate goal. 

iv. The unforeseeabie nature o f  the experience o f  transformation 

There is an interesting verse in the third chapter of the Bodhicaryavatara 

which seems to present the spiritual breakthrough such as the arising of bodhicitta 

as an unforeseeable or unpredictable event: 

This bodhicitta has arisen in me somehow like a blind man who would find a pwel in a heap of 
dust. 
andh. samkiüak ÜJebh yo ya tha ra tnam a vapnuyat. 
tatha ka thaq~cit api eta t bodhinttam marna uditamT4 

It is the expression kathamcit a p ~ ,  which has been translated by somehow, that is of 

interest here. This expression conveys the idea of chance or unexpectedness. 

Parmananda Sharma and Georges Driessens, in their translation. have expressly 

used the expression by chance to render it.325 According to Apte. kathamcit api also 

means: in every way, on any account, with great difficult and with great efforts,326 

but 1 think that, given the above context, these other translations should be ruled 

3 2 3 ~ ~ ~ ,  VI 1 1-49. 
3 2 4 ~ ~ A ,  1 1 1-27. 
325~harma (IWO). p. 89 Driessens ( 19%). p. 40. 
3 2 6 ~ ~ ~ ,  p. 526. 



out. Furthermore, the fact that t his spiritual breakthrough cannot be foreseen, even 

by the Buddha hirnseff, seems to be confirmed by his concluding statement of the 

W hoever. monks, should pract ise these four foundations of mindfulness for p s t  seven years rnay 
expect one of two results: either Arahanship in thrs life or, if there should be some substrate left, 
the state of a Non-Returner. Let alone seven years - whoever should pract ise them for p s t  six 
years ..., five years ..., four years ..., three years .... two years ..., one year may expect one of two 
results ...; let alone one year - whoever should practice them for just seven months ..., six 
months .... five months .... four months .... three months ..., two rnonths .... one month ..., half a 
month may expect one of two results ...; let alone half a month - whoever should practlce these 
four foundations of mindfulness for pst one week may expect one of two results: either 
Arahanshrp in this life or, if there should be some substrate left. the state of a Yon-Returner. 
Yo hi koci bhikkha ve irne cattato sa tipa'thilne evam bhaveyya sa t ta-vasani, tassa dvlnnarn 
p h a l m  aiuiatam phalam patikankham, diflhe va dhamme ai72 satr va upadisese 
anZigi%nità. Tit.thantu bhikkhave satta-va&ïni. yo hi koci bhikkhave irne Cattaro 
satipaflhae e v m  bhaveyya cha vasSini ... p.. mca-vasSnr... caftan vasSini ... vasrni. .. dve 
vassiïni ... ekaq vassanj, tassa dvinnam phalZrmg Ga taram phalam patikarikham, ditthe va 
dharnme aiïÏZ safi và opdisese anagZîmitZ Ti.t.thantu bh ikkhave e k ~  vassam, yo hi koci 
bhikkhave ime cattiûo satipa.t.fhàne e v w  bhàveyya sa t t a - m m / ,  tassa dvinnam phal- 
anîïïatarm phalam patikankhq diflhe va dharnme an-% safi và upadi-cese an@àmita Tit.thantu 
bhikkhave satta-mWi, yo hi koci bhikkhave irne cattao sat~patthiTne evaq bhaveyya 
c h a m m i  ... p.. pka-masàni-.. catai masàni ... É7ni m m r  .. dve rn&Linr ... e k m  m m .  addha- 
m m  tassa dvinnanj phal- afi&taram phalam patrkarikham, di.t.the va dharnme afiiia sati va 
updisese anagZmita Titthantu bh~kkhave addha-mm, yo hi kocr bhrkkhave rrne caltao 
satipa.t.thàne e v m  bhàvevya sattânam. tassa dvinnam p h a l .  dfiataram phalam pa.iikarikham, 
d i t .&? va dharnme GiZ sa ti va opdisese anagiùnita 327 

What is significant in the fact that the aspirant to enlightenment cannot predict the 

moment of his spiritual breakthrough is that he should always persevere in his 

practice. In this regard. 1 cannot fail to draw a parallei between the coming of the 

Kingdorn of God about which only the Father, not even Jesus. knows when it is to 

happen, hence the importance of keeping a watch as in the parable of the Ten 

virgins with their oil-larnp. One important implication of this fact is therefore that 

one rnay relapse into a state of mind no longer conducive to spiritual accom- 

plishment. 

A t  the beginning of chapter three. 1 said that there could be a link between 

the idea of rebirth and that of spiritual breakthrough. What led me to thjs 

conclusion is precisely the use of the expression kathamcit api in both cases. 

Indeed. in the fourth chapter of the Bodhicaryavat~ra, one can read: 

Somehow 1 have attained this beneficial state so difficult to at tain and now, 1 am being led 
knowingly again to those very hells. 
k a t h ~ c i t  api mprap to  hhitabhümzm sudurlabhi%n, 

3 * ? ~ ,  1 1-3 14-5 [E: Walshe ( 1987). p. 3501. 



p a n n a p i  ca niye ah- tân eva narakân punah. JL8 

The context of this verse is the fact that one, on account of bad actions. may be 

reborn in one of the various tormenting hells. 1 believe that it should not be very 

diff icult to establish that these hells or states of existence (gatd are to be 

understood metaphorically as states of mind. Given this parallel. one can say that 

being reborn as a human being, since it is regarded as a great opportunity which 

should be seized. is comparable to an experience conducive to spiritual 

accomplishment such as Entering the Stream or, as discussed in chapter two. 

bodhiprasthanacitta. Despite the attainment of such beneficial state of mind. it is 

nevertheless, as in the case of the passage from one state of existence to another. 

still possible to relapse from them. That is why. 1 believe that the activity occurring 

in these states of mind not only consists in watching but also in guarding. It is here. 

as will be argued later. that the role of the pararnit3.s 1s the most signif icant. Before 

looking in detaii at the various components of the practice of cultivation of 

awareness. 1 would like to end the present chapter by showing that. as alluded to 

while discussing the signif icance of the chapters of the Bodhicarflvatara. the 

practice of devotion could be considered as an autonomous spiritual practice 

instead of being some kind of prerequisite for another practice. 

3. The practice of devotion 

At the very end of the Sutta Nipata there is a remarkabie description of the 

spiritual experience of a disciple of the Buddha called Pingiya. Af ter hav ing praised 

the qualities of the Buddha. Pingiya is asked by his interlocutor. the Brahmin Bavari. 

why then he does not spend a11 his time, every moment with Gotama the Buddha? To 

this Pingiya answers: 

'Brahmin, Sir'. said Pingiya. 'there is no moment for me. however small. that 1s spent away 
from Gotama, from this universe of wisdorn, this world of understanding, 
this teacher whose teaching is the Way Things Are. instant. immediate and visible al1 around. 
eroding desire without harmful side effects, with nothing else quite like tt anywhere in the 
world.' 
'You see, Sir', said Pimgiya, 'with constant and careful vigilance it is possible for me to see him 
with my mind as clearly as with my eyes, in night as well as day. And since 1 spend my nights 
revering him, there is not, to my mind, a single moment spent away 
from him. 
n- Carnha vippa vasüni m uhut tarn api b r a m a  gotama bhÜripa%âar,a gotamil 
bh Urimedhasa 
yo me dhammamadesosi sand~t.thikarnak~likam, taghakkha yamanitjkam yasya na Cthi 



u p a m e c i .  
pasSrni nam mana3  cakkhuna 'va, rattmdi vanj brahmia apparnat ta, narnasamZino v~vasemi 
rattim teneva m ~ ~ i  a v i p p a v ~ .  329 

Then Pirigiya said that he had a vision of the Sambuddha upon which the Buddha 

hirnself commented: 

'Pirigiya', he said. 'other people have freed themselves by the power of confidence. Vakkali, 
Bhadravudha and Alavi-Gotama have al1 done thts. You too shouid Iet that strengt h reIease you; 
you too wiII go to the further shore, beyond the draw of death.' 
ya tha ahü vakkali muttasaddho, bhadravudho Zia vigotamo ca evarneva lvam 'pi 

parnuficassu saddham garnissasi tvam pingiya maccudheyyaparam 

According to Paul Williams. "Pingiya's praise of the Buddha and his reference to 

seeing him with the mind appear to connect with the practice of buddhanusmrti, a 

practice known Frorn other contexts in the Pali canon and practised by. as far as we 

can tel 1. al l schoo 1s of Buddh i ~ m " . ~ ~  

In  this practice, the meditator recollects the features of the Buddha 

systematically and in detail. According to Buddhaghosa, the meditator 

attains the fulIness of fait h, mindfuiness understanding and ment ... He conquers fear and dread ... 
He cornes to feel as if he were living in the Master's presence. And his body ... becomes as 
worthy of veneration as a shrine room. His mind tends towards the plane of the ~ u d d h a s . ~ ~ ~  

W illiams, in comment ing on Pirigiya's descript ion of his spiritual experience. said that 

"the interpretation of this discussion is perhaps difficult."333 1 believe that my 

understanding of the practice of cultivation of awareness may give us some dues 

about what is going on. The recollection of the features of the Buddha are not to be 

considered as objects of concentration or visualization but rather as means to make 

obvious the constant presence of the Buddha. In this way, the Buddha, or what it 

represents, becomes the background from which al1 things find their meaning. And 

Buddhaghosa says rightly that such a projection translates itself into a feeling of 

the Master's presence which is, it is assumed, a very pacifying emotion. 

In the second chapter of the Bodhicaryavatara, one can witness one of the 

f irst full-fledged confessions of sins of Buddhist history. 1 t has been argued that this 

confession was a way to purify one's mind, i-e., a preparatory practice. 1 believe 

that it need not be so. A confession of sins always involves a confessor, in the case 

of Santideva's confession, it is the Buddhas and the great Bodhisattvas, and as such, 

- - - -  

329~n. verses 1 140-2 [E: Saddhatissa ( 1985). p. 1321. 
330~n1 v. 1 146 [E: Sadd hat issa ( 1985). p. 1321. 
33 Williams ( 1989). p. 2 18. 
332~illiarns ( 1989). p. 2 18. 
3 3 3 ~ i l ~ i a m s  ( 1989). p. 2 18. 



it could be viewed as a way to cultivate an ever increasing awareness of their 

presence; the more one has sins to confess, the more one becomes awarc of the 

presence of one's confessors and what they represent. In a moment of total 

awareness, sins are always present but, preciseiy because of this awareness. they 

have lost their grips. In fact, at this moment, sins have never become so obvious 

and present: they are what fuels one's awareness of what is seen as the only reality. 

Similarly, one rnay say that Jesus has never been so close to his Father the moment 

he uttered before dying on the cross: Elôi, Elôi, lema sabachthani 334 For this 

reason 1 believe that what is described in the secona chapter of the Bodhicarya- 

avatara is more than just a preliminary practice. On the contrary, it could be 

considered as a spiritual means which is as powerfui as the meditation on the 

concept of emptiness. Given this understanding, one may also reevaluate briefly the 

significance of the term saddhiUSraddh3 (faith, confidence). 

i. saddhdiraddha 

As can be seen from the Buddha's response to Pirigiya's account of his 

spiritual experience and Buddhaghosa's explanation of the practice of buddha- 

anusmrti, faith appears to play an essential role in the devotional approach to 

enlightenment. But what exactly this role is, scholars of Buddhism have different 

opinions. One of the most common opinions is probably that expounded by 

Jayat i l  leke: 

Thus beiief (saddhâl 1s regarded onlv as a first step towards knowledge, with which it 1s replaced. 
It is not valuable in itself and bears no cornparison w~th  the ftnal knowledge, which results from 
the personal verif icat ion of the t r ~ t h . ~ ~ ~  

What this means is that faith is a prerequisite to an experience of knowledge. 

Similar to the performance of an experiment. what it is meant to prove is accepted 

first on the basis of faith, then, after the experiment. it is on the basis of personal 

experience. This view also assumes that faith is somewhat inferior to the experience 

of knowledge. For Sangharakshita, however, faith has a more affective connotation 

and as such. seems to play a more signif icant role despite the fact that it is still 

perceived as a preliminary step. Indeed, faith is 

the capacity for king emotionally moved and stirred by something t hat transcends the senses and 
even the rational mind -at least for the time being. [Fait h is alsol the act (expressxi by 'taking 
refuge') or state (condition of being established in the refuge) of acknowledging unquestioningIy 

-- - -  

3 3 4 ~ c  15.34 (Lord. lord, why have you forsaken me). 
335~ayatilleke ( 1963). p. 397-8. 



that the man Gautama or what appears as  the man Gautama. IS in possession of Full 
~ n l i ~ h t e n r n e n t . ~ ~ ~  

1 n short. given the soteriological context propounded by Sangharakshita, fait h is the 

very act of comrnitment to a spiritual practice culminating in the experience of 

wisdom. It seems to me that there might be another way to interpret the relationship 

between faith and the experience of knowledge. 

According to Gethin. "saddhâ is the instigator of a process which culminates 

in paRm which in turn reinforces saddhZ'337 In support of his affirmation he 

quotes J. R. Carter: 

Saddhaand p a a  when taken together do not f i t  into "faith and reason." Rather, they express a 
dynamic process where saddha IS active in one wanting to know, coming to know in part and 
parTna becomes more pervasive in one coming to know and knowing Fully. in t r ~ t h . ~ ~ ~  

This understanding of the concept of saddha is, 1 believe, very close to what 1 

described as the cultivation of awareness. Indeed, faith 1s comparable to the 

exercise of investigation hicarai and knowledge appears to correspond to the 

background revealed or created by this exercise. As such. faith is hardly to be 

distinguished from knowledge. In this regard. it might be interesting to quote a 

passage f rom the Ratnalka-dhaani: 

Faith is the guide. the mother, the producer. the protector and increaser of al1 virtues. Desire 
expelling, bringing across the stream, faith shows the crty of bliss. Faith is the calm of the 
undefiled thought -firrnly rooted in honour, void of pride. Faith is the best foot to go and find 
the wealth of the treasury, it is a hand to grasp happiness. I...] Faith is not attached to the pys 
that attach, delivered from al1 unfavourable States, ~t IS the best and unique happy state. Faith 
goes beyond the path of Mars reveals the path of supreme deliverance. As a cause. faith has the 
undecaying seed of virtues, falth causes the tree of wisdom to grow, increases the felicities of 
perfec t know ledge. 
Sraddha puroga ta matrpnetrï plika vardhika sarvaguni3niirn, kâriks vinoda Ci oghapratiÜ@r 
jraddhanidakmi m a p u r a s y a  iraddha anavikalacittaprasado m~avivarjitagauravamül~ iraddha 
nidhanadhanam car- pan1 yatha s u b h ~ g r a h a r n ü l m .  kaddha asamgata sangasukhesu 
a--varjita e k a k , s a ~ ,  Sraddha atikramu miüapathasya darSika uttarna moksapathasya 
bïprnapütik u hetu gu~&~i ïm Sraddha virohw i bodhidrumasya, vardhanr @na - vtSeSasukhanàm 
jraddha nidarSika sarvajinànmam 339 

This passage bears a lot of resemblance with what has been said about the 

significance of bodhicitta and saddharma earlier in this thesis. For this reason, I 

believe that it is inappropriate to assimilate faith to a kind of preliminary spiritual 

exercise. however valuable i t may appear. 

336~ubhuti (1994). p. 2 12. 
337~ethin ( 1992). p. 1 1 1. 
338~. R. Carter. Dhamrna. Western Acadernic and Sinhalese Buddhist Interpretatrons A study o f  a Religious 
Concept. Tokyo. 1978 p. 104 [Quoted in Cethin ( 19921, p. 1 1 Il. 
339~s, 82-3 [E: Bendall ( 197 1). p. 31. 



There is another word, often used with sraddha in connection with the 

practice of cultivating awareness. which might conf irm what has been just said 

concerning the significance of faith. This word is chanda as in hïne Sravaka- 

pratyekabuddha-yane adhimuktih sraddha chandah va (trust, fait h or chanda in the 

inferior paths of the sravakas and the pratyekabuddhasl 340 or as in sambodhau 

chandam sraddham prathanam pranidhim (the desire, the longing, the fait h and the 

chanda in enlightenrner~t)?~l According to Apte. this term means: 1. wish. desire. 

fancy. liking, will; 2. free or wilful conduct; 3. subjection. control; and 4. meaning. 

intention. purp0rt.3~2 These translations. however. appear too general and do not 

seem to render the full implication of the use of chanda in the phrases just 

mentioned. In this regard, Louis de la Vallée Poussin noted that "le voeu de Bodhi 

(chanda-samadhil est comparé a la poule qui couve son oeuf."343 The idea behind 

this image is that one day, the bodhisattva, like a chick, will see the light or break 

through his she11.344 What this means is that the term chanda is somehow related to 

a process of incubation. sornething similar to the activity of watching and guarding. 

1 ndeed. accord ing to the Pa tisam bh idgmagga: 

The meaning of chanda is to be directly known as root; it 1s to be directly known as basis; it is 

to be directly known as endeavour; it is to be directly known as succeeding; it is to be directly 
known as commitment; it is to be directly known as taking hold; it 1s to be directly known as 
standing near; it is to be directly known as nondistractron; i t  IS to be directly known as seeing. 
chandafiho a bhifiÏ7eyy0, chandassa rnülaflho a bh~ÎïEeyvo. chandassa padanho a bhiEfieyyo, 
chandassa padhilnafiho abhimeyyo, chandassa ijhanattho abhififieyyo. chandasa adhikokkhattho 
abhiKeyyo, chandassa paggahaflho a bhiKeyyo, chandassa upatth3.na.i.iho a bhiXeyyo. chandasa 
a vikk hepauho a bhifiireyyo, chand- d-attho a bhiifrîeyyo. 345 

As in the case of Sraddha, chanda seems to describe one aspect of the cultivation 

of awareness. 1 f sraddha is to be more reIated to the ideâ of confidence, as 

cultivated in the context of devotion, chanda may very well imply the notion of ever 

increasing commitment to enlightenment. 1 n t his regard. the Vibhariga. according to 

Gethin. describes the chanda-samadhi "as a concentration or one-pointedness of 

mind gained by making the desire to act the 'overlord' or 'd0rninant.'"3~6 Again, this 

3 4 0 ~ ~ ~ .  p. 19. 
34 IBCA. p. 18. 
3 4 2 ~ ~ ~ .  p. 7 18. 
3 4 3 ~ a  Vallée Poussin (1898). p. 102. 
3 4 4 ~ a  Vallée Poussin (1898). p. 103. 
345~aps 1-19; 11-123 [E: Gethin (1992). p. 1021. 
346~ethin (1992). p. 85. 



cornmitment ought not to be viewed as a kind of motivation but rather as a 

description of what it means to be enlightened. 

One last word concerning the role of faith. Faith in Buddhism has often been 

compared to Christian faith. The latter, for the sake of the comparison, is often 

assimilated with the idea of blind faith with the assurnption that it is an inferior or 

more immature kind of faith. In this regard. Sangharakshita thinks that: 

The spiritually immature, however, are likely to confuse an intuitive response with al1 sorts of 
other desires. Faith must therefore be grounded on reasoned investigation of the obpct to which 
one is respondingand an invest rgat ion of one's response itself. In a way one avords the 
extrernes of blind faith enpined in much of Christianity and in varIous modem brands of guru 
w o r ~ h i ~ . ~ ~ ~  

For this reason both notions of faith should not be confounded. Given my 

understanding of the cultivation of awareness, 1 do not see why it has to be so. 

One of the most fundamental beliefs of the Christians is that Jesus has saved 

humanity or redeemed one's sins by his sacrifice on the cross. According to the 

Catechism of the Protestant church, it is said: 

Was ist dein einiger Trost im Leben und im Sterben? 
Daf3 ich mit Leib und Seele, beides, im Leben und im Sterben, nicht mern. sondern meines 
getreuen Heilandes Jesu Christi eigen bin, der mit seinem teuren Blut für alle meine Sünden 
vollkommlich bezahlet und mich aus aller Gewalt des Teufels erloset hat und also bewahret. daB 
ohne den Willen meines Vaters im Himmel kein Haar von rnernem Haupt kann fallen. p auch 
mir alles zu rneiner Seligkeit dienen 

If one accepts this belief and tries to understand al1 its implications, i.e., in any 

moment of one's existence one rernembers that one has been saved. there is no 

reason, 1 believe. to view Christian faith, from the point of view of their spiritual 

funct ion and fruits, differently f rom that of Buddhism. 

347~ubhut i  (19941, p. 212. 
3 4 8 ~ e r  Heidelberger Katechisrnus (1363). 



4. Conclusion 

Given the above discussion concerning the practice of cultivat ion of 

awareness, how is then the concept of bodhicitta to be interpreted? Bodhicitta. as 

the desire for enlightenment for the sake of al1 sentient beings. is a description of 

what it means to be an enlighiened being, i.e.. a person in whom bodhicitta has 

arisen. This description is valid for al1 aspects of existence, i-e., even as 

unenlightened being, there is no moment when one does not act for the benefit of al1 

beings. The spiritual path that one has to follow is therefore to develop an 

awareness of this truth so that it should be recognized that one is acting for the 

benefit of ail beings. The cultivation of such awareness, because it is an attempt to 

redefine the true nature of al1 one's actions, the bad ones as well as the good ones, 

brings about a feeling a detachment, a kind of distance from one's acting in general. 

From this feeling of detachment, a sense of peace of mind begins to establish itself 

on account of being, among other things, relieved from the responsibility of being 

involved in the course of one's actions. Then, if this awareness is maintained long 

enough, it will result in the full and irreversible realization of the idea that one's 

actions are always performed for the sake of al1 sentient beings. What remains to 

be said at this point is how this practice of the cultivation of awareness is to be 

understood in its details. 

1 n many instances in the Mahayana literature, including the Bodhicarya- 

a va tara, one f inds the f O l Io w ing passage: 

O great king, constantly rernember, draw to your attention and contemplate the eamest 
aspiration, the faith, the longing and the desire for illumination. even when you are walking. 
standing still, Sitting. sleeping, awake, eating and drinking. 
maharas evam eva sambcdhau chandam iraddhâm p r z t h a m  prwidhim gacchan apr t ~ t h a n  api 
ni.$ann& api Sayanah api pgrad apt b h u f i ' a b  api piban api satatasarnrtam anusmara manasikuru 
bhavaya 349 

This passage is. 1 believe, what constitutes the essence of the cultivation of 

awareness. Indeed. three expressions or, to be more exact. injunctions should be 

not iced. These are: remem ber (anusmaral, draw to attention (manasikurul and 

contemplate Ibhavayal. These injunct ions are what I identif ied as the three aspects 

of the cult ivat ion of awareness, i-e., renunciation, conversion and contemplation. 

Earlier, 1 said that it was important to maintain an awareness of whatever 

the background reality might be in order to bring about its full realization. In the 

- - 

3 4 9 ~ ~ ~ .  p. 18 This passage is also quoted in Karnalasfla's Bhavanàkrama and. according to which. it 
cornes from the ~araBvavàdakasütra 



scriptures. it seems that this holding on is like a state of contemplation. In Sanskrit 

the words used are dhyana or samadhi. This state is characterized by a deep 

calmness of the mind but it is not yet the final experience. In other words. it seems 

that it is not permanent and. as discussed above, one can slip away from it. This 

happens mainly because one pays again attention to the world most probably on 

account of destre. anger or hatred. 

At  this moment, one has to rernember wha! should be the true "object" of 

one's awareness. This is the aspect of renunciation. The basic idea underlying the 

aspect of renunciation is an acknowledgment of the fact that one is engaged in a 
wrong path or going in a wrong direction by paying attention, for example. to the 

objects of one's desires. To express that idea. the injunction remernber seems 

appropriate because it always presupposes a giving up. a relinquishment or a 

renunciation of what is preoccupying the mind at a given moment. 

After renouncing what is preoccupying the mind. one has to redirect 

attention towards the true "object" of awareness. This is the aspect of conversion. 

The terrn conversion should not be understood in the sense of a "change of religion" 

or a "transformation of r he mind (metanoïa)" but simply as "redirect ing attention." 1 n 

order to redirect attention. it appears that one of the favored strategies of the 

Bodhicaryavatara is to provoke a sense of crisis or urgency. The fear to be reborn 

in hells, for example, is often used. This is in brief. the cultivation of awareness 

which 1 would like to present and discuss in the remaining chapters of this thesis. 



Chapter five 

THE ASPECT OF RENUNCI ATION 

The three aspects of the cultivation of awareness have been named 

renunciation, conversion and contemplation but other terms or expressions could 

have been chosen to describe these three aspects. 1 n this regard, one may refer to 

a passage taken f rom the Siksasamuccaya: 

When things causing demerits and unskitlful things have not arisen, he [the bodhisattva1 forrns a 
resotution that they shall not arise, he strives, he puts forth strength. he controls and fixes his 
mind; by this cornes protection. When they have arisen, he forms a resolution that they shall be 
destroyed; by this comes purification. And when skillful things have not arisen he forrns a 
resolution that they shall arise, ... and when they have arisen he forms a resoiution that they 
shall abide and increase, and so forth. By this comes growth. 
a n u t p a n n m  ppapakànm akuSal3nm d h a r m m  anupadaya eva chandm payat i .  
vyayaccha ti, viryam& bha te. CI t t m  pramhnat & sarnvakprapdadhat i r Ci mena taksa 
utpanm@ ca prahZi@ya chandm p a y a  ti iti anena Suddhih. anutpann- k -1- 
dharm&%n utpadaya chandam maya  ti. yavad utpanMnam ca sthitaye bhüyobhavaya chandam 
p a y a r i  a anena vrddhih. 350 

Similar to the ideas conveyed by the terms renunciation, conversion and 

contemplation. the expressions protection (raksà), purification Isuddh il and gro wth 

(vrddhi) seem to identify three different types of activity. First, there 1s the idea of 

stepping back away from unskillful things. To use a simile, it is Iike pressing the 

clutch to release the drive shaft from the engine. The words renunciation and 

purification should therefore be understood in the sense of disengaging one's mind 

from whatever keeps it busy. Secondly, to use the same simile, one has to put into 

gear in order to move forward. Similarly, after disengaging the mind from unskillful 

things one has to engage it towards the skillful things. This act of engaging in the 

skillful things is to some extent also a protection from the unskillful ones. 

Consequently, the words conversion and protection seern to be quite appropriate to 

express this idea of engaging the mind. Finally, after having engaged the clutch, one 

could give gas to increase speed and as such, contemplation and growth describe 

everything that could be done to becorne more and more established in what is 



skillful. This simile is not devoid of interest because it also tells us that the more 

one increases speed. the harder it is to shift to a lower gear. Similarly, the more 

one is established in one's contemplation, the harder it is for the unskillful things to 

affect one's rnind. 

In addition to these three types of activity. this threefold division could be 

justified by the fact that there also seems to be in Buddhist literature three types of 

discourse related to the instructions of the aspirant to enlightenment. First. there 

are the discourses on the causes of one's distract ion f rom the skillful thinqs, i.e., 

basically that which has to be renounced in order to progress spiritualiy. In these 

discourses one is often reminded of the evil consequences of following one's 

unskillful or unwholesome tendencies. As a matter of fact, one finds in this context 

beautiful examples of literary creativity and irnaginat ion whose purpose seems to 

literally try to scare one off from being "possessed" by them. In the second type of 

discourse, one is showed the way to follow, one is reminded of the direction to aim 

at. This is most probably the role of taking vows. In this context, one is told of the 

benefits of converging one's mind towards the skillful things, of making the right 

choices. Finally, once one has made the right choice, one is giving instruction on 

how to hold to it and, consequently, bring to fruition the promised benefits. 

Discourses fostering faith kraddhd? in the sense discussed earlier, or intensify ing 

investigation (vic~ral. are given to keep the aspirant to enlightenment on the right 

track. What 1 intend to do in the next three chapters therefore. is precisely to 

analyze these three types of discourses and their spiritual and philosophical 

implications. Before that. however. there is one point 1 would like to clarify 

concerning this threefold division of the cultivation of awareness. This point has to 

do with the nature of the relationship between these three aspects. 

Because I argued that there are three aspects to the cultivation of 

awareness. it does not mean that they have an independent existence. When one 

aspect is considered, the other two are also present, like the ideas of a child and a 
father are when one refers to a person as a mother. Take. for example. the aspect 

of renunciation which is expressed by the injunction remember (anusmaral. This 

verb. being transitive. always refers to an object so that one can Say that this 

injunction comprises both the activity of disengaging the mind and that of engaging 

it. More convincingly perhaps. the activity of contemplation (bhavayal could be 

viewed as a more intense activity of paying attention (manasikurul as well as being 

a form of renunciation by warding off or keeping at bay what may disturb it. From 

one's dualistic point of view, it could be said that these three aspects refer to only 



one activity: the decision to engage one's rnind. Let us take. for example. the 

decision of acknowledging that one is enlightened: this decision would be the only 

thing that is to be done in order to become enlightened. This may appear odd. but 

taking into considerat ion the cuit ivation of awareness. it cannot be ot herw ise. 

Indeed. if one doubts that one is enlightened. then attention has already been 

distracted from the fact that one is enlightened and consequently one cannot 

become absorbed by it or 5e carried towards it. At this point. one has to relinquish 

the causes of one's doubts and redirect attention to the fact that one is enlightened, 

i-e.. to decide again that one is enlightened. In other words. the reason why one is 

not enlightened is because one doubts that one is. Therefore. clearing away the 

doubts (renunciationl allows one to take the right decision (conversion) and lives by 

it (contemplation and ultimately realization). In a way, to take the right decision, to 

converge one's mind in the right direction is to become enlightened. This makes 

plausible, 1 believe. the fact that. many people at the time of the Buddha, upon 

hearing his teachings. realized them on the spot. 1 t also confirms the idea. discussed 

in the fourth chapter, that the exact moment a spiritual breakthrough occurs cannot 

be foreseen: once the decision is taken nothing is to be done exccpt maintaining it. 

One cannot even wait for it to happen because this waiting would assume that it has 

not happened. In fact. not only the three aspects of the cultivation of awareness 

exist in dependence of each other, but also the cultivation of awareness itself is 

dependent on conditions for its existence or appearance. 1 would like now to 

present a simple simile to show how it can be so. 

Let us take, for example, the temperature of a room regulated by a 

thermostat. When the room temperature is the same as the one set by the 

thermostat, then nothing happens. But when the temperature varies. then the 

thermostat reacts by sending a signal to a machine that warms or cools the room 

depending on the circumstances. This means that the mechanism for regulating the 

room temperature enters into function only when there is a discrepancy between it 

and the temperature set by the thermostat. Similarly, the cult ivation of awareness 

enters into function and, consequently. becornes apparent the moment it ceases to 

happen. i.e., when one is no longer aware of what one should be aware of. This may 

appear paradoxical but it can be easily understood. Take, for example, the sense of 

equilibrium: one feels it the moment one has lost equilibrium. The function of this 

sense of equilibrium is to reestablish equilibrium; once it is done. it is no longer felt. 

In a way. this sense of equilibrium as well as the set temperature of the thermostat 

have the same role as that of a religious truth. Both are a means to bring about a 



change of state as well as a description of it. Similarly. a religious truth becomes a 

means, something that can be dist inguished and appropriated, the moment when 

what it describes is no longer seen as the only reality. In sum. the cultivai ion of 

awareness is real only for those who are dissatisfied with their own condition. This 

is incidentally true for the idea of soteriological context: it is a creation of the 

seekers of "salvation"; take away the seeker. i.e., the desire to be saved. there is no 

notion of salvation. Conversely. he who is saved or enlightened. has no need for a 

path to realization; in the context of a soteriological context which advocates the 

idea that the path is the goal. then even the idea of path disappears once the goal 

has been reached. This is the reason why 1 believe that it may be appropriate to 

begin the description of the cultivation of awareness with the aspect of 

renunciation: the things to be giving up are both the causes of its appearance and 

of its disappearance: when they are not given up, the cultivation of awareness 

enters into function. when they are, it is no longer there. 

There is probably a second reason why 1 feel that it is appropriate to start 

with the aspect of renunciation. This second reason has more to do with practical 

considerat ions than theoret ica1 ones. 1 t seems that for many aspirants to 
enlightenment the path begins with an experience of enlightenment itself. This 

experience which happens without previous preparat ion or anticipation does not 

usually 1st.  In this regard. it might be interesting to relate the experience of Sri 

Ramana Maharshi. an Indian saint who lived in the beginning of this century. 1 n the 

language of Indian philosophy, he is said to have "realized the Self;" that is to Say, 

that he has recognized that the "Self" is the only true reality. as 1 would say. the 

background from which everything finds its meaning. 1 t is usually said that such 

realization is the fruit of a long and arduous spiritual practice but in the case of Sri 

Ramana. it happened spontaneously, without prior effort or desire. Indeed. 

according to the reports, 

Venkataraman [Sri Ramana], the sixteen-year-old schoolboy, was alone in an upstairs room of 
his uncle's house in Madurai when he was suddenly gripped by an intense fear of death. In the 
following few minutes he went through a simulated death experience during which he became 
corisciously aware for the first time that his real nature was imperishable and that it was 
unrelated to the body. the mind or the personality.sl 

In the case of Sri Ramana. this experience was permanent. but for many others. 

I For them, this experience set 

above simile, it set the 

who had a similar experience. it was a temporary one. 

a new standard in terrns of quality of being, to use the 



temperature of the thermostat to a new level, and, consequently, triggered an urge 

or desire to get rid of everything incompatible with it. This is. 1 believe, the real 

beginning of the path for the aspirant to enlightenrnent, i-e.. the search for the lost 

paradise accornpanied by an acute sense of what is irrelevant to one's own true 

happiness. In the Christian tradition. this experience is called the "Cal1 of God" and 

it often happened to those who were the least likely candidates for it. 

f II the context of bodhicitta, this experience is called, as mentioned in the 

previous chapters. the "arising of bodhicitta " Ibodhicitta-utpadal and it is considered 

as the beginning of the spiritual career of the bodhisattva. Within the Mahayana 

tradition, it has been inst itutionalized into a rite of initiation, t hus recognizing its 

importance for the aspirant to enlightenment. 1 t has been said previously that t his 

rite of initiation, however, became, according to Sangharakshita, more or less a 

social event without much spiritual signif icance. As such. st il1 following 

Sangharakshita's thoughts. it has to be rediscovered or replaced w ith something that 

will bring about the original attitude of the aspirant to enlightenment which is 

defined as the basic act of comrnitment to the ideals of Buddhism. This may seem 

plausible but again I believe that this view fails to see the full  significance of the 

event of the arising of bodhicrtta by assimilating it to an act of commitment. 

however genuine it may be. First of alIl the experience of the arising of bodhicitta 

cannot be ritualized because one has no control over its causes. It can happen at 

any time and in any conditions. Indeed, in the Bodhicaryavatara. one is told that: 

The wretched one who s bound by the chains of existence, the moment bodhicitta arises In him. 
is called a son of the Buddhas and he is praised both by men and Cods. 
bha vacàrakabandhanah varakah sugat2nm sutah ucyate ksmna,  
sah nar&naralokavandaniyah bhavati sma udite eva bodhicitte. 352 

This idea is further confirmed in the Vimalakïrtinirdesa: 

When one caused the wrong view of individuaiitv to arise as high as Mount Sumeru, even then 
the thought of enlightenment can arise. 
surnerusamm satkayadmim u f p d y a  bedhicittam utpadyate. 353 

This means that what is actually ritualized are the implications of the arising of 

bodhicitta as a spiritual event. These implications are, in the present case. the fact 

that one is always acting for the benefits of al1 beings. As such, the ritual becornes 

an actualization of one's reality as an enlightened being. Consequently, a ritual 

never degenerates. as Sangharakshita seems to impl y in his discussion of bodhicitta: 



what happens instead is that the aspirant fails to recognize it as a description of its 

ultirnate nature. In this circumstance. the image of degeneration is hardly 

appropriate: either one acknowledges it or one does not. Like making a decision. i t  

is a yes/no situation without middle ground. Moreover, taking into consideration 

what has been said so far, this ritual, as an enactrnent of what it means to be a 

bodhisattva. i.e.. a person who has experienced the arising of bodhicitta and 

behaves accordingly. if it is recognized as the only and true way of being, becomes 

itself a means leading to the final realization. Thus. the ritual of the arising of 

bodhicitta is. from the point of view of the cultivation of awareness -which I 

believe is what characterized the path for the aspirant to enlightenment-- as 

signif icant as the actual experience itself. 

In fact. 1 would go as far as saying that this ritual is one of the most 

efficient ways of bringing about the conditions favorable to the realization of what 

it is meant to describe. All other means such as the various meditations mentioned 

earlier (focusing one's attention on real or mental objects. for exampie). if they do 

not include a cultivation of the awareness that one's true nature is that of a 

bodhisattva, would produce only limited spirit ual benef its like temporally calming the 

mind. At best there are so to speak spiritual warm-ups unconnected with the actual 

cornpetition. 1 n this regard. it may be added: 

The al!-knowing Lord said that repet~tion of sacred words and the ascetic exercises, even though 
they have been practiced for a long tirne are worthless, if the mind is distracted and slack. 
[i-e.. not cult ivating awareness]. 
ppah tapamsi sarvei  dirghakâla-koai apr, 
anyacit tena manda  vflha eva rti dha sama vit. 354 

This does not mean that these meditations have no value: similar to warming up 

before doing an intense physical exercise, they may allow an optimum performance 

but, this is important to repeat. they are not the performance itself. 

The fact that one aspect of the cultivation of awareness has been called 

renunciation may lead one to interpret the path to enlightenment in terms of the 

mirror metaphor. According to this metaphor, the mind is like a mirror covered by 

dust, i.e., the mental tendencies (kiesasl. This view of the spiritual path, which seems 

to have been fully articulated in the context of the Chinese philosophical traditions 

including Buddhism. presupposes the existence of a pure nature in each sent ient 

being which has to be uncovered. In this context. the notion of purification is quite 

appropriate and can almost be taken literally. Spiritual practices consist therefore 



in getting rid of these mental tendencies by whatever means possible. 1 n the context 

of the cultivation of awareness and more particularly, of the aspect of renunciation, 

the mental tendencies (klesad are not what is causing a problem to spiritual 

progression. In fact, mental tendencies are never a problem to the practice because 

the very fact that one is aware of their existence is already a sign that one is 

engaged into the cultivation of awareness. In other words. the klesas are a means 

for the cultivation of awareness. In fact, there are not only a means, but also a 

product of the cultivation of awareness itself and as such, they have no independent 

existence apart from it. This is what 1 would like to clarify next. 

i. The klesas and the cultivation o f  awareness 
1 n the preceding chapter, while discussing the unforeseeable nature of the 

experience of transformation. 1 quoted a verse from the Bodhicaryavatara that said 

that, after having undergone such an experience, it was still possible to relapse into 

afflicting States of being. The cause of this spiritual regression is the following: 

These powerful kl&- enernies push me instant ly into [the hell-f ires] into which even the mount 
Meru does not leave ashes. 
meroh api yadmmgat  na bhamapi upa labhyate. 
k-t k~ipanti m m  tafra balinah kIeSaSafravah. 

Not even al1 my enernies have such a very long [alrnostI endless lifespan as that of my 
enemies. 
na hi sarvmi &frün&j dlrgharn ayuh api ïdySam. 
anayantam mahàdirghm yat marna k IeSa-Satra vah. 

All [the other enemiesl c m  accomplish some good if  properlv served. These kleSas are, l- 
causing enormous suffering if served. 
sarve hi raya ka lpante an uk ülyena se vitah, 
sevyarnmah tu ami klejah s u t a r m  duhkjraka.  35j 

k le& - 

iowever, 

These kleSa-enemies are mainly craving and hatred (trsnJdveS6!di-Satravah) 3% and 

are compared to the hooks of fishermen: 

This hook thrown by the fishermen is like the kleiaç; it is terrible when one is caught bv it. For 
the guardians of hells, after bringing you to the Kumbhi-hells, will cook there. 

Having identified the cause of our state of misery, Sântideva invites us to undertake 

a military-like expedition against them: 



I shall become an hostile fighter, a leader [in the war against al1 the kl- i; except [againstl 
those kinds of kleSas which are fighting the k l e h .  
atra grahï bhavpy&ni baddha-vairah ca vlgrahi, 
anyatra tadvidhat kl& k~eja-vair ir iam-~ 

What Santideva is telling us in this last verse is that hatred against hatred is 

acceptable and legitimate. This may appear paradoxical but it is not if one takes 

into consideration the type of weapon that is required to f ight the kfeSas: 

Where will these IkleSas 1 go, they who dwell in my mind, after having been banrshed from 1t7 

Where will they stand [king ousted of the place] in which they destroy me7 These wretched 
kleSas are to be conquered by the sight of wrsdorn. 1. whose mind is slack. do not do any efforts. 
k v a u  ymmanmanahstho n~rastah sthit va yasmin madvadhiütham ya te ta 
na udyogo me keva lm mandabuddheh kleiah prajiiàdfititlsahya varakah. 359 

The efforts that are required are precisely to acquire a wisdom which consists in 

understanding that: 

KI& do not dwell [are not to be perceivedl in ob~ects, not in the sense-organs and not even 
between these two. They do not exist anywhere else. Where then are these [kleSas L they who 
chum the entire world? 
They are illusion [maya 1. Therefore give up the fear in your heart and be enthusiastic for 
acquiring wisdorn! Why torture yourself in hells for no reason7 
na kled vi ,say~u na indriyagme na apj an t a d e  sthitah. na a tah anya tra k uha sthit* punar ami 
mathnanti kmnam Ngat. 
maya eva iyam at& vimufica hrdaye t r w  bhamva udyarnam. prawthasq k m  a k w a  cva 
narake,w atmanam abadhase. 

In other words, as Prajfiakaramati commented. these wretched kleSas have to be 

investigated from the point of view or with the help of the ultimate truth (ami 

varâkàh paramarthatah vicaryamanah). 36' 

1 have already discussed in chapter four how this investigation hicara) is to 

be understood. 1 described it  as the way to cultivate the awareness that what is 

seen (the phenomenal world) is to be perceived in terms of an idea such as that of 

the emptiness of al1 things. In other words, it is the effort to transform an idea that 

can be "grasped" by the mind into a "vision" or a background defining everything 

that can be grasped by the mind. 1 also argued that this cultivation of awareness 

does not eliminate the kiesas, but rather i t  renders them groundless and 

consequently inoffensive. Now, if one begins to see the kleSas as groundless or as 

illusion. this presupposes that one is already aware of another background def ining 

them as such. This means that the kleSas may be considered as the worst enemies to 



spiritual achievement. but the discourse on the kleias is a good ally in one's 

endeavor of cultivating an auspicious awareness. In fact. as said earlier. the more 

one is aware of the klesas and sees the spiritual damage they can incur. the more 

one becomes estabhshed in the understanding of the fact that they are groundless 

and consequently, the less dangerous they become. In fact, the very idea of klesa is 

made up by the mind engaged in the cultivation of awareness and to some extent 

one can Say t hat the more k IeSa one is aware of. the better it is. 1 t is in t his sense 

that the aspect of renunciation is to be considered as a part of the cultivation of 

awareness: although the discourses related to this aspect is distinct or deals with 

specific themes such as the danger of the klesas, its purpose is to cultivate a 

specific awareness which are likely to lead one to auspicious states of rnind. 

According to the Mahayâna tradition. it seems that it is the Perfection of patience 

(ksanti-paramital that best incorporates that aspect of renunciation as a rneans to 

cuit ivate awareness. 

ii. k s n  tipaamita 

The word paramita is usually translated by perfection. supremacy and 

mastery.362 1 n this regard. Dayal has discussed the possible etymology of this 

expression. One such etymology. which has been propounded by Burnouf in 

part icular. is to Say that it is derived from pâram + ita (gone to the ot her shore). 

This view is denied. based on a passage of the Bodhisattvabh~mi, on the ground that 

it cornes from the adjective parama (the highest) and the suffix ta. a suff ix used to 

transform nouns and adjectives into abstract substantives.363 Taking into 

consideration the significance of the image of reaching the other shore in Buddhist 

writings and the uncertainty of Indian etymology, 1 believe that these two 

interpretations can easily be justified. At this point, 1 am not as rnuch interested in 

determining the exact etymology of this term as to evaluate its significance for the 

aspirant to enlightenment. As will be seen shortly, I am of the opinion that a para- 

mi ta  is to be understood in the same way as a religious truth, i.e., as a means and a 

description of a goal to attain. In the case of the ksanti-paramita, it is a state of 

mind where there is absence of wrath (cittasya-akopanatd 364 and anger (krodh~di -  

nivrtta-cittaml. 365 In the case of ksânti the metaphysical aspect may be less 



obvious than the ethical one, but, as discussed above, it would not be a Perfection if 

a clear understanding of the things as they are was absent. 1 n this regard, the 

AryaSatasahasra prajfiaparamita sutra says: 

Kauiika, pst as for hundred or thousand of persons born blind which are without a guide to enter 
in the right road. how can they reach the city [it leads tol7 Similady, KauSika the f ive 
Perfections would be eyeless like persons born blind without king led by the Perfection of 
wisdom; without it, not being able to enter into the right path to realization [bodhi 1, how could 
they reach the ctty caIIed omniscience? 
kauSika, $It iandh&x@-~ Satm va sahasram va apari@yakânm abha v y m  màrgaava tarwaTlaya 
k ut& punar nagara-anupra veSaeSaya; evam eva. kauSika ac&uskah panpana @am rta ptiandha- 
bh üta bha van ti vina prajiàparamitaya aparipari@yakah, vina prapîîparamitaya a bhavyà Mhimarga- 
a va tar-ya. kutah eva sarvak&qi% ta-nagaraan uPra veSyalS6 

A s  the text further argues. it is only when the paramitas include the Perfection of 

w isdom that they are fit to be called "Perfections" (prajiZ-paramita-parigrhîtah etah 

pa5ca paramitzh paramitg-nàmadheyam labhantel. 3G7 Let us see how th is can be 

understood in the context of the Perfection of patience. 

According to Apte. ksanti means: 1. patience. forbearance, forgiveness; and 

2. the state of saint ly abstract ion.368 1 n Prajfiakaramati's commentary. this term is 

often confounded with ksamah or ksarna (patience, forbearance and f o r g i ~ e n e s s ) ~ ~ ~  

as in evam k-mo bhajet Ihaving t hus entertained forbearan~e13~0 and somet imes 

glossed as titiksa (endurance. patience. resignation and f0rbearance)3~' as in yaiah 

ksantya titiksaya (therefore w ith patience [glossed as] t i t i k ~ a y a l . 3 ~ ~  Therefore. the 

primary and fundamental connotation of ksanti is to endure and consequently. not to 

be carried away by the kleias, which, in the present case. are mostly anger and 

hatred. In other words. ksznti is a kind of remedy (evam d m a d o g n  vibhavyam 

sarva-upâyena tad-vipaksa-bhûtm k s n t i m  utpadayet) 373 against the disease of 

anger and hatred as well as repugnance (pratigha) and malice (vyapada). 374 

According to Prajfiakaramati. ksanti is to be divided into three categories: 1. ksanti 

which is endurance in the face of suffering (duhkha-adhivasana-ksnti); 2. ksanti 

which is the ability to avoid responding to other people's provocation (parapakara- 

marsanaksati); and 3. ksanti which is endurance in one's resolve to abide to the 



dharma (dharma-nidhyana-ksntil 375 These three categories do not refer to three 

different attitudes but rather to three different contexts in which one's patience can 

be tested. 

Given this description of the three kinds of k s n t i ,  one may be led to view it 

as a cultivation of a kind of force, like that of the ascetics who are able to endure 

painful conditions. Indeed. this may appear a legitimate way to interpret Santideva's 

following verses: 

There IS nothing whrch IS difficult to practice. Therefore, by practicmg of M e  sufferings one is 
able to endure great sufferings. 
na kificit asti tadvastu yadabhy%asya dwkaram. 
t a m a t  mrdu vyatha a bhy&-t sqiha vya apr mahavya tha 

One should not be delicate in the face of cold, heat. rain. wind. travel. disease, capture and 
beating, otherwrse suf fering w il! increase. 
scita-w -mi-vataadh vavyadhi-bandhana-tadanaih 
s a u k u r n ~ ~  na karfaiyam anyathz varihate vyathà 376 

This interpretat ion wouid be true if it were not for Prajfiakaramat i's explanat ion. 

Indeed. according to the pitaputrasamagama sutra. such endurance is possible not 

because the bodhisattva does not feel the agony of suffering but rather because he 

experiences the joy of suffering fbodhisattvah sarvarambana vastusu sukham eva 

vedanam vedayate na duhkham, na aduhkhasukhaml. 377 This sukha is. as ment ioned 

in the second chapter. a characteristic of the state of rnind of the bodhisattva who 

is ready to give up even his own body for the sake of al1 beings. This means that. 

because the emotion of joy is, even for unenlightened beiiigs. never forced, one rnay 

understand the force :O endure suffering, not as something resulting from will- 

power. but rather. as a spontaneous reaction resulting from having achieved a 

certain state of mind. In this circumstance, the above-mentioned verses from the 

Bodhicarygvatara are to be seen, not as a trick to endure pain. but rather. as a 

way to level out distinctions between phenornena. I n  other words. the equanimity 

which is to be developed by the cultivation of the Perfection of patience is not 

physical but mental. This explanation is, however, not without a problem: if ksanti is 

above al1 a state of mind where, as rnentioned above, there is absence of anger, 

how then is it possible to bring about this state of mind? Does it require motivation? 

This is what i would like to discuss next by looking at how the mind functions 

according to the various clues given by the Bodhicarygvatara. 

3 7 5 ~ ~ ~ .  p. 123. 
3 7 6 8 ~ ~ 1  VI-14 and 16. 
3 7 7 ~ ~ ~ ,  p. 126. 



iii The workings of the mind 

In the second chapter. 1 discussed the idea that one's behavior is the result 

of one's state of mind. The passage from one state of mind to another, let us say 

from a mind whose main characteristic is hatred (dvesa-citta) to one which is 

friendly Imaitra-cittal, appears to be described by the prefix u t  and the verbal root 

dpad. As anot her example of t his one f inds: tatha sarva-sattvesu na maitracittam 

maya nikseptavyam. antaiah na dagdhasthünayam api pratigha-cittam utpada- 
yftavyam (Thus, 1 should not abandon or reject a friendly mind towards al1 beings; 

not even a mind of repugnance or hatred should be produced towards the burning 

stick [which is used to torment In this regard, one may also notice the use of 

the derivatives of the verbal root dcyu which means: 1. to fall or drop down; 2. to 

corne out of. f low or issue from, drop. trickle or stream forth f r 0 m . 3 ~ ~  The verb 

cavati, for example. in Sanskrit as well as in Pali, is especially employed to denote 

the passage frorn one state of existence to another and as such it is contrasted or 

equated to the verb utpadati. as in te ca satta sandhavanti, samsaranti, cavanti 

upapajjanti (and these beings run around. transmigrate, pass away and a r i ~ e ) . ~ ~ *  

Given this understanding. how is it then possible to move or be moved from one 

state of mind to another? 

AIso in the second chapter, while analyzing the various semant ic applications 

of the word citta, 1 argued that this word ought to be understood in terms of the 

blending of the subjective-objective view of the world and happening. With this 

mode! the desire for enlightenment, for example, was explained as a state of mind 

whose main characterist ic is to desire enlightenment. Civen the implications of the 

Buddhist doctrine of dependent originat ion Ipratïtyasamutpadaj, 1 also compared t his 

state of mind to a living being which has to be fed to be kept alive or destroyed by 

starving it. 1 believe that this image is very appropriate to describe how the 

passage from one state of mind to another is brought about. 

Within the context of the cultivation of awareness, this blending of the 

subjective-objective view appears to dissolve itself so that its objective aspect 

becomes cleariy distinct from its subjective aspect. This can best be seen in what 1 

called "the dialogue between the I and the me ." The I is the subject. the captain of 

the ship to use a previous simile, whereas the me, as an object perceived by the 1, 

is the state of mind which has to be changed. Already in a passage quoted above, 



one has seen an example of this diaiogue: na udyogo me kevalm mandabuddheh (1 ,  

whose mind is slack, do not do any eff0rtsI.38~ There are other examples of it that 

are quite explicit: 

I f  other people are happy after praising someone who has aquired merits. why, Oh mind, don7 
you a h  repice after praising hiin? 
yadi prltisukhaq~ pfiptam anyaih stu tvà gu-jitam, 
manah t vam api tanj stutvà kasmat e v m  na hpyat i? 

Prajfiakaramati further explains this verse by paraphrasing it thus: he manah tmm 

api kimiti harsasukham na anubhavasi (Oh mind, why don't you experience the 

p leasure of joy)?383 

Like the three aspects of the cultivation of awareness and the cultivation of 

awareness itself. the 1 and the me are not to be viewed as independently existing 

entities: the me only exists from the point of view of the 1 whereas the latter is a 

product of the me. In other words, the 1 is only a projection of the me and 

consequently, it could be argued that the consciousness of the world, including that 

of the me, is an illusion created by the mind. Let us just imagine a man standing in 

the Sun and who can only see his shadow. The perception of his own shadow 

produces his consciousness of himself. Let us further assume that his standing in the 

Sun is the cause of suffering; then. seeing himself. i.e., the shadow. will always be a 

sign of being in a state of suffering. Talking to his shadow, the way the I addressed 

the mind above. is like talking to that which creates i t .  I f  the talking results in 

making that which creates the shadow move under a tree (something which is 

incidentally making another shadow, only this tirne, it covers the whole ground). then 

the shadow disappears and by the same token, the perception and the consciousness 

of it. For the one who suffers from the Sun. his release is then brought about the 

moment his shadow becomes that which defines his whole world, i.e.. the shadow of 

the tree. In a way. it is his own shadow that guided him to the tree by not 

disappearing when making wrong moves. and confirmed his release by disappearing 

when having placed himself under the shadow of the tree. Similarly. at this point. the 

1 and the me become without distinctions again. These distinct ions. therefore. only 

appear when there is a feeling of dissatisfaction, 1.e.. a reason to move. 

The fact that the world is defined as illusion on account of the suggested 

understanding of the role and the nature of the 1 and the me, may appear somewhat 



distressing. This feeling is, however, only the result of a certain perspective. Simi lar 

to the ski-jumper hanging twenty meters above the ground, from the point of view 

of a spectator, his situation may appear scary. But frorn the perspective of the ski- 

jumper, his float ing in mid-air is perceived within the context of the whole dynamic 

of his jump and for this reason he, being fully absorbed by it. may perhaps feel more 

stable than anyone on the ground. This dynamic is possible only when he is in mid- 

air and not on the ground, where his spectators may feel more secure. Sirnilarly, the 

dynamic of the cultivat ion of awareness is possible only when the klesas are seen as 

illusion and not when they are no more seen. I t is in this sense that I understand 

Nagarjuna's statement alluded to previousiy concerning the two truths: 

The ultimate truth cannot be taught without the [ilIusoryl world of convention, and without the 
ultimate tmth, nirvaa cannot be attained. 
vyavah&un anaSrrtya paramarthah na de5yate; 
paramartharq an@ama n i r v m  na adhigamyate. 3û4 

In other words, if the world is illusion, it remains so as long as it is not realized as 

such. This later statement rnay appear enigmatic. but it is just common sense given 

the way the 1 and the me interact to bring about their disappearance. 

The only meaningful action the 1 can do in the context of a spiritual path is 

ultimately to cultivate the awareness that he 1s that which he has acknowledged as 

the only reality. Before arriving at this realization. he sees that the me does not see 

it that way. The way the me reacts is for the I the sign that he is behaving 

according to another set of assumptions. The task of the 1 is therefore to challenge 

the validity of t hese assurnptions. These assurnptions are consequent ly. the food 

which feeds the states of mind. that which keeps them alive. I f  one destroys these 

assumptions, then one annihilates by the same token the states of mind that are 

feeding on it. This idea of food is in fact given by the Bodhicaryavatara itself and 1 

am sure that it is not exclusive to it: 

The food of mental affliction is entertaining what LS not desired and destroying what it is; having 
obtained [this kind of food hatred is seen and destoys me. 
ani$ta-karmt atm &fasya ca vighatanat 
daunnanasya %anam prapya dvesah det& nihan ti mam. 

That is why 1 shaI1 destroy this food of my enemy k a u s e  it has no other function than to kill 
me. 
tasmat v i g h à t a y ~ w i  tasya &imam a h w  ripoh, 
yasmàt na madvadhadanyatkflyam asya asti vairinah- 

3 8 4 ~ ~ ~ ,  XXI V- 1 O. 
3 8 5 ~ ~ ~ ,  VI-7 and 8. 



In this regard. it may be appropriate to quote a passage from the Samyutta Nik~ya: 

Just as, bhtkkhus, this body needs food for its subsistence, subsists condit rond by food. and 
without food does not subsist, just so, bhrkkhus, the f ive nivaranas [hindrancesl need food for 
their subsstence. subsist conditioned by food, and without food do not subsist. 
seyyathâpi bhikkha ve a y w  kayo ahara-tthitiko ahilmm paticca t~ttha ti anaharo no tiuhati. evam 
eva kho bhikkha ve pika nivara@i ahara-ttbitika a h m  pticca titthan Ci anah= no 
tiuhanti. 386 

And again, how is this food to be destroyed? According to Prajfiâkaramati. it is by 

simply understanding that what causes it to be is not real h a  tu parama-arthatah 

kin'cit istam anistam va sambhavatil. 387 that is to %yl by investigating (vicaral their 

true nature; such investigation is in effect to redefine them as being not real. The 

real cause of one's mental afflictions is therefore the absence of such investigation: 

avicarayatab daurmanasya utpadyate and vicarya daurmanasya nivartanam eva 
varam. 388 

So far, 1 have discussed the role of vicara without really analyzing the 

implications it may have for what is the content of this investigation. 1 n one of the 

above passages. one noticed the use of the expression paramarthatah in connection 

w i t h vicara (ami varakah paramarthatab vicaryamànàhl. Th is expression usual 1 y 

means: "according to the ultimate truth." Are we to understand that there is really 

an ultimate truth? 1 may very well begin to answer this question by giving Gethin's 

opinion on this matter: 

1 n the present context the discussion of the particular foods for the nivaranas and bojjharigas 
tends to dissolve any distinction between speculative phrlosophy and meditation practice. For to 
abandon the nivaraas and develop the bjbarigas is to see and understand how certain t hings 
feed the boj~harigar and the nivaraas. This is to know how one thing arises conditioned by 
another. which is. of course, to know paticcasamuppdda. 389 

What this exactly rneans is that whatever the content of one's investigation is. i t  is 

true. in the context of the cultivation of awareness, in so far as it produces a 

deepening of one's awareness of whatever one tries to be aware of. Consequently. 

there is no difference. in the context of such investigation. between what one rnay 

consider as true knowledge (paramartha) and beliefs ho t  sraddhd such as the 

doctrine of karma or the existence of the various types of hells. More specif ically. 

in the context of the cultivation of awareness from the point of view of the aspect 

of renunciation. know iedge and beliefs are used prirnarily. as ment ioned earlier. to 

- - - -  - 

386~1  V-64-5 [E: Gethin ( 1994). p. 1751. 
3 8 7 ~ ~ ~ ,  p- 123. 
3 8 8 ~ ~ ~ .  p. 124. 
389~ethin (1994). p. 177. 



dest roy the assumpt ion that the objects of one's perception are truly existent and 

consequently. that their distinctions are real. Here is one example of a parama- 

arthatah statement: 

Who does hate whom? Truly, the hatred which is intended, of whom is it. on account of which 
fault it is? 
k& kasmai druhya ti paramarthatah yena apafldhini k vactt kasyactt aparadhe tasya dve,sah 
yukt& 39û 

1 n this context. paramarthata!, refers to the idea that everything is dependent on 

something else (paravaSam sarvaml. 391 Consequent ly, on the basis of this "fact." 

hatred is no longer justified. 

As for the use of beliefs. the purpose is identical. In fact, it is very difficult. 

if not impossible to make a distinction between a belief and a "fact." A distinction 

can perhaps be made on the basis of the style of the discourse: when one is dealing 

with beliefs. his reflection is like a fantasy which involves a lot of creativity. For 

example. we have seen in the third chapter the idea that the body of one's beloved 

is not different from the decaying bodies in the cemetery. Another interesting 

example is probably the transformation of the meaning of kalyanamitra. 

A kalyaamitra. within the Buddhist tradition. is a spiritual friend whose task 

is to help the aspirant in his progression towards enlightenment. Usually it is a 

master or a guru who is the most important kalyânamitra for the aspirant to 

enlightenment. The kalyanamitra is generally considered as a superior being on 

account of his spiritual achievement and its ability to help. 1 n this regard, Santideva 

says: 

One should never abandon a spirstual friend even at the cost of one's Iife. He is one who is 
preservtng the vows of the bodhisattva and who is proficient in the knowledge of the 
Mahayaria 
sada kalyaamitram ca jvitaarthe api na tya/et, 
budhisa t f va vra t a d h m  mahay&xmrtha-kovidam. 392 

These are the two qualities which qualify anyone to be a kalyanamitra. One's 

spiritual friend could be to a lesser extent one's colleague in the search for 

enlightenment; in this case, they might not be as good as the master but at least 

they are well-intentioned. Or, in a less obvious way. i t  can also be one of the Great 

Bodhisattvas such as Mafijusri or AvalokiteSvara. These Great Bodhisattvas can be 

venerated in order to progress spiritually (kaly~namitrarn vande aham satprasadat 



ca vardhatel. 393 Therefore. if one had to classify al1 sentient beings in terms of 

their ability to help the spiritual seekers, then the kalyanamitra would be at the 

very top. In the Bodhicary~vatara, however, this classification does not hold: even 

those beings, who harbor an intention to harm others, are kalyanamitra. 1 ndeed: 

Therefore, those who are conspiring against me by destroy ing my reputation etc.. are in fact 
protecting me from falling into Iower States of being. 
tasmat stutiadi-ghâtaya mama ye pratyupasthita 
apayapta-ra&ùthm pramtah nanu te marna. 394 

These people are, as Prajîiakaramati says, one's kalyanamitra and not one's injurer 

latah kalyanamitrani te na apakarinahl. 395 For this reason, there is no reason to 

hate them (dvesh tesu katham marna). 396 Similar to the paramarthatah statements. 

fantasy is therefore used as a way to destrov the idea that, in the case of the 

ksantiparamita. someone is our enemy and even the idea that his actions are 

harming us. The ideas, which in fact are the manifestation of a specific way of 

viewing the world, are the food of the hating-mind (dvesa-cittal. They have to be 

destroyed, more specifically, the view that produces them. in order to annihilate the 

hating-mind. 1 t would be nonsensical to achieve this result by eliminating a11 

enemies. In this regard, Sant ideva gives a nice simile: 

Where shaI1 I find enough leather to cover the entire earth7 Just by wearing Ieathershoes, the 
earth will be covered. 
bhûmim chadayitum sarviüp kutah carma bha v~sya ti, 

apanahwrrna-matrem chana bhavati medini. 3 7  

These leather-shoes are, in the context of the cultivation of awareness of the idea 

that the world is devoid of independent existence, the realization that the world is 

indeed devoid of independent existence. Having identified the role of the parama- 
arthatah statements. what is then the signif icance of the expression parama- 
arthatah ? 

While discussing the metaphysical aspect of religious language in chapter 

four, 1 argued that the ultimate truth (paramartha) is beyond conceptualizat ion not 

in the sense that words cannot Say anything about the ultirnate reality, but rather 

that, whatever it says about it 1s true of it but always in a partial manner. The 

limitations of language are therefore seen not in terms of its inability to express the 



ultimate reality but rather in its inability to express everything about it. Like 

describing a running horse, it is impossible to report everything it  does at every 

moment, but it is possible to describe it in such a way that one distinguishes it from 

a running dog or a standing horse. Therefore. what is characterized as parama- 

arthatah, is something which can be viewed as a partial description of the truth 

which has been acknowledged or as an implication of it. Consequently, because 

there can be a multitude of descriptions of the truth which serves as the basis of 

the cultivation of awareness, there can be as well an unlimited number of parama- 

arthatah statements. In this sense, referring back to the doctrine of skillful means 

lupaya), there can be a great diversity of truth-statements. but nevertheless these 

statements remain within the framework or context of what they are referring to. In 

other words. religious truths are not an obstacle to creativîty; on the contrary. they 

are its greatest source of inspiration. While typing this very sentence on my word- 

processor. 1 am amazed to see what the simple idea of 1 and O has led us to achieve 

in terms of cornputer technoiogy. Similarly. the great constructions of speculat ive 

philosophy are only an articulation of a simple idea; like a building which can 

assume an unlimited number of shapes. i t  can do sol however. only within the 

physical character ist ics of the material i t is made of. 

1 would Iike to end the discussion of the aspect of renunciation of the 

cultivation of awareness here. Our understanding of how the mind works, i.e., how 

the 1 and the me interact is, however. not complete yet. So far. we have seen how 

the mind can be disengaged from the claws of the world or. to use my previous 

simile. to press the clutch in order to release the drive shaft frorn the engine. 1 also 

argued that the Perfection of patience Iks~ntipâramitd. as a means and a 

description of what it means to be in a state of disengagement. was the best 

embodiment of this aspect of renunciation. 1 t remains now to be seen how the mind 

can be reengaged into gears. This is the function of the aspect of conversion. and 

this is the subject of the next chapter. 



Chapter six 

THE ASPECT OF CONVERSION 

In the preceding chapter. 1 began a discussion on the idea of food as that 

which maintains "alive" a state of mind. 1 showed that a hating-mind (dvesa-cittal 

could be annihilated by starving it. To starve a state of mind did not mean, however, 

to abstain from the food that nourishes it, but rather, to corne to understand. 

through the exercise of investigation hicara), i.e., the cultivation of awareness. that 

this food has so to speak no nutritive quahty. Given this understanding of what it 

rneans to starve the mind. 1 consequently argued that the more food one views as 

lacking nutritive quality, the more one's awareness of what it means for food to 

have nutritive quality becomes stronger. In the context of the aspect of 

renunciation, one can Say that this awareness is mediated through the awareness of 

the fact that some foods lack nutritive quality. In the context of the aspect of 

conversion, however, one is directly aware of the nutritive food. In a way, within 

the cultivation of awareness, the aspect of conversion calls for a more intense 

cuit ivat ion of awareness. 

If the aspect of renunciation is a cultivation of awareness through the 

understanding of what is not good for oneself, then the aspect of conversion is 

looking for what is good for oneself. The difference between these two aspects has 

been presented by Gethin in the following manner: 

The basic principles can be summed up as follows: improper or inappropriate bringing to mind 
(ayoniso rnanasikara) of particular items is food for the nivaranas; proper or appropriate bringing 
to mind (yoniso manasikara) of particular items is food for the bojjhangas. 398 

The inappropriate bringing to mind is the aspect of renunciation on account of 

understanding what it means to be inappropriate and the appropriate bringing to 

mind is the aspect of conversion on account of understanding what is appropriate. 

i.e., that which directly reinforces the beneficial awareness. In the context of 

bodhicitta, it is that which conf irms the idea that one always desires enlightenment 



for the sake of al1 beings. In this context, one no longer u s e  the klesas as means to 

cultivate a beneficial awareness, but rather, one is looking at what is one's refuge. 

In other words, the question "Where is my refuge?' is what occupies the mind of the 

aspirant to enlightenment in the context of the aspect of conversion. 

In the Buddhist literature, Mahayana as well as pre-Mahâyana. there are 

many examples of discourses giving answers to the above question. Despite the fact 

that these answers are articulated in many ways, they can nevertheless be 

classif ied into three categories expressed by the well-known formula of the taking 

of refuge in the three Jewels: 

And 1. Lord go for refuge to the Blessed Lord [the Buddhal. the dharnma and the cornmunit y of 
the spiritual seekers (bhikkhu). 
So a h m  bhan te Bhagavantam sar-m gacch&nt dharnmafi ca bhrk k h m g h M  ca 399 

According to the Bodhicaryavatara. this seeking for refuge should be maintained as 

long as one has to arrive at the final goal: 

So long as  I have not attained perfect enlightenment. 1 shall seek refuge in the Buddha the 
dharma and the communtty of the spiritual seekers (bodhisattva). 
buddhaq gacchâmr S a r m  yavadii Mhiman&tah 
d h a r m ~  gacchiüni S a r w  bodhisa t t vag- fa tha 400 

in the context of the cultivation of awareness, to take refuge in the Buddha would 

bel a s  argued in chapter four, to develop the awareness of his constant presence. 

to take refuge in the dharma is to acknowledge the truth of ernptiness and its 

manifold articulations Ipratityasamutpada, sarvam duhkham. anatta etc.) and. to take 

refuge in the community of spiritual seekers is to cultivate the awareness of the 

fact that one is such a seeker. To  some extent, the cultivation of awareness based 

on the concept of bodhicitta corresponds to the taking of refuge in the sangha. In 

this regard, Sangharakshi ta said: 

1 t seerns that the bodhicitta is something more likeiy to anse within a community, within an 
order of people who are working to allow it to manifest. I...] The bodhicitta 1s more likely to 
arise in the case of a nurnber of people working hard together, and stimulating and sparking one 
another off, rather than in the solitary individua1, in whose case it may tend to be like an 
ind ividual experience in the narrower senseal 

1 do not deny the importance of one's colleagues in the search for enlightenrnent-- 

as mentioned in the preceding chapter, these colleges are to some extent one's 

kalyanamitra- but 1 believe that this interpretation dirninishes the significance of 



the sangha as one of the three refuges. 1 ndeed, it seems that the sarigha, as the 

community of spiritual seekers. is. like the other Buddhist truths, a way to describe 

the only reality. i.e.. a reality which gives meaning to everything. In other words. 

taking refuge in the sarigha is to acknowledge that everyone is seeking 

enlightenment, that everyone is helping each other: 

The Sakya-muni said that the field of beings is like the field of the Enlightened Ones. because 
many people have attained full happiness by worshipping them. 
sattva.k$etm jin&tram iti atah munina uditam, 
etan mdhya  baha L@ sampa t@am yatah gat3- ah.2 

Both are similar because t hey are the cause of Buddhahood Ibuddhatva-karana- 

hetutvat) 403 or because they create the conditions for the cultivation of awareness 

(sambhara-prasüti-pravmi-hetutvât). 404 I t  is in this sense. as discussed in chapter 

five, that entry into the community of spiritual seekers can be considered to some 

extent as the actualization or enactment of what one already is. 

In the context of the Mahayana tradition. although the idea of taking refuge 

is still present, it appears to have been replaceci by the taking of vows. 1 have 

already discussed in chapter five the idea that the ritual of initiation of the 

bodhisattva may be viewed as an enactment, similar to the taking of the Refuge in 

the Three Jewels, of what it rneans to be a bodhisattva. As alluded to in chapter 

two, while discussing the signif icance of pranidhicitta, this ritual of initiation 

comprises the taking of a series of vows. These vows are calied the ten pranidhanas 

and rnay be summarized as follows: 

1. To provide for the worship of al1 the Buddhas without exception. 2. to maintain the religious 
Discipline that has been taught by ail the Buddhas and to preserve the teaching of the Buddhas, 
3. to see al1 the incidents in the early career of a Buddha, 4. to realise the Thought of 
Enlightenment, to practice al1 the duties of a bodhisattva, to acquire al1 the pàrarn~ta and purify 
al1 the stages of his career, 5. to mature al1 beings and establish them in the knowledge of the 
Buddha. viz. al1 the four classes of beings who are in the six States of existence, 6. to perceive 
the whole Universe, 7. to purify and cleanse al1 the Buddha-f ields, 8. to enter on the Great Way 
and to produce a common thought and purpose in al1 bodhisattvas, 9. to rnake al1 actions of the 
body, speech and mind fruitful and successful and 10. to attain the supreme and perfect 
Enlightenment and to preach the ~octrinePO~ 

These ten vows are in effect a description of what an  aspirant to enlightenment 

becomes when he has attained the stage of bodhisattva, i.e., someone in whom 

bodhicitta has arisen. What is interesting to note at this point is that. according to 



Dayal. "a bodhisattva S career is said to commence with the "production of the 

Thought of bodhi (bodhi-citta-utpada)". He thinks of becoming a Buddha for the 

welfare and liberation of all creatures. makes certain great vows. and his future 

greatness is predicted by a living Buddha."406 1 n this regard. Williams conf irms that: 

"[thel Bodhisattva on the first stage. the 'Joyous* stage. we are told that he (or she) 

is accordingly filled with joy, and makes ten great vows."407 HOW is it then that the 

arising of bodhicitta is characterized by taking a vow (the fourth) to realize 

bodhicitta? To add a little more confusion. Santideva. at almost the very end of the 

Bodh icaryava tara, says: 

May 1 always retain the rnemory of previous lives [of the Buddhaj and of mv ordination vows t i l l  
1 attain the Joyous stage on accoun t of holding to [the vision] of MafijuSri. 
ptismaratvm pravrayâm aharq ca prapnuyilm sada 
yava t pram uditabh ümim rnarqughqaparigrahat- 408 

Given this last passage. it would be paradoxical to Say that one attains a spiritual 

stage in which the means to attain it has to be followed. This is incidentally the 

same paradox concerning the revelation of the fourth Noble Truths which has been 

mentioned earlier. Similarly, this paradox can be resolved by saying that the taking 

of vows which occur at the pramuditabhûmi is in effect a description of what it 

means to undergo this spiritual experience as well as being a means to it. In this 

circumstance, it is appropriate to Say that the taking of vows. as well as the taking 

of Refuge, creates the conditions for the cultivation of awareness and as such, 

there is nothing more to do than become fully aware of the reality described by the 

vows taken. In other words. the taking of vows by the bodhisattva may be the 

beginning of his spiritual career. but also the end. Between the beginning and the 

end. there is a "timeless span of time" because any notion of t ime. on the part of the 

bodhisattva. would rnean that he has not begun yet. 

To  a lesser extent, conversion. as mentioned by Cethin above. is effected by 

paying attention to whatever is beneficial for the cultivation of awareness. What is 

beneficial. as in the case of the aspect of renunciation. is the paramârthatah 

statements as well as beliefs or fantasy. The expressions used to bring about a 

conversion are derivatives of the noun manas and the verbal root dkr as in idam 

duhkham mahàrtha-sadhakatvat sodhum ucitam iti manasi karta vyam (One ought to 

406~aya1 (1931). p. 50. 
407 williams ( 1989). p. 206. 
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remember that this suffering is to be borne because i t  is the means to achieve the 

great g ~ a l ) . ~ o ~  In another passage in the BodhicaryZvat~ra. one f inds the following: 

Manasikarah is that mind which is 'fixed" on perfect enlightenment or Buddhahood [wtiich IS 
defined! as the intent to reach it by means of the desire to rescue a11 sentient beings. 
sam yak ~ b o d h a  u buddha t ve yacxit t a q ~  sarvasa t t vasam uddh-h iprayew 
tatpraptyartham adhyaéyena manasikarah O 

That mind, which is, in this context, called the sambodhlcittam. has to be produced 

(sambodhicittam eva upadeyaml 4 "  because there is no better means against evil h a  

ca sam bodhicittât pra tipaksah mahïyan aparah sam bha va ti). l 2  

According to Apte, the noun manasikara means: 1. perfect perception, full 

consciousness. mental concentrat ion and resolut ion.4 '3  According to the Buddhist 

Hybrid Sanskrit dict ionary. one has: fixing in mind, mental concentrat ion, intense 

attention. thought. not ice.414 Both t ransiat ions are somewhat am biguous as to the 

intensity of one's attention. This means that the activity of conversion can be seen 

as an ongoing process present at various degrees within the context of the aspect 

of renunciation as well as the aspect of contemplation. Indeed. to a lesser degree, 

one thinks about the fact that everything lacks intrinsic existence to justify that one 

ought not to be involved in them, and to a greater degree. one is fully aware of ail 

the implications of the fact that everyt hing lacks intrinsic existence. 

The term manasikara therefore corresponds very much to what 1 have 

described in the preceding chapter as making the right decision. 1 t makes sense to 

Say that this is the only action or activity that ought to be done to reach 

enlightenment, when one takes into consideration the idea of intensity. 1 f one views 

enlightenment as a flash of light, as a kind of spiritual knock-out, then it is difficult 

to accept the idea that deciding that one is eniightened is already the experience of 

enlightenment. In fact, if enlightenment is a change of state of mind, this change 

need not be a "cataclysm in one's mental organization." to use Suzuki's expression. 

Let us imagine a person having a lot of money problems. On account of this, he is 

full of anxiety. Then he learns that he is about to inherit a huge sum of money 

allowing him to pay off al1 his debts and even more. Even if he does not have the 

money yet, he feels quite released and he can even incur more debts. The very idea 



that he is going to inherit a lot of money is suff icient to change his out look of life 

and above ail. his quality of life. In the same way. the decision to acknowledge 

certain ideas. to put in one's mind lmanasikrl certain thoughts. already brings its 

results. In a way. taking such a decision is already a change of state of mind. 

1 ndeed, in the Bodhicary~vatâra, manasikara is a state of mind which ought to be 

produced: paribhurijata ca evam manasikara utpadayita v p h  (he who consumes [food] 

should understand the following).415 In the present context. what one should 

understand is that one ought to eat with moderation because there are eighty 

thousand types of worms in the body which rely on this energy for their happiness 

(santi asmin kaye asiti-krmikulasahasrani, tàni anena eva oja* sukham 

viharantul. 416 This is a good exarnple of the use of fantasy fueling one's cultivation 

of awareness: even a worm is worthy of consideration. 

This last argument, although a little bit far-fetched, is, however. not devoid 

of interest. Usually. it is assumed that the expressions derived from manasikr refer 

to a distinct object of the mind such as an idea or a thought. I gave an example 

above about how just holding a thought might bring a change of behavior. 

Conversely. however. it can be said that changing one's behavior reinforces one's 

awareness of the reasons why one should change one's behavior. As with the 

example of the worms. the moderation in one's eating habits it is meant to bring 

about does refer to the idea that no distinctions are to be made at the level of the 

phenomenal world. This interaction between behavior and cult ivat ion of awareness 

is discussed in the Bodhicaryâvatàra mainl y in its f i f th  chapter ent itled samprajnya- 
raksanam (Guarding alertness). To some extent. the discourse of t his chapter 

corresponds to the Perfection of discipline &la-paramita). 1 n t his regard, Prajfia- 

karamat i says: 

Whatever practices are perfomed for the sake of samadhi, they are in harrnony with or included 
in s7la. For chat reason, those who w ~ s h  to obtain samadhi ought to practice sïla which consists 
of smytisamprapnya 
ye kecit samàdhihetavah prayogah. te stile 'nugatah iti. tasmat samâdhl-arthrnà smrti- 
sampra janya-slena bha vita vyam l7 

With regard to the cultivation of awareness. s71a is a good example of the idea that 

the aspect of renunciation does overlap with the aspects of conversion and 

eventually. contemplation. 1 ndeed, as renunciat ion. we have the following verses: 



If one sees one's mind Ied (by angerl or in a state of jealousy. one should not act nor speak, one 
should stay put like a piece of wood. 
a n u n i t a  pra tiha t w  yadà @yet svakam manah, 
na karîavym na vak ta vyam sthatavyarn kahavat ta& 

Whenever there is a desire to prase oneseif or denigrate others. to dsregard other's words and 
start argument, one should stay put like a piece of wood. 
yadatmotk-bh- parapamsanam eva va 
sadhi&pam sasaq~rambham sthâta vyw k a h a  vat tada 

Whenever 1 am in tolerant, let hargic, fearful, obstinate, loquacious and too partial. then 1 remain 
like a piece of wood. 
asahlsriualasam b h i t m  pragaibham mukharam tatha 
svapak~bhiniv~$tanj ca t m t  ri,ghmi k & ~ h a v a t ~ ~ ~  

as conversion: 

Remembering again and again the fact that 1 have obtained after a long time this wonderful 
moment, I hold this mind which is unshakabie like  moun nt Sumeru. 
cirat praptarg v a r . i  smytva smytva muhurmuhuh, 
dhdrayifrni id- cittam aprakarnpyam sumeru vat. I9 

and as contemplation: 

[A mind which id very resolute, very happy, steadfast, respect 
peaceful, with the intention of providing py. 
sunikitam suprasannam dhïram sàdaraga ura vam, 
sala,yarg sa bhayam sântanj pxüàdhanatatparam. 

ful with humility, bashful, fearful, 

Undisturbed by childish desires which are mutually contradictmg each other and which are born 
out of kl&, full of pity for those [who entertained theml 
~~a virudhâbhih Wecchabhih akheditarn, 
kleja-utpadat idam hi etad e,Wn rti daydnvitarn. 420 

Again, this renunciat ion, conversion and contemplation is possible because of 

understanding that the phenomenal world is illusion. a creation of the mind and 

consequent ly, by controlling the mind, one controls the whole world: 

Tigers, lions, elephants, bears, serpents and all enemies such a s  the guardians of hells and evtl- 
spirits and demons, they are al1 controlled on account of controlling the mind alone. With only 
the rnind subdued, al1 are subdued. 
vyaghr* simha g a m  rk& sarpah sarve Satravah, 
sarve narakapafah ca Winyah rak,sa@ ratha 
sarve baddhah bha van ti ete cittasya ekasya bandhanat, 
cittasya ekasya darnanàt sarve dmtah bhavanti ca. 421 

How is this mind to be subdued, this is the role of samprajanya or more particularly, 

of smrti-sarnprajanya (mindfulness-alertness). A t  this point, I do not believe that the 



Bodhicaryavatara is really suggesting another means to subdue the mind. but rather 

a different description of the causes of one's suffering and consequently, it is a wav 

to foster vicara or the cultivation of awareness: 

The thief which is the absence of alertness, following the lack of rnindfulness, will take awav 
the accumufated merits and those who have k e n  deprived of them will finish in one of the evil 
States of king. 
asunprapnyawure~ smfli-mo$ihuSari??iZ 
upacitya api puny2n1 mwitâh ymti durgatim. 

The group of thieves which are the kl& are wait ing to enter [ln one's awareness. i-e.. to disrupt 
the cuItivation of awarenessj. Once they have entered, they steal it and kill the rneans or 
conditions for the attainment of a happy state of existence. 
kl&-taskarasamgho 'yam a va ta-ga v&ah, 
p r w a  avatZiram rnwmti han ti sadgat@vitam. 422 

1 n appears therefore that smrti and samprajanya are a description of the dynamic 

of manasikuru. Indeed, smrti seerns to correspond to its object: 

That is why smrtr should never be allowed to leave the mind which is Itke a door. I f  it is gone, 
it has to be reestablished by rneans of thinkrng of the sufferings of the lower reaIrns. 
tasmàt smrtfi manodvàrat na apaneya kadacana 
ga tapi pra tvupasthapya samsmrtyàpayikim vya t h m .  423 

This means that a mind which is cultivating an awareness of a beneficial thought is 

like the door to the full realization of what it describes. If  the thought leaves the 

mind, then the mind itself is no longer such a door and one may be doomed because 

of this change of mind. I t  is. however. necessary to reestablish or reinstate the 

benef icial thought in the mind. Smrti is therefore the content of manasikuru. 
The reason why smrti is allowed to slip away is because the container is not 

tight enough: 

A person who lacks alertness cannot retain what has b e n  
just as a pitcher with a hole that leaks water. 
~~~~~~~~ittrrsya <ru tacm ta rabhavitam, 
sacchidrak um bhaja k va t na smflava va t ~ t h a  te. 424 

Consequently. to stop any possible leak. a person 

watch on his mind: 

This is in brief the characterrstic of a person who is alert 
watch on his body and mind. 
etad eva samiisena samprapnyasya la k ~ a m ,  
yatkayacittave&y@ pratyavek- rnuhuh muhuh. 425 

heard, thought about or contempIated 

must be alert and kept a constant 

IThat personl is constantly keeping a 



This is, 1 beiieve, the essence of the practice of s'ila. 

1 t seems to me that the function of the discussion concerning the importance 

of smrt i  and samprajanya. within the context of the Bodhicary~vatara. is to give 

some kind of perspective to the notion of manasikuru. i.e., to show its various 

degrees of intensity. As such, manasikuru may refer to the simple action of having a 

thought in mind or to a deep absorption (bhavana). With the idea of samprajanya. 

which corresponds to the activity of holding a thought in rnind f'smrti), one adds a 

new dimension to manasikuru; as just said, one adds the impression of perspective to 

what, at first sight. allows no difference between thinking about an idea and being 

fufly absorbed by it. It appears, however, that samprajanya is just the beginning of 

this increase in intensity. There is in the Bodhicaryavatara another discourse that 

contributes to an intensification of the cultivation of awareness. This discourse is 

mainly found in the context of the discussion of the Perfection of valor or strength 

(viryaparamitd. Indeed, similar to the parallel between the aspect of renunciation 

and the Perfection of patience (ksiinti-paramita), the aspect of conversion seems to 

be best exemplified by the Perfection of valor. I therefore intend to show next how 

this Perfection contributes to the cult ivat ion of awareness. 

i vÏr yapar am ifs 

According to Apte, vïryam means among other things: 1.  heroisrn, prowess, 

valor; 2. vigor. strength; 3. virility; 4. energy. firmoess. courage; and 5. power, 

p0tency.~~6 In this regard. Edgerton seems to combine both the idea of heroism and 

that of energy by translating is as heroic en erg^.^^^ 1 believe that, as will be shown 

in the context of the Bodhycaryavat~ra, both connotations are just if ied. i ndeed, 

courage, heroisrn, energy and strength are usually the qualities needed in the face 

of danger or in the face of a difficult task to perform. As such, vïrya could be 

understood as effort and perseverance. Given the multitude of rebirths a bodhi- 

sattva has to go through before reaching enligh tenment. effort and perseverance 

are of the utmost necessity. Referring back to Suzuki's description of the Satori 

experience. v?rya appears to be the only true spiritual quality to bring this 

experience about so that bodhicitta, according to him, is to be assimilated alrnost 

exclusively to effort and perseverance. 1 n the context of the cult ivation of 

awareness, however, 1 do not believe that this kind of effort, based on the dualistic 



notion of a place to leave and a place to reach. is appropriate. 1 n this context, 

vïrya and more particuiarly. vïryaparamit& is not to be seen as a valorization of 

effort or perseverance, but rather, as simply a rneans to bring one face to face with 

whatever idea that serves as the basis of the cultivation of awareness. In other 

words. it is the act of facing that counts and not the annihilation of what may 

impede it. Similar to the klesas in the context of the aspect of renunciation. 

awareness of what causes lack of vigor and heroism is already to have vigor and 

heroism. Given this understanding of vïrya, effort and motivation. the way they are 

normaily understood. are consequently just skiilful means to bring about a 

conversion of the mind towards or literally facing what is beneficial for the 

cultivation of awareness. Indeed. doing efforts assumes an awareness of a goal or 

an objective; th is  awareness is what really brings about the transformation and not 

the actual efforts. This is what 1 intend to clarify next. 

To some extent the connotations associated w ith the injunct ion remember 

are very similar to that related to the idea of waking up. Indeed. in the Bodhicarya- 
avatara, vTrya is seen as the remedy against Iethargy or laziness hlasyam): 

What isviiya 7 1 t is inclination towards what ts beneficial. And what are its opposrng factors7 It 
is lethargy, attachment to what is contemptible, despondency and self-contempt. 
klm viryam kuSala-utsàhah tadvipak,sah kah ucyate' 
alasyaq~ kutsitasak tih v~,SdarmavarnanyaniL 420 

The causes of this Iethargy are: 

Lethargy is born on account of enpying illusory pleasure, a craving for sleep and absence of 
reaction when confronteci to the suffering of m a  
a vyi?parasukh%vada-nidrap&a ya t m y a  
samaduhkha-anudvegat àlasyam upaj3yafe. 429 

The last cause does refer to the notion of adhikara alluded to in one of the 

previous chapters and. as discussed in the preceding chapter, to the feeling of 

dissatisfaction as the real beginning of a spiritual path and consequently. as the 

cause of the appearance of the cultivation of awareness. 

After having identified the various causes of lethargy, Santideva tries to 

awaken one's consciousness of the situation one finds oneself in: 

Being caught by the hunter which is the kl& you have entered into the net of rebirth. Why 
dont  you know today that you have corne to the mouth of death? 
k leSa vagurikaghratah pra v ~ t a h  pnma vaguràm, 
kim adya api na m à s i  mflyoh vadanarn agatah. 



Don? you see that people of your kind are systematically being killed7 You are as asleep as o 
buffalo in the presence of a butcher. 
svayüthyânm~arn@& tvam krameqa eva na paSyati. 
tathâpi n i d m  y&i eva ca&ilamah& .vathi% 

You are constantly under the surveillance of the Lord of death, without any escape. How is it 

that you relish enpyments, sleep and pleasure? 
yamenodvï~yarnàMsya baddhammasya m a t a h ,  
kathanj te rocate bhoktum k a t h m  nidra k a t h m  ratih. 430 

What Santideva is trying to achieve with this type of discourse is, 1 believe. to 

create a sense of crisis or urgency. Indeed: 

As you collect the prerequisi tes [for wholesome practicel deat h is to come soon. Having 
abandoned lethargy at that inopportune time what will you do7 
y a v a t s a m b h f l ~ b h ~  m a r a w  s7ghram i,sya ti, 
samt yajyâpi tadalasym akale k im kari$yasi? 

Thinking: '1 have not achieved this*, 'What 1 have started remains halfdone'. vou exclaim: 'Oh. 1 
am dead' when death suddenly has corne. 
idam na praptam &aWham idarn a r d h a k m  sthitam, 
akasmat mflyuh W t a h  ha hat& asmi iti cintayan. 431 

This sense of crisis is not better expressed by the attempt to arouse fear frorn what 

is not benef icial to spiritual progression: 

Your fear that you are like a Iive fish [about to be eatenl is appropriate. And why? Because of the 
intense suffering in helI for one who has done evil. 
Jvamatsya iva asmi ; f i  yuktam bhayam ;ha eva te. 
kim punah krfapapuya mm narakaduhkha fah 432 

The reason for the creat ion of this sense of crisis or urgency is, on the one hand, 

to destroy any illusions concerning the eventual benef its offered by being attached 

to the phenomenal world, i-e., viewing it as independently existent--this is the aspect 

of renunciation-- and on the other hand, to leave one avenue of escape for the 

mind. This avenue is what is really beneficial for the spiritual progression; this is 

the aspect of conversion. In a way, it is like building a wall around oneself and 

letting one door to go out. The more one feels cooped up by the walls, the more one 

is iikely to have the desire to escape. 1 t is in this sense that I previously said that 

awareness of what is causing a lack or vïrya is to some extent already a manifes- 

tation of it. Indeed, what does cause the desire to escape as well as the knowledge 

of the way to escape? It is the wall; without it, there is not even a door. This is 

incidentally a variation of rny argument concerning the role of confession which is 



not to be seen as a kind of preliminary practice but rather as a direct means of 

cultivating the awareness of the presence of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, an 

awareness which is as liberating as the realization of emptiness. In this regard. 1 

would like to quote Polanyi: 

Precatoty prayers are perhaps, of al1 parts of religious worship. the most ernptv of ordinary- 
action significance. It might be considered remotely meaningful to feel gratitude that God IS 
good-even though we think he could not be otherwise. But how can one presume either to 
advise or to plead with him to do something good for sorneone? Such entreaties should logicallv 
mean that we do not trust that he will know or wiII do what is best without our intercession. 
However. such prayer, in its most sincere form. is obviously a supreme act of trust.433 

In other words, the act of mistrust which is the precatory prayer is actually one of 

trust. Similarly, the discourse describing one's state of lethargy and despondency, 

like the discourse related to the fact that one is entangled in the klésas, renders 

one immune from this kind of state as well as pointing at the way to escape from 

them. As a matter of fact, in the present context, to be immÿne and escaping are 

two descript ions-viewed f rom two different points of view, i.e., the aspect of 

renunciation and that of conversion-of the same thing: the cult ivat ion of awareness. 

1 ndeed: 

[ Krya 1 is self-controI by means of lack of despondency, strength and cleverness. I t is also the 
pract ice of exchanging or transforming of one's self wit h ot her's. 
a v@da-bala @a-tatparya%tmavidheyata 
paràtmasamaM GI eva piratmaparivartanam. 434 

As mentioned before. this practice of exchanging one's self with other's is a wav of 

cultivating an awareness of the fact that there is no difference between oneself and 

the others. i.e.. realization of emptiness which is the highest goal of the aspirant to 

enlightenment. 

The sense of crisis gives therefore the right direction one should turn one's 

mind to. Taking into consideration the idea of intensity discussed above, it seems. 

however, that it is just the beginning of what one might called vïrya. Indeed, the 

first reaction from turning one's mind towards what is beneficial seems to be fear: 

1 am afraid at  the prospect of giving up my han& and feet. The distinction between heavy and 
Iight made by me 1s due to my lack of investigation [i.e.. cuitivation of awareness]. 
athapi hastapadai ddatavyam iti me bhayam. 
guru-laha varnüdhatvam tanme syat a vi&tah. 



Again. giving one's lirnbs op or more specifically. the readiness of giving them up is 

what it rneans to be a bodhisattva and this state of being. as confirmed by the 

second part of the last verse. is intirnately related to an understanding of how the 

things really are. i.e., as defined by the idea of emptiness. Consequently. the idea of 

ernptiness itself c m  be the cause of fear. Indeed. in the ninth chapter of the 

Bodhicary~vatara, t here is a passage report ing a discussion involv ing a Vast uvadin 

and a Mahayanist concerning the consequences of meditating on emptiness. The 

Vastuvadin argues: 

The consequence of kef lecting or meditatingl on the meaning of emptiness IS, for the ones 
afflicted by confusion, to stay in s m  because of not being released on account of fear and 
attachment. 
saktitrwt tu aninnuktya m e  sidhyati sthitih, 
mohena duhkhinm arche jwiyatâya idvn phalam. 

In other words, meditatjng on the idea of emptiness would cause fear and as such. it 

inevitably binds one to the world of samsara. Therefore. emptiness is no remedv to 

suffering. To  this the Mahayânist says: 

Since fear IS a thing that produces suffering. let one cultivate emptiness, which calrns suffering. 
How can fear arse from it? 
yad duhkhapanarg vastu traçah tasrnàt prapyatâm 
Siinvata duhkhaiamanï tatah k lin mate bhayarn. 437 

Although fear must be eventually overcome, it is not devoid of interest in the 

context of the cultivation of awareness. Fear has the quality. if one may say so. to 

make real what is not. A person who suffers from a phobia. for example. sees as 

real what is the product of his imagination. ln other words. fear could be used as 

sorne kind of factor of intensification. The only problem with the feeling of fear is 

that it has a Iimited effect: if it is not subdued, one may run away from what causes 

it and then everything has to start from the beginning. i.e.. bring back one's 

attention towards the skillful things. 1 t is here, therefore, that v7rya becomes 

significant. Its task is to maintain a sufficient level of "strength." by means of 

investigation (vicâra) and not by means of will-power. one's attention towards what 

is skillful. If 1 can use a simile. this activity is like trying to join two magnets at 

their respective positive poles not by simple pressure but rather by causing a 

change of polarization in one of the two magnets. Within the context of the 

cult ivat ion of awareness, this appears to be the f unct ion of chanda. 
According to the Bodhicarygvatara: 



For the welfare of sentient beings Iit is necessary to have1 the four strengths: the desire for what 
ts beneficial, strength. attachment to good actions and spirit of sacrifice. One should develop the 
desire of what is beneficial while meditating on what IS praseworthy. 
chandasthama-rati-muktf-6al;am sattvaarthasiddhaye. 
chandam duhkhabhayat kuryat anufamîan ca bhavayan. 438 

In chapter four. whiie discussing the significance of iraddha. I said that the activity 

described as chanda could be compared to the incubation. something similar to the 

activity of watching and guarding. Another passage taken from the Bodhicarya- 

avatâra seems to confirm this idea: 

The Buddha said that chanda is the root of al1 benefic~al thrngs. The root of that itseif IS a 
constant meditation or awareness on the result of good and bad actions. 
k & l a n ~  ca sarve@q chandm m ü l m  mun' ggay  
tasya api mülm sa ta targ vipikaphala bhavana 439 

To  a lesser extent. the idea of mana is used to help the bodhisattva to face 

advers i t ies: 

Mana should be applied in three t hingç: karma. rninor or secondary tendencies and strengt h. 'This 
can be done only by me alone' -th& IS called being proud of actions. 
trisu milno vidhata vy& karma-upak1eSaSaktlsu.u. 
mayaiva ekena kartavyarn i t i  kannarnmitd 

In this context. mana somewhat means perseverance on account of self-confidence. 

Mana can also be considered as a near synonym of sthàma which means: 

perseverance in what has been undertaken (sthama arabdha-drdhatd 44 l AS quoted 

above, sthâma is one aspect of chanda. 

The term mana is. however. not without a r n b i g ~ i t y . ~ ~ ~  According to Apte. it 

has the following meanings: 1. respect, honour, regard, respectful consideration: 

2. pride (in a good sense). self-reliance. self-respect; 3. haught iness. pride, conceit. 

self-confidence, vanity; 4. a wounded sense of honour; Y. jealous anger; and 

6. opinion, ~ o n c e p t i o n . ~ ~ 3  In the spiritual context. it is often equated to one's ego 

and as such, it is a major hurdle to spiritual progression: 

How is it that someone is doing a work that is incumbent upon me to do. If  because of my ego 
or egoistic attitude 1 do not do that work, it is better that my ego be destroyed. 
nïarg karma karoti anyah kath- mayyapi ti~thati. 

4 3 8 ~ ~ ~ ,  VI 1-3 1. 
4 3 9 ~ ~ ~ ,  VI 1-39. 
4 4 0 ~ ~ ~ ,  VI 1-49. 
4 4 1 ~ ~ ~ ,  p. 187. 
u2~ee  Crosby and Skilton's translation of the Bodhicaryilvataa for an interest ing discussion regarding the 
negative and the positive connotations of the term milna 
4 4 3 ~ ~ ~ 1  p- 126 1. 



m m t  cet na karomi ecat mmo naSyatu me varam. 

Led into the lower States of existence by the ego, their p y  being destroved even in human 
existence. They are like slaves eating from others' hands. they are ernaciated fools ugly to see. 
rnmena durgatim nlta miinu$ye 'pi hatosava 
paripinçB~no dasa mürkha durciahna kmrsàh 444 

1 n this regard. Mat ics gives the following comments: 

The word pride (manal has a double meaning with which tramlators f ind i t dif ficult to cope. 1 t is 
pride in the sense of lively spirit, respect, regard, honor, consideration of oneself and others; it is 
what Poussin has called "la fierté. " "héroisrne robuste. " and it is closeIy associated with 
sthàman -3tat1on. seat. place, strength. power," a word wideIy used in Buddhist Sanskrit texts 
in its second meaning as strength or power. [...) At the same time, màna has the simple meaning 
of arrogance. of pride in the wrong and bad sense of the word, which makes others unhappy and 
which holds one back from progres along the Bodhisattva pat h. As such. it is Iisted in the 
Dharmasamgraha as one of the s ix  evii feelings (satkle&W. viz., "passion. hostilitv. arrogance. 
confusion, error, and doubt." Mana is also included in a comparable list called "the hosts of 
Màran or "the ten f e t t e r ~ . " ~ ~ ~  

A s  can be seen above, Santideva is indeed aware of the two connotations of 

mana and even makes a sort of philosophical pun with it: 

Those beings who are overcome by their ego are contemptible. not those who are self-confident. 
The one who is self-confident Imanï I IS not controlled by the enemies whereas others are by the 
enemies such as the ego maa.  
ye sattvah rniïna vijitâh varakah te na mZhrnah, 
m m  iatrav- na et, rnaziitmv@ ca. 446 

According to Matics, "no comparable use of pride exists in the religions of the 

world"447 and as such, i.e., in the sense of self-confidence, it '7s a pervasive 

attribute, and when one becomes aware of it, it may be noticed as an underlying 

theme in many utterance of the Bodhisattva as he undertakes the great task of the 

emancipation of al1 beings."448 1 n other words, mana is contributory to the 

tranquillity of the mind and as such. "it is another form of Mindfulness. of being 

ever-alert that the passions may not pervade the Citta. and its special stress is only 

that one must be quick to take remedial action whenever danger threatens.'*449 

1 agree with Matics that mana is another theme for developing mindfulness, 

but. as argued so far, I believe that no distinctions. from the point of view of the 

cultivation of awareness, are to be made between mana as one's ego and mana as 

self-conf idence. Awareness of bot h connotations is a rneans of cul t ivat ing awareness 



of the reality they are referring to and consequently, it is not appropriate to Say 

that "one must be quick to take rernedial action whenever danger threatens" 

because the only beneficial action possible is to become aware. In fact, if one 

insists that there is a difference between the two kinds of mana. I would Say that 

the negative mana is the theme of a cultivation of awareness in the context of the 

aspect of renunciation whereas the good mana is considered, as a means to 

strengthen self-confidence, i.e., to face adversities, in the context of the aspect of 

conversion. 

Given this understanding of chanda one can Say that it is not much different 

from vica'ra and to sorne extent, sraddha. In fact, I believe that the difference in 

meaning between these terms lies, not in the nature of the activity they cal1 for, but 

rather in the description of their fruits or even, it is the same fruit seen from 

different perspectives. Indeed, one can Say that, chanda being the power to 

maintain an awareness of what is skillful-like fear, desire renders real its object- 

sraddha, the confidence issued from maintaining such awareness and vicàra, the 

discrimination resulting from it, al1 three are the fruits as well as the causes of an 

ever greater awareness of what is skillful. In other words, the cultivation of an 

awareness of the idea of emptiness produces an understanding of the fact that 

everything is empty and this understanding could be erpressed in terms of vïrya, 

Sraddha and vicara, i.e., on account of this understanding one has more vigor, 

confidence and wisdom. As a matter of fact, not only those three, but also al1 the 

paramitas such as ksgnti, dhyana. dàna and s7la could be interpreted thus. This is 

another way of saying that the paramitZs are both the means and the goal to reach 

and as such, they are only different ways of expressing what it means to reach it. 

At this point, 1 believe that it may be appropriate to finish a discussion, begun while 

analyzing the significance of the Eightfoid path, concerning the tendency to view 

the various paramitas as successive stages of spiritual achievements, as one leading 

to the other. 

In chapter four I argued, with the help of Mai and Saddhatissa, that the 

members of the Eightfold path are not to be seen as progressive steps but rather as 

primary as well as interdependent. Each of these members must be perfected 

simultaneously and as such, they are supporting each other. In this regard. Gethin 

seems to go a ljttle further by suggesting "that by developing just one of the thirty- 

seven dhammas (any aspect of the four satipatthanasl to its fu l l  one comes to the 



conclusion of the  path to awakening."45* In support of his affirmation. Cethin looked 

a t  the  concept of ekâyana discussed in the  Mahzsatipatmana sutta of the Digha 

Nikâya. In the sutta, one can find the following formula: 

Ekâyana. bhikkhus, is this path for the purification of beings, for passing beyond sorrow and 
grief, for the disappearance of pain and discontent, for the attainment of the right way. for the 
realization of nibbana -that 1s the four satipatthm- 
ekâyano ayam bhikkhave maggo s a t t m  visuddhiya soka-pariddavanam sarnat~karnàya dukkha- 
d o r n a n a s ~ ~  at t hagarnàya &vassa adhigamàya nibbanassa sacchtkir iy aya yadidq cat t ao  
satipatthma 451 

T h e  interpretation of this ekâyana fo rmula  has been the subject of various 

speculations among Buddhist scholars. For  one. it has been translated as "the 

narrow path" o r  the "sole. exclusive path." Gethin rejects these interpretations a s  

inappropriate and argues that what is meant  by this formula is that  the path is 

"unif ied. clear, well def ined and ~ i n g l e . " ~ 5 ~  In other words. a path which is devoid of 

doubt. Therefore,  still according to Cethin: 

the four satipa,t.thànas embrace a conception of the essentials of Buddhist practice that is clear and 
direct. 1 n th& sense, more than any ot her remaining sets. the four satipa.i.îhânas provide a 
description of the path right from bastcs direct to the final goal and are. it seerns, deserving of 
the epithet ekâyano maggo. 

This  is exactly what 1 meant when saying, in the preceding paragraph. that chanda 

is not much  different from vicaa and Sraddhz With regard to the paramit&, this 

idea of one  fo r  al1 is also confirmed in the  Bodhicaryavatara. In his commentary of 

the  f irst  verse of the ninth chapter, Prajfiakaramati tells us that al1 the paramitas 

a r e  considered as means if wisdom is predominant in them (prajnapradhan~h dana- 

adayah gungh ucyantel. 454 For the Perfection of giving Id~napâramitàl, for  example. 

this means  to give with the knowledge that  there is no distinction between a giver. a 

thing given and a receiver (datrdeyapratigrahak~di-tritaya-ânupalambha- 

yogena). 45"n other words, the activity of giving is a way of cultivating a n  

awareness of the  idea that there is no intrinsic difference between a giver, a thing 

given and a receiver. As such. the danaparamita is like any other  paramitas. even 

the  prajiïap3ramita7 if one understands them as  means as  well as description of the 

goa 1. 

450~ethin (1994). p. 352. 
4 5 1 ~ ,  11-290 [E: Gethin (1994). p. 591. 
452~ethin (1994). p. 64. 
453~ethin (1994). p. 66. 
4 5 4 ~ ~ ~ ,  p. 263. 
4 5 5 ~ ~ ~ ,  p. 263. 



When one looks at other passages of the Bodhicaryzvatara, however. one 

might get another impression concerning the relationship between the various para- 

mitas. 1 ndeed, in the Aryaiatasaruya-prajnapararnitzi, one is told: 

Thus, O Kadika, the Perfection of wtsdom predominates over the Perfection of giving of the 
Great Beings. the Bodhisattvas; it predominates over the Perfection of discipline, of patience, of 
vigor and contemplation. 
iyaq ka uSika pra/naparamiti? bodhrsa tt v- maha t t v â n m  daBapa'amrt&-t a bh I bha va ri, 
s'ilapàram~tàm abhibhavati, kmtiparamit&n abhibhavati. vïryaparamitàm abhrbhavatr, 
dhyilnapiÿamitZïm abhibhavati. 456 

In other words, the Perfection of wisdom, whose nature is to investigate dharma, 

prevai 1s over the ot her Perfections (danaparamitasu dharma -pra vicaya-sva bhavayah 

p r a j m h  pradhanatvatl. 457 With regard to the relationship between the other 

paramitas, the idea of hierarchy or steps appears to be justified: 

Thus. the Perfection of giving is the f irst step or cause for attaining enlightenment because it 
accumufates merits as  a prerequisite Iis rnduded in the prerequisite of meritsi. SimrlarIy, the 
Perfection of discipline serves as accompaniment during the progression towards higher states of 
existence. 1 t is aIso the cause of the acquisition of higher knowledge and py. The Perfection of 
patience. on account of king a remedy against hatred which is itself a obstacle to patience, also 
proceeds for the attainment of Buddhahood when it h a  accumulateci the prerequisites which are 
the Perfections of giving and discipline. And this auspicious triad of giving. discipline and 
patience, which is recognized as the prerequisites of merits. cannot be wrthout the Perfection of 
vigour. which arises for the sake of destroying al1 obstacles on account of being the cause of the 
two types of prerequisites [merits and knowledge]. The Perfection of contemplation is aiso 
possrble when the knowledge of the reality as such arises in the mind of him who is endowed 
with the Perfections [pst mentionedl. 
tathâ hi dânam sambodhipraptaye pra thamam k m .  punymbhâraantarbhüta t vat. ta t ca 
Sda-alamkrtam e va suga t iparamparm suk ha bhaga -upakarw ~ a m p a n n a b h a v a h a d a n -  
pratilmbhahetuh k m t i h  api tadvlpakSabhüta-pratighata-prat ik,sataya dànasIlasukflamayam 
s m  b h m  anupala yan tï suga ta t va-adhiga taye ~ a m p r a  varta te. eta t ca subhm dànadi-tri ta ya- 
s m b h ü t m  punymbharakhyam vlryam antarem na bhavati iti tad api ubhayasunbharakma- 
taya .swavaraw-pmha@va sarnupflyate. samâhitacittasya ca yatha-bhüta-panpanplplanam utpadyate 
iti dhymaparamitilpi. 458 

This idea of hierarchy or spiritual stages seems to be confirmed by the introductory 

verses of each chapters of the Bodhicaryâvatara dealing with the paramitas: 

Having thus practiced patience. one should [work on] vigor because enlightenment lies in vigour. 
There is no merit wit hout vigour as there ts no movement without wind. 
evanj k-mo b h a ~ t  vïryam virye M h i h  yatah sthita 
na hi v7ryam vina p u n y m  yatha v a y w  vina gabb 459 



Having thus developed vigour. one should fix one's mind in contemplation because a man whose 
mind is unstable is like a person stuck within the fangs of k1eSa.s. 
vardhayitvaivam utsahaq~ samadhau sthapayet manah, 
vikSipîacitt& tu na& kleSadaq~$'tantwe sthitah. 460 

How is it then possible to reconcile the fact that each paramita may serve as a 

means to the final goal and the idea that there appears some sort of progression 

between them where each is a prerequisite to the next up to the Perfection of 

1 believe that one may reconcile both ideas by introducing, as done above in 

the context of the discussion on manasikuru, the notion of intensity. This would 

mean that the practice of giving, as an exercise in contemplation of awareness, is 

less intense, i.e., it allows for more distractions. This is how 1 interpret the following 

verse of the Bodhicaryavatara: 

With regard to [the experience of] fear fof burning from fire, etc.! and [at the timel of the ceremony 
[of the taking of refuge in the three pwelsl if one in incapabIe [of maintaining a steady mindl, 
one may relax just a s  [relaxation] is possible in the practice of discipline while practicing the 
Perfection of giving. 
bhayotsavàdisv&indhe yadi aiak t& ya thZsukham. 
daBakale tu sÏlasya yasmat uk fam u p e w a m .  46 

1 n this passage, the Perfection of giving is not really a prerequisite for the practice 

of the Perfection of discipline, because both are practiced at the same time, but 

rather it appears as something easier to practice. This relaxation, however, should 

not lead to lassitude (na ca atah sithilena bhavitavyaml. 462 AS mentioned above. it is 

also on the basis of the notion of intensity that 1 distinguished between the three 

aspects of the cultivat ion of awareness. While the ksanri corresponds to the aspect 

of renunciat ion and vïrya, the aspect of conversion, dh,viTna, the Perfection of 

contemplation, is what best described the aspect of contemplation with the assump- 

tion that this aspect refers to a more intense activity of contemplation. Before that. 

however, there is one point 1 would like to clarify. 

The notion of punya and papa usually refers to the idea of accumulation of 

merits and demerits. W ithin the context of the cultivation of awareness, however, 

this idea of accumulation is still appropriate but it has to be cornplemented with that 

of direction. We have seen above that the mind can either be turned towards what 

is skillful or away from it. When one's mind is turned towards it, it can be said that 

one is accumulating punya, away from it, papa. This means that punya and papa are 



not really two different things, but rather, they are the same thing viewed from two 

different directions. I ndeed, accumulation of punya is eliminat ion of papa, and 

elimination of punya is accumulation of papa. To give an idea of the exact 

interaction between the ideas of accumulation and direction. 1 would like to give a 

simile. Let us imagine that one is traveling on a road joining two countries. When 

one arrives at the border. one can see a sign on which one may read: "Welcome to 

X" and 'Thank you for visiting Y." Once the border is crossed. one can see on the 

back of the same sign the following: "Welcome to Y" and "Thank you for visiting X." 
Such is the line between pugya and papa. This simile may be further exploited. Once 

one has crossed the border and gone deeper in country X, one is likely to undergo 

some transformations: learning new habits, a new language and possibly losing the 

old one. The deeper one goes in country X, i.e., losing more and more contact with 

country Y, the more one assirnilates what is characteristic of country X, the more 

intense and thorough is one's experience of it. Similarly, an accumulation of merits 

can be understood as a kind of intensification of one's experience of cultivation of 

awareness. 1 t is in this sense that 1 believe that the rnetaphor of punya and papa 

has to be viewed: in terms of both the idea of accumulation and direction. 

With the aspect of conversion, we have seen what it means for the mind to 

reengage itself. [ t  is basically by turning it towards what is beneficial for it. This 

action of turning is a simple one, the difficulty cornes when one tries to maintain it 

in the right direction. The efforts required for maintaining it towards the skillful 

things is, however, not a product of motivational strength or will-power but rather 

the result of cultivating an awareness of an idea which gives it no reasons no turn 

away and al1 the reasons to stay put. This idea and its fruits are the beneficial food 

of the mind. In a way, the food of the mind and the mind itself are the same thing: 

sirnilar to the distinction between the 1 and the me, the distinction is made on 

account of the feeling of hunger, i-e., the sense of dissatisfact ion and consequent l y. 

it is an illusion from the point of view of a state of perfect satisfaction. 



Chapter seven 

THE ASPECT OF CONTEMPLATION 

What has been said so far about the workings of the mind suggestç a model 

very close to that of cybernetics. Basicaily. this model explains how a system 

maintains its structure by means of controlling its feedbacks. The thermostat used 

as a simile in chapter five is such a system that tries to maintain its structure, i.e., 

to maintain a room temperature around a constant. Similarly. the mind which is in 

contact with the phenomenal world reacts to it. What defines the nature of its 

reactions is the way it perceives this phenomenal world. If it is perceived as 

something truly existent, specific reactions will be triggered which in turn are likely 

to reinforce the idea that the world is truly existent. This is the positive feedback 

with regard to a mind centered on the idea based on a perception of the pheno- 

mena1 world as truly existent. This sarne mind, however, may accept a new constant, 

like fixing a new temperature for the thermostat. defined in terms of the idea that 

the phenomenal world lacks intrinsic existence or that it is interdependent. At first. 

the acceptance of this new constant is likely to create a situation of tension with 

the already accepted assumption. Both constants are in fact mutually exclusive and 

what is positive for one is negative for the other and vice-versa. In other words, 

the reactions issued from the idea that the world is interdependent is a negat~ve 

feedback for the assumption that it is truly existent. These reactions are therefore 

the food of the mind discussed previously. The cultivation of awareness is 
consequently to rnaintain an awareness of a new constant and the practice will 

intensify on account of the positive feedbacks reinforcing it. 

Civen this understanding of the workings of the mind. one can understand 

what causes the cultivation of awareness to occur. It is precisely the tension which 

results from an awareness of the two constants that brings it into funct ion, and to 

some extent, creates it. At this point it has to be clear that one is not dealing with 

two different awarenesses. Indeed, when one is acting, for exarnple, in conformity 

with the idea that the phenomenal world is truly existent, one is not really aware of 

this idea. And when one develops an awareness of this idea, the awareness of what 



negates it is always present in one's rnind. That is why an awareness of the two 

constants is already a sign that the cultivation of awareness has started. 

Conversely, when one is not engaged in it, then no awareness is present in the mind. 

That also explains why the klesas --the very fact that one uses the term is a sign of 

awareness-are a means to the cultivation of awareness. As a matter of fact, it 

cannot be otherwise because the klesas are themselves a creation of the rnind 

engaged in the cult ivation of awareness. 

I t  might be interesting to open a parenthesis with regard to the implications 

of the parallel between the workings of the mind and the mode1 of cybernetics. 1 t 

has been fashionable to draw such parallels between the ideas of modern science 

and religious truths. Fritjof Capra, in the book The Tao of Physics, has. for example, 

compared the discoveries of quantum physics with some of the insights of Hinduism 

and Buddhism. The assumptions behind such paraliels were to Say that the spiritual 

traditions of Eastern myst icism, with their particular means of investigation, came to 

reveal the same truths or laws discovered by modern science. 1 n other words. the 

parallels were made from the point of view of the presuppositions of science, i.e.. 

that there are laws which are truly existent and that can be discovered. If one 

draws the same parallel, this time from the perspective of the presuppositions of 

religious thinking. then one has to Say that Our scientific knowledge is a creation of 

the mind. The reason why we know something is because we feel that something has 

to change. The desire for change creates or reveals a knowledge that would 

eventually result in bringing about the desired change and maintaining the newly 

created situation changeless. Therefore, contrary to Fritjof Capra who argues that 

religions are doing science, 1 would Say that science is religion. In other words. the 

distinction between discovery and creation is not as sharp as one may usually 

assume. 

1 t seerns that the cultivation of awareness also functions like an exponential 

equation, Le., its rate of intensification is not constant but it increases every time 

new positive feedbacks rein force the awareness. Similar to the population growth, 

every time new people are born, the rate of growth increases. The idea that 

awareness increases exponentially is what characterized the aspect of contem- 

plation. More specif ically, it explains what happens at this point and the expla- 

nation itself is a feedback that intensifies the cultivation of awareness. This is what 

1 will consider next. Before that, however, 1 would Iike to show a little bit more how 

one can view the cultivation of awareness from the perspective of the aspect of 

contemplation. 



To corne back to previous discussions, what is of concern here is what it 

means to watch and guard. We have seen that the aspect of renunciation is 

whatever it takes not to be disturbed from this activity and that the aspect of 

conversion corresponds to turning one's mind towards what is to be watched and 

guarded. This activity, even from the point of view of the aspect of conversion. is 

not to be conceived of as fixing one's mind onto an object. In this regard, it might 

be interesting to quote Herbert Guenther who wrote on the subject of the mind in 

the context of Buddhist psychology: 

Nowadays, some people who take the Buddha's words out of context and rnake a dtsplav of 
meditation, meditate by concentrating on what appears before their vtsual perception. but Asanga 
has stated very clearly that concentration does not take place in sensory perception but in 
categorical perception, and the o b ~ t i v e  reference is not the visible obpct that is present in 
sensory perception. but tts precept.463 

Furt hermore, he added: 

The specific function of intense concentration is said to provide a basfi for an awareness in 
which one has a state of mind settled in itself, (a mind) taking every individual aspect of the 
perceptual situation as rt is and never occurring in a vacuum. even though attention may shift 
within this perception (from one aspect to a n ~ t h e r ) . ~ ~ ~  

These cornments conf irm, 1 believe, what 1 argued in the fourth chapter concerning 

the nature of the content of one's awareness in the context of the cultivation of 

awareness. What one is watching and guarding, to use Polanyi's words, is a 

subsidiary awareness from which every object of one's focus f inds its meaning. 1 n 

fact, this point should not be too hard to figure out. If one sees somebody as a 

father or a mother, for example, what is characterized by the word as is the 

subsidiary awareness and it does not change regardless of the situation or the 

transformations, like aging and even dy ing, of the person characterized as the 

father or the mother. To f ix  one's mind ont0 or to hold to the idea of emptiness 

therefore is to "see" the world as empty and in practice it means to constantly "pay 

attention" to or be aware of the implications, assumptions, etc., of what is 

characterized by the word as, i.e., emptiness. With reference to the practice of 

devotion or what is identified as such within the various spiritual traditions, one can 

understand t his idea of subsidiary awareness by looking at the implications related 

to the use of the preposition with as in "He is with her." The truthfulness of this 

statement does not depend on some kind of objective observation 1 

or the distance between the persons designated as he and her, but 

ike the pos 

. rather, on 

ition 

the 



subjective understanding of the he -person of what it means to be with the her-per- 

son. Even when the her -person dies, the he-person can still argue that "She is with 

me." As a matter of fact, the physical absence of the her-person may result in a 

more intense feeling of her presence for the he-person. Indeed. her physical 

presence is no longer an obstacle to imagining a subtle and more comprehensive 

presence. In this circumstance. one can easily see how certain objects or events. 

which are ins~gnifïcant for the majority of people, reinforce this impression of the 

presence of the other without being the other. 1 t goes without saying that this 

impression of the presence of the other has a direct consequence on how the 

person who entertains such impression feels and behaves. This is again the reason 

why I do not really see a substantial difference between what is called devotion and 

meditation. Again, it does not also make sense. at least from the point of view of the 

cuIt ivat ion of awareness, to consider devot ional pract ices as a prerequisite to the 

rneditation of emptiness for instance. 

The mode1 of the workings of the mind would not be completed if we were 

not to add another important elernent. Taking again the simile of the thermostat 

maintaining a constant temperature, let us imagine that at this very temperature it 

is possible for certain things to occur. For example. a plant may find the optimal 

condition of its growth or a chernical reaction such as fermentation may happen. 

These reactions happen because the temperature is maintained at the right level. 

With regard to the cultivation of awareness, this means that its spiritual fruits such 

as absence of fear and compassion occur so to speak by themselves. The idea of 

seed, which is dear to the ancient Buddhist philosophers, is in this context very 

appropriate. In this regard, 1 would like to quote Gethin's concluding remarks 

concerning his study of the bodhi-pakkhiya dhamma, in the context of the N i k ~ y a  

and Abhidhamma. 

The outlook of the body of texts considered above is that the ordinary mtnd is not to be 
understood as uniforrn In character. In fact the ordinary mind IS very complex and very subtle; rt 
is of many different kinds; it has many different and contradictory tendencies. Some of these 
kinds of rnind and some of these tendencies are more usefui than othen in trying to wake up the 
mind. Some kinds of ordinary mind actively perpetuate the sleep of the defilements, whiie some 
krnds of ordinary mind actually approximate rather closely to the waking mind itself. In other 
words, some states of mind, some tendencies are to be cultivated, other are to be curbed. The 
task, then, is to rnaximize these kusala or 'skilful' tendencies, to use the technical terminology 
of the texts. How does one go about this? The problem is that in ordinary everyday states of 
mind, while these skilful tendencies may often arise, they are always in danger of k i n g  crowded 
out. The texts immediate solution LS that we must attempt to still the mind-we must practise 
calm fsamathd and concentrat ion (samadhi). According to the texts, in calm, still states of mind 



the naturai 'skilfui' tendencies of the mind tend to corne into their own-they naturally grow and 
strengthen and the mind becurnes clearer.* 

From the perspective of the cultivation of awareness. the last sentence means that 

the idea which serves as its bais  becomes a more obvious description of what is 

perceived by the mind. 1 t is for this reason that it is possible to argue that the 

world is a creation or a product of the mind only. Indeed, according to Candrakirti's 

Madhyarnakavatara sutra. 

The world of beings and the world of obpcts are made by the mrnd alone. I t ts said that the 
whole universe is born out of acting (karma) and without the mind, karma is not. 
sa tt valokarn a tha bhapnalokam cittarn eva racayati aticitrarn, 
k a r m m  hi pgat uktam ajeîam kama cittarn avadhüya ca na H i .  466 

In other words, the mind creates itself the conditions of its survival and of îts 

growth. A hating-mind not only imagines a world that justifies its hatred but 

reorganizes. on account of its actions or reactions. the world around it so that it 

may prosper. Once such a mind is engaged in this dynamic, there is no limit to what 

it can do. If this dynamic does not lead the hating-mind to the destruction of what it 

supports. i.e., the physical body. it may stop spreading death the moment it sees. by 

a kind of sudden insight that this dynamic is leading to self-destruction. At this 

moment, the description of hells one can f ind in the Bodhicaryâvatara is srnall 

potatoes. This is for many the beginning of psychological and spiritual recovery. 

1 believe that, given Cethin's explanation of the bodhi-pakkhiya dhamma, it 

might be appropriate at this point to finish my own discussion of the meaning of the 

title of Santideva's work. i.e.. Bodhicaryâvatara. 1 n the first chapter, 1 discussed the 

meaning of bodhi as well as avatara. With regard to bodhi, it refers to the goal of 

the Mahayana aspirant. I t could be translated as enlightenment or a wakening. At 

this point it is not important to determine which translation is the most appropriate. 

suffice to Say, however. that bodhi as the goal of the bodhisattva, taking into 

consideration what has been argued so far concerning the nature of religious 

language, is also a description of what it means for a bodhisattva to realize it. 1 n 

other words, the term bodhisattva. refers both to a being in search of bodhi as well 

a s  a being who has realjzed bodhi. Consequently. bodhi may refer to al1 the spiritual 

qualit ies or paramitas of the accomplished bodhisattva. 1 ndeed. bodhisattvas are 

described as those beings whose mind is centered on arranging the happiness of d l  



beings (sarva-sattva-hita-sukha-vidh~na-eka-manasahl. 467 This is, as often 

mentioned, the means and the goal of the spiritual approach of the bodhisattva. 

Concerning the word avatara, 1 argued that it may refer to a kind of passage 

from one mental state to another. It is like stepping in a stream or setting foot on 

the path leading to bodhi If this word can be translated as introduction, then it has 

to be understood in its more literal sense, i.e., the act of putting in or the state of 

being into somet hing. G iven Cet hin's understanding of the bodhi-pakkhiya dhamma, 1 

believe that thjs interpretation of the expression avatara is still appropriate. 1 t 

remains therefore to analyze the term caryg. 

I think that it should be quite obvious at this point that carya is the path or 

the stream to bodhi. 1 t is not a path where spiritual progression depends on one's 

efforts or motivation. It is rather a state of being or a mental state in which, as 
Gethin said above, "the natural 'skilful' tendencies of the mind tend to come into 

their own," in which "they naturally grow and strengthen." If efforts are required, it 

is to maintain that skillful state of mind. In other words, caryii does not refer to a 

spiritual path in the usual sense of the term, i-e., having ruies to follow, spiritual 

exercises to practice, stages to aim at, etc.. but rather to a place to reside on 

account of which enlightenment is assured. 1 t would certainly exceed the scope of 

the present thesis, but 1 believe that it might be interesting to compare the notion 

of carya, in the sense just mentioned, with that of buddhaksetra (Buddha-fields) or 

that of Pure lands. Indeed, the buddhaksetra is considered as a place where the 

path to enlightenment can be best practiced and where enlightenment itself is even 

assured. 

There are a few passages in the Bodhicaryàvatara itself that conf irm the 

understanding of the term carya suggested above. In the chapter on ksànti, it is 

Thus if 1 retaliate towards [those who are tormenting mej, this will not protect or help them. 
Such conduct will undermine my own cary& that is why they, the unfortunate ones, are 
dest royed. 
atha pra tyapakiüi sym tathàpi ete na rab tâh ,  
hïyate ca api me ~arya  tasmat nasthàh tapasvinah. 468 

The meaning of this verse is that people who are tormenting the bodhisattva are in 

fact helping him in his practice of the Perfection of patience. Conversely. however, 

retaliation, i.e., to return evil for evil, will not help them at all. On the contrary, this 



course of action will destroy them. The point 1 want to make here is that carya as 
the practice of the Perfection of patience. is another word for the cultivat ion of 

awareness. The word carys, as the course of conduct of the Bodhisattvas.469 is 

sometimes translated as acarah (conduct. behavior. observance).470 Consequently. 

one may note the following verse: 

The various paramit& like d m  etc, are graded as one k i n g  superior to the preceding ones. The 
lower paramita should not be abandoned for the sake of the superior one because Iall paramit&] 
are comparable to a bridge or a dam. 
uttara-uttaratah Srma d ~ ~ i t a d a y a h  
na itarârtham tyajet Sestham anyatra dcârasetutah. 471 

What Santideva means by this simile is that âcâra, which is the practice or 

observance of the Perfections, is a dam which holds the skillful tendencies that are 

here characterized by water (bodhisattvanam yah acarah siksasamvara-laksanah 

sah eva kuiala-jala-rak~anaya setubandhah vihitah). 472 AS can be seen from this 

last example, the word Siksa also designates the behavior of the bodhisattva or his 

practice and, similar to gcara, it has to be protected: "on account of attending to 

bodhicitta and protecting or guarding the rules of conduct or the practice [of the 

bodhisat tval 1 should increase the ski l If ul tendencies" (s'iksà-sam vara-raksanena 

bodhicitta-sevanadina ca kusalapaksasya ca vrddhim kury~m.). 473 At  this point. it 

could be argucd that Siksa-samvara-raksana simply means to follow a set of rules of 

conduct the same way one would do to accomplish a task. i.e., an activity involving 

motivation and guidelines to follow. This would be true if it were not for the fact 

that the resolve to follow the bodhisattva's rules of conduct is preceded by the 

grasping of bodhicitta (bodhicitta-grahana-pürvakam bodhisatt va-Siksa-samada- 

nam), 474 Ibodh icitta -u tpadam pra tipadya iiksasam vara -gra haeam pra tipada yanl 475 

and Ibodhisa t t va j i k s~  yad-upadita-bodhicittena bodhisat t vena sada karan~yam). 476 

The fact that the arising of bodhisattva is a prerequisite to the practice of the 

bodhisattva's rules of conduct leaves, I beiieve, no doubt as to the nature of this 

pract ice. 1 n other words. because siksa is preceded by bodhicitta-utpada-- the 

latter being the beginning of one's engagement into the cultivation of awareness- it 
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is, as well as caryâ and acâra, to be considered as a fruit of this cultivation of 

awareness, as the sum of a11 the skillful tendencies. Consequently, Siksa-samvara- 

raksana is the cult ivat ion of awareness. Thus: 

Just as the Buddhas of ancient times have got hold of bcdhicitta and just as they remaineci 
afterwards well-established in the practice of the bodhisattvas, 
yatha m h ï t m  sugataih bodhrcittam puràtanaih, 
te bodhisa t t vaS ik$Jy~  ànupùrvyi@ ya tha sthitah. 

Likewise 1 wlll be the one who will cause bodhic~tta to a r s e  for the sake of the universe. 
likewise a b ,  I will practice or follow the practice cf the bodhisattva properly or in proper order. 
tadvad utpàdayàm j e$ah bodh icittaq-~ pgathite, 
tadvadeva ca tah siM slk,si$ymi yathiïkramam. 477 

In other words. to maintain an awareness of bodhicitta is the same as cultivating it 

because it allows the skillful tendencies to do their work. A t  this point 1 believe that 

it might be appropriate to say a word about what these skillful tendencies are. 

These skillful tendencies are also called the roots of happiness as in: 

Then it is said O king that you, who has a Iot to do, witl raise among the gods of account of 
ripening the root of happiness which consist of and are leading to perfect enlightenrnent. 
a tha khalu pund t varn mahaàja, sam yakmbodhi-citta-k &la-müla-vpakena anekaknyah 
d e v ~ u  upapannah abhüh 478 

This passage. which. according to KamalasÎla's Bhâvanakrama, cornes from the 

Aryarâjâvavâdakasütra. is the continuation of the one 1 quoted at the end of 

chapter four in support of the idea of the three aspects of the cultivation of 

awareness. This latter passage is preceded by the fol low ing: 

Because you, O king, who are busy and have a lot to do and unable to practice the Perfections of 
giving up to that of wisdom. [constantly remember, draw to  your attention and contemplate ... 1 
yamat  t vam, mahiüà/a bahukflyah bah ukaraqïyah asah& samena sarvam sarva tha 
dmaparamrtayiün Jik$it um yâva t pr-ajZ-param r taydm s ib i t  urn 479 

How is it then that the king is adviçed to abandon the practice of the 

pâramitâs for the sake of cultivating an awareness of the desire of enlightenrnent? 1 

have just said that the practice of the paramit&, which is the cultivation of 

awareness, are what allows the roots of happiness or the skillful tendencies to 

develop; there is therefore a contradiction. 1 n other words. if the skillf ul tendencies 

are the spiritual qualit ies described by the pâramitas, Le.. readiness to give, 

discipline, patience. vigor, calmness of rnind. wisdom. etc., why should the king 

forsake the practice of what leads to the development of these spiritual qualities to 



acquire these same spiritual qualities? The only explanation 1 can give is that the 

intention of this passage is not to incite someone to abstain from the practice of the 

paramit- but rather to challenge a wrong understanding of what it means to 

practice t hem. And what is the nature of this misunderstanding? 1 t is to assume that 

the pract ice of the paramitas precedes the arising of bodhicitta. Given this view. the 

practice of the Perfections is not the caryâ discussed above in which one ought to 

enter or step into. It can only be a practice that reinforces a dualistic notion of the 

spiritual path. i.e., the idea that there is a doer and something to be done. 1 ndeed. 

the above passage is used by Prajfiàkaramati to discuss the significance and the 

implications of the two types of bodhicitta: 

There are great rnerits in s a m a  for hirn who has an aspiring mind; they are not. however, as 
unintempted as the flow of merits produced by him who has an engaging mind. 
bodhipwidhic~thsya s a w e  'pi phalam mahat, 
na tu vimhinna-pu~yatvm yatha prasth~acetasah. 480 

1 n other words. one has to convert one's mind Ipranidhil towards bodhicitta so that 

the skillful tendencies produce their effect (prasth~nal and not the other way round. 

Moreover, the d if ference between bodhipran idhicitta and prasthanacitta is, as 

argued many t imes, a question of intensity. ndeed. bodhipranidhicitta ma); be 

related to the fact of taking the decision to acknowledge the reality described by 

bodhicitta, and prasthgnacitta is maintaining the awareness of what has been 

acknowledged. They are therefore not meant to distinguish two djfferent types of 

practice. Consequently, 1 believe that if a distinction is made, as done in the above 

passage. between the practice of the paramitas and the cultivation of an awareness 

of the desire for enlightenment, i t  is for the sake of challenging the idea that the 

pract ice of the paramitas may precede the arising of bodhicitta and. by the same 

token, the assumption that this practice depends on one's efforts and motivation. 

While discussing what t hose skillful tendencies are we should not assume 

that they have an independent existence; on the contrary. similar to the idea of tF 

kleSas. they are a creat ion of the m ind engaged in the cult ivat ion of awareness. 

This rneans that the awareness of these skillfui tendencies are a description of such 

mind as well as a means to its existence. In other words, one cannot speak about 

skillful tendencies if one is not experiencing them. aod speaking about them is a 

means to cultivate one's awareness of them and consequently of the underlying idea 

giving them their signification. In this circumstance. it might be "more objective" to 

describe what they do instead of what they are. 



One of the key ideas to understand the cultivation of awareness is that of 

intensity. As explained above, it accounts for the hierarchy among the paramitas as 

well as the nature of one's spiritual endeavor. In  the context of the Bodhicarya- 

avatara. this idea is not explicitly mentioned. Instead, one finds the notion of 

purif îcation. Thus: 

Having taken this Impure fonn, i t  [bodhicitta I transforms rt into the priceless form of a Jina [an 
accomplished bodhisattva]; i t  is like a gold-making elixir. So, hold fast to what 1s called 
bodhicit ta 
aiucipratimàm imam g f i t  va jinaratnapra t i m m  karoti anargh- 
rasafltam anva vedhaniyam sudqfham m h ~  ta b o d h i c i t t a ~ f k m .  

Like the fire at the time of the great dissolution. [bodhicitta 1 b u m  away the great sins in one 
moment. I t s  immeasurable praise was made by the Wise Lord Mattreya to Sudhana 
yugm takala anala va t mahm t i @piin I ya t nirdaha fi k m n a .  
yasya-anu(amran amitan uvàca maitreyanathah sudhamya d h ~ r n m . ~  

What is implied in these two verses is that bodhicitta, or the cultivation of an 

awareness of what bodhicitta rneans, has the power to purify sins or what is the 

cause of one's suffering. Moreover, this purification is not gradua1 but instantaneous 

(ksa~enal. How can it be so? The cultivation of awareness, at its very first 

beginning, is comparable to turning on a light on a new reality where klesas or sins 

become visible at once. That is why 1 argued before that it is not possible to see 

the klesas without the spotlight of the cultivation of awareness. 1 also said that the 

fact that one sees them, one becomes immune from their influence. Being caught by 

the klesas always presupposes losing sight of thern. Even the idea of being caught is 

not appropriate because the moment one is aware of being caught by them, one is 

no longer caught; and when one is realIy caught, then one is not in a position to say: 

''1 am caught." That is why it is possible to Say that purification is instantaneous: the 

transition between awareness of klejas and lack of it does not admit of degrees. 

This is another way of saying that the cause of enlightenment is the decision to 

acknowledge that one is enlightened. If purification is sudden. how can it be 

equated to the idea of intensification, as mentioned above? 

What is intensified is not the purification but the ability to remain in the 

state of purification. Purification is perhaps instantaneous but the state of mind 

which allows it may be reversible. In other words, the cuitivation of awareness, 

even at a very deep stage of contemplation, is never secured before one reaches 

the moment when one is no longer aware that one is aware, i.e., as long as one 

knows to be engaged in the cultivation of awareness. Before that moment, however, 



it still remains a nice place to be, happy with one's sins, where one experiences 

peace of mind and joy in the midst of the big Storm produced by the kleSas. In other 

words, this place to be is like a shelter, a refuge and island. etc. Indeed: 

Having committed the most abominable srns one escapes instantaneously on account of taking 
refuge [in bodhicrtta L as someone finds shelter by a strong man in the face of great dangers. 
Why is it not, then. resorted to Sy ignorant beings? 
kflva api wpani sudàrunànl yadâ %rayât uttarati kwena,  
SÜriSmyena iva rnahdbhaymi na ainyate tat katham api;uattvaih. 

The idea of purification therefore does not refer to a process, but rather to a state 

of mind or a state of being whose characteristic is peacefulness and joy on account 

of an awareness of one's sins and kleSas. This rneans that the expression 

purif ication of the mind. as referring to a gradua1 process eliminating the causes of 

suffering, is not to be taken literally but as a skillful means (upayal. Indeed, if one 

bows hundred thousand times in front of the Buddha. it is not the bowing that is 

likely to purify, but rather, it is the awareness of the Buddha one is bowing to. 

Similarly, the desire for enlightenment based on one's efforts and motivation, can be 

beneficial if it allows one to maintain an awareness of what it rneans to reach the 

desired goal but it is not, if one is aware of one's efforts or the necessity to do 

them. This distinction is perhaps very subtle but it makes al1 the difference. 1 

believe that one can better understand Victor Hori's descript ion of the Satori 

experience: 

The kdan no longer appears as an inert object in the spotlight of consciousness but has becorne 
part of the searching movement of the illuminating spotiight itself. His seeking to penetrate the 
k&n , he realizes, is itself the action of the k m  which has invaded his consciousness. I t has 
become part of the very consciousnesç that seeks to penetrate itself. He himself IS the k&n . 
Realization of this is the response to the kdan .483 

in contrast to that of Suzuki: 'The searching mind is vexed to the extreme as its 

fruitless strivings go on, but when it is brought u p  to an apex it breaks or it 

explodes and the whole structure of consciousness assumes an ent irely different 

a ~ p e c t . " ~ 8 ~  The latter considers the activity of searching as the primary cause of 

the experience. whereas Hori, if 1 interpreted him rightly, does presuppose that the 

content of the searching mind play a significant role in bringinp about this 

experience of Satori. 



At this point it might be difficult to Say more about the aspect of 

contemplation of the cultivation of awareness. In this process, being comparable to 

that of incubation, there is not much to see for an externa1 observer. We are Iike 

one sitting in front of an egg waiting to see it hatch. Because we assume that it will 

hatch we also presuppose that something is happening in the egg from the moment it 

was laid by the hen. This assumption is also the ba i s  of my idea of intensity to 

explain the cultivation of awareness. Thus. I wonder if this explanation of this 

process and consequently, of the path to enlightenment. Le.. what 1 believe to be the 

appropriate soteriological context. could not be recycled into a means of cultivation 

of awareness. Once again, the line between creation and discovery. subjectivity and 

objectivity. is very thin. Also thin is the demarcat ion between the descript ive and 

the performative nature of language. The view concerning the nature of religious 

language 1 suggested in the fourth chapter was therefore an attempt to show how it 

is still possible to maintain a hope for efficacy despite the fact that the basis of 

what gives us a certain degree of confidence in our actions has been challenged. In 

other words, even if our understanding of reality is a creation of the mind. it 

nevertheless rernains real as long as one feels that there is a problem to solve. 

Therefore, there is no problem without solution or. knowledge of a problem is not 

possible without some degree of awareness of its solution. When the brothers 

Wright asked why birds fly instead of how. modern aviation was born. The most 

sophisticated airplanes of today are still based on the solution given to this simple 

question. In other words. the moment the question was asked, some degree of 

awareness of the principles of aerodynamics evolved. That is why it appears that 

religion, as wel 1 as science, are more concerned about understanding pro blems and 

their implications than elaborat ing solutions. Consequent ly. subject ivity refers to the 

fact that there is no problem without a subject and objectivity emerges the moment 

more than one subject share a problem. At this point the efforts done by the 

subjects to understand the very problem they share is likely to result in the 

creation of what we identify as scient if ic or religious discourses. 

Before ending this chapter. there is one last point 1 would like to discuss. 

Referring back again to the passage mentioned above taken from the Aryarwva- 
vadaka sutra, after the king has been introduced to the cultivation of awareness. 

his interlocutor adds: 

[constant Iy rernember, draw to your attention and contemplate ... 1 Do rejoice, af ter having 
accumulated and maintained [or supportedl the roots of happiness, of pst. present and future 
times, belonging to you afid to al1 Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Aharants. solitary Buddhas and non- 



buddhist people. After having repiced with the best of py, offer acts of worship to al1 Buddhas. 
Bodhisattvas. solitary Buddhas and Aharants and having offered acts of worship. practice 
equanimity towards al1 beings. Then, in order that al1 beings may obtam omniscience which is 
the fulfilment of the d h a  of al1 Buddhas, mature in unsurpasseci perfect awakening everyday at 
al1 three times of the day [ive., alwaysl. 
s a r v a b u d d h a ~ r s a t t v a ~ a S a a s a v a k a p I a t y e k a b u d d h a p  âtmanah ca a fltaanigata- 
pra tyutpannmi k &la-rnülmi pi& yit và, tulayit và, anumodayasva. agra ya anurnodanaya 
anwncdya ca sarvabuddha-hih isa t tva-pra tyeka-buddhàrya  pû$ikannmi niryàtaya 
nirvtya ca sarvasa t tvasadhàraTiani k uru ta t a  sarvasa tt v m  yava t sirva@ ta-pra tilam bhaya 
sarvabuddhadhama-ppm-ya  dine dine traika/yarn an ut taraarayi%n sam yak ~ b o d h a u  
parimaya.  485 

The first part of this passage quite obviously refer to the experience of entering 

the f irst bhümi called pramudita. 1 ndeed, af ter having told us that bodhicitta has 

somehow arisen in him, Santideva says: 

Today the universe IS invited by me to this p y  [or happiness experiencedl by the Buddhas in the 
presence of al1 the Protectors. May al1 gods and demons f'asürasl repice. 
pga t adya niman t r i t a  mavà suga ta tvena sukhena cmtaril 
purat& khalu sarvat2yin;vn abhrnandantu suraSuradayah. 

This experience is elsewhere described in a more colorful way: 

The bodhwttvas becorne the sons of the Buddhas and appear before them with [or on account of1 
al1 their skiltful tendencies As such, they are standing in the spacious. fragrant and cool lotus [a 
place where wlsdom. compassion, happiness, etc. are the characterist ics of the mindl. t heir 
splendor nourished by the sweet speech of the conquerors and with their true body issued from 
the lotus of enlightenment created by the Sages. 
vipulasugandhisÎtalasaroruha-garbhaga t a  
madhura-jïnasvar&m-kyta-upac~tadyutayah 
munikara-bodhitmbup-vinirgatasadvapusah. 
sugatasutah bhavanti sugatasya p u r d  kujalaih. 487 

The experience of joy is therefore a sign of spiritual accomplishment which is at 

least the attainment of the first bhümi where joy and happiness are its main 

characteristics. Consequent ly, the injunction anumodayasva is to be considered more 

as a description of a spiritual experience than an invitation to do specific actions. 

Similarly, the second part of the above passage ought to be understood as being a 

descript ion of what happens when a bodhisat tva-aspirant becomes a bodhisattva-son 

of the Buddha and not as a prescription to perform acts of worship (püjal. These 

acts of worship are indeed expressions of gratitude, a kind of thanksgiving rather 

than ordinary acts of offering. I believe that if such acts of offering were intended 

in this passage, it would not rnake sense to mention them following the experience of 

joy just described. The same reasoning applies for the third part of the passage 



where one is enjoined to mature in unsurpassed perfect enlightenment. The term 

translated by mature is parinàmaya. According to Edgerton. this verb means: to 

ripen. mature. ripen. to develop; to change into.488 and in tts substantive form: 

change. alteration; ripening. development.489 The word parinamana is one of the six 

forms of püja performed by the Buddhists and as such. it has been interpreted as 

transfer o f  merits .490 According to Sangharakshita that "would be the climax of the 

prelim inary devot ional pract i~es."~91 1 n the present context. however. this 

interpretation would not be appropriate for the reasons just mentioned above. It is 

also used as the title of the last chapter of the Bodhicaryavatara, thus giving the 

impression of some kind of finale. This rneans that the transfer of merits is more 

than just a form of devotional practice; it is also a description of the behavior of 

the accomplished bodhisattva. Given this understanding, it appears that the 

injunction parinàmaya refers not to a process but rather to the result of it. In other 

words. the intention of the passage is to Say: be like a mature fruit. i-e., available to 

al1 for their benefits. This is the consumrnation of the cultivation of awareness. A t  

this point. even awareness of the cultivation of awareness vanishes. Indeed. does a 

bodhisattva know that he is one who provides some benefits to others? It seems that 

he is not; it is his nature to be so: 

Monks, for one whose body is calmed there is no need for the thought: ! feel happiness. This, 
monks, is in accordance with nature-that one whose body is calmed feels happiness. 
es7. bhikkhave, yam passaddhakayo sukham vedtyatr. sukhrno. bhrkkha ve. ne cetanaya 
karwiyw cittam me samdhiyatü ti. 492 

as it is probably for the nature of al1 things: 

So also the element water does not think as follows: I provide sufficient moisture to the seed. 
The element fire also does not thtnk as follows: 1 ripen the seed. The element air also does not 
think as follows 1 scatter the seed away. The element space also does not think as follows: 1 do 
the work of protecting the growing the d from any hindrancs. And the element season does 
not think as follows: I do the work of maturation of the seed. 
evam ab-dhatoh api na evam bhavati- ahaq bïpm snehayâmi itj. tepdhatoh apr na evarn 
bha vati- a h m  bÏpm panpapacayâini iti. vayudhatoh api na evam bha vati- aham bïjam 
abhinirharilmi i t i  àk&dhatoh api na evam bhavati- ahm bïwya  anàvara&rtyam karomr rti. 
floh api na evam bhavati- aham biwya pari@manâkrfyam karomi rti. 493 

4 8 8 ~ ~ ~ ,  p. 323. 
4 8 9 ~ ~ ~ ,  p. 323. 
490~angharakshita ( 1966). p. 454. 
49 I~an~harakshi ia  (1966). p. 454. 
4 9 2 ~ ,  X-1. ii [E: G.S. vol. 5. p. 3-41. 
493~à1 ( 1950). 



Conclusion 

There is one story. taken from the Lieh Tzu, a Taoist text compiling the 

thoughts of Lieh Tzu. the alleged teacher of Chuang Tzu. which. 1 beiieve. gives a 

good idea of what the cuit ivat ion of awareness is: a man lost his ax. He suspected 

his neighbor's son and began to observe him. His appearance was that of an ax 

thief; his face expression was that of an ax thief; his way of talking was exactly 

that of an ax thief. All his movements, al1 his being was distinctively expressing the 

fact that he was an ax thief. Sorne time afterwards. this man, digging in his garden, 

found his ax. Another day, he saw his neighbor's son. Al1 his movements. al1 his being 

had nothing of an ax thief. 

When one looks at the phenomenal world. one's reality always comprises its 

objects and a background that defines them. In the case of our man above, the 

background is the conviction that his neighbor's son is an ax thief. His observations 

are only rein forcing his conviction. This conviction has, however. been destroyed 

instantaneously when he found the "stolen" ax in his garden. A t  this moment, has he 

really found the "stolen" ax. or is it the "lost" ax? Would our man ever search for a 

"stolen" ax? In our story, the man was lucky to find it by chance. But let us imagine 

that another neighbor would have convincingly established that his neigh bor's son 

cannot possibly have stolen the ax, that even it is impossible that his ax had been 

stolen so that it must be lost. The moment our man accepts this eventuality as a 

true fact, he starts looking for the "lost" ax and eventually finds the "lost" ax. From 

the point of view of his conviction. nothing has changed from the moment he decides 

to look for it and the moment he finds it. In other words, the moment he accepts 

that his ax is lost and not stolen, one can Say that he has already found it because 

his conviction will inevitably lead him to its finding. His conviction does not tell him 

how and when he will find it, but this does not matter because this information is of 

no use for the search itself. In this regard. the path to enlightenment is often 

compared to making a map. 1 believe that this analogy is not appropriate because 

the way one takes to reach the goal is unpredictable and even unlimited. The fact, 

however, that the way to reach the place one already is is unlimited, does not mean 



that it can be anything. Whatever way one takes, it is always a true description of 

or it is always leading to--in the context of the cultivation of awareness these two 

ideas are identical-the conviction or the confirmation of the conviction-again, no 

difference here-one has decided to acknowledge at the very start of the path. In 

other words, whatever way one takes, it always reinforces one's "conviction of 

reality." I f  it does not, then rhere is not even a path and a goal to reach. It is to 

this kind of radicalism that the process cultivation of awareness introduces us: the 

beginning of the path is the end and one can never stand in between because the 

distinction between the beginning and the end presupposes another conviction 

incompatible with the one to reinforce. One can never dwell in two incompatible 

convictions at the same tirne. In fact, to talk of two convictions reveals that one is 

already established or aware of the liberating conviction whereas the one who acts 

on the assumptions of a conviction leading to suffering does not see any alternative 

at ail. The cultivation of awareness is therefore very much comparable to a rnirror 

maze: before entering, one does not see oneself, while being in it, one's own 

ref lection c m  be seen, and when coming out. it disappears. In the context of the 

Bodhicaryavatara, this phenornena corresponds to what 1 described as the dialogue 

or perhaps more appropriately, the monologue between the 1 and the me. 

To understand the dynamic of the cultivation of awareness, 1 quote a short 

passage taken from the Aryar~javavadaka sütra and used by Prajfiakaramati to 

explain the three aspects of cultivation of awareness. Again. this passage goes as 

follows: 

O great king, constantly remember, draw to your attention and contemplate the earnest 
aspiration, the faith, the longing and the desire for ~Ilumination, even when you are walking, 
standing still, sitting, sleeping, awake, eating and drinking. 

1 said that the three injunctions remember, draw tu attention and contemplate 
described in a nutshell the three aspects of the cultivation of awareness: 

renunciation, conversion and contemplation. These three aspects where 

distinguished, not on the ground of a difference of activity, but rather on account of 

the degree of intensity in one's awareness to be cultivated. 1 believe that I have 

explained at length the nature and the implications of these three aspects. 1 have, 

however, not said much about the significance of the second part of the passage, 

i.e..: "even when you are walking, standing still, sitting, sleeping, awake, eating and 

drinking." This is in fact the key to the correct practice of the cultivation of 

awareness. 



If the cultivat ion of awareness is to come to see the phenomenal world in 

terms of an idea such as emptiness. for example, it is impossible to develop such 

awareness if one is cut out from the phenomenal world. To see a penon as a friend. 

what is referred to by the word as cannot be experienced without seeing or 

experiencing that which is as ... In other words. the phenomenal world. even 

understood. or perhaps because understood as illusory. is the support of one's 

awareness to be cultivated. Let us come back to the simile of the rnirror maze. 

While being in it, one sees one's reflections in the mirrors perfectly knowing that 

these are only reflections. By seeing them, however. one indirectly perceives a 

distance or a space between them and oneself. This distance can only be perceived 

by Looking at the reflections of oneself. By looking closely at the various reflections. 

one perceives that some come from a closer mirror, some from other mirrors which 

are farther. Slowly one begins to develop a more acute sense of the distance or 

space between the ref lections and oneself. 1 t is this sense of space that reveals the 

way to follow in order to come out of the maze. A t  some point. one's sense of 

distance may be so developed that one would walk through the maze as tough the 

mirrors were plain walls. And when one eventually cornes out of the maze. the 

ref lections disappears but the sense of distance or space remains. Only this time. 

the experience is overwhelming. When one looks at a person who went through the 

maze and a person who did not. what exactly has been added in the experience of 

the former? Certainly not space because. even for the latter. actions or movements 

is impossible without it. What has been added is just an awareness of what always is. 

The sojourn in the maze did not bring about the creation of sornething new. but 

rather, it forced the awareness of what already is. 

1 t would certainly exceed the scope of this thesis, but I think that it may be 

interesting to look at the parallels between the notion of space @kasal in Buddhism 

and that of nirvana. Both have been considered as that which is not composed 

(asamskrtal and in some texts, one has the impression that they are ~ y n o n y m o u s . ~ ~ ~  

Taking into consideration the simile of the mirror maze. one could see how they can 

be: if nirvana means extinguishing, space. by being fully revealed by the extinction 

of the illusions, i.e., the coming out of the maze, is only a different description of 

what is referred to by the experience of nirvana. 

As a final point of this thesis 1 wouid like to come back to where it started. 

Given the soteriological context suggested in 

- -- - 

4 9 4 ~  3areau ( 1950) for a full çt ud y on the asarriskrta. 
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the present research, what would be 



an appropriate translation for the word bodhicitta? I would say that bodhicitta 

rneans a mind fully pervaded--a mind can only be fully pervaded- of a thought 

whose content is the desire for enlightenment for the sake of al1 beings. In a 

shorter form: the thought of the desire for enlightenrnent. However accurate this 

translation may be, there is something missing. We have seen in the first chapter 

that bodhicitta referred to metaphysical realities or concepts such as the Cosmic 

Body of the Buddha (Dharmakayal or Reality as such (Bhütatathatal. Why is it that 

most Buddhist Mahayana traditions came to assirnilate bodhicitta to such realities? 

In this research, 1 have shown that a lot of ideas, for example, the notion of 

emptiness of al1 things or the immanent presence of the Buddha. could be used as a 

ba i s  for the cultivation of awareness. For this reason, I argued that the 

Bodhicary~vatara can be divided into three autonomous parts, each having its own 

theme for the cultivation of awareness. Why then did bodhicitta and not the other 

themes or ideas become so prominent? 1 t appears to me that one can compare the 

deveiopment of the concept of bodhicitta to that of a trademark such as Coca- 

Cola@. This word is not only the name given to a brownish sticky liquid but also of a 

wide range of ideas and impressions often identif ied as "the American way of life." 

As such, the word Coca-cola@ is untranslatable. Similarly, the concept of bodhicitta 

came to be assimilated to a specific spiritual approach and especially the fruits it 

produces and consequently, it referred to more than what a simple translation of it 

could express. To some extent, bodhicitta is like a word designating a whole class. 

similar to the expression bahuvrihi. The best translation 1 can imagine for bodhicitta 

is therefore bodhicitta". 
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